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PREFACE

Question: How doesa sociologist whose graduate training was entirely in

the hypothesis-testing approach to research based on quantitative
measurement and Statistical analysis come to write a book on

qualitative evaluation methods?

Answer(select one):

) rebellion against authority
) flawed socialization

) must be genetic

) mixture of b andc
) idle hands are the devil's playthings

(ft) amicrolevel function of being caught tn the historical intersec-

tion of the ownership of the means of production and the
changing forces of production (in other words. lost a bad bet)

g) all of the above
(h) none of the above.

For readers who,like myself, may experience someinitial separation

anxiety in moving away from standardized psychological tests and
multiple-choice questionnaires to the open-ended, nonstandardized

world of qualitative methods,I thought it might ease the transition to

begin with a familiar format. You should know, however, that from

this point forward the closed categories and standardized response
sets are out.

The question, however, is a reasonable one. One of the cardinal

principles of qualitative methods is the importance of background

and context to the processes of understanding and interpreting data.It

therefore seems appropriate in, this preface to establish the back-

ground of and a context for understanding and interpreting this book.

Mygraduate training did not offer courses in either qualitative

methods or evaluation research. In pursuing aninterest in applying

social science at the program level I quickly discovered that my
graduate school repertoire of research methods wastoo limited to
serve me well in the variety of situations I was encountering. I was

9



10 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION METHODS

forced to learn aboutalternative methodsstrategies in orderto be of
Service to the staff membersof innovative education programs who
refused to subject their students, themselves, or their programs to
“impersonal numbers’”’ and “‘neat social science categories.”’ During
two years of fieldwork at the Center for Teaching and Learning,
University of North Dakota, working with Vito Perrone, Chuck
Nielson, Nancy Miller, Lowell Thompson, and Tom Pace,I had the
opportunity to explore ways of using numbers to understand pro-
grams while also learning about other waysof studying the world.
Discussions with Patricia Carini, Ted Chittenden, Ann Cook,
Brenda Engel, Sharon Feiman, George Hein, Herb Mack, Debbie
Meier, Vito Perrone, Susan Stoldosky, and Lillian Weber through
the North Dakota Study Group on Evaluation werecritical in my
coming to understand and use qualitative evaluation methods. It was
the work with and support from this study groupthat led to my first
writings on qualitative methods.

Participation as a postdoctoral fellow in the NIMH-supported
Evaluation Methodology Training Program at the University of
Minnesota gave me both time and the opportunity to think about and
explore alternative evaluation research methods. I am indebted to
Harold Finestone, University of Minnesota, who introduced me to
the sociologicalliterature on qualitative methodsduringthis period.
The faculty advisers in the program, John Brandl of the Hubert H.
Humphrey Institute for Public Affairs and Ray Collier of the
Departmentof Statistics, were particularly tolerant and supportive
oftrainees’ explorations into a variety ofmethodological approaches.
The Minnesota training program supported our research on the
utilization of evaluation researchthat led to the writing of Utiliza-
tion-Focused Evaluation (Patton, 1978). In part of that book
(Chapter 10) I advocated a flexible approach to selection of
evaluation methods and argued that qualitative methods should be
considered an appropriate, useful, and legitimate evaluative paradigm
for certain evaluation situations. WhatI did not do in that book was
explain precisely what those situations were or how to actually use
qualitative methods. The purposeofthis bookis to make upfor those

omissions and respond to questions about qualitative evaluation
methods that have been raised by colleagues and students since the
publication of Utilization-Focused Evaluation.
That this book waswritten at this pointin timeis due entirely to the

persuasive powers of Sara Miller McCune, President and Publisher
of Sage Publications. Over a period of several months she provided
me with reasons why the book should be written now, finally
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convincing me to make acommitmentduringa trip to Minnesotain the

fall of 1978. It has been an enormous pleasure to work with a

publisher who is so thoroughly knowledgeable about evaluation

research andtheissues of concern to evaluators. That explains at

least part of the reason why Sage Publications has become the

leading publisher of evaluation researchliterature.

Several people were invaluable to me in the actual writing of the

book. Greg Stark, a staff memberofthe Minnesota Centerfor Social

Research,played thecritical role of posing the questions to which I

respond throughoutthe book; he wasa constantsourceofinspiration

and direction. Greg’s own personal inquiry into qualitative evalua-

tion methods kept me focused on the reason the book was being

written and helped me know what I needed to cover. His careful

reading of early drafts of the manuscript led to major revisions,

deletions, and additions. Greg’s own fieldwork furnished examples

of qualitative analysis that are featured in the book.

Malcolm Grayand Hal Lenke, though they were not awareofit at

the time, played critical roles in the writing of the book. They

directed the Southwest Field Training Project, the evaluation of

which gave methe opportunity to develop andtest, test and develop

my understandings about qualitative evaluation methods. Their

commitment to that evaluation process, their trust in me, and their

ongoing struggle to make sense of the program and to use the

evaluation observations to that end convinced methat a booklike

this neededto be written, thatit could be written, and that I ought to

be the one to do it because of what I had to share from my experience

with them. Because they do not believe in making a distinction

between “‘personal’’ and ‘‘professional,”’ they will, I hope, forgive

me if I use this space to publicly acknowledge my thanks to them for

the opportunities they provided me for personal and professional

learning. Noneofthat, however, explains the dedication of the book

to them. The dedication is to our friendship.

I also wish to thank Ron Geizer and Chris Haupert who kept the

Minnesota Center for Social Research running smoothly while I was

preoccupied with this book. Joyce Keller and Beth Alberty con-

tributed original pieces of writing that illuminate important aspects

of qualitative methods that have not been part ofmy own experience.

Janet Donicht and Leslie Bernstein worked diligently and caringly in

typing (and editing) the manuscript. (Leslie is in no way responsible

if the word “‘impact’’ appearsin these pages asa verb;she did her best

to delete it every time it appeared in my raw verbiage.)
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As other authors know,there is no wayto really recognize the
contribution of one’s family to a booklike this, the writing of which
was a Struggle and matter of endurance for both family and author.
While Sara McCune was persuading me that the book should be
written, Jeanne was persuading me that we could nurture together
both a new book and a newborn child. (Having beenleft out of that
decision, the newborn child subsequently made it clear he didn’t
always agree.) The contribution of Jeanne to the book exemplifies
the kind of situation wherethe personal and professional cannot be
and ought not be separated. Jeanne’s reflections on her own
evaluation fieldwork and interviewing experiences helped me clarify
and break through someparticularly difficult sections of the book.
Hereditorial advice was invaluable(it’s embarrassing to think about
some of the things that would have beenleft in without the cutting
edge of her editorial axe). Those are her tangible contributions; the
intangibles she contributedare the things that made the book happen.

Some prefatory comments on style and substance seem to be in
order. This is not a recipe book. The nature of both evaluation
research and qualitative methods makesit inappropriate to follow
recipes or formulae.It is therefore not a ‘‘how to”’ book. At one time I
had beguntotell people I planned to write a ‘“‘how to”’ book. At the
North Dakota Study Group on Evaluation Meetings in February
1979, Lillian Weber heard me say that and commented gently,
“Michael, why don’t you just write some suggestions about how
people might proceed sometimes. We don’t need a ‘how to’ book.
Those are the kinds of books that got evaluation into the troubleit’s
already in.”’

The bookis also not simply about methods. Qualitative modes of
understanding the world are rooted in philosophical and epistemo-
logical traditions that require explication in order to establish a
context for making decisions about the usefulness, credibility,
validity, and appropriateness of various qualitative evaluation
Strategies. Thus, ‘suggestions’ about methods are integrated with
‘suggestions’ about some waysto think about methods and evalua-
tion.

This last point means that this is not a neutral textbook which
carefully balancesalternatives and gives equal weightto all points of
view. A definite point of view about evaluation is offered. The
perspective presented here is groundedin the observation that much
of what passes for evaluation research is not very useful; that
evaluation research ought to be useful; that one factor affecting
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usefulness is the appropriateness of the methods used; and that,

therefore, some different things must be done if appropriate methods

are to be employed to produce useful information for decision-

making. This booktries to suggest some of the different things that

can be done.

Saint Paul, Minnesota — Michael Quinn Patton



Conceptual Issues in the Use of

Qualitative Methods for Evaluation Research

Conceptualizing an evaluation depends on understandingself-interest:

yours and theirs. Useful evaluations put theirs first. Then there are the

others....

Hennes’ Lament: Evaluators do IT underdifficult circumstances.

The scientific status of a methodological approach has nothing to do

with its appropriateness. And vice versa.

Evaluation is too serious a matter to be done by someone who has

never been a client in a program.

Gigo’s Law of Deduction: Garbage in, garbage out.

Halcolm’s Law of Induction: No new experience, no new insight.

An evaluation not worth doing is not worth doing well.

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Laws



CHAPTER

l

A PARADIGM OF CHOICES

And it is recorded that the students came unto Halcolm, the Wise.
**Teach us, Master, the right methods to use when weevaluate.’’ And
he said:

‘Issues of evaluation methodology are issues of strategy, not of
morals. Purity of method is no virtue. That strategy is best which
matches research methodsto the evaluation questions being asked.
The challenge is to decide which methods are most appropriate in a
given situation. The science of making methodsdecisionsis no less
highly developed than the technology for making other simple
decisions, for example, how to choose a spouse, career, city of
residence, or which toothpaste to use.

‘Blessed are the poor in choices, for they will have no trouble
making up their minds.”’

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Beatitudes

UTILIZATION-FOCUSED EVALUATION:
A LARGE REPERTOIRE OF METHODS

Evaluation research is coming of age. It has its own scholarly
professionalsocieties, a large and growingliterature, and a multitude
of practitioners. It also has growing pains, manyofthem occasioned
by the increasing consciousness that the world is complex and not
always manipulable according to one’s wishes. Like a child losingits
innocence, evaluation research has grown beyondthe simple days
when the answerto every evaluation problem was the administration
of a standardized test to experimental and control groups.

Today’s evaluator must be sophisticated about matching research
methods to the nuancesof particular evaluation questions and the
idiosyncracies of specific decision maker needs. In Utilization-

17



18 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION METHODS

Focused Evaluation (Patton, 1978) I described the evaluator’s role
as “‘active-reactive-adaptive”’ in working with decision makers and
information usersto focus evaluation questions and make methods
decisions (Patton, 1978). In orderto be active-reactive-adaptive the
evaluator must have a large repertoire of research methods and
techniques available to use on a variety of problems. Thus, today’s
evaluator maybe called on to use any andall social science research
methods, including analyses of quantitative data, questionnaire
results, secondary data analysis, cost benefit and cost effectiveness
analyses, standardized tests, experimental designs, unobtrusive
measures, participant observation, and in-depth interviewing.
The active-reactive-adaptive evaluator works with decision makers

to design an evaluation that includes any andall data that will help
shed light on evaluation questions, given constraints of resources and
time. Such an evaluator is committed to research designs that are
relevant, rigorous, understandable, and able to produce useful

results that are valid, reliable, and believable. On many occasions—

indeed, for most evaluation problems—avariety of data collection
techniques and design approaches will be used. Multiple methods
and triangulation of observations contributes to methodological
rigor. This style of evaluation is in the tradition of social science
research aimedat “sophisticated rigor.’’ Norman K. Denzin intro-
duced this phrase to describe a commitment ‘“‘to making data and
explanatory schemes as public and replicable as possible.” It is a
phrase intended to describe “‘any and all [evaluators] who employ
multiple methods, seek out diverse data sources, and attempt to
develop behaviorally grounded theories” (Denzin, 1978:167).
Of course, the ideal of the active-reactive-adaptive evaluator

being methodologically flexible, sophisticated, and able to use a
variety of methodsto study any particular evaluation question runs
headlonginto the realities of the evaluation world. Those realities
include limited resources, political considerations, and the narrow-
ness of disciplinary training available to most evaluators. These
constraints mean that the imagery of being active-reactive-adaptive
includes the evaluator as a negotiator whostrives to obtain the best
possible design and the most useful answers within the real world of
politics, people, and methodological prejudice.

Concern about methodological prejudice led me to compare two
alternative paradigms of evaluation measurement and design in

Utilization-Focused Evaluation. That comparison included a
lament about the dominance of one paradigm overthe other.
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Evaluation research is dominated by the largely unquestioned, natural

Science paradigm of hypothetico-deductive methodology. This domi-

nant paradigm assumes quantitative measurement, experimental

design, and multivariate, parametric statistical analysis to be the

epitome of “‘good”’ science. This basic model for conducting evalua-

tion research comesfrom the tradition of experimentation in agricul-

ture, which gave us manyofthe basic statistical and experimental

techniques most widely used in evaluation research....

By way of contrast, the alternative to the dominant hypothetico-

deductive paradigm is derived from the tradition of anthropological

field studies. Using the techniquesofin-depth, openendedinterviewing

and personal observation, the alternative paradigm relies on qualita-

tive data, holistic analysis, and detailed description derived from close

contact with the targets of study. The hypothetico-deductive, natural

science paradigm aimsat prediction of social phenomena;theholistic-

inductive, anthropological paradigm aims at understanding of social
phenomena. From a utilization-focused perspective on evaluation
research,neither of these paradigmsis intrinsically better than the other.

They represent alternatives from which the active-reactive-adaptive
evaluator can choose; both contain options for identified decision-

makers and information-users.... The problem from a utilization-
focused approach to evaluation is that the very dominance of the
hypothetico-deductive paradigm with its quantitative, experimental
emphasis appears to have cut off the great majority of its practi-
tioners from serious consideration of any alternative evaluation
research paradigm or methods. The label “‘research’’ has come to

meanthe equivalent of employing the ‘“‘scientific method,”’ ofworking

within the dominant paradigm. There is, however, an alternative

[Patton, 1978:203-204, 207].

The dominant paradigm no longer seems so ominous. The 1978
meeting of the Evaluation Research Society devoted substantial
program time to consideration of qualitative methods. Donald
Campbell and Lee Cronbach, considered major spokesmenfor the
dominant paradigm in the past, have recently advocated the appro-
priateness and usefulness of qualitative methods (Cronbach, 1975:
Campbell, 1974). Ernest R. House,in describingtherole of ‘‘quali-
tative argument”’ in evaluation research, notes that ‘‘when two of
the leading scholars of measurement and experimental design,

Cronbach and Campbell, strongly support qualitative studies, thatis
strong endorsement indeed’”’ (1977:18).
The issues of selecting methodsis no longer one of the dominant

paradigm versus the alternative paradigm, of experimental designs
with quantitative measurement versus holistic-inductive designs
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based on qualitative measurement. The debate and competition

between paradigmsis being replaced by a new paradigm—aparadigm

of choices. The paradigm of choices recognizes that different

methods are appropriate for different situations.

This book is aimed at increasing and expanding the evaluation

repertoire of applied social scientists. No attempt will be made here

to argue that qualitative methods are “‘better’’ than quantitative

methods. The purpose of this book is to assist those evaluators who

want to employ qualitative methodsso that they will know whenit is

appropriate to do so, and sothat they can use qualitative methods in

waysthat will produce useful and valid data. The emphasis through-

out is on strategies for using qualitative evaluation methods.



CHAPTER

2

THE NATURE OF QUALITATIVE DATA

THE FRUIT OF QUALITATIVE METHODS

There was once a man wholived in a country which had nofruit

trees. This man wasa scholarand spenta great deal of time reading.
In his readings he often came across references to fruit. The

descriptions of fruit were so enticing that he decided to undertake a
journey so that he could experience fruit for himself.

He went to the market and asked everyone he metif they knew

where he could find fruit. After much searching he located a man who

knew the directions to the country and place where he could find

fruit. The man drew out elaborate directionsfor the scholarto follow.

With his map in hand, the scholar carefully followed all of the

directions. He was very careful to makeall of the right turns and to

check out all of the landmarks that he was supposed to observe.
Finally, he came to the end of the directions and found himself at the
entrance to a large apple orchard. It was springtime and the apple
trees were in blossom.

The scholar entered the orchard and proceeded immediately to
take one of the blossomsandtaste it. He liked neither the texture of
the flower nor the taste. He went to anothertree and sampled another

blossom, and then another blossom, and another.

Each blossom, though quite beautiful, was distasteful to him. He
left the orchard and returned to his home country, reporting to his
fellow villagers that fruit was a much over-rated food. Being unable
to recognize the difference between the spring blossom and the
summerfruit, the scholar neverrealized that he had not experienced
what he was lookingfor.

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Parables

2i



22 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION METHODS

RECOGNIZING QUALITATIVE DATA

The later chapters in this book discuss how to collect qualitative
data and how to apply qualitative methods. First, it may be helpful to
discuss the fruit of qualitative methods; it is important to know what
qualitative data look like so that you will know whatyouare looking
for. In so doing it will also be possible to develop somecriteria
concerning the quality of qualitative data.

Qualitative measurement has to do with the kinds of data or
information that are collected. Qualitative data consist of detailed
descriptions ofsituations, events, people, interactions, and observed

behaviors; direct quotations from people about their experiences,
attitudes, beliefs, and thoughts; and excerpts or entire passages from
documents, correspondence,records, and case histories. The detailed

descriptions, direct quotations, and case documentation of qualita-

tive measurementare raw data from the empirical world. The data
are collected as open-ended narrative without attempting to fit
program activities or peoples’ experiences into predetermined,
standardized categories such as the response choices that comprise

typical questionnairesortests.

Quantitative measurementrelies upon the use of instrumentsthat
provide a standardized frameworkin orderto limit data collection to
certain predetermined response or analysis categories. The experi-

ences of people in programs and the important variables that

describe program settings are fit into these standardized categories
to which numerical values are then attached. By contrast, the
evaluator using a qualitative approach to measurement seeks to

capture what people have to say in their own words. Qualitative
measures describe the experiences of people in depth. The data are

open-endedin orderto find out what people’s lives, experiences, and
interactions mean to them in their own terms andin their natural

settings. Qualitative measures permit the evaluation researcher to
record and understand people in their own terms.

Qualitative data provide depth and detail. Depth and detail

emerge through direct quotation and careful description. The extent

of depth and detail will vary depending uponthe nature and purpose

of a particular study. At the simplest level, depth and detail may

emerge from responses to open-ended questions on a questionnaire.

A good example ofthe difference in depth and detail obtained from

open-ended questions versus standardized questionnaire items can

be observed by comparing the two kindsof data from a single study.
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Comparing Two Kinds ofData: A Case Example

In the early 1970s the school system of Kalamazoo, Michigan,

implemented a new accountability system. It was a complex system

that included using standardized achievement tests administered in

both fall and spring; criterion reference tests developed by teachers;

performance objectives; teacher peer ratings; student ratings of

teachers; parent ratings ofteachers; principal ratings ofteachers; and

teacher self-ratings.

The Kalamazoo accountability system beganto attract national

attention. For example, the American SchoolBoardJournal reported

in April 1974 that ‘‘Kalamazoo schools probably will have oneofthe

most comprehensive computerized systems of personnel evaluation

and accountability yet devised”’ (p. 40). In thefirst of a three-part

series on Kalamazoo the American School Board Journal had

asserted:

Take it from Kalamazoo: a comprehensive, performance-based

system ofevaluation and accountability can work [ASBJ, 1974:32;

italics in the original].

Not everyone agreed with that positive assessment, however. The

Kalamazoo Education Association charged that teachers were being

demoralized by the accountability system. Someschoolofficials, on

the other hand, argued that teachers did not want to be accountable.

In the spring of 1976 the Kalamazoo Education Association, with

assistance from the Michigan Education Association and the National

Education Association, sponsored a survey of teachersto find out

the teachers’ perspective on the accountability program (Perroneet

al., 1976).
The education association officials were interested primarily in a

questionnaire consisting of standardized items. One part of the

questionnaire provided teacherswith a set of statements with which

they could agree or disagree. A representative sampling of results

from those items are listed in Table 2.1.

It is clear from the most cursory look at the questionnaire results

that teachers felt the accountability system was largely ineffective

and inadequate. Ninety percent of the teachers disagreed with the

school administration’s published statement, ““The Kalamazoo

accountability system is designed to personalize and individualize

education.’”! Eighty-eight percent reported that the system does not

assist teachers to become moreeffective. Ninety percent responded

that the accountability system has not improved educational planning
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in Kalamazoo. Ninety-three percent believed, “‘Accountability as

practiced in Kalamazoo creates an undesirable atmosphere of

anxiety among teachers.’’ Ninety percent asserted, ““The account-

ability system is mostly a public relations effort.’’ Nor did teachers

feel that the accountability system fairly reflected what they did as

teachers. Ninety-seven percent of the teachers agreed on the

following:

Accountability as practiced in Kalamazoo places too much emphasis

on things that can be quantified so that it misses the results of teaching

that are not easily measured.

Teachersfelt that the school administration had failed to develop a

useful, positive approach to educational accountability. Ninety

percent reported that administrators do not use accountability data

in a positive, constructive manner.

It is relatively clear from these statements that most teachers who

respondedto the questionnaire were negative about the accountability

system. Whenschool officials and school board members reviewed

the questionnaire results, however, many of them immediately

dismissed those results by arguing that they had never expected

teachers to like the system, teachers didn’t really want to be

accountable, and the teacher unions had told their teachers to

respond negatively anyway. In short, many school officials and

school board membersdismissed the questionnaireresults as biased,

inaccurate, and the results of a teacher union campaign wherein

teachers were told how to respond to the questionnaire in orderto

discredit the school authorities.

The same questionnaire included two open-ended questions. The

first was placed midway through the questionnaire, and the second

cameat the end of the questionnaire.

1. Please use this space to make any further comments or recom-

mendations concerning any component of the accountability

system.

2. Finally, we’d like you to use this space to add any additional

comments you'd like to make about any part of the Kalamazoo
accountability system.

Three hundred seventy-three teachers (70 percent of those who

responded to the questionnaire) took the time to respond to one of

these questions. All of the comments madeby teachers were typed
verbatim and included in the report. These open-ended datafilled
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101 pagesofsingle-spaced comments. Whenthe schoolofficials and
school board membersrejected the questionnaire data, rather than
argue with them about the meaningfulnessofteacher responsesto the
standardized items, we asked them to turnto the pages ofopen-ended
teacher comments andto simply read at random whatteacherssaid.
The kind of comments they read, and could read on virtually any
page in the report, are reproduced below. Theseare six representa-
tive responses from the middle pagesof the report.

Teacher Response #284:

I don’t feel that fear is necessary in an accountability situation. The
person at the head of aschool system has to be human, not a machine.
You just don’t treat people like they are machines!

The superintendent used fear in this system to get what he wanted.
That’s very hard to explain in a short space. It’s something you have to
live through to appreciate. He lied on many occasions and wasvery
deceitful. Teachers need a situation where they feel comfortable. I’m
not saying that accountability is not good. I am saying the one we have
is ousy. It’s hurting the students—the very ones we’re supposedto be
workingfor.

Teacher Response #257:

This system is creating an atmosphereof fear and intimidation. I can
only speak for the school I am in, but people are tense, hostile and
losing their humanity. Gone is the good will and team spirit of
administration andstaff and believe this all begins at the top. One can
work in these conditions but why,if it is to “‘shape up’’ a few poor
teachers. Instead,it’s having disastrous results on the whole faculty
community.

Teacher Response #244:

In order to fully understand the oppressive, stifling atmosphere in
Kalamazoo you haveto “‘be in the trenches’’—the classrooms.

In 10 years of teaching I have never ended a schoolyear as depressed
about “‘education”’ as I havethis year. If things do not improvein the
next 2 years I will leave education. The Kalamazoo accountability
system must be viewed in its totality and not just the individual
componentparts of it. In toto it is oppressive andstifling.

In teaching governmentandhistory, students often asked whatit was
like to live in a dictatorship—I now knowfirsthand. The superintendent
with his accountability model andhis abrasive condescending manner
has managed in three short years to destroy teacher morale and
effective creative classroom teaching.
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Last evening my wife and I went to an end ofthe schoolyear party. The

atmospherethere was strange—little exuberance, laughteror release.

People who in previous years laughed, sang and danced were

unnaturally quiet and somber. Most people went homeearly. The key

topic was the superintendent, the school board election, and a millage

campaign. People are still tense and uncertain.

While the school board doesnot “‘pay us to be happy” it certainly must

recognize that emotional stability is necessary for effective teaching to

take place. The involuntary transfers, intimidation, coercion and top

to bottom ‘‘channelized’’ communication in Kalamazoo mustqualify

this school system forthelist of “‘least desirable’’ school systemsin the

nation.

Teacher Response #233:

I have taught in Kalamazoo for 15 years and under 5 Superintendents.

Until the present superintendent I found working conditions to be
enjoyable and teachers and administration and the Board ofEducation

all had a good working relationship. In the past 4 years—underthe

present superintendent—I find the atmosphere deteriorating to the

point where teachers distrust each other and teachers do not trust

administrators at all! We understand the position the administrators

have been forced into and feel compassion for them—however—we

still have no trust! Going to school each morning is no longer an

enjoyable experience.

Teacher Response #261:

A teacher needs some checks and balancesto function effectively;it

would be ridiculous to think otherwise—if you are a concerned

teacher. But in teaching you are not turning out neatly packagedlittle

mechanical productsall alike and endowed with the same qualities.

This nonsensical accountability program we have here makes the

superintendent look good to the community. But someone whois in the

classroom dealing with all types of kids, some who cannot read, some

who hardly even come to school, some whoare in and outofjail, this

teacher can see that and the rigid accountability model that neglects

the above mentioned problemsis pure ““BULLSHIT.”

Teacher Response #251:

“Fear” is the word for “‘accountability’’ as applied in our system.

Myteaching before “‘Accountability”’ is the same as now. ‘“‘Account-

ability’ is a political ploy to maintain power. Whatever good there
may have been in it in the beginning has been destroyed by the
awareness that each new educational “‘system’”’ has at its base a
political motive. Students get screwed. ...

27
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The bitterness and hatred in our system is incredible. What began as
. “noble” has been destroyed. You wouldn’t believe the new layers of
administration that have been createdjust to keep this monster going.

Our finest compliment around our state is that the other school
systems know whatis going on and are having noneofit. Lucky people.

Come down andvisit in hell—sometime.

THE PURPOSE OF OPEN-ENDED
RESPONSES

The questionnaire results sampled aboveillustrate the difference
between qualitative measurement based on responsesto open-ended
questions and quantitative measurement based onscales composed
of standardized questionnaire items. Quantitative measures are
succinct, parsimonious, and easily aggregated for analysis; quantita-
tive data are systematic, standardized, and easily presented in a
Short space. By contrast, the qualitative measures are longer, more
detailed, and variable in content; analysis is difficult because
responses are neither systematic nor standardized. Yet the open-
ended responses permit one to understand the world as seen by the
respondents. The purpose of gathering responses to open-ended
questions is to enable the researcher to understand and capture the
points of view of other people without predetermining those points of
view throughpriorselection of questionnaire categories. As Lofland
explains:

In order to capture participants ‘‘in their own terms” one mustlearn
their categories for rendering explicable and coherentthe flux of raw
reality. That, indeed, is the first principle of qualitative analysis
[Lofland, 1971:7; italics added].

Direct quotations are a basic source of raw data in qualitative
measurement, revealing respondents’ level of emotion, the way in
which they have organized their world, their thoughts about whatis
happening, their experiences, and their basic perceptions. The task for
the qualitative methodologist is to provide a framework within which
people can respondin a waythat represents accurately and thoroughly
their points of view about the world, or that part of the world about
which they are talking—for example, their experience with a
particular program being evaluated. As Denzin(1978:10) has noted,
too often social scientists *‘enter the field with preconceptions that
prevent them from allowing thosestudiedto‘tell it as they seeit.’”’
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I purposefully selected questionnaire datato illustrate the differ-

ences between quantitative and qualitative measurement because

open-ended responses on questionnaires represent the most elemen-

tary form of qualitative data. There are severe limitations to open-

ended data collected in writing on questionnaires; limitations related

to the writing skills of respondents, the impossibility of probing or

extending responses, and the effort required ofthe person completing

the questionnaire. Yet, even at this elementary level ofmeasurement,

the depth and detail of feelings revealed in the open-ended comments

of the Kalamazooteachersillustrate the fruit of qualitative methods.

While the comparison aboveis based on qualitative data collected

from open-ended questionnaire items, the major way in which the

qualitative methodologist seeks to understand the perceptions,

feelings, and knowledge of people is through in-depth, intensive

interviewing. The chapter on interviewing will discuss ways of

gathering high quality information from people—data which reveal

experiences with program activities and perspectives on program

impacts from the points of view of participants, staff, and others

involved in and knowledgeable about the program being evaluated.

And what was the impact of the qualitative evaluation data

collected from teachers in Kalamazoo? You will recall that many of

the school board members initially dismissed the standardized

questionnaire responsesas biased,rigged, and the predictable result

of the union’s campaign to discredit school officials. However, after

reading through a few pages of teachers’ own personal comments,

after hearing about teachers’ experiences with the accountability

system in their own words, the tenor of the discussion about the

evaluation report changed. School board members could easily

reject what they perceived as a “‘loaded”’ questionnaire. They could
not so easily dismiss the anguish, fear, and depth of concern revealed
in the teachers’ own reflections. Discussion of the evaluation results

shifted from an attack on the measures used to the question, ““What

do you think we should do?’’

During the summerof 1976, following discussion ofthe evaluation

report, the superintendent “‘resigned.’’ The new superintendent and

school board in 1976-1977 used the evaluation report as a basis for

Starting fresh with teachers. A year later the teacher association

officials reported a new environment of teacher-administration

cooperation in developing a mutually acceptable accountability

system. The evaluation report did not directly cause these changes.

Many other factors were involved in Kalamazoo at that time.

However, the qualitative information in the evaluation report revealed
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the full scope and natureofteachers’ feelings about whatit waslike to
work in the atmosphere created by the accountability system. The
depth of those feelings as expressed in the teachers’ own words
becamepart of the impetus for change in Kalamazoo.

MEASUREMENTBY OBSERVATION

What people say is a major source of qualitative data, whether
what they say is obtained verbally through aninterview orin written
form through document analysis or survey responses. There are
limitations, however, to how much can be learned from what people
say. To understand fully the complexities of many program situa-
tions, direct participation in and observation of the program may be
the best evaluation method. HowardS. Becker, one ofthe leading
practitioners of qualitative methods in the conductof social science
research, arguesthat participant observation is the most comprehen-
sive of all types of research strategies.

The most complete form ofthe sociological datum,afterall, is the form
in which the participant observer gathers it: an observation of some
social event, the events which precede,andfollowit, and explanations
of its meaning by participants and spectators, before, during, and after
its occurrence. Such a datum gives us more information aboutthe event
under study than data gathered by any other sociological method
[Becker and Geer, 1970:133].

Observational data, especially participant observation, permits
the evaluator to understand a program to an extent not entirely
possible using only the insights of others obtained through interviews.
Ofcourse, not everything can be directly observed or experienced—
and participant observationis a highly labor-intensive and therefore
relatively expensive research strategy. In a later chapterstrategies
for using observational methods, including both participant and
nonparticipant approaches,will be discussed at length. My purpose
at this point is simply to give the reader anothertaste ofthe fruits of
qualitative methods. Before discussing how to collect observational
evaluation data,it is helpful to know what such data should looklike.
The purpose ofobservational analysis is to take the readerinto the

setting that was observed. This means that observational data must
have depth and detail. The data must be descriptive, sufficiently
descriptive that the reader can understand what occurred and howit
occurred. The observer’s notes becomethe eyes,ears, and perceptual
senses for the reader. The descriptions mustbe factual, accurate, and
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thorough without being cluttered by irrelevant minutiae and trivia.

The basic criterion to apply to a recorded observation is whether or

not that observation permits the reader to enter the situation.

The observation which follows is meantto illustrate what such a

descriptive account would look like. This evaluation excerpt des-

cribes a two-hour observation of a parent discussion in a parent

education program. The purpose of the program, one of twenty-two

such state-supported programs,is to increase the skills, knowledge,

and confidence of parents. The program is also aimed at providing a

support group for parents. In funding the program, legislators

emphasized that they did not wantparents to be told howto reartheir

children. Rather, the purpose of parent education sessions was to

increase the options available to parents so that they could make

conscious choices about their own parenting styles and increase their

confidence about the choices they make. Parents were also to be

treated with respect and to be recognized as the primary educatorsof

their children—in other words, the early childhood educators were

not to imposetheir expertise upon parents, but rather to make clear

that parents are the real experts about their own children.

Site visits were madeto all programs, and parenting discussions

were observed on eachsite visit. Descriptions of these sessions then

becamethe primary data ofthe evaluation. In short, the evaluators

were to be the eyes andears ofthe legislature andthe stateprogram

staff, permitting them to understand what was happening in the

parent sessions. Descriptive data about the sessionsalso provided a

mirror for the staffwho conducted thosesessions, a way of lookingat
whatthey were doingto see if that was what they wanted to be doing.

Whatfollows is a description from one such session. Thecriterion

that should be applied in reading this description is whether or not

sufficient data are provided to take readers into the setting and permit

them to make a judgment about the nature and quality of parent

education being provided.

OBSERVATION DATA ILLUSTRATED:
A DISCUSSION FOR MOTHERS OF
TWO-YEAR-OLDS

The discussion component of this parent education program

operates out of a small classroom in the basementof a church. The

toddler center is directly overhead onthe first floor so that noises
made by the children these mothers haveleft upstairs can be heard
during the discussion. The room is just large enough for the twelve

mothers, one staff person, and myself to sit along three sides of the
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room. The fourth side is used for a movie screen. (The staff person
told me afterward that smoking had been negotiated and agreed on
among the mothers.) The seats are comfortable, including two
couches. A few colorful posters with pictures decorate the walls.
Small tables are available for holding coffee cups during the
discussion. The back wall is lined with brochures on child care and
child development, and a metal cabinet in the room holds additional
program materials.
The session begins with mothers watching a twenty-minutefilm

about nursery school children. The film formsthe basis for getting
discussion started about what two-year-olds do. Mothers are asked
by the staff person to begin by picking out from the film thingsthat their
own children do and talking about the way that someofthe problems
with children were handledin the film. For the most part, mothers
Share positive experiences about their two-year-olds. The focus of
the discussion turns quickly to what happensas children grow older,
how they change anddevelop.

Staff person comments: ‘‘Don’t worry about what kids do at a
particular age. Like don’t worry that your kid has to doacertain thing
at age two or else he’s behind in development or ahead of develop-
ment. There’s just a lot of variation in the ages at which kids do
things.”’
The discussionis free-flowing and, once begun,is not directed by

the staff person. Mothers talk back and forth to each other, Sharing
experiences about their children. A motherwill bring up a particular
point and other motherswill talk about their own experiencesas they
want to. For example, one of the topics is the problem a motheris
having with her child urinating in the bathtub. Other mothers share
their experiences with this problem, ways ofhandling it, and whether
or not to be concerned aboutit. The crux of that discussion seemsto
be thatit is not a big deal and not something that the mother ought to
be terribly concerned about.It is important not to makeit a big deal
for the child; the child would outgrowit.
The discussion turns to things that two-year-olds can do around

the house to help their mothers.... This is followed by some
discussion ofthe things that two-year-olds can’t do and someoftheir
frustrations in doing things. There is a good deal oflaughing, sharing
of funny stories about children, and sharing of frustrations about
children. The atmosphere is informal and there is a good deal of
intensity in listening. Mothers seem especially to pick up on things
that they share in commonaboutthe problemsthey havewith their
children.
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Another issue from another mother is the problem of her child

pouring out her milk. She asks, ““Whatdoesit mean?’’ This question

elicits some suggestions about using water aprons and cupsthat don’t

spill and other mothers’ problems with this kind of issue, but the

discussion is not focused and does not really come to very much

closure. The water apron suggestion brings up a question about

whether or not a plastic bag is okay. The discussion turns to the

safety problems with different kinds of plastic bags. About twenty

minutes of discussion have now taken place. (At this point one

mother leaves becauseshe hears her child crying upstairs.)

The discussion returns to the questions around giving children

baths. Staff memberinterjects: ‘“Two-year-olds should not beleft

alone in the bathtub.”’ With referenceto the earlier discussion about

urinating in the bathtub, a mother interjects that urine in the

bathwater is probably better than lake water that kids swim in. The

motherwith the problem of urination in the bathtub saysagain,“It

really bugs me when he urinates in the bathtub.”’ Staff member

responds,“It really is your problem,nothis. If you can calm yourself

down, he’ll be okay.”’

At lull in the discussion, the staff memberasks: “*Did you agree

with everything in the movie?”’ The motherstalk a bit about this and

the question focuses upon anincident in the movie where onechild

bit another. Mothers sharestories about problems they’ve had with

their children biting. Staffmemberinterjects: “‘Biting can be danger-

ous. It is important to do something about biting.’’ The discussion

turns to what to do. One mother suggests biting the child back.

Another mother suggests that kids will work it out themselves by

biting each other back. Mothers get very agitated, more than one

mothertalking at a time. Staff person asks people to “‘coolit,”’ so

that only one person talks at a time. (Mother who hadleft returns.)

The discussion about biting leads to a discussion about child

conflict and fighting in general, for example, the problem of children

hitting each otheror hitting their mothers. Again, the question arises

about what to do. One mother suggests that whenherchild hits her

she hits him back, or whenher child bites her she bites him back.Staff

person interjects: ‘‘Don’t model behavior you don’t like,”’ and goes

on to explain that her philosophyis that you should not do thingsas a

modelfor children that you don’t want them to do. She saysthat that

worksbest for her; however, other mothers mayfind otherthings that

work better for them. Staff member commentsthat hitting back or

biting back is a technique suggested by Dreikurs. She says she dis-
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for you.”’

Another motherbrings up a new problem.Herchild is destroying
her plants, dumping plants out, and tearing them up. “‘I really get
mad.”’ She saysthat the technique she has used for punishmentis to
isolate the child. Then she asks a question: “‘How long do you have to
punish a two-year-old before it starts working?”’

This commentis followed by intense discussion with several
mothers making comments: (This discussion is reproducedrelatively
in full to show the type of discussion that occurred.)
Mother No.2: ‘‘Maybe he needs his own plant. Sometimesit helps

to let a child have his own plantto take care of and then he comesto
appreciate plants.”’
Mother No.3: ‘“Maybehelikes to playin the dirt. Does he have his

own sandordirt to play in around the house?’’
Mother No.4: “. . . oatmeal is another good thing to playin...”
Staff: “Rice is another thing that childrenlike to play in and thatis

clean, good to use indoors.”’
MotherNo.5: “‘Somethings to play in would be bad or dangerous.

For example, powdered soapisn’t a good thing tolet kids play in.”
Mother No. 2: ‘Can you put the plants where he can’t get at

them?”’
Mother with problem:“I have too manyplants, I can’t put them

all out of the way.”
Staff: ““How old is your child?’’
Motherwith problem: ‘‘Two.”’
Staff: “Can you put the plants somewhereelse or provide a place

to play with dirt or rice?’’
Motherwith problem kind of shakes her head no.Staffperson goes

on: “Anotherthingis to tell the kid the plantsarealive, to help them
learn respectfor living things. Tell him that those plants are alive and
that it hurts them. Give him his own plant that he can get an in-
vestmentin.”’
Mother with problem: “‘I’ll try it.”
Mother No. 2: “You’ve got to be fair about a two-year-old. You

can’t expect them notto touchthings. It’s notfair. I try hangingall my
plants.”’ |

Staff interjection: “‘Sometimes just moving a child bodily away
from the thing you don’t wanthim to dois the best technique.”’
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Mother No. 4: “They’ll outgrow it anyway.”

Mother with problem: ‘‘Now he really dumps them and I get

angry.”

Staff: “Maybe hefeels a rivalry with the plants if you have so

many. Maybe he’s trying to compete.”

Mother No.3: ‘‘Let him help with the plants. Do you everlet him

help you take care of the plants?”’

Mother No. 6: ‘“‘Some plants are dangerousto help with.”

Staff: ‘‘Some dangerous houseplants are poison.”

She reaches up and pulls down a brochure on plants that are

dangerous and says that she has brochures for everyone. Several

people say that they want brochures and she goesto the cabinet to

make them available. One mother whohasnot participated verbally

up to this point specifically requests a brochure.

This is followedby a discussion of child-proofing a house as a

method of child rearing versus training the child not to touch things,

but with less emphasis on child-proofing, that is, removing tempta-

tion versus teaching children to resist temptation. One parent

suggests, in this context,that children be taught onevaluablethingat

a time. Several mothers give their points of view.

Staff: “The person who ownsthe housesets the rules. Two-year-

olds can learn to be careful. But don’t go aroundall day long saying,

‘“no, no.”

The time had comefor the discussion to end. The mothers stayed

around for about 15 minutes talking to each other informally, going

up and getting their children and getting them dressed. Some brought

them back down. They seemed to have enjoyed themselves and

continued the discussions informally. One mother with whom the

staff person had disagreed aboutthe issue of whetheror notit wasall

right to bite or hit children back as a way to teach them not to do

something stopped to continue the discussion. The staff person said

she hoped the mother understood that she respected herright to have

her own viewsand that she wasn’t tryingto tell her what to do, but she

disagreed and felt everybody had a right to their own opinion; that

part of the purposeof the group was for everyoneto be able to come

together to appreciate their own points of view and understand what

workedfor them. The mothersaid that she certainly didn’t feel badly

about the disagreement and she knew that somethings that worked

for other people didn’t work for her and that she had her own ways,

but that she really enjoyed the group. The staffperson cleaned up the

room, and the session ended.
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THE RAW DATA OF
QUALITATIVE MEASUREMENT

The description ofthis parenting session is aimed at permitting the
reader to understand what occurred in the session. These data are
descriptive. The purposeofthe descriptionis to take the readerinto
the setting. The data do not include judgments about whetheror not
what occurred was goodor bad,appropriate or inappropriate, or any
other interpretive judgments. The data simply describe whatoccurred.
State legislators, program staff, parents, and others used this
description, and descriptions like this from other programs, to
discuss what they wanted the programsto be and do. The descrip-
tions helped them make explicit their own judgmentalcriteria. In a
later chapter the issue of interpreting qualitative data will be
addressed at some length.

This chapter has been aimed at describing what qualitative data
look like. Basically, qualitative data consist of quotations from
people and descriptions of Situations, events, interactions, and
activities. The purpose of these data is to understand the point of
view and experiences of other persons.

Sociologist John Lofland has suggested that there are four
elements in collecting qualitative data. First, the qualitative meth-
odologist must get close enough to the people and situation being
studied to be able to understandthe depth anddetails ofwhat goes on.
Second, the qualitative methodologist must aim at capturing what
actually takes place and what people actually say: the perceived
facts. Third, qualitative data consist of a great deal of pure
description of people, activities, and interactions. Fourth, qualita-
tive data consist of direct quotations from people, both what they
speak and what they write down.

The commitmentto get close, to be factual, descriptive and quotive,
constitutes a significant commitmentto represent the participants in
their own terms. This does not mean that one becomesan apologist
for them, but rather that one faithfully depicts what goes on in their
lives and whatlife is like for them, in such a waythat one’s audienceis
at least partially able to project themselves into the pointofview of the
people depicted. They can ‘“‘take the role of the other’’ because the
reporter has given them a living sense of day-to-day talk, day-to-day
activities, day-to-day concerns and problems....

A major methodological consequence ofthese commitmentsis that the

qualitative study of people in situ is a process of discovery. It is of
necessity a process of learning what is happening. Since a majorpart of
whatis happening is provided by people in their own terms, one must
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find out about those terms rather than impose upon them a precon-

ceived or outsider’s schemeofwhatthey are about.It is the observer’s

task to find out what is fundamental or central to the people or world

under observation [Lofland, 1971:4].

THE FRUIT OF QUALITATIVE

METHOD REVISITED

This chapter began with the parable of the man whotraveled far in

search of a widely proclaimed food called “‘fruit.”” When finally

directed to a fruit tree, he confused the spring blossom ofthe tree with

the fruit of the tree. Finding the blossom to be tasteless, he dimissed

all he had heard about fruit as a hoax—and wenton his way. This

chapter has been aimedatillustrating what qualitative data looklike

so that the personin searchofthe fruits of qualitative methods will

know what to look for—and to know whenthereal thing has been

obtained. To close this chapter it may be instructive to consider two

other short parables about the search forfruit.

While the first seeker after fruit arrived too early to experience the

ripened delicacy, and tasted only the blossom, a second seekerafter

fruit arrived at a tree that had been improperly cultivated, so thatits

fruit was shriveled andbitter. This bad fruit had beenleft to rot. Not

knowing what goodfruit looked like, he sampled the bad.**Well, I’ve

seen and tasted fruit,’’ he said, ‘‘and I can tell you for sure thatit’s

terrible. I’ve hadit with fruit. Forget it. That stuff is awful.’ He went

on his way and his journey was wasted.

One can hopethat such a foolish mistakeis less likely today, since

early in school students are taught the dangerof generalizing from

limited cases. Yet rumorspersist that some people continueto reject

all qualitative data as worthless(and “‘rotten’’), having experienced

only bad samples produced with poor methods.

A third seekerafter fruit arrived at the same tree which produced

the shriveled and bitter fruit. He picked someof the rotting fruit and

examined it. He took the fruit to a farmer whocultivated fruit trees

with great success. The farmer peeled awaythe rotten exterior and

exposed the stoneinside. The farmer told him how to plant the stone,

cultivate the resulting tree, and harvest the desired delicacy. The

farmer also gave him a plump,ripe sample to taste. Once the seeker

after fruit knew whatfruit really was, and once he knew thatthe stone

he held in his hand wasa seed,all he had to do wasto plant and tend

properly the tree’s growth and work for the eventual harvest—the

fruit. Though there was much work to be done and manythings to be

learned, the resulting high quality fruit was worth theeffort.
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NOTE

1. The results reported here are for combined “strongly agree’ and‘‘agree’
responses or combined “‘strongly disagree’ and ‘‘disagree’’ responses.



CHAPTER

THE STRATEGY OF QUALITATIVE METHODS

“Tell us again, Master, how it was in the beginning.”

“In the beginning special gifts were given to different groups of

people. The caregivers were endowed with compassionfor the less

fortunate. The engineers were giventhe ability to see what was notyet

there. The carpenters were given patience to set straight lines and

perfect angles. The technicians were provided with diligence so that

they might conscientiously follow the blueprints and detailed directions

ofothers. The experimental scientists were given the certain beliefthat

the world could be manipulated accordingto their vision of it... . And

finally there remained onelast group and onelast gift. These were the

explorers. To them was given the gift of curiosity that they might

forever observe the world as it is and seek to understand the many

wonders of the world and the special gifts given to others.”’

‘‘But what of the evaluators? You have not mentionedtheir special

gift.”’

Halcolm smiled. ‘‘The evaluators, dear children, were spread

throughoutall the other groups, each endowedwiththe specialgift of

their own group, and each using that gift in a special way.”

‘But does that not make for much arguing among evaluators about

whohas the mostspecial gift of all?”’

Halcolm smiled.

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Oracles

THE NEED FORA
STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

A strategyis a plan of action. A strategy provides basic direction.

It permits seemingly isolated activities to fit together; it moves

separate efforts toward a common,integrated purpose. An evaluation

39
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research strategy, then, provides basic direction for the evaluator;it
provides guidancein selecting particular techniques or methodological
practices for specific settings.
The term “strategy” is used purposefully. Methods decisions

represent strategic choices. The term “strategy”? is meant to make
clear that there are various levels of decision-making involved in
designing an evaluation Study. The evaluator movesback andforth
between general methods Strategies and specific evaluation questions
to establish the relevance and meaningfulnessofparticular operational
procedures to the program under study. The strategy of a research
approach mustbetranslated into concrete data-gathering techniques,
instruments, and operations. How that translation occurs will be the
subject of later chapters. The purposeofthis chapteris to present the
strategy of qualitative methods, including fundamental assumptions
and epistemological ideals.

A Holistic View

Researchers using qualitative methods strive to understand
phenomenaandsituations as a whole; evaluators using qualitative
methods attempt to understand programs as wholes. The researcher
strives to understandthegestalt, the totality, and the unifying nature
of particularsettings. This holistic approach assumesthat the whole
is greater than the sum ofits parts; it also assumesthata description
and understanding of a program’s context is essential for under-
Standing the program. Thus, it is insufficient Simply to study and
measure the parts of a situation by gathering data about isolated
variables, scales, or dimensions. In contrast to experimental designs
which manipulate and measure the relationships among a few
carefully selected and narrowly defined variables, the holistic
approachto research designis open to gathering data on any number
of aspects of the Setting under study in order to put together a
complete picture of the social dynamicof a particular situation or
program. This meansthat at the time of data collection each case,
event, or setting being studied is treated as a unique entity with its
own particular meaning and constellation of relationships emerging
from and related to the context within whichit exists.

An Inductive Approach

A qualitative research Strategy is inductive in that the researcher
attempts to make senseofthe situation without imposing preexisting
expectations on the researchsetting. Qualitative designs begin with
specific observations and build toward general patterns. Categories
or dimensionsof analysis emerge from open-ended observations as
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the researcher comesto understand organizing patternsthat exist in

the empirical world under study. This contrasts with the hypothetico-

deductive approach of experimental designs which require the

specification ofmain variables and the statementofspecific research

hypotheses before data collection. A specification of research

hypotheses based on an explicit theoretical framework meansthat

general principles provide the framework for understanding specific

observations or cases. The researcher must then decide in advance

what variables are important and what relationships among those

variables are expected. Thestrategy in qualitative designsis to allow

the important dimensions to emerge from analysis ofthe cases under

study without presupposing in advance what those important

dimensions will be. The qualitative methodologist attempts to

understand the multiple interrelationships among dimensions which

emerge from the data without making prior assumptions about the

linear or correlative relationships among narrowly defined, oper-

ationalized variables. In short, an inductive approach to evaluation

research means that an understanding of program activities and

outcomes emerges from experience with the program. Theories

about what is happening in a program are groundedin this program

experience, rather than imposed on the program priori based on

hypothetico-deductive constructions.

Program evaluations may be inductive in two ways. Within

programsan inductive approach begins with the individual experiences

of program participants without pigeonholing or delimiting what

those experienceswill be in advanceoffieldwork. Between programs

the inductive approachlooksfor unique program characteristics that

make each program a case untoitself. At either level generalizations

may later emerge as case materials are content analyzed, but the

initial focus is on fully understanding individual cases before

combining or aggregating those unique cases.

Naturalistic Inquiry

Qualitative designs are naturalistic in that the researcher does not

attempt to manipulate the research setting. The researchsettingis a

naturally occurring event, program,relationship,or interaction that

has no predetermined course established by and for the researcher.

Rather, the point of using qualitative methods is to understand

naturally occurring phenomenain their naturally occurring states.

Willems and Raush (1969:3) define naturalistic inquiry as “the

investigation of phenomenawithin andin relation to their naturally

occurring context.’’ Egon Guba (1978), in his extensive review of

naturalistic inquiry in educational evaluation,identifies two dimensions



extent to which the scientist manipulates some phenomenon in
advancein orderto studyit, and (2) the extent to which constraints
are placed on output measures: that is, the extent to which pre-
determinedcategoriesor variablesare used to describe the phenomenon
under study. He then defines “‘naturalistic inquiry”’ as a “‘discovery-
oriented” approach which minimizes investigator manipulation of
the study setting and places no prior constraints on what the
outcomes of the research will be (in other words, an inductive
approach). Naturalistic inquiry is thus contrasted to experimental
research where ideally the investigator attempts to completely
control conditionsofthe study by manipulating, changing, or holding
constant external influences and where a very limited set of out-
come variables are measured.
The experimentalist evaluator enters the program,in its simplest

form, at two points in time, pretest and posttest, and compares the
treatment group to somecontrol group on a limitedset of Standardized
measures. Such designs assume a single, identifiable, isolated, and
measurable treatment. Whatis more, such designs assumethat, once
introduced, the treatment remains relatively constant and un-
changing.
While there are some narrow, largely technical treatmentsthatfit

this description, in practice program efforts are often quite compre-
hensive and anything but static treatments. Programs frequently
changeas practitioners learn what works and what does not, as they
experiment and grow and changetheirpriorities. This, of course,
creates considerable difficulty for experimentalist evaluators who
need specifiable, unchanging treatments to relate to specifiable,
predetermined outcomes. Experimental evaluation designs work
best whenit is possible to limit program adaptation and improvement
SO as notto interfere with the rigor ofthe research design (Parlett and
Hamilton, 1976).
By contrast, underfield conditions where programsare subjectto

change and redirection, naturalistic inquiry replaces the fixed
treatment/outcome emphasis of the controlled experiment with a
dynamic,processorientation. A dynamic evaluationis not tied to a
single treatment and predetermined goals or outcomes,but focuses
on the actual operations and impacts of a program overa period of
time. The evaluatorsets out to understand and documentthe day-to-
day reality of the setting or settings under study. The evaluator
makes no attempt to manipulate, control, or eliminate situational
variables or program developments, but accepts the complexity ofa
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changing program reality. The data of the evaluation include

outcomes, changesin treatments, and patterns of action, reaction,

and interaction.

GETTING CLOSE TO THE

PHENOMENON UNDER STUDY

The strategic mandate to be holistic, inductive, and naturalistic

meansgetting close to the phenomenon understudy. The evaluator

using qualitative methods attempts to understand the setting under

study through direct personal contact and experience with the

program. Engaging in holistic-inductive research through naturalistic

inquiry represents a comprehensive strategy for describing and

understanding humanservice and education programsthat includes

specification of the role of the researcher in conducting the evaluation.

Qualitative research designs require that the evaluatorget close to

the people and situations being studied in order to understand the

minutiae of program life. The evaluator gets close to the program

through physical proximity for a period of time, as well as through

development of closeness in the social sense of intimacy and

confidentiality. That many quantitative methodologists fail to ground

their findings in qualitative understanding poses what Lofland calls a

major contradiction betweentheir public insistence on the adequacy

of statistical portrayals ofother humansandtheir personal, everyday

dealings with and judgments about other human beings.

In everydaylife, statistical sociologists, like everyone else, assume

that they do not know or understand very well people they do not see or

associate with very much. They assume that knowing and under-

standing other people require that one see them reasonably often and

in a variety of situations relative to a variety of issues. Moreover,

statistical sociologists, like other people, assumethat in order to know

or understand others one is well advised to give some conscious

attention to that effort in face-to-face contacts. They assume, too,that

the internal world of sociology—or any other social world—is not

understandable unless one has been partofit in a face-to-face fashion

for quite a period of time. How utterly paradoxical, then, for these

same personsto turn around and make,by implication, precisely the

opposite claim about people they have never encountered face-to-

face—those people appearing as numbers in their tables and as

correlations in their matrices! [Lofland, 1971:3]

The desire to get close to the situation in order to increase

understanding, to generate a holistic description of the situation, to
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proceed inductively, and to study programs in their naturally
occurring complexity “‘involves the studied commitmentto actively
enter the worlds of interacting individuals”’ (Denzin, 1978:8-9).
This makes possible description and understanding of both exter-
nally observable behaviors andinternalstates (world view,opinions,
values, attitudes, symbolic constructs, and the like). Attention to
inner perspectives does not mean administering attitude surveys. “‘The
inner perspective assumesthat understanding can only be achieved
by actively participating in the life ofthe observed and gaining insight
by meansof introspection’’ (Bruyn, 1963:226). Actively partici-
patingin the life of the observed means, at a minimum,being willing
to get close to the sourcesof data.

THE ROOTS OF A QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH STRATEGY

This comprehensive strategy of qualitative methods is derived
from a variety ofphilosophical, epistemological, and methodological
traditions. Qualitative methods are derived most directly from the
ethnographic andfield study traditions in anthropology (Pelto and
Pelto, 1978) and sociology (Bruyn, 1966). More generally, the
holistic-inductive paradigm of naturalistic inquiry is based on
perspectives developed in phenomenology (Bussis et al., 1973:
Carini, 1975), symbolic interactionism andnaturalistic behaviorism
(Denzin, 1978), ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967), and eco-
logical psychology (Barker, 1968). An integrating theme running
through these traditions is the fundamental notion or doctrine of
verstehen.

The basic dispute clustering around the notion of verstehen has
typically sounded somethinglike the following: The advocate of some
version of the verstehen doctrine will claim that human beings can be
understood in a mannerthatother objects of study cannot. Men have
purposes and emotions, they makeplans, construct cultures, and hold
certain values, and their behavioris influenced by such values, plans,
and purposes. In short, a human being lives in a world which has
‘“‘meaning”’ to him, and, because his behavior has meaning, human
actionsare intelligible in ways that the behavior of nonhumanobjects
is not. The opponentsofthis view,on the other hand,will maintain that
human behavior is to be explained in the same manneras is the
behavior of other objects of nature. There are laws governing human
behavior. An action is explained whenit can be subsumed under some
such law, and, of course, such laws are confirmed by empirical
evidence [Strike, 1972:28].
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The verstehen approach assumesthat the social sciences need

methods different from those used in agricultural experimentation

and natural science because humanbeingsare different from plants

and nuclear particles. The verstehen tradition stresses under-

standing that focuses on the meaning of human behavior, the context

of social interaction, an empathetic understanding based on sub-

jective experience, and the connections between subjective states

and behavior. The tradition of verstehen or understanding places

emphasis on the human capacity to know and understand others

through sympathetic introspection and reflection from detailed

description and observation.

Bogdan and Taylor (1975) contrast the verstehen tradition rooted

in phenomenologyto logical positivism, the dominantsocial science

perspective in the twentieth century:

Two major theoretical perspectives have dominated the social science

scene. One, positivism, tracesits origins to the great social theorists of

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and especially to August

Comte and Emile Durkheim.Thepositivist seeks thefacts or causes of

social phenomena with little regard for the subjective states of

individuals. Durkheim advises the social scientist to consider “‘social

facts,’ or social phenomena,as “‘things”’ that exercise an external and

coercive force on human behavior.

The second theoretical perspective, which, following the lead of Irwin

Deutscher, we will describe as phenomenological, stems most

prominently from Max Weber. The phenomenologist is concerned

with understanding human behavior from the actor’s own frameof

reference. ... The phenomenologist examines how the world is ex-

perienced. For him or her the importantreality is what people imagine

it to be.

Since the positivists and the phenomenologists approach different

problems and seek different answers, their research will typically

demanddifferent methodologies |Bogdan and Taylor, 1975:2; italics

in the original].

The phenomenological tradition in qualitative methods proposes

an active, involvedrole for the social scientist/evaluation researcher.

Hence, insight may be regardedasthe core of social knowledge. It is

arrived at by being on the inside of the phenomenato be observed....

It is participation in an activity that generates interest, purpose, point

of view, value, meaning, and intelligibility, as well as bias [Wirth,

1949:xxii].
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This is a quite different scientific processfrom that envisioned by the
classical, experimental approachto science.

This in no way suggests that the researcher lacks the ability to be
scientific while collecting the data. On the contrary, it merely specifies
that it is crucial for validity—and, consequently, for reliability—to try
to picture the empirical social world asit actually exists to those under
investigation, rather than as the researcher imaginesit to be [Filstead,
1970:4].

Thus, the importance of such field techniques as participant ob-
servation, in-depth interviewing, detailed description, and qualitative
field notes.

FROM STRATEGIC IDEALS TO
PRACTICAL TACTICS

Holistic-inductive research through naturalistic inquiry is a
Strategic ideal. In conceptualization a pure qualitative methods
Strategy emphasizesa holistic approach wherethe researcherneither
manipulates the setting under study nor predetermines whatvari-
ables or categories are worth measuring.In practice, however,it is
important to recognize that holistic-inductive analysis and
naturalistic inquiry are always a matter ofdegree. In makingthis
point Guba (1978) has depicted the practice of naturalistic inquiry
as a wave on whichthe investigator moves from varying degreesofa
“discovery mode’’ to varying emphasis on a “‘verification mode”’ in
attempting to understandthe real world. As the research begins the
investigator is open to whatever emerges from the data, a discovery
or inductive approach. Then, as the inquiry reveals patterns and
major dimensionsofinterest, the investigator will begin to focus on
verifying and elucidating what appears to be emerging—a more
deductive approach to data collection and analysis. In program
evaluation in particular the researcher, through feedbackofdescrip-
tions and analysis to program participants andstaff, may also begin
to affect directly and help manipulate the program, thus moving away
from a purely naturalistic inquiry. As evaluative feedbackisutilized
the researcher may then movebackinto a morenaturalistic approach
to observe how the changesin the program unfold.

In the samevein, the attemptto understand the program as a whole
does not mean that the investigator never becomes involved in
componentanalysis andin looking atparticular variables, dimensions,
and parts of a program asseparateentities. Rather, it means that the
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qualitative methodologist consciously works back and forth between

parts and wholes, separate variables, and complex, interwoven

constellations of variables in a sorting-out then putting-back-

together process. Guided by the strategy that mandates the impor-

tance of striving to present a holistic picture of the program, the

qualitative evaluator recognizes that certain periods during data

collection and analysis may focus on component,variable, andless-

than-the-whole kinds of analysis.

The practice and practicalities of fieldwork also mean that the

strategic mandate to ‘“‘get close’’ to the program or setting under

study is not an absolute and fixed approach. Closeness to and

involvementwith the program understudy are most usefully viewed

as variable dimensions. The personal styles and capabilities of

evaluators will permit and necessitate variance along these dimen-

sions. Variations in types of programs and evaluation purposeswill

affect the extent to which the evaluator can or oughtto get close to the

program staff and participants. Moreover,closenessis likely to vary

overthe course ofthe evaluation. At times the evaluator may become

totally immersed in the program experience. These periods of

immersion maybe followed by times of withdrawal and distance (for

personal as well as methodological reasons), to be followedstill later

by new experiences of immersionin and intimacy with the program.

Qualitative methods can be used both to discover whatis happening

and then to verify what has been discovered. Whatis discovered must

be verified by going back to the empirical world under study and

examining the extent to which the emergent analysis fits the

phenomenon and worksto explain what has been observed. Glaser

and Strauss (1967:3) describe what it meansfor results to fit and

work. “‘By ‘fit? we mean that the categories must be readily (not

forcibly) applicable to and indicated by the data under study; by

‘work’ we mean that they must be meaningfully relevant to and be

able to explain the behavior under study.’’ Discovery and verifi-

cation mean moving back and forth between induction and deduction,

between experience and reflection on experience, and between

greater degrees and lesser degrees of naturalistic inquiry.

The practical tactics of qualitative methods do not undermine the
Strategic ideals of qualitative research. Thosestrategic ideals provide
the basic frameworkout of whichthe practical tactics are developed
and in which actual field procedures are grounded. Holistic-inductive
analysis based on naturalistic inquiry constitutes the strategy of
qualitative methods which provide a frameworkfor and guidancein
making practical, tactical decisions about the evaluation. A Sufi
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Story about the wise fool Mulla Nasrudinillustrates the importance
of understanding the connections between Strategic ideals and
immediately practical tactics in real-world situations.

In his youth Nasrudin received training in a small monastery noted
for its excellence in the teaching of martial arts. Nasrudin became
highly skilled in selfdefense and after two yearsoftraining his superior
abilities were recognized by both his peers and his teachers.

Eachdayit wasthe responsibility of one ofthe studentsto go tothe
village marketto beg for alms and food.It happenedthat a small band
ofthree thieves movedinto the area and began laying in wait each night
for the student from the monasteryto return laden with food and alms.
They would then rob the student.

After three days of such losses the monastery’s few supplies were
exhausted. It was Nasrudin’s turn to go to the village market. His
elders and peers were confident that Nasrudin’s skills were more than
sufficient to overcome the small bandofthieves.
At the end of the day Nasrudin returned ragged, beaten, and empty-

handed. Everyone was amazed. Nasrudin was immediately taken
before the Master. ‘‘Nasrudin,”’ he asked, “‘howis it that with all your
Skill in our ancient arts of defense you were overcome?”

‘“But I did not use the ancientarts,” replied Nasrudin.
All present were dumbfounded. An explanation was demanded.
‘All of our competitions are preceded by great and courteous

ceremony. Wehavelearnedthat the opening prayers, the ceremonial
cleansing, the bow to the East—theseare essential to the ancient
ways. The ruffians seemed not to understand the necessity for these
things. I didn’t find the situation ideal enough to use the methods you
have taught us, Master.”’

On more than one occasion evaluators have told meoftheir belief
in the potential usefulness of qualitative methodsbut **T just haven’t
found the ideal situation in which to use them.”
By way of expanding evaluators’ methodological repertoire and

enlarging the capacity for making real choices, it is important to
consider under what conditions qualitative strategies, tempered by
recognition of practicaltactics, are particularly useful and appropri-
ate. In the next chapter those evaluation situations which particularly
lend themselvesto the use of qualitative methods will be described
and discussed. Chapterfive will then discuss in more detail some of
the methodological trade-offs involved in adapting the strategic
ideals of qualitative methodsto the practicalrealities of conducting
program evaluations.



CHAPTER

4

EVALUATION RESEARCH STRATEGIES

USING QUALITATIVE METHODS

e.val.u.a.tion (i-val u-a sh n), n.
Fr. evaluer e-(L. ex -), out + value; see VALUE,e.val.u.ate, v.t.

1. to find the value or amount of; determine the worthof; appraise.

2. to determine the extent to which goals have beenattained.3. to
judge effectiveness. 4. types of: outcomes, process, formative,
summative, internal, external, goal-based, goal-free, systems anal-

ysis, effort, efficiency, discrepancy, expensive, inexpensive, long-
and-arduous, quick-and-dirty, good, bad, indifferent, ones-you-
like, ones-you-don’t-like, . . .5. synonyms: information,investiga-
tion, judgment, research, propaganda, inquisition, inveiglement,
conjecture, ... 6. family of: planning, needs assessment, quality
assurance, managementinformation systems, monitoring,politics,
public relations, professional confusion, prostitution, . .

Andthey said unto Halcolm,“Tell us, Aged One,what is evaluation?”’

‘It is many things to many people, my children,”’ he replied solemnly,
“many different things.”’

‘So many things to so many people, Master. Wearestill unclear.Is
there not some wayto tell us more simply so we can understand whatit
meansto evaluate?’’

“It is written simply in the Great Book. To evaluateis to do unto others
as you would not have them do unto you.”

From Halcolm’s Universal Encyclopedic
Dictionary ofEvaluation

EVALUATION MODELS AND
QUALITATIVE STRATEGIES

The purpose of this book is to review qualitative research

models or strategies. The specific aim of this chapter is to

49
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suggest when it may beparticularly appropriate to use qualitative
methods in evaluation research.

Certain models of evaluation research are more consonant with
qualitative methods than others. Among recent efforts, House
(1978) has developed perhaps the most comprehensive taxonomy of
major evaluation models. Heidentifies eight separate modelsdistin-
guishable by the audiences they address, what they assume consen-
sus on, the outcomes they examine,the typical questions they ask,
and the methods they employ. The eight models are: (1) systems
analysis, (2) behavioral objectives, (3) decision-making, (4) goal-
free, (5) art criticism, (6) accreditation, (7) adversary, and (8) trans-
action. In thefirst part of this chapterI shall review the compatibility
of qualitative methods with these models given the epistemological
assumptions of each.

INCOMPATIBLE MODELS

Systemsanalysis and behavioral objectives are the traditional and
dominant evaluation models concerned with efficiency, productivity,
and quantitative changesin specified effects or outcomes. Variables
and outcomes are specified in advance, measured in operational
quantities, and, where possible, subjected to experimental manipula-
tion. Qualitative methods derive from a different and conflicting
paradigm (Patton, 1978); there is little compatibility between
comprehensive qualitative methods strategies and evaluation ap-
proaches based on systems analysis or behavioral objectives.

Systems analysis requires (1) identifying the important input and
output variables for programs, (2) quantifying those input and output
measures, and(3) statistically analyzing the relationships between
program inputs and program outcomes. Inputs are quantities such as
program budget,staff size, staff-client ratios, client characteristics,
baseline performancelevels of clients (pretest scores), and the like.
Output measuresinclude client performancelevels after the program
(posttest scores), placement rates, monetary value of new client
skills, new client wage levels or equivalents, and so on. Systems
analysis has dominated evaluation research thinking in the federal
government. It is an approach that depends on componentanalysis
(breaking the program system into its separate parts), in contrast to
the holistic perspective of qualitative methods. Important variables
are identified deductively and logically before data collection begins
in contrast to the inductive analytical strategy of qualitative research
where important dimensions emerge from the workin the field; and
program variables are manipulated or controlled where possible
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(either programmatically or statistically) to test hypothesized rela-

tionships in contrast to naturalistic inquiry where the investigator

studies what occurs in the program without trying to control,

manipulate, or artificially interrelate what happens. The systems

analyst’s view of the world is incompatible with a phenomenological

perspective.

The second model in the House taxonomy,the behavioral objec-

tives model, has dominated educational evaluation since its incep-

tion. Educational outcomesare specified in terms of specific student

performancecriteria that are measured by standardized tests. These

tests are statistically analyzed to compare individual students and

groups of students. The criteria of achievement are the sameforall

students—not only all students in a particular school but, with

nationally used norm-referencedtests, all students in the country.

This standardized approach to assessing the effects of educational

programsis incompatible with the assumption in qualitative research

that student performance can only be understood in a specific

context and in relation to the particular meanings an individual

student attaches to the outcomes of his or her personal school

experience. This point will be developed in greater depthlaterin this

chapter. For the momentit is sufficient to establish the incompat-

ibility of a behavioral objectives approachwith a naturalistic inquiry

approach to evaluation.

To say that qualitative methods are essentially incompatible with

systems analysis and behavioral objectives is not to say that both

kinds of data-gathering—quantitative and qualitative—cannot go on

at the same time. At the 1978 meeting of the Evaluation Research
Society, William Filstead presented several arguments in favor of
collecting both kinds of data. Nor would I disagree that one can learn
a great deal through data triangulation. But to the extent that
qualitative data are collected and used in an evaluation, that
evaluation is no longer an exemplar of a pure systemsanalysis or
behavior objectives model. By definition, by epistemology, and by
the very nature of the basic assumptions upon which the two models
are based, qualitative methods do notfit. To make them fit is to
change the models.

SOMETIME-COMPATIBLE MODELS

Art criticism, accreditation, and the adversary approach are
professional review models. Experts examinethe program and make
judgments based on their subjective perceptions aboutthe standards
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that are appropriate. The potential use of qualitative methodsis
different, however, in each case.

Accreditation teamstypically rely heavily on analysis of program
documents, informal interviews, and site visit observations. How-
ever, their data collection procedures are seldom systematic and
rigorous; they are morelikely to reportjudgments than data; and their
methods are usually deductive—applying general criteria (either
explicitly or implicitly) to a particular program to see if it meets
minimal standards. Qualitative data may be collected as part of
accreditation evaluations, and a comprehensive qualitative methods
Strategy could be used to make the accreditation approach more
systematic and rigorous, but to do so would considerably change the
model by diminishing the neartotal reliance on the prior expertise
and knowledge of the selected experts.
The art criticism modelis a ‘‘connoisseurship” approacharticu-

lated mostfully by Elliot W. Eisner through the Stanford Evaluation
Consortium. The imagery of evaluators as ‘‘connoisseurs”’ making
critical appraisals of programsis analogousto the traditional wayin
which literary and artistic connoisseurs and critics work, Eisner
having considerable experience as an art educator.
Guba (1978) argues that the connoisseur approach has many

elements whichrelate it to naturalistic inquiry. My ownviewis that
such comparisonsdo a disservice to both approaches. The examples
of evaluation connoisseurship thus far produced by Eisner seem to
indicate that there are more differences than similarities between the
two approaches. Where the qualitative methodologist seeks to
understand the program in its own terms, the connoisseur searches
for a metaphorto portray the program. Wherenaturalistic inquiryis
inductive, the evaluatorascritic is predisposed to look at a program
according to standards of quality based on experience, reference
group preferences, and comparisons with some Platonic ideal. The

connoisseur has no commitmentto produce a descriptive, holistic
analysis that brings the decision makerinto the program experience
so that informed judgments can be madeby those decision makers;
the connoisseur’s criticism and metaphorsare both the data and the
judgment. The danger of not clearly separating scientific inquiry
using qualitative methods from evaluation connoisseurship based on

expert opinion is that people who experience the expertise of the
evaluation critic may think that they have also experiencedthe rigor

of the evaluation scientist; thus, they judge the potential of the latter

by the performance of the former.

The adversary model, on the other hand, is somewhatcontent-free
insofar as type of data is concerned. Instead of specifying what data
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to collect, the adversary model begins by designating the answers

that are to result from the evaluation. One answeris that the program

is excellent; the other answeris that the program is ineffective. Two

evaluation teamsare created. Oneis designated the advocacy team,

the other the adversary team. The task of the advocacy team is to

demonstrate positive program findings. The adversaries look for

negative findings; they are charged with marshalling evidence to

demonstrate that the program is inadequate or ought to be ter-

minated. The advocacy-adversary model is a combination debate/

courtroom approach to evaluation. As concern about the politics

and pressures of evaluation grew in the early 1970s, and ascriticsof

evaluation argued with increased vociferation that single evaluators

could not maintain neutrality and objectivity throughout the evalua-

tion process, supportfor the notion of the advocacy-adversary grew

(Wolf, 1975: Levine, 1974; Kourilsky, 1974; Owens, 1973). The

contrasting findings of the two teamsare presented to some jury of

decision makers for judgment.

The constraints placed on the two teams in advance of data

collection to produce certain findings precludes in many ways a

comprehensive qualitative evaluation strategy. It is difficult to be

inductive and holistic when you are trying to prove a predetermined

point. Moreover, ethical issues emerge in manipulating qualitative

data to support a predetermined position if the evaluator uses the

qualitative data collection strategy of establishing personalrelation-

ships built on closeness, openness, and the desire to achieve a

holistic understanding ofthe complexities of special people in unique

settings. To establish such relationships and then manipulate the

data to present only part of the picture betrays the purpose of

naturalistic inquiry. Thus, while descriptive observation and inter-

view data maybe gatheredas part of an advocacy-adversary evalua-

tion, a comprehensive qualitative methodsstrategy is largely incom-

patible with the adversary model. The qualitative evaluator seeks

phenomenological understanding; the adversary evaluator seeks

evidence to support a predetermined point of view.

EVALUATION MODELS COMPATIBLE WITH
QUALITATIVE METHODS

Five of the eight models identified by House I have judged to be

largely incompatible with a comprehensive qualitative methods

Strategy; however, at least three of the models (accreditation,

connoisseurship, and adversary) are amenableto the use of descrip-
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tive data, though not to pure forms of naturalistic inquiry and
holistic-inductive analysis. The remaining three evaluation models—
the transaction model, goal-free evaluation, and the decision-making
model—are highly compatible with a comprehensive qualitative
methodsstrategy.

THE TRANSACTION MODEL

The transaction model “‘concentrates on the educational [or
program] processesthemselves... . It uses various informal methods
of investigation and has been drawnincreasingly to the case study as
the major methodology” (House, 1978:5). Robert Stake’s ‘‘respon-
Sive approach to evaluation”’ is the leading example ofthe trans-
action model.

Responsive evaluation is an alternative, an old alternative, based on

what people do naturally to evaluate things, they observe and react.
The approach is not new. Butthis alternative has been avoided in
district, state, and federal planning documents and regulations because
it is subjective and poorly suited to formal contracts. It is also capable
of raising embarassing questions. This chapter advocates technical
steps (e.g., replication and nonverbal operationalization) to bolster
the reliability ofobservation and opinion-gathering withoutsacrificing
relevance [Stake, 1975:14].

The transactional modelis derived for a ‘“‘subjectivist epistemiology”’
which ‘“‘tends to be naturalistic’? (House, 1978:5). It treats each
case as unique andplaces prime emphasis on perception and knowing
as a transactional process, thus the derivation of the label for this
model.

Onecan study perceptions only by studyingparticular transactions in

whichthe perceptions can be observed. All parts of the situation enter

into the transaction as “‘active participants,’ and do not appear as

separate already-existing entities... . [The evaluator] affects and is

affected by the situation, thus he is part of the transaction [House,

1978:9].

Stake describes in more concrete and practical terms how sub-

jectivist epistemologyis translated into the processof actually doing

a “‘responsive evaluation.”

To do a responsive evaluation, the evaluator conceives of a plan of

observations and negotiations. He arranges for various persons to

observe the program, and with their help prepares brief narratives,
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portrayals, product displays, graphs, etc. He finds out whatis of value

to his audiences, and gathers expressions of worth from various

individuals whose points of view differ. Of course, he checks the

quality of his records: he gets program personnel to react to the

accuracy of his portrayals; and audience membersto react to the

relevance of his findings. He does mostof this informally—iterating

and keeping a record of action and reaction. He chooses media

accessible to his audiences to increase the likelihood andfidelity of

communication. He might prepare a final written report, he might

not—depending on what he and his clients have agreed on [Stake,

1975:14].

Another variation on the transaction model is the “‘illuminative

evaluation’? approach of Parlett and Hamilton.

Illuminative evaluation takes account of the wider contexts in which

educational programsfunction. Its primary concern is with descrip-

tion and interpretation rather than measurement and prediction. It

stands unambiguously within the alternative anthropological para-

digm. The aimsofilluminative evaluation are to study the innovatory

program: how it operates; how it is influenced by the various school

situations in whichit is applied; what those directly concerned regard

as its advantages and disadvantages; and how students’ intellectual

tasks and academic experiencesare mostaffected. It aims to discover

and document whatit is like to be participating in the scheme, whether

as teacher or pupil, and, in addition, to discern and discuss the

innovation’s most significant features, recurring concomitants, and

critical processes. In short, it seeks to address andto illuminate a

complex array of questions. [Parlett and Hamilton, 1976:144].

The transition model is based on the same assumptions that

undergird qualitative research: the importance of understanding

people and programsin context; a commitment to study naturally

occurring phenomena without introducing external controls or

manipulation; and the assumption that understanding emerges most

meaningfully from an inductive analysis of open-ended, detailed,

descriptive, and quotive data gathered through direct contact with

the program andits participants.

GOAL-FREE EVALUATION

Philosopher-evaluator Michael Scriven first proposed the idea of

goal-free evaluation. Essentially, goal-free evaluation meansgather-

ing data on a broad array of actual effects and evaluating the

importance of these effects in meeting demonstrated needs. The
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evaluator makes a deliberate attemptto avoid all rhetoric related to
program goals; no discussion about goals is held with staff: no
program brochures or proposals are read: only the program’s
outcomes and measurable effects are studied.

There are four reasonsfor doing goal-free evaluation: (1) to avoid
the risk of narrowly studying stated program objectives and thereby
missing important unanticipated outcomes; (2) to remove the nega-
tive connotations attached to the discovery of unanticipated effects—
‘The whole language of‘side-effect’ or ‘secondary effect’ or even
‘unanticipatedeffect’ tended to be a put-downofwhat might well be the
crucial achievement, especially in terms of new priorities” (Scriven,
1972:1-2); (3) to eliminate the perceptual biases introduced into an
evaluation by knowledge of goals; and (4) to maintain evaluator
objectivity and independencethrough goal-free conditions. In Scriven’s
own words:

It seemed to me, in short, that consideration and evaluation of goals
was an unnecessary but also a possibly contaminating step. I began
work on an alternative approach—simply the evaluation of actual
effects against a profile of demonstrated needs. I call this Goal-Free
Evaluation. ...

The less the external evaluator hears aboutthe goals ofthe project, the
less tunnel-vision will develop, the more attention will be paid to
looking for actual effects (rather than checking on alleged effects)
[Scriven, 1972a:2].

Goal-free evaluation, in its search for ‘“‘actual effects,”’ is an
inductive and holistic strategy aimed at countering the logical-
deductive limitations inherent in the usual goals-based approachto
evaluation. Evaluation questions are typically framedin relation to
the formal, stated goals and objectives of a program. Peter Rossi
States that “‘a social welfare program (or for that matter any program)
which does not have clearly specified goals cannot be evaluated
without specifying some measurable goals. This statementis obvious
enoughto be a truism” (Rossi and Williams, 1972:18). In a major
review of the evaluation literature in education, Worthen and
Sanders (1973) concluded that:

if evaluators agree in anything,it is that program objectives written in
unambiguous terms are useful information for any evaluation study.
Thus, program objectives and specifications become an extremely
important consideration when an evaluation study is constructed
[Worthen and Sanders, 1973:231].
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Carol Weissnotesthat ‘‘the traditional formulation of the evalua-

tion question is: To what extent is the program succeeding in

reaching its goals?”’ Weiss explains that “the goal must be clear so

that the evaluator knows what to look for. . . . Thus begins the long,

often painful processof getting people to state goals in termsthat are

clear, specific, and measurable” (Weiss, 1972b:24-26; italics in the

original). In effect these goal based, quantitative outcomes-oriented

evaluations represent the extension of the bahavioral objectives

model beyond education to the full range of human service and

social action programs.

In contrast to the logically derived, measurable goals approach to

evaluation, goal-free evaluation means gathering data directly on

program effects and effectiveness without being constrained by a

narrow focus onstated goals. Goal-free evaluation particularly lends

itself to qualitative methods becauseit relies heavily on description

and direct experience with the program. Moreover, and in particular,

goal-free evaluation requires the evaluator to suspend judgment

about whatit is the program is trying to do and to focusinstead on

finding out whatit is that actually happens in the program and as a

result of the program. The evaluator thus can be open to whatever

data emerge from the phenomenaofthe program itself.

THE DECISION-MAKING MODEL

The primary characteristic of the decision-making modelis that

“the evaluation is structured by the decisions to be made. The

evaluator is to supply information on these particular decisions”

(House, 1978:4). Identification of future decisions to be made with

evaluation findings constitutes the first step in Thompson’s (1975)

‘evaluation for decision’? approach. The decision-making model,

however, need not be narrowly construed as aimed at providing

technical information about a narrow range of future actions—that

is, to say that evaluation questions ought to be framed in a future

action context does not mean that they need be aimed at some

single future decision, though on occasion that may be possible and

appropriate. Rather, more generally, decision makers and informa-

tion users ought to be able to indicate where their knowledge

uncertainties lie; what activities, actions, and options are clouded by

those uncertainties; and how evaluative information would increase

their potential for doing a better job and making the program more

effective. In short, the evaluator attempts to ‘“‘frame the decision

context for the evaluation” (Alkin, 1975b).
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The decision-making model does not imply any particular method-
ological stance. Indeed,it is the most openofall the models to a full
variety ofmethodological strategies, both pure and mixed forms. The
methodsto be used would depend on whatevaluative informationis
needed to help makespecified decisions.

BEYOND MODELS: THE PRACTICE
OF EVALUATION

In 1977 a symposium session at the American Educational
Research Association broughtseveral major evaluation researchers
(Worthen, Stake, Stufflebeam, Popham) together to consider the
question “‘Are Synthesis and Resolution of Evaluation models
possible?’’ The basic theme running through the commentsofthese
evaluators wasthat their work is seldom guided by anddirectly built
on specific evaluation models. Rather, each evaluation problem is
approached as a problem to be solved—and the resulting design
reflects their thinking about the problem as opposedto an attemptto
carefully follow a prescriptive model. In effect, these experienced
evaluators were describing how the practice ofevaluation research
requires moreflexibility than is likely to be provided by any single
model.
The previous chapter on qualitative research strategies began by

describing the pureor ideal approachto naturalistic inquiry and then
movedto discussion ofhow thatidealis altered and adaptedin actual
practice. This chapter has consideredeight ideal-typical evaluation
models and their relative compatibility with ideal-typical qualitative
evaluation methods. This discussion of the match between models
and methods has been aimed at getting a sense of how thefield of
evaluation research has been evolving conceptually, and the method-
ological implications of these evolving conceptual models. It is
important to understand ideal conceptualizations so that we can be
aware of when wehave deviated from ideal-typical cases and the
implications of such deviations.It is the discrepancy betweenactual
practice and ideal conceptualizations that often leads to new, more
meaningful and useful models.

In essence,the options open to evaluators have expanded tremen-
dously in recent years. There are more models to choose from for
those wholike to follow models; there are legitimate variationsin,
deviations from, and combinations of models: and there is the
somewhat model-free approach of problem-solving evaluators who
are active, reactive, and adaptivein the contextofspecific evaluation
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situations and information needs. Cutting across the evaluation

model options are a full range of methodspossibilities, the choice in

any particular evaluation to be determined by the purpose of the

evaluation, and the nature of the evaluation process.

UTILIZATION-FOCUSED EVALUATION

The utilization-focused approach to evaluation (Patton, 1978)

represents an attempt to move beyond models to the practice of

evaluation; it is an explicit recognition of the expanded options

available to active-reactive-adaptive evaluators. Utilization-focused

evaluation describes an evaluative process for making decisions

about the content of an evaluation—but the content itself is not

specified or implied in advance. Thus, any of the eight models

reviewed here, or adaptations and combinationsof those models,

might emerge as the guiding direction in utilization-focused evalua-

tion. While the processes represented by the utilization-focused

approachto evaluationare closest to those embodiedin the decision-

making and transaction models,utilization-focused evaluation does

not preclude a priori any of the outcomes, methods,typical questions,

assumptions, or audiences of any of the eight models identified by

House (1978). Utilization-focused evaluation is not a recipe, or even

a “‘model’’—it is a strategy for making evaluation decisions.

Utilization-focused evaluation begins with identification and

organization ofspecific, relevant decision makers and information

users (not vague, passive audiences) who will use the information

that the evaluation produces. The evaluator works with these

persons (often an evaluation task force representing several con-

stituencies; for example, program staff, clients, funders, adminis-

trators, board members, and community representatives) to focus

relevant evaluation questions. From these questions flow the

appropriate research methods anddata analysis techniques. Utiliza-

tion-focused evaluation plans for utilization before data is ever

collected. The question that underlies the ongoing interactions

between evaluators and decision makersis, ‘‘Whatdifference would

that information make?” Theevaluatorasks: ‘‘What would you doif

you had an answerto that question?”’ In answering the evaluation

questions of decision makers and information users, utilization-

focused evaluation doesnot preclude the useofanyofthe full variety

of methodological options open to evaluations. The ways in which

qualitative methods strategies emerge as appropriate in particular

utilization-focused evaluationsis the subject of the remainderofthis

chapter.
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Having reviewed the eight major evaluation models and the
utilization-focused approach to evaluation, the problem remains of
how to increase the competenceofevaluatorsin the following cases:

Conceptualizing the research problem or defining the object of the
evaluation

Selecting an appropriate inquiry strategy for addressing the research
or evaluation problem

Selecting appropriate research and evaluation designsto collect data
to... answer the question [Worthen, 1975:14].

The remainder of this chapter discusses evaluation Situations,
questions, and purposesfor which qualitative research Strategies can
be particularly appropriate.

PROCESS EVALUATION

Process evaluations are aimed at elucidating and understanding
the internal dynamics of program operations. Process evaluations
focus on the following kinds of questions: Whatarethefactors that
come together to make this program whatit is? What are the Strengths
and weaknesses of the program? Howareclients brought into the
program and how do they movethrough the program oncethey are
participants? Whatis the nature ofstaff-client interactions?

Process evaluations most typically require a detailed description
of program operations. Such descriptions may be based on obser-
vations and/or interviews with staff, Clients, and program adminis-
trators. Many process evaluations focus on how the program is
perceived by participants and bystaff. The mandate to generate an
accurate and detailed description ofprogram operations particularly
lends itself to the use of qualitative methods.
The “‘process’’ focus in an evaluation implies an emphasis on

looking at how a productor outcomeis produced rather than looking
at the productitself; that is, itis an analysis ofthe processes whereby
a program produces the results it does. Process evaluation is
developmental, descriptive, continuous, flexible, and inductive.
The process evaluator searches for explanations of the successes,

failures, and changesin a program. Underfield conditionsin the real
world, people and unforseen circumstances Shape programs and
modify initial plans in ways that are rarely trivial. The process
evaluatorsets out to understand and document the day-to-day reality
of the setting or settings under study. The evaluatortries to unravel
what is actually happeningin a program in a search for major patterns
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and important nuancesthat give the program its character. A process

evaluation requires sensitivity to both qualitative and quantitative

changes in programs throughout their development; it means be-

coming intimately acquainted with the details of the program.

Process evaluations look not only at formalactivities and anticipated

outcomes, but they also investigate informal patterns and unantici-

pated consequencesin the full context of program implementation

and development. Finally, process evaluations usually include

perceptions of people close to the program about how thingsare

going. A variety of perspectives may be sought from people with

dissimilar relationships to the program—inside and outside sources.

Under what conditions are process evaluations undertaken? Pro-

cess evaluations permit decision makers and information users to

understand the dynamics of program operations. Such understand-

ing permits decisions to be made about the extent to which the

program is operating the wayit is supposed to be operating. Process

evaluations are particularly useful for revealing areas in which

programs canbe improved aswell as highlighting those strengths of

the program which should be preserved. Process evaluationsalso are

useful in permitting people not intimately involved in the program—

for example, external funders, public officials, and external agencies—

to understand how a program operates. This permits such external

persons to make moreintelligent decisions about their ownrelation-

ship and responsibilities with regard to such programs.Finally, process

evaluations are particularly useful for dissemination and replication of

programs under conditions where a program hasserved as a demon-

stration project or is considered to be a model worthy of replication at

other sites. By understanding the dynamics of program processes and

by studying descriptions of these program processesit is possible to

isolate critical elements that have contributed to program successes

and failures.

Qualitative methodsare particularly appropriate for the conduct of

process evaluations. To understandthe unique, internal dynamicsof a

program it is best to approach that program without predetermined

hypotheses about what those strengths and weaknessesare. Such an

open-ended approach permits the strengths and weaknesses to emerge

from the program observations and interviews rather than from the

theories and expectations of the evaluator. An open-ended approach

allows the evaluatorto find out what is there rather than validating,

confirming, or rejecting preordinate hypotheses about program

strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, the nature of program processes

is sufficiently complex and interdependent that they are seldom easily
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represented along someset of unidimensional quantitative scales. Nor
can quantitative dimensions andscales providethe kind ofdetail thatis
necessary for blueprints ofprogram processes where the description of
those processesare to be used in constructing models for purposesof
replication and demonstration. Thus, qualitative methods are parti-
cularly appropriate for process evaluations.

EVALUATING INDIVIDUALIZED
OUTCOMES

A dominant pattern in the delivery of educational and social
Services in the 1970s has been a concern with individualization.
Individualization means matching programservices to the needs of
individual clients. Highly individualized programs operate underthe
assumption that outcomeswill be different for different clients. Not
only will outcomes vary along specific common dimensions, but
outcomeswill be qualitatively different and will involve qualitatively
different dimensions for different clients. Under such conditions
program staff are justifiably reluctant to generate standardized
criteria and scales against which all clients are compared. They
argue that their evaluation needsare for documentationofthe unique
outcomesofindividual clients rather than for measures of outcomes
standardized acrossall clients.
There are numerous examples of such programs. Open education,

for example, is partly a model of educational processes that assumes
that the outcomes of education for each child are unique. Open
education in particular, and experiential education in general,
provide a set of activities in which students engage. Program
activities and processes can be specified and even operationalized to
monitor variations, but the outcomes of having engaged in those
processeswill be quite different for different students. Thus, a group
of students in an open classroom may engage in some language
experience that involvesa field trip, dictating stories to the teachers
and volunteers aboutthatfield trip, and then learning to read their
stories. For some students such a process mayinvolve learning about
the mechanics of language: sentence construction, parts of speech,
anid verb conjugation, for example. For other students the major
outcomeofsuch a process maybe learning about howto spell certain
words. For other students the important outcome may be having
generated an idea and conceptualized that idea based on a particular
experience. Foryet other students the important outcome may have
been something that was learnedin the exercise or experienceitself,
such as knowledge aboutthe firehouse, or the farm that wasvisited.
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Other students may become morearticulate as a result of the

dictation exercise. Still other students may have learned to read

better as a result of the reading part of the exercise. The critical point

is that a commonprocess engaged in by all students can result in

drastically different outcomesfor different students depending on how

they approachthe process, what their unique needs were, and which

part of the process they found most stimulating. For open educators,

then, they need an evaluation process that permits the documentation

of this variety of outcomes and they resist measuring the success of

such a complexprocessby anylimited set of outcome measures(for

example, improved reading scores, better spelling, or more knowl-

edge about someparticular part of the world).

A similar case can be made with regardto the individualization of

criminal justice, community mentalhealth,job training, welfare, and

health programs. Take, for example, the goal of increased inde-

pendence amonga groupofclients receiving treatment in a commuity

mental health center. It is possible to construct a test which can be

administered to a large group of people measuring their relative

degrees of independence.Indeed, suchtests exist; these typically ask

what kindof activities a person engages in and takes responsibility

for, such as personal hygiene, transportation, initiatives in social

interaction, food preparation, and so on. In many programs measuring

such criteria in a standardized fashion provides the information that

program staff would like to have. However, in programs that

emphasize individualization of treatment and outcomes, program

staff may argue, quite justifiably, that independencehasa different

meaningfor different people underdifferentlife conditions. Thus,for

example, for one person independence may have to do with a

changing family dynamic and changed relationships with parents.

For anotherperson, independence mayhaveto do with nonfamilial

relationships— thatis, interactions with persons of the opposite sex,

social activities, and friendships. Forstill other clients the dominant

motif in independence may have to do with employment and

economic factors. Forstill others it has to do with learning to live

alone. While clients in each case may experience a similar psycho-

therapeutic process, the meaning of the outcomesfor their personal

lives will be quite different. What program staff want to document

under such conditionsis the unique meaningofthe outcomesfor each

client. What they want and needis descriptive information about

how clients’ lives change overthe period of treatment and following

treatment. They needdescriptive information about whata client’s life
waslike on entering treatment. They needdescriptive information about
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the client’s response to treatment. They need descriptive information
about whatthe client’s life waslike following treatment. Such descriptive
information results in a set of individual case studies. By combining
these case histories it is possible to construct an overview of the
pattern of outcomesfor a particular treatment facility or modality.
Such clinical information is not obtained with the sole use of
standardized tests and quantitative scales. Thus, qualitative methods
and design strategies can be particularly useful for evaluation
programs which emphasize individualized client outcomes.

CASE STUDIES

The desire to document individualized client outcomes is one
major reason whycase studies may be more useful than measuring
Standardized, quantitative outcomes forall program participants.
There are other strategic reasons why casestudies maybepreferred
to standardized information. Sometimesstaff or funders are puzzled
by particular cases—unusual successes, unusual failures, or drop-
outs. Detailed case studies of these extreme cases may generate
particularly useful information.

In othersituations a case study approach may be indicated by the
critical nature of one or a few cases. For example,if a new type of
clientele enters the program—for example, clients with different
backgrounds or program histories—it may be useful to gatherin-
depth information aboutthese newclients and their experiences in
the program. The sameneedfor case study data maybepresentat the
program level. A statewide or national project may spin off an
innovative local program that is of special interest to decision
makers, thereby indicating the appropriateness of conducting a case
study of that particular program.
The next chapter on qualitative research designs will discuss in

detail sampling strategies for selecting critical cases for study. The
point here is that many evaluation questions lend themselves to
collection of qualitative case data.
A good example of some of the reasons for using qualitative

methods based on case studies is the Northwest Regional Educa-
tional Laboratory evaluation of an Experience-Based Career Edu-
cation (EBCE)program.

EBCEisa full-time alternative educational program for high school
Students that attempts to integrate a student’s knowledgeofa variety
of careers with the acquisition of cognitive, interpersonaland affective
skills. Emphasis is placed on the student’s assumption of responsibility
for his or her own learning through individually tailored learning
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activities in the community. Working adults in the community become

the student’s role models and instructors. EBCE program staff

members becomefacilitators of the learning process.

To evaluate this program, multiple evaluation strategies (including an

experimental design, survey techniques and an ethnography) were

combined into a comprehensive evaluation design (Owens, Haenn and

Fehrenbacher, 1976). A case study approach wasincludedaspart of

that design for a variety of reasons:

a) The EBCEprogram is highly individualized. The case study

approach,in keeping with the philosophy andpractice of EBCE,

also concentrates on the individual student. Thus outcomes

directly related to individual needs are easily assessed. For

example, it might be an EBCE learning goal to help a shy,

withdrawn student become more outgoing and to help an overly

aggressive person become morerestrained. Changes in these two

students would cancel each other out in a purely nomothetic

approach. A case study, becauseit uses the student as the unit of

analysis, can capture this individualization and can estimate the

effectiveness of the program based on the experiences of sampled

students.

b) A systems approach to learning is employed in the design and

d)

operation of EBCE. The learning strategies and management

techniquesare highly interrelated and interdependent. The holistic

nature of the case study approach (Glaser and Backer, 1972) also
fits well with a systems approach.It does not reduce the learning

processes to independent, isolated parts, but describes the Gestalt

as it traces a student’s progress, frustrations and challenges

throughout the program year.

The EBCEprogramis processoriented. It is the philosophy of the

program that the medium really is the message. Therefore, experi-

ential learning is employed to help students learn how to learn.

Unlike traditional evaluation methodologies which focus on out-

comes, the case-study approach zeroes in on the process of

learning. Its primary focus is the student experiencing the learning

situation. It describes the student, the situation, and the resulting

interaction.

Because both career education and EBCEare relatively new

entities in the field of education, definitive descriptions of neither
one are available. Both are evolving and changing. To make

ultimate conclusions about their effects is not possible today. To

fill the void in the interim, case studies do provide empirical

definitions of EBCE. And, to generate working hypotheses, a case

study can be arich source of data [Fehrenbacheret al., 1976:3-5].
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COMPARING PROGRAMS: FOCUS
ON DIVERSITY

Individualizing services to clients has been one major theme of
social action and educational programsin the ’70s. Anotherclosely
related theme has been the importance of adapting programsto local
community needs and circumstances. While somebasic framework
of how programs should function may originate in Washington,
D.C., or somestate capitol, it is clear that program implementation
at the local level seldom follows exactly the proposed design. When
an evaluation project requires gathering data from severallocalsites,
quantitative measures may be appropriate for comparing local
programs along standardized dimensions, but qualitative methods
are necessary to capture the unique diversities and contrasts that
emerge as local programs adaptto local needs and circumstances.

Edwardset al. (1975) note in their introduction to the decision-
theoretic approachto evaluation thatit is ‘a common administrative
fiction, especially in Washington’? that national programs are
comparable from place to place and from timeto time; ‘“‘we have
frequently encountered the idea that a program is a fixed, unchanging
object, observable at various times and places’? (Edwardsetal.,
1975:142). The evidenceis that local sites whichare partofnational
programs show considerable variation in implementation and out-
comes. These variations are not such that they can be captured and
measured along standardized scales; they are differences in kind—
differences in content, in process, in goals, in implementation,in
politics, in context, in outcomes, and in program quality. To
understand these differences a holistic evaluation picture of each
local site is needed, a picture that captures eachsite in its own terms,
not just in the limited terms of the national program which spawned
it. AS Malcolm Provushas argued, the evaluation of programs, even
national programs, must begin at the local level because

it follows that if there are types of programs with different develop-
mental characteristics, the development standards for these program

types will vary also.... This local work is usually of the process

assessmenttype in which evaluators systematically collect and weigh
data descriptive of ongoing program activity [Provus, 1971:13].

Quantitative evaluations assume that local sites in a national
program are attempting to implement processes or attain outcomes

which can be measured along a standardized set of scales or

dimensions. Such a measurement approach meansthat qualitative
differences among programswill be disguised and diminished. Such
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evaluation approaches,by their very design and measurement,force

all programs into a common mold, whether that mold is appropriate

or not. The use of such standardized measurescan seriously distort

what is actually occurring in a program.

A simple example of such distortion is data from a national

educational program which measuredstaff-student ratios in the

various programs. A few programshadstudent-staff ratios as high as

75:1 according to the uniform measures used; other programs had

student-staff ratios as small as 15:1. However, what these data did

not reveal is that in some of the programs with large staff-student

ratios there was extensive use of volunteers. These regularly

participating auxiliary staff madethe effective and real adult-student

ratios much smaller. The global and uniform reporting of the data,

however, did not allow for that nuance to become evident.

A good example ofthe diversity that can emerge from attention to

the qualitative differences among programs is Sharon Fieman’s

(1977) study of the national teacher center program. There are many

standardized measures that can be used to monitor and evaluate

teachercentertraining sites so that local programs can be compared

with each other and with federal guidelines. But Fieman foundthat

there were actually three quite different types of center programs

which had emerged underthe general label “‘teacher centers.’’ The

three types of teacher centers she identified were “‘behavioral”’

centers, ‘‘humanistic”’ centers, and ‘‘developmental”’ centers. The

differences among the three types of centers are summarized in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Types of Teacher Centers*

Type of Center Primary Process of Primary Outcomes of

Affecting Teachers the Process

1. Behavioral Centers Curriculum specialists Adoption of comprehensive

directly and formally curriculum systems, methods,
instruct administrators and packages by teachers.
and teachers.

2. Humanistic Centers Informal, nondirected Teachers feel supported
teacher exploration; and important; pick up
“teachers select their concrete and practical ideas
own treatment.”’ and materials for immediate

use in their classrooms.

3. Developmental Centers Advisors establish warm, Teachers’ thinking about
interpersonal, and what they do and whythey
directive relationship do it is changed overtime;
with teachers working teacher personal
with them over time. development.

*Based on Feiman (1977).
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It is clear from Fieman’sanalysis that different teacher centers are
trying to accomplish different outcomes. Moreover, to accomplish
these divergent outcomesthey haveestablished different approaches
to teacher center programming. Uniform, quantitative measures
applied across all programs would be unlikely to capture and
represent these critical differences.
While quantitative approaches tend to produce uniformity of

measures which have the advantage offacilitating direct compari-
sons among programs,qualitative methods permit documentation of
program differences, idiosyncracies, and uniquenesses. If decision
makers and information users want to understand variations in
program implementation and variations in the nature of program
outcomes, qualitative case studies of local programs can provide
such detailed information. Qualitative data are necessary to give a
complete evaluation picture of national programs,a picture whichis
necessarily incomplete so long as the only data available are
aggregated and standardizedstatistics from these diverse programs.
Data aboutsite-to-site variability can also be useful in planning

later comparison studies, in developing models of local program
operations, and in understanding different dimensions of need,
demand, and potential service. Thus, where the focus of the
evaluation question is on understanding and documenting local
adaptations of multiple-site programs, qualitative methods are
highly appropriate—and potentially quite useful.

IMPLEMENTION EVALUATION

A prominent theme running throughthe precedingsectionsis that
qualitative methodsare particularly useful for capturing differences
among people and programs. Evaluating individualized outcomes,
developing unique case studies of people and programs, and docu-
menting the local diversity within national programs—these are
evaluation research issues for which qualitative strategies are
particularly appropriate. This section looks more closely at the
appropriateness of qualitative methods for evaluating program
implementation.

It is important to know the extent to which a program is effective

after it is fully implemented; but to answerthat questionit is first
necessary to know how andthe extent to which the program was
actually implemented. In his important book on Social Program

Implementation, editor Walter Williams concludes:

The underlying theme of this book is that the lack of concern for

implementation is currently the crucial impediment to improving
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complex operating programs,policy analysis, and experimentationin

social policy areas [Williams, 1976:267; italics in the original].

In Utilization-Focused Evaluation (Patton, 1978) I suggested

that if one had to choose between implementation information and

outcomes information because of limited evaluation resources, there

are manyinstances in which implementation information would be of

greater value. A decision maker can use implementation information

to make sure that a policy is being put into operation according to

design—orto test the very feasibility of the policy. Unless one knows

that a program is operating according to design, there maybelittle

reason to expect it to produce the desired outcomes. Futhermore,

until the program is implementedand a “‘treatment”’ is believed to be

in operation, there maybelittle reason even to bother evaluating

outcomes. Where outcomes are evaluated without knowledge of

implementation, the results seldom provide a direction for action

because the decision makerlacks information about what produced

the observed outcomes (or lack ofoutcomes). This is the ““black box”’

approach to evaluation.

One important way of studying program implementation is to

gather detailed, descriptive information about what the program is

doing. Implementation evaluations answerthe following kinds of

questions: Whatdoclients in the program experience? Whatservices

are provided to clients? What do staff do? Whatis it like to be in the

program? Howis the program organized? Implementation evalua-

tions tell decision makers what is going on in the program and how the

program has developed.

It is important to study and evaluate program implementation in

order to understand how and whyprogramsdeviate from initial plans

and expectations. Such deviations are quite common and natural,

as demonstrated in the findings of Rand’s ““Change Agent Study” of

293 federal programs supporting educational change. That study

found that national programs are implemented incrementally by

adapting to local conditions, organizational dynamics, and pro-

grammatic uncertainties.

[W]here implementation wassuccessful, and wheresignificant change

in participant attitudes, skills, and behavior occurred, implementation

was characterized by a process of mutual adaptation in which project

goals and methods were modified to suit the needs and interests of the

local staff and in which the staff changed to meet the requirements of

the project. This finding was true even for highly technological and

initially well-specified projects; unless adaptations were made in the
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original plans or technologies, implementation tendedto be superficial
or symbolic, and significant change in participants did not occur
[McLaughlin, 1976:169].

If program implementation is characterized by a process of
adaptationto local conditions, needs, and interests, then the methods
used to study implementation must be open-ended,discovery oriented,
and capable of describing developmental processes and program
change. Qualitative methods are ideally suited to the task of
describing program implementation.

Failure to monitor and describe the nature of implementation,
case by case, program by program,can renderuseless standardized,
quantitative measures of program outcomes. The national evalua-
tion of Follow Through is a prime example of this point. Follow
Through wasa planned variation ‘“‘experiment’’ in compensatory
education featuring twenty-two different models of education to be
tested in one hundredfifty-eight school districts on 70,000 children
throughoutthe nation. The evaluation alone employed 3,000 people
to collect data on program effectiveness. The multi-million-dollar
evaluation focused almost entirely on standardized outcomes aimed
at making possible comparisonsof the effectiveness of the twenty-
two models. It was assumedin the evaluation plan that models could
be and would be implemented in some systematic, uniform fashion.
Eugene Tucker of the U.S. Office of Education, however, has
poignantly described the error of this assumption.

It is safe to say that evaluators did not know what was implementedin
the various sites. Without knowing what was implemented it is
virtually impossible to select valid effectiveness measures. .. . Hind-
sight is a marvelous teacher andin large scale experimentations an
expensive one [Tucker, 1977:11-12].

The Follow Through data analysis showed greater within-group
variation than between-group variation; that is, the twenty-two
models did not show treatmenteffects as such. Most effects were
null; some werenegative; but “‘of all our findings, the most pervasive,
consistent, and suggestive is probably this: The effectiveness ofeach
Follow Through model depended more on local circumstances than
on the nature of the model’ (Anderson, 1977:13; italics in the
original). The evaluators, however, failed to study the local circum-

stances that affected variations in program implementation and

outcomes.
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Little remains in the existing Follow Throughevaluationthat specifi-

cally addresses the problem of how well, and by what process, program

models are implemented [Elmore, 1976:119].

The study of these important program implementation questions

requires case data rich with the details of program content and

context. Because it is impossible to anticipate in advance how

programs will adapt to local conditions, needs, and interestsit is

impossible to anticipate what standardized quantities could be used

to capture the essence of each program’s implementation. Under

these evaluation conditions a strategy of naturalistic inquiry is

particularly appropriate.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION

Formative evaluations are conducted for the purpose ofimproving

programs in contrast to those evaluations which are done for the

purpose of makingbasic decisions about whetheror not the program

is effective, and whetheror not the program should be continued or

terminated. While formative evaluations can make use of both

quantitative and qualitative data, it can be particularly useful to

collect detailed, descriptive information about programs wherethe

purpose of the evaluation is to improve the program operations and

procedures.

It is important at the outset of the evaluation processto clarify the

extent to which the primary purposeof an evaluation is to make an

overall judgment about the effectiveness of a program (summative

evaluation) or to collect information that can be used primarily for

ongoing program development and improvement(formative evalua-

tion). The labels for this distinction were introduced by Michael

Scriven (1967:70-43) in discussing evaluation of educational cur-

ricula. Sanders and Cunningham (1973) extended the writing of

Scriven on formative evaluation with particular emphasis on forma-

tive evaluation applied to the product developmentprocess.

Formative evaluation was defined as the process ofjudging an entity,

or its components, that could be revised in form, for the expressed

purpose of providing feedback to persons directly involved in the

formation of the entity [Sanders and Cunningham, 1974:1].

Qualitative methods are included amongthe strategies suggested

by Sanders and Cunninghamfor gathering formative program data,

particularly ‘“‘formative work dealing with the appraisal of early
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product developmentefforts’’—what they call ‘“‘formative interim
evaluation activities’’:

Formative interim evaluation information can involve collecting
internal information such as descriptive information and processing
critical appraisals. Descriptive information refers to the objective
information which can be generated by inspecting the pieces or
preliminary versionsof the product. Critical appraisals are judgments
made concerning the pieces by representatives of concerned popula-
tions (e.g., experts, parents, students, etc.)....

Theintent of collecting descriptive informationis to describe fully and
completely whatis, not what should be. A comprehensive character-
ization of what is will aid greatly in making judgments and in
determining where to revise once somedeficit is identified [Sanders
and Cunningham, 1974:23].

While the term ‘‘formative evaluation” initially referred to infor-
mation gathered to improve curriculum products in education, the
formative-summative distinction has since become a fundamental
evaluation typology and the terms are applied more broadly than
Scriven used them in the original. The purpose of any program
evaluation can be examined in terms of the formative-summative
distinction. Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1978a) discuss in detail the
role of formative evaluators in the development of educational
programsgenerally. They suggestthat

the key to an effective formative evaluation is good communication.
Information about where the program is or is not working needs to be
timely and clearly presented [Morris and Fitz-Gibbon, 1978a:66].

Formative evaluationsoften include a process evaluationstrategy
as described earlier in this chapter. Thus, such a formative evalua-
tion would focus on identifying and elucidating the strengths and
weaknesses of the program. Malcolm Provus, a prominent educa-
tional evaluator and originator of the ‘‘Discrepancy Model’’ of
evaluation, emphasized the importance of formative evaluation
using qualitative methods in the early stages of a program’s
development.

An evaluation that begins with an experimental design denies to
program staff what it needs most: information that can be used to make
judgments about the program while it is in its dynamic stages of
growth. ... Evaluation must provide administrators and program
staff with the information they need and the freedom to act on that
information. ...
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Wewill not use the antiseptic assumptions of the research laboratory

to compare children receiving new program assistance with those not

receiving such aid. We recognize that these comparisons have never

been productive, nor have they facilitated corrective action. The

overwhelming numberof evaluations conducted in this way show no

significant differences between ‘‘experimental”’ and “‘control”’ groups

[Provus, 1971:11-12].

A formative evaluation based on naturalistic inquiry methods can

provide timely information about program dynamics without re-

stricting the ability of administrators and program staffto act on that

information. Feedback given by the formative evaluator as well as

actions taken as a result of formative evaluation information become

part of the developmental evaluation record; that is, formative

evaluators must document and describe not only program develop-

ments but also their role as formative evaluators in those program

developments.

Finally, formative evaluations mayfocus on gathering descriptive

information about the quality of program activities and outcomes,

not just levels or amountsof attainment. Formative evaluations are

aimed at improving program quality. Judgments aboutquality often

require data of considerable depth and detail—qualitative data. The

next section discusses further the appropriateness of qualitative

methods for evaluating program quality.

A FOCUS ON QUALITY

There are manyaspects of program operations, including imple-

mentation activities and client outcomes, that can be measured in

terms of relative quantity. It makes sense to count the numberof

people who enter a program, the numberwholeave the program, and

the number whoreceive or report some concrete benefit from the
program. There are manyattributes of programs, however, that do

not lend themselves to counting. Even the scaling of quality
attributes is an inadequate wayofcapturing either program quality or

the effect of a program upon the quality of life experienced by
participants following the program.

School outcomes can be looked at both in terms of quantity of
change and quality of change. Quantity of change may involve the
number of books read; a score on a standardized achievementtest;

the number of words spelled correctly; and the numberof inter-

actions with other students, the teacher, or people of a different race.

Each of these outcomes has a corresponding quality dimension

which requires description rather than scaling. Thus, to find out what
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it means to a student to have read a certain numberof books is an
issue of quality. How those booksaffected the student personally and
intellectually is a question of quality. In contrast to counting the
correct numberof wordsspelled, the quality issue focuses on what
spelling means to the student. How is spelling integrated into the
student’s life? How does the student think about spelling, approach
spelling, feel about spelling? The answer to such questions requires
description of the student’s perspective and situation such that the
meaning of the experience for the student is recorded.
The samedistinction holds with regard to programs that empha-

size deinstitutionalization—for example, community mental health
programs, community corrections, and community-based programs
for the elderly. It is possible to count the numberof peopleplaced in
the community. It is possible even to measure on standardizedscales
certain attributes of their livelihoods. It is possible to have them
subjectively rate various aspects and dimensions of quality oflife.
However, to fully grasp the meaningof a changeinlife for particular
clients and personsit is necessary to develop a description oflife
quality which allows the interdependent parts of quality to be
integrated into a whole.

Quality has to do with nuance, with detail, with the subtle and
unique things that make a difference beyond the points on a
standardizedscale. Quality is what separates and falls between those
points on a standardized scale. Quality descriptions provide the
detail to explain what the lives oftwo different people are like, one of
whom responded on a scale of five points that he or she had a
“highly” satisfactory experience, the other of whom respondedthat
he or she had an “‘extremely”’ satisfying experience. This is not a
question of interval versus ordinal scaling, but one of meanings.
Whatdo programs meanto participants? Whatis the quality of their
experience? Answers to such questions require detailed, in-depth,
and holistic descriptions that represent people in their own terms and
that get close enoughto the situation being studied to understand
firsthand the nuancesof quality.
The failure to find statistically significant differences in com-

paring people on some outcome measuredoes not meanthatthere are
no important differences among those people on those outcomes.
The differences may simply be qualitative rather than quantitative.
A carpenteris reported to have explainedthis point to William James.
The carpenter, having worked for manydifferent people, observed:
‘There is very little difference between one man and another; but
what little there is, is very important.’’ Those differences are
differences of quality.
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STATE OF THE ART CONSIDERATIONS:

LACK OF PROVEN QUANTITATIVE

INSTRUMENTATION

Another reason for using qualitative measurementis that for

particular outcomes no acceptable, valid, and reliable quantitative

measures exist. The extent to which one believes that quantitative

measures in a particular instance and for a particular variable are

useful, valid, and reliable is a matter ofjudgment. However, the state

of the art in social science measurement is such that a numberof

desirable outcome measures still elude precise measurement.

Where outcome measurements havenot been carefully developed,it

is more appropriate to gather descriptive information about what

happensas aresult ofprogram activities than to use somescale which

has the merit of being quantitative but whosevalidity andreliability

are suspect.

Creativity is a prime example. While there are someinstruments

that purport to measure creativity, the applicability of those instru-

ments in diverse situations is at least open to question. Thus, a

program that was attempting to make students or clients more

creative might do better to document in detail the activities,

behaviors, thoughts, and feelings of participants rather than to

administer someinstrument. Documentationofthis kind can then be

inspected and judged by interested decision makers or information

users to make their own interpretations of the extent to which

creativity was exhibited by the products produced,activities under-

taken, or statements made by participants.

Even such hallowed conceptsas self-esteem are open to consider-

able controversy when it comes to specifying measurementcriteria.

In addition, for people whose self-esteem is already quite high,

instruments that measure self-esteem are not very sensitive to

incremental changes that may be importantto the people involved.

For staff development programsthat include enhancedself-esteem

as an outcome goal, it may be more important to use qualitative

measures to document changesin clients or participants thanto rely

upon a particular measurement scale that was created for other

conditions and situations.

The same point can be made with regard to controversy sur-

rounding even long-standing measurementinstruments. The use of

standardized achievement tests to measure student learning is a

prime example. Strong arguments have been made attacking the

relevance of universal, standardized achievement tests for the

evaluation of particular local programs (Perrone, 1977). The way in
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which norm-referenced, standardized achievement tests are con-
structed reduce their relevance and validity for particular local
programs, particularly those programs which serve populations
wherescoresarelikely to cluster at the lower or higher extremes of
the normal curve. For such programs more accurate evaluation
results can be produced through documentation of actual student
work; that is, developing case histories of what students can do and
have done rather than relying on their responses to a standardized
instrument at a particular point in time.

THE NEED FOR UNOBTRUSIVE MEASURES

Another condition under which qualitative Strategies can be
particularly appropriate is where an experimental design, the admin-
istration of standardized instruments and/orthe collection of quan-
titative data would affect program operations by being overly
intrusive. Observations of program activities and informal inter-
views with participants sometimes can be carried out in a less
obtrusive fashion than having everyone complete sometest or
questionnaire. Indeed, administration of such an instrument may
produceartificial results or affect program operations. The instru-
mentitself can create a reaction which, becauseofits intrusiveness
and interference with normal program operations andclient func-
tioning, fails to accurately reflect what has been achieved in the
program.

Educational researcher Edna Shapiro (1973), to her Surprise,
foundthis to be precisely the case in her study of innovative Follow
Through classrooms. She found that standardized tests can bias
evaluation results by imposing an obtrusive and controlled stimulusin
an environment where spontaneity, creativity, and freedom of
expressionare valued and encouraged. Shapiro foundthat the results
of the test measured response to a stimulus (the test) which was
essentially alien to the experience of the children. Because the
classroomsshestudied relied substantially less on paper-and-pencil
skills than traditional schools, and because student progress was
monitored daily on a personal basis without the use of written
examinations, student outcomesin these classrooms could not be
‘objectively’ measured by the suddenintroduction of standardized
tests.

I assumed that the internalized effects of different kinds of school
experience could be observed andinferred only from responsesintest
situations, and that the observation of teaching and learning in the
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classroom should be considered auxiliary information, useful chiefly

to document the differences in the children’s group learning ex-

periences....

The findings of this study, with the marked disparity between

classroom responsesandtest responses, have led meto reevaluate this

rationale. This requires reconsiderationofthe role of classroom data,

individual test situation data, and the relation between them....

The individual’s responses in the test situation have conventionally

been considered the primary means to truth about psychological

functioning. Test behavior, whether considered as a sign or sample of

underlying function,is treated as a pure measure.Yet thetest situation

is an unique interpersonal context in which what is permitted and

encouraged, acceptable and unacceptable, is carefully defined, ex-

plicitly and implicitly. Responses to tests are therefore made under

very special circumstances. The variables that influence the outcome

are different from those which operate in the classroom |Shapiro,

1973:532-534; italics added].

In their imaginative book on Unobtrusive Measures, Webbetal.

(1966) discuss at length the problems of “‘reactive measurement

effect.”’ A basic theme of their work is that the research subjects’

knowledge and awareness that they are part of a study as they

complete questionnaires or tests may distort and confoundthe study

findings. Their documentation of the sources and natureofreactivity

problemsin scholarly social science research makesit highly likely

that such problems are magnified in evaluation research. While

qualitative methods are also subject to certain reactivity problems

(to be discussed in later chapters), the less formal and obtrusive

nature of qualitative strategies for conducting evaluations can

sometimes serve to reduce distorting reactions to the evaluation on

the part of the people being studied.

LEGISLATIVE MONITORING

There are many occasions when somelegislative body that has

mandated and appropriated funds to a new program wants to have

information about whether or not the program is operating in

accordance with legislative intent. Legislative intent may involve

achieving certain outcomes, but, moreoften, legislative intent focuses

specifically on some certain kind of delivery system being provided.

The precise nature of that delivery system is often not well artic-

ulated. Thus, such considerations as deinstitutionalization, decen-

tralization, services integration, and community-based programs

involve varied conceptualizations of legislative intent that do not
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easily lend themselves to quantitative specification. Indeed, for the
evaluator to unilaterally establish some quantitative measure of
deinstitutionalization that provides a global, numerical summary of
the nature of program operations may hide morethanit reveals.
To monitor the complexities of program implementation in the

delivery of humanservicesit can be particularly helpful to decision
makers to have detailed case descriptions of how programs are
operating. Such legislative monitoring would include descriptions of
program facilities, outreach efforts, staff selection procedures, the
nature of services offered to clients, descriptions of actual service
delivery activities, and descriptions from clients about the nature of
their experiences and the results of their experiences. While busy
legislators cannot be expectedto read in detail a large numberofsuch
histories, legislators or fundersare likely to be particularly interested
in the case histories of those programs that are within their own
jurisdiction or legislative district, and, more generally, certain
legislative staff whoare particularly interested in the program can be
expected to read such casehistories with some care. Froma political
point of view, programs are morelikely to be in trouble or cause
trouble for legislators becausetheyfail to follow legislative intentin
implementation rather than because they failed to achieve desired
outcomes.

In this case, thepurposeoflegislative monitoringis to becomethe
eyes and ears of the legislature. This means trying to provide
descriptions of programsthatare sufficiently detailed and elucidat-
ing that the legislator or legislative staff can read such descriptions
and have a good idea of what that program islike. Having such
descriptions enables legislators to decide whether or not their own
interpretationsoflegislative intent are being met. Such casehistories
may also be of considerable service to programs being monitored,
because it permits them to tell their own story in somedetail. Thus,
wherethey have deviated from legislative intent, such case histories
would be expected to include information from program adminis-
trators and programstaff about constraints under which the program
operates and the decisions staff have madethat give the program its
character.

At the sametime,the collection of such casehistories throughsite
visits and program monitoring need not neglect the need for more
global statements about statewide patterns in programs, or even
nationwidepatterns. It is quite possible through content analysis to
identify major patterns of program operations and outcomesfor a
number of separate cases. Thus, qualitative methods used for
legislative monitoring allows one to document common patterns
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across programs as well as unique developments within specific

programs.

BREAKING THE ROUTINE: GENERATING

NEW INSIGHTS

There is another sense in which qualitative methodsprovide a real

and useful option in program evaluation. Programs that have

established ongoing evaluation systems or managementinformation

approaches may have becomelulled into a routine of producing

statistical tables that are no longer studied with any care. Inertia and

boredom can seriously reduce the usefulness of program evaluation

results. After program staff or other decision makers have seen the

same statistical results used in the same kindsofstatistical tables

year after year, those results can begin to have a numbing effect.

Even though the implications of those results may vary somewhat

from yearto year, the very format used to report the data can reduce

the impact of the results. Mao Tse Tung commentedon the tendency

of human beingsto settle into numbing routines whenhesaid that a

revolution would be needed every twenty years. Revolutions in the

collection of evaluation data may be needed much moreoften.

Onesuch revolution may beto introduce a totally new approachto

evaluation simply for the purposeof attracting renewed attention to

the evaluation process. At the same time, changing the method may

produce new insights or at least force people to deal with the old

insights in a new way.Ofcourse, collection of qualitative data can

also become routine. Programs of humanistic ideology and/or

programs with an emphasis on individualization may find that the

collection of qualitative data has become a routine and that new

insights can be gained through even the temporary use of some

quantitative measures.

This suggestion for a change in methodsis not based onscientific

prescription, but again derives from a concern with enhancing

utilization of evaluation research. Given the ease with which human

beings and social systemssettle into inertia and routine, evaluators

who wanttheir results to make a difference need to find creative ways

to get people to deal with issues of program effectiveness. Exploring

methodological variations may be one such approach.

It is also worth noting that evaluators cansettle into routine and

inertia. Evaluators who have been using the same methodsover and

over may have lost the cutting edge of their own creativity. A

paradigm of choice (Chapter One) requires evaluators to have at

their disposal a large repertoire of possible data collection techniques
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and approaches. Evaluators can be moreuseful to programsif they
themselves are staying alive to the manypossibilities available for
looking at the world. Indeed, a change in methods maydo as much or
more to reenergize the evaluator as it does to renew the program
evaluation process.

GROUNDED EVALUATION THEORY

Most writing on social science methods is concerned with the
generation and verification of theory. This concern for theory
developmentis quite markedin the literature on qualitative methods.
The writings of Glaser and Strauss (1967), Denzin (1978), Lofland
(1971), Blumer (1969), and Webb et al. (1966), to name but a few
well-known qualitative methodologists, take as their central focus
the task of theory construction and verification. What distinguishes
the discussion of theory in much of the literature on qualitative
methods is the emphasis on inductive strategies of theory develop-
ment in contrast to theory generated by logical deduction from a
priori assumptions.

In contrasting grounded theory with logico-deductive theory and
discussing and assessingtheir relative merits in ability to fit and work
(predict, explain, and be relevant), we have taken the position that the
adequacyof a theory for sociology today cannotbe divorced from the
process by which it is generated. Thus one canon for judging the
usefulness of a theory is how it was generated—andwe suggestthatit
is likely to be a better theory to the degreethat it has been inductively
developed from social research. ... Generating a theory from data
means that most hypotheses and concepts not only come from the
data, but are systematically worked out in relation to the data during
the course of the research. Generating a theory involves a process of
research [Glaser and Strauss, 1967:5-6; italics in the original].

Evaluation research, particularly at the local program level, has
been largely atheoretical—both in conception and in reporting
findings. Evaluation research often ignores theoretical issues alto-
gether. Evaluators are accused of being technicians who simply
collect data without regard to the theoretical relevance of possible
empirical generalizations. Certainly, pure outcomesevaluationsare
nontheoretical. Moreover, in many cases whatdecision makers need
and wantis specific data relevant to narrow,technical issues that are
helpful in monitoring or fine-tuning program operations.
However, evaluation research is by no means inherently non-

theoretical. It can be theoretical in the usual scientific sense that
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deductive, logical systems are constructed to model causallinkages

among general variables (Hage, 1972). Specific program operations

are then modeled after the theory and monitored to test the theory.

The deductive approach usually draws on the dominanttheoretical

traditions in specific scholarly disciplines to construct models of the

relationship between program treatments and outcomes which are

then verified through experimentalresearch.In practice, the formal-

ity, complexity, and abstraction ofmost academic theoriesbearlittle

relevance for practitioners caught up in the day-to-dayrealities of

program functioning.

By way of contrast to logical, deductive theory construction, a

grounded theory approach to evaluation research is inductive,

pragmatic, and highly concrete (Patton, 1978:179-198). The eval-

uator’s task is to generate program theory from holistic data gathered

through naturalistic inquiry for the purpose of helping program staff

and decision makers understand how the program functions, whyit

functions as it does, and the ways in which the impacts/conse-

quences/outcomes of the program flow from program activities.

Program staff and other program decision makers can use such

grounded evaluation theory to reality-test their own theories of
programmaticaction, program effects, and the relationship between

action and effects. Such grounded evaluation theory can serve to take

decision makers into the empirical world so that they can discover

whether what they think to be the nature of the empirical world is

actually the case. Sociologist Herbert Blumer describes what it

means to ground theory in the empirical world.

The prevailing disposition and practice is to allow the theory, the

model, the concept, the technique, and the scientific protocol to coerce

the research and thusto bendthe resulting analytical depiction of the

empirical world to suit their form. In this sense, much current

scientific inquiry in the social and psychological sciences is actually

social philosophizing.

I repeat once morethat whatis neededis to gain empirical validation of

premises, the problems, the data,their lines of connection, concepts,

and the interpretation involved in the act of scientific inquiry. The

road to such empirical validation... lies in the examination of the
empirical social world. It is not to be achieved by forming and

elaborating catchy theories, by devising ingenius models, by seeking

to emulate the advanced procedures of the physical sciences, by
adopting the newest mathematical andstatistical schemes, by coining

new concepts, by developing moreprecise quantitative techniques, or

by insisting on adherence to the canons of research design. Such
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preoccupations, without prejudice to their merit in other respects, are
just not headedin thedirectionthat is called for here. What is neededis
a return to the empirical social world [Blumer, 1978:35].

For Blumer, a return to the empirica! social world involves the
inductive process of naturalistic inquiry.

The empirical social world consists of on-going grouplife and one has
to get close to this life to know what is going oninit.

The metaphorthatI likeis that oflifting the veils that obscure or hide
whatis going on. The task of scientific study is to lift the veils that
coverthe area ofgrouplife that one proposesto study. Theveils are not
lifted by substituting, in whatever degree, preformed imagesforfirst-
hand knowledge. Theveils arelifted by getting close to the area and by
digging deep in it through careful study. Schemesof methodologythat
do not encourage or allow this betray the cardinal principle of
respecting the nature of one’s empirical world. ...[T]he merit of
naturalistic study is that it respects and stays close to the empirical
domain [Blumer, 1978:38, 43].

Grounded evaluation theory provides a primary linkage between
applied social science and basic social science research. More
directly, grounded evaluation theory can provide relevant informa-
tion which is useful to program staff and other decision makers in
their efforts to understand and improve their programs. Grounded
evaluation theory would be particularly useful in considerations of
whether a program should bereplicated in other settings and how
such replication might occur. Thus, grounded evaluation theory
would be a particularly important product of the evaluation of
demonstration programs.

Finally, grounded theory represents a majorstrategy for studying
the evaluation research processitself. As evaluators seek to under-
stand the design, implementation, and utilization of evaluation
research, groundedtheory, based on the empirical evaluation world,
can contribute to our understanding of how evaluation works and
what the consequences are for an organization or program of
engaging in evaluation. My own work on Utilization-Focused
ELvaluation (1978) is based on an inductive inquiry into the nature of
the utilization of evaluation research. The work ofMarvin Alkin and
his associates (1979) in studying the utilization of evaluation
research is an exemplary example of how naturalistic inquiry into
cases of evaluation research can contribute to an understanding of
the development, design, and utilization of evaluation research.
Alkin et al. developed case histories of five educational evaluation «
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projects. Their case materials provide a rich data source from which

they were able to explore the nature ofthe development, implementa-

tion, and utilization of evaluation research. Their conclusionsin the

final chapter, which compares and contrasts cases, constitute a

major contribution to grounded theory about evaluation research.

Blaine R. Worthen commented on the need for a program of

research on evaluation as part of his analysis of the current state of

evaluation models at the annual meeting of the American Educa-

tional Research Association in 1977.

Manycalls have been issued over the years for a program of research

on evaluation to be launched. .. . [T]he lack of an adequate empirical

base is probably the single most important impediment to the

development of a more adequate evaluation theory and model. In the

absence of relevant evidence, adherence to any one modelrather than

another is much morea statementofphilosophyor a professionoffaith

than a choice based on information about which model works best

under which circumstances. ...[{T]he most important criterion in

deciding whether or not we can live happily with extant models of

evaluation is whether or not they are a good enoughfit to reality to

serve as trustworthy guides in the conduct of evaluation... . [T]he

point of this whole discussion is that evaluation, as a phenomenon,

must be researched [Worthen, 1977].

PERSONALIZING EVALUATION

Anotherreason for using qualitative methods, particularly quali-

tative measurement, is that such strategies may be perceived by
program staff and program clients as more personal in nature.

Programs that are based on humanistic concerns and humanistic
ideologies often resist any kind of quantification because of their

perceptions about the impersonal nature of numbers andscientific

categorization. Theissue here is not whetheror not such objections

are reasonable. The point is that such objectionsare real and that in
programs where staff, funders, and/or clients hold such views,

evaluations that rely on quantitative measurement maybe rejected
out-of-hand. Whetherthe evaluatoris right or wrong to believe that
quantitative methods may be most appropriate to studythe effects of
such programs,ifthe primary decision makers and information users

are going to dismiss the data simply becauseit is quantitative, then
the evaluator may find that he or she has produced an excellent
evaluation that is never used.

In evaluating such programs, then, qualitative methods can
considerably enhancetheutilization of evaluation findings because
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the data are perceived as personal. The personal natureofthe data
derives from the fact that it is open-ended (and therefore does not
willy-nilly categorize people), the evaluator has established close
contact with the program and therefore has madeit more personal,
and the procedures of observation and in-depth interviewing, par-
ticularly the latter, communicate respect to respondents by making
their ideas and opinionsstated in their own termsthe importantdata
source for the evaluation. Qualitative methods mayalso be perceived
as more personal because of their inductive strategy. This means
that, again, rather than imposing on the program somepredetermined
model! or hypotheses, the program picture unfolds in a way which
takes into account idiosyncracies, uniquenesses, and complex
dynamics. Finally, qualitative methods may be perceived as more
humanistic and personal simply by avoiding numbers.

UTILIZATION-FOCUSED EVALUATION:
DECISION MAKERS’ PHILOSOPHICAL
AND POLITICAL ORIENTATION
The suggestion that one reason for using qualitative methodsis

that such strategies may be perceived by program staff and program
clients as more personalin nature opens up a whole rangeofpotential
philosophical andpolitical orientations that can influence methods
decisions. The argumenthereis that, in many instances, it may be
appropriate and desirable to include in the making of methods
decisions the philosophic orientations of decision makers and
information users aboutthe nature of data. This can workeitherfor or
against the selection of qualitative methods. Thus, there may be
certain evaluation situations where qualitative methods seem parti-
cularly appropriate, but where decision makers and information
users are philosophically predisposed in favor of quantitative
measurement and automatically reject a qualitative approach, not

because such an approach would be inappropriate, but becausetheir

perceptions and prejudices lead them to reject qualitative data.
In a utilization-focused approach to evaluation research the

researcherhasnointrinsic rights to unilaterally make critical design
and data collection decisions. Quite the contrary, it is crucial that
identified decision makers and information users participate in the
making of measurement and methodsdecisions so that they under-
stand the strengths and weaknesses of the data—andso that they

believe in the data. Utilization potential can be severely diminished
if decision makers are excluded at the critical operationalization

stage when the evaluation comes down to the making ofnitty-gritty
choices.
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Measurement and methods decisions are not simply a matter of

expertly selecting the best techniques. Researchers and decision

makers operatewithin quite narrow methodological paradigms about

what constitutes valid and reliable data, rigorous and scientific

design, and personal or impersonal research methods. Design and

data collection decisions are far from being neutral, objective, or

rational; such decisions are political, subjective, and satisfying.

The various scholarly disciplines have variable methodological

standards. Mostsocial scientists routinely apply those methods in

which they have been trained with little sensitivity to the biases

introduced by a particular data collection scheme. Social and

behavioral scientists—experts in the ultimate subjectivity and arbi-

trariness of all human perception—are often least aware of their own

sociomethodological biases and how thesebiasesaffect their view of

the social program world. Yet, to be sure, social scientists are not the

only participants in the evaluation process operating on the basis of

selective perception; decision makers also hold conditioned views

about the nature of social reality. One of the tasks during the active-

reactive-adaptive interactions between evaluators and decision

makers is to mutually explore design and data biases so that the

evaluation generates information that is useful and believable to

decision makers and information users.

One example of the result of such utilization-focused methodo-

logical discussions is a documentthat provided the frameworkwithin

which the evaluation of Marcy Open School in Minneapolis was

conducted. In September 1971 a system of alternative schools was

established in Southeast Minneapolis. A basic premise behind that

system was choice—that parents, staff, and children had a right to

choose programs, goals, systems of governance, and evaluation

methods which were compatible with their values and educational

needs. One of those choices was Marcy Open School. The document

establishing the framework for evaluation at Marcy wasentitled ‘A
Value-Perspective on Evaluation: Evaluation of Marcy Open

School’ (Olson, 1974). This framework documentillustrates how

the decision to use qualitative methodsin evaluation canflowfrom
the values of the people who will use the evaluation information.

EXCERPTS FROM
“A VALUE-PERSPECTIVE ON EVALUATION”

What are the values of the school? And whatare the values of the

evaluation? Throughout the life of the school, three strong themes
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have emerged. Thestructures of the school organization,the formal
goals ofthe school, emphases in classrooms,and investmentsoftime
and moneyin staff developmentactivities have all placed strong
value on (a) personalized curriculum, (b) the experiential nature of
learning, and (c) a holistic nature of learning. These are not mutually
exclusive, but are intricately intertwined. Their meaning for the
school and for the evaluation of the school are described in the
following excerpts from the Marcy Open Schoolevaluation document.

MARCY OPEN
SCHOOL:

Personalized curriculum. Curricu-
lum will vary for each child as

teaching extends from theinterests,

needs and abilities of each child

or group of children. The school

personnel seeks to be aware of

each child as an individual, and of

potential learning activities and

materials. Decisions on the cur-

riculum are madebytheindividual

child, the teacher, and the parents.

EVALUATION OF MARCY
OPEN SCHOOL:

Personalized Evaluation. The
determination of the success of

the school will vary depending
upon the values and perspectives

of interested people. This evalu-
ation will present a statement of
what was made available by the
school and of what was ac-

complished by children in the
school. Decisions as to the success
ofthe school and as to the validity
of those activities must be left to
the individual reading the evalu-
ation report, according to his own

perspective.

Experiential Nature ofLearning. Experiential Nature ofEvaluation.
The school seeks to have the
children experience language
rather than only learning to read,
to experience computation rather

than only to learn math,to bein
and to learn from the community
rather than only to learn about
social studies. Participants in the
school believe that experienceis

the best transmitter of knowledge.
Further the child is expected to

interact with his environment—
to have an effect upon it in the

process of experiencing it—to

change it or to recognize waysin

which he seeks to move toward
change.

This evaluation will attempt to
provide an opportunity for the

reader to experience the school

and its children. It will provide

not only charts and statistics, but

photographs, drawings and works

of children and adults. Even so, it

is acknowledgedthat, at best, any

such report can only be an imper-

fect representation of the school

and its processes. Further, this

report is not presented as final

document representing the ac-

complishments of the school. It

is, instead, presented as a report-

in-process, to be reacted to and
sent back for new descriptions.
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Holistic Nature of Learning.

Much emphasis has been placed

on the inter-relatednessoflearning.

Organizational structures, activi-

ties and materials are considered

in termsof their multidimension-

ality of goals. Goal statements

and staff developmentactivities

give conscious attention to a

child’s feelings about himself and

his world, how thoserelate to his

relationships with others and how

those relate to his interest and

ability inlearning. The staffseeks

activities which allow the child to

experience the relationship be-

tween language, computation and

other knowledges, rather than

new data, about whichits readers

may be concerned.

Holistic Evidencefor Evaluation.

Three of the school’s goals for

children have been chosen for

special attention in this evalu-

ation. They include a range of

process, content and context

typical of the goal statement as a

whole. The evidence presented

attempts to observe a natural

order of events as they happen in

the school with a minimum of

distortion through departmentali-

zation. Both objective figures and

subjective judgments are included

and are considered to be valid.

The provisioning of the school

and the activities and products of

the children are viewed, as much

as possible, in terms of their multi-

dimensionality of effect.
departmentalizing them into

separate content areas.

The involvement of identified decision makers and information

users in the making of measurementand design decisionsis based on

the assumption that utilization is enhanced if users understand,

believe in, and have a stake in the data. Understanding,belief, and

interest are all increased when evaluators and decision makers share

values about methodsstrategies. In any case, the makingofdecisions

about what data to collect and how to collect it is a painstaking

process. In part, the final design of an evaluation depends on

calculated trade-offs, weighing options, and political/philosophic

considerations; in part it depends on opportunity, resources, time

constraints, and commitment. Whatis to be avoidedis the routine

selection of a design without consideration of its strengths and

weaknesses in relation to this complex constellation of personal,

political, and technical factors.

EVALUATION RESEARCH STRATEGIES
USING QUALITATIVE METHODS:
SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW

If evaluation research is truly to become a paradigm of choices,

then evaluators must understand the options available in matching
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research methodsto evaluation questions. The challengeis to select
those methods most appropriate to particular decision maker
concernsand specific evaluation situations. This chapter hasidenti-
fied those program circumstances and evaluation problems which
are particularly suited to the gathering of qualitative data. The
following is a checklist of questions which can be used to help decide
if qualitative methods are an appropriate evaluation Strategy. Ifthe
answerto any ofthese questionsis “‘yes,’’ then the collection ofsome
qualitative data is likely to be appropriate.

CHECKLIST OF EVALUATION SITUATIONS FOR
WHICH QUALITATIVE METHODS ARE APPROPRIATE

1. Does the program emphasize individualized outcomes, i.e., different
participants are expectedto be affected in qualitatively different ways? And
is there a need ordesire to describe and evaluate these individualized client

outcomes? Yes No

2. Are decision makers interested in elucidating and understanding the
internal dynamics of programs—program strengths, program weaknesses,
and overall program processes? Yes No

3. Is detailed, in-depth information needed aboutcertain client cases or
program sites, e.g., particularly successful cases; unusualfailures; critically
important cases for programmatic, financial, or political reasons? Yes No

4. Is there interest in focusing on the diversity among, idiosyncraciesof,
and unique qualities exhibited by individual clients or programs (as
opposed to comparing all clients or programs on standardized, uniform
measures)? Yes No

>. Is information needed aboutthe details of program implementation—
what clients in the program experience, what services are provided to
clients, how the program is organized, whatstaff do, and basically inform
decision makers as to what is going on in the program and howit has
developed? Yes No

6. Are program staff and other decision makersinterested in the collec-
tion of detailed, descriptive information about the program for the purpose
of improving the program,i.e., is there interest in formative evaluation? Yes No

7. Is there a need for information about the nuancesof program quality,
i.e., descriptive information about the quality of program activities and
outcomes, not just levels, amounts, or quantities of program activity and
outcomes? Yes No

8. Will the administration of standardized measuring instruments (ques-
tionnaires and tests) be overly obtrusive in contrast to the gathering of data
through natural observations and open-ended interviews, i.e., will the

collection of qualitative data generate less reactivity among participants

than the collection of quantitative data? Yes No
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9. Is the state of measurementscience such that no valid, reliable, and

believable standardized instrumentis available or readily capable of being

developed to measure the particular program outcomesfor which data are

needed? Yes No

10. Are legislators or other decision makers/fundersinterested in having

evaluators conduct program site visits such that the evaluators becomethe

surrogate eyes and ears for decision makers whoare too busy to make such

Site visits themselves and who lack the observing and listening skills of

trained evaluators? Yes No

11. Are the goals of the program vague, general, and nonspecific, indicating

the possible advantage of a goal-free evaluation approach to gather

information about what effects the program is actually having? Yes No

12. Is there the possibility that the program may beaffecting clients or

participants in unanticipated ways and/or having unexpectedsideeffects,

indicating the need for a method ofinquiry that can discover effects beyond
those formally stated as desirable by programstaff (again, an indication of
the need for some form of goal-free evaluation)? Yes No

13. Has the collection of quantitative evaluation data becomeso routine

that no one pays much attention to the results anymore, suggesting a

possible need to break the old routine and use new methodsto generate new

insights about the program? Yes No

14. Is there a need and desire to personalize the evaluation process by

using research methodsthat require personal, face-to-face contact with the

program—methods that may be perceived as ‘“‘humanistic’’ and personal

because participants are not preordinately labeled and numbered, and

methodsthat feel natural, informal, and understandable to participants? Yes No

15. Do decision makers and information users have philosophical or

methodological biases that lead them to prefer qualitative methods, thus

increasing the likelihood that they will find the results of a qualitative

evaluation particularly believable, credible, understandable, and useful? Yes No

16. Are decision makers and evaluators interested in increasing their
understandingof the program by developing a grounded theory of program
actions andeffects that is inductively derived from a holistic picture of the
program? Yes No

ON USING THE SUMMARY CHECKLIST

Matching research methodsto evaluation questions is a complex,
creative process. The questions above are meantto stimulate and
guide in that process; they are not a mechanical tool for making routine
decisions. The next chapter discusses some of the concrete and
practical research design issues that must be addressed in using
qualitative methods. In makingthe transition betweenthe evaluation
strategies in this chapter and the research design considerationsin
the next, it may be helpful to review some of Halcolm’s Laws of
Evaluation Research Methods.
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I. An evaluation not worth doing is not worth doing well.
2. Evaluation results always make clear to people what they had

really wanted to know but forgot to ask.
3. Every evaluation serves apurpose, even ifitis only to be a horrible

example to others.
4. The perfect evaluation design isn’t.
5. The Law ofDivine Intervention: Alle Kunstist unsunst Wennein

Engel auf das Zundloch brunzt. (Germanversion) All skill is in
vain when anangelpees in the touchhole ofyour musket (English
translation, Peers and Bennet, 1979).



CHAPTER

5

EVALUATION DESIGNS

THE FIRST EVALUATION

The young people gathered around Halcolm. “Tell us again,

Teacher of Many Things, about the first evaluation.”
‘The first evaluation was conducted a long, long time ago,”’ he

began.“It happened in Ancient Babylon when Nebuchadnezzar was

King. Nebuchadnezzar had just conquered Jerusalem in the third

yearofthe reign of Jehoiakim, King of Judah. Now Nebuchadnezzar

was asShrewdruler. He decided to bring carefully selected children of

Israel into the palace for special training so that they might be more

easily integrated in Chaldean culture. This special program wasthe

forerunner of the compensatory education programs that would

becomeso popularin the twentieth century. The three-year program

was royally funded with special allocations and scholarships pro-

vided by Nebuchadnezzar. The ancient text from the Great Book

records that

the king spake unto Ashpenazthe masterofhis eunuchs that he should

bring certain of the children of Israel, and ofthe King’s seed, and ofthe

princes;

Children in whom wasno blemish, but well-favored and skillful in

all wisdom, and cunningin knowledge, and understandingscience, and

such as had ability in them to stand in the king’s palace, and whom they

might teach the learning and the tongue of the Chaldeans.

And the king appointed them a daily provision of the king’s meat,

and ofthe wine which he drank; so nourishing them forthree years, that
at the end thereof they might stand before the king | Daniel 1:3-5].

‘**Now this program had scarcely been established whenthe king

found himself faced with a student rebellion led by a radical named
Daniel who decided for religious reasons that he would not consume
the king’s meat and wine. This created areal problem for the program

91
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administrator who was responsibleto the king. If Daniel and his co-
conspirators did noteat their dormitory food they might fare poorly
in the program and endangernotonly future program fundingbut also
the program director’s head! The Great Booksays,

But Daniel purposedin his heart that he would notdefile himself with
the portion of the king’s meat, nor with the wine which he drank;
therefore he requested of the prince of the eunuchs that he might not
defile himself.

And the prince of the eunuchssaid unto Daniel, I fear for my lord the
king, who hath appointed your meat and yourdrink; for why should he
See your faces worseliking than the children which are of yoursort?
Then shall ye make me endanger my head tothe king [Daniel1:8, 10].

‘At this point, Daniel proposedhistory’s first educational experi-
ment and program evaluation. He andthree friends would be placed
on a Strict vegetarian diet for ten days (nothing but pulse and water),
while other students continued on the king’s rich diet of meat and
wine. At the end of ten days the program director would inspect the
treatmentgroupfor anysigns of physical deterioration and judge the
productivity of Daniel’s alternative diet plan. As Daniel described
the experiment:

Prove thy servants, I beseech thee, ten days; and let them give us pulse
to eat, and waterto drink.

Then let our countenances be looked upon before thee, and the
countenance of the children that eat of the portion of the king’s meat:
and as thou seest, deal with thy servants.

So he consented to them in this matter, and proved them ten days
[Daniel 1:12-14].

‘‘During the ten days of waiting Ashpenaz had

a

terrible time. He
couldn’t sleep; he had no appetite; and he had trouble working
becausehe was preoccupied with worrying about how the evaluation
would turn out. He had a lot at stake. Besides, in those days they
hadn’t quite worked outthe properdivision of labor so he had to play
the roles of both program director and evaluator. You see.
The younglisteners interrupted Halcolm. They sensed that he was

about to launch into a sermonontheorigins of the division of labor
whentheystill wanted to hearthe end ofthe story aboutthe origins of
evaluation. ‘Howdid it turn out?” they asked. ‘“‘Did Daniel end up
looking better or worse from the new diet? Did Aspenaz lose his
head?”’
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**Patience, patience,’ Halcolm pleaded. “‘Aspenaz had no reason
to worry. The results were quite amazing. The Great Booksaysthat

at the end of ten days their countenances appearedfairer and fatter in

flesh than all the children whichdid eat the portion of the king’s meat.

Thus Melzar took awaythe portion of their meat, and the wine that
they should drink; and gave them pulse.

Asfor these four children, God gave them knowledgeandskill in all

learning and wisdom; and Daniel had understandingin all visions and

dreams.

Now at the end of the days that the king had said he should bring
them in, then the prince of the eunuchs brought them in before
Nebuchadnezzar.

And in all matters of wisdom and understanding, that the king
inquired of them,he found them ten timesbetter than all the magicians
and astrologers that were in all his realm [Daniel 1:15-18, 20].

‘*And that, my children,is the story ofthe first evaluation. Those
werethe good ole days when evaluations really got used. Made quite
a difference to Aspenaz and Daniel. Now off with you—andseeif
you can do as well.”’

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Histories

A META-EVALUATION

A meta-evaluation is an evaluation of an evaluation. A great deal
can be learned about evaluation designs by conducting a meta-
evaluation of history’s first program evaluation. Let us imagine a
panel of experts conducting a rigorouscritique of this evaluation of
Babylon’s compensatory education program for Israeli students.

(1)Small sample size (N = 4).
(2)Selectivity bias since recruitment into the program was done by

““creaming,’’i.e., only the best prospects amongthe childrenofIsrael
were brought into the program to begin with.

(3)Selectivity bias because students were self-selected into the treat-
ment group.

(4) Failure to clearly Specify and control the nature of the treatment,
thus allowing for the possibility of treatment contamination. We
don’t know whatother things besides a change in diet either group
was involved in that might explain the outcomes observed.

(5) Possibility of interaction effects between the diet and the students’
belief system and/or relationship to God.

(6)Outcomecriteria vague.
(7) Measures of outcomespoorly operationalized and nonstandardized.
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(8)Single observer with deep personal involvement in the program
introduces possibility of selective perception and bias in the ob-
servations.

(9) Validity and reliability data are not reported for the instruments used
to measurethefinal, summative outcome(‘“‘he found them ten times
better than all the magicians and astrologers... ”’).

(10) Possible reactive effects from the students’ knowledge that they were
being evaluated.

Despite all of these threats to internal validity, not to mention
external validity, the information generated by the evaluation
appears to have been used to make a major decision about the
program. Indeed, it is difficult to find a more exemplary modelfor the
utilization of research in making educational policy decisions than
thatfirst evaluation conducted underthe auspices of Nebuchadnezzer
SO many years ago. Immediately following determination of the
evaluation results a policy decision was madeto allow Daniel and
friends to maintain their diet of pulse and water. The longitudinal
indicators collected over the three-year period suggest that the
decision was appropriate; Daniel did placefirst in his class.
To my knowledge there is no better example of evaluation

research having an immediate, decisive, and lasting impact on
educational policy. Modern evaluation researchers, flailing away
in seemingly futile efforts to affect contemporary governmental
decision makers, can beforgiven a certain nostalgia for the “good
old days” in Babylon when evaluation research really made a
difference. But should the results have been used? Given the
apparent weaknessof the evaluation design, was it appropriate to
make a major policy decision on the basis ofdata generated by sucha
weak research design?

I would arguethat not only wasutilization exemplary in this case,
but that the research design was also exemplary. The evaluation
design was exemplary because the study wasset up in such a way as
to provide precisely the information needed by the program director
to make the decision he needed to make. Certainly, it is a poor
research design to study the relationship between nutrition and
educational achievement. It is even a poor design to decideifall
students should be placed on a vegetarian diet. But those were not the
issues. The question that the program director had to deal with was
whetheror not to place four specific students on a specialdiet at their
request. The information he needed concerned the consequences of
that specific change and only that specific change. He showed no
interest in generalizing the results beyond thosefour students, and he
showednointerest in convincing others that the measures he made
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_ were valid and reliable. He was the only person who hadto trust the
measures used,and so data collection was designed in such a way as
to maximizehis belief in the meaningfulness of the observations.If

any bias existed in his observations, given what he hadat stake, the
bias would have operated against a demonstration of positive
outcomes rather than in favor of such outcomes.
While there are hints of the whimsical in the suggestion that this

first evaluation is exemplary, I do not mean to be facetious. I am
absolutely serious in suggesting that the Babylonian example is an
exemplar ofutilization-focused evaluation. The decision maker who
was to use information generated by the evaluation was clearly
identified and deeply involved in every stage of the evaluation
process. The evaluation question was carefully focused on needed
information that could be used in the makingofspecific decisions. The
evaluation methods and design were appropriately matched to the
evaluation question. The results were understandable, credible, and
relevant. Feedback was immediate andutilization was decisive. Few
modern evaluations can meet the high standards for evaluation set by
Aspenaz and Daniel several thousand years ago.

This chapter discusses some waysin which research designs can
be appropriately matched to evaluation questions in an attempt to
emulate the exemplary match between evaluation problem and
research design achieved in the Babylonian evaluation. As with
previous chapters, emphasis will be placed on the importance of
being strategic in creating evaluation designs. Being strategic begins
with recognizing the critical trade-offs involved in selecting from
among a variety of possible research designs.

CRITICAL TRADE-OFFS IN EVALUATION DESIGN

Strategies and trade-offs—these two themes go together. A
discussion of design strategies and trade-offs is necessitated by the
fact that there are no perfect research designs. There are always
trade-offs. These trade-offs are necessitated by limited resources,
limited time, and limits on the human ability to grasp the complex
nature of social reality.
The very first trade-offs comein framing the evaluation question

or questions to be studied. The problem here is to determine the
extent to which it is desirable to study one or a few questionsin great
depth or to study many questions, but in less depth. This is what
Guba (1978) calls the ““boundary problem”in naturalistic inquiry
evaluation.

*
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Elsewhere I have discussedstrategies for generating meaningful
and relevant evaluation questions (Patton, 1978). Oncea potential
set of evaluation questions has been generated, it is necessary to
begin the processofprioritizing those questions in orderto decide
which of them ought to be pursued at a particular point in time.
Should all parts of the program be studied or only certain parts?
Should all clients be studied or only some subsetof clients? Should
the evaluator aim at describing all program processesoris there
reason to examineonly certain selected processes in depth? Should
all outcomes be examined or should the evaluation focus upon the
attainment of only certain outcomesof particular interest at this
point in time?

In my own experience the problem of establishing focus and
priorities is much moredifficult than the problem of generating
potential questions at the beginning of the evaluation. Once a group
of decision makers and informationusers begin to take seriously the
notion that they can learn from the collection and analysis of
evaluative information, they soonfind that there are lots of things
they would like to find out. The evaluator’srole is to help decision
makers and information users move from rather extensivelist of
potential questions to a much shorterlist of realistically possible
questions, and finally to a focused list of essential and necessary
questions.

An example of variations in evaluation focus mayhelpillustrate
the kindsoftrade-offs involved. Supposethat a groupof educatorsis
interested in studying how a school program affects the social
developmentof children of school age. They want to know howthe
interaction of children with others in the school setting contributes to
the developmentofsocial skills. They believe that those socialskills
will be different for different children, and they are not sure of the
range ofsocial interactions that may occur, so they are interested ina
naturalistic inquiry evaluation that will capture variations in pro-
gram experience and individualized outcomes.Still, there are trade-
offs in determiningthe final focus. It is clear that any given child has
social interactions with a great many people. The problem in
focusing our evaluation research endeavoris to determine how much
of the social reality experienced by children we should attemptto
describe. In a narrowly focused evaluation we might select one
particular set of interactions and limit our study to those interactions—
for example, the social interactions between teacher and children.
Broadening the scope somewhat, we might decide to look at only
those interactions that occurin the classroom, thereby increasing the
scope of the study to include interactions not only between teacher
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and child, but also amongpeers in the classroom and between any

volunteersandvisitors to the classroom and the children. Broadening

the scope ofthe study still more, we might decide to look atall of the

social relationships that children experience in schools; in this case

we would move beyond the classroom to look at interactions with

other teaching personnel in the school—for example, the librarian,

scnool counselors, special subject teachers, the custodian and/or

school administrative staff. Broadening the scope of the studystill
further, the educators might decidethatit is important to look at the
social relationships children experience in home andin schoolin
order to understand how children experience thosesettings differently,
and therefore to better understand the uniqueeffects ofthe school. In
this case we would include in our design interactions with-parents,
siblings, and other people in the home. Finally, one might lookat the
social relationships experienced throughoutthefull range of societal
contacts that children have, including church, clubs, and even mass
media contacts.

All of these are potentially important evaluation research questions.
Suppose that we have a set amount of resources—for example,

$25,000—to conduct a study. At some level, any of these research
endeavors could be undertaken for $25,000.It is immediately clear,
however, that there is a trade-off between breadth and depth. A
highly focused question like the interactions between teacher and
child could comsumethe entire amountofour resourcesand allow us
to investigate the problem in great depth. On the other hand, we
might attempt to look at all social relationships that children
experience, but to look at each of them in a relatively cursory wayin
order, perhaps, to explore whichofthoserelationshipsis primary.(If
school relationshipshaveverylittle impact on social developmentin
comparison to relationships outside the school, decision makers
could use that information to decide whether or not the school
program ought to be redesigned to have greater impact on social
developmentor if the school should forget about trying to directly
affect social development at all.) The trade-offs involved are the
classic trade-offs between breadth and depth.

In many waysthereal trade-off between quantitative methods and
qualitative methods is a trade-off between breadth and depth.
Qualitative methods permit the evaluator to study selected issues in
depth and detail; the fact that data collection is not constrained by
predetermined categories of analysis contributes to the depth and
detail of qualitative data. Quantitative methods, on the other hand,
require the use of a standardized stimulus so thatall experiences of
people are limited to certain response categories. The advantageof
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the quantitative approach is that it is possible to measure the
reactions of many subjects to a limited set of questions, thus
facilitating comparison andstatistical aggregation of the data. By
contrast, qualitative methods typically produce a wealth of detailed
data about a much smaller numberof people and cases. |

SAMPLE SIZE AND
DEPTH OF INFORMATION

The breadth versus depth trade-off is applicable not only in
comparing quantitative and qualitative methods; the same trade-off
applies within qualitative methods. The humanrelationsspecialists
tell us that we can neverfully understand the experience of another
person. The research question asks how muchtimeandeffort we are
willing to invest in trying to increase our understanding about any
Single person’s experience. Again, under conditions of limited
resources, we can look at a narrow rangeof experiencesfor a larger
number of people, or a broader range of experiences for a smaller
numberof people. Take the case of interviews. Interviewing with an
instrument that provides a respondent with largely open-ended
stimuli typically takes a great deal of time. In North Dakota whenI
was studying various aspects of open education we developed an
open-ended interview consisting of 20 questions that were asked of
children in grades one to eight in various open classrooms. Those
questions consisted of items such as, ‘“‘Whatdo youlike most about
school?” and *‘What don’t you like about school?’’ These interviews
took betweenhalfan hour and two hours depending on howarticulate
students were and how old they were. It would certainly have been
possible to have longer interviews. Indeed, I have conducted in-
depth interviews with people that ran six to eight hours over a period
of a couple ofdays. On the other hand,it would have been possible to
ask fewer questions, to make the interviews shorter, and to obtain
less depth.
To illustrate this trade-off between breadth and depth in sampling

human behavior, let us considerthe full range of possibilities. It is
possible (and indeed it has been done) to study a single individual
over an extended period oftime—for example the study, in-depth, of
one dayin the life of one child. This necessitates gathering detailed
information about every occurrence in that child’s life and every
interaction involving that child during some time period. With amore
limited research question we might study several children during a
more limited period of time. With still a more limited research
question, or an interview of a half-hour, we could interview yet a
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larger numberofchildren on a smaller numberofissues. The extreme
case would be to spendall of our resources and time asking a single
question of as many children as we could interview given the
resource constraints.

There is no rule ofthumbthattells a researcherprecisely how to
focus an evaluation question. The extent to which a research
question is broad or narrow depends on the resources available, the
time available, and the needs ofdecision makers. In brief, these are
not choices between good andbad, but choices amongalternatives,
all of which have merit.

UNITS OF ANALYSIS

The evaluation design specifies the unit or units of analysis to be
studied. Decisions about samples, both sample size and sampling
strategies, depend on prior decisions about the appropriate unit of
analysis to study. Sometimes individual people, clients, or students
are the unit of analysis. This means that the primary focus of data
collection will be on what is happeningto individuals in the program
and how individuals are affected by the program. Individual variation
would be the primary evaluation issue.

Focusing on and comparing groups of people in a program or
across programs involve a different unit of analysis. One may be
interested in comparing demographic groups (males compared with
females, whites compared with blacks) or programmatic groups
(dropouts versus people who complete the program, people who do
well versus people who do poorly, people who experience group
therapy versus people who experience individual therapy). One or
more groupsare selected as the unit of analysis when there issome
important characteristic that separates people into groups and that
characteristic has important implications for the program.
A different unit of analysis involves focusing on differentparts of a

program. Different classrooms within a school might be studied so
that the classroom wasa unit of analysis. Outpatient and inpatient
programsin a medicalfacility might be studied. The intake part of a
program mightbe studied separately from the service delivery part of
a program as separate units of analysis.

Entire programs can becomethe unit of analysis. In state and
national programs where there are a numberof local sites the
appropriate unit of analysis may be local projects. The focusin this
case would be on variations among projects more than on variations
among individuals within programs.
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These different units of analysis are not mutually exclusive.

However, each unit of analysis implies a different kind of data

collection, a different focus for the analysis of data, and a different

level at which statements about findings and conclusions would be

made. Neighborhoods can be units of analysis, communities, cities,

states, and even nations in the case of international programs. The

key issue in selecting and making decisions about the appropriate

unit of analysis is to decide what it is you want to be able to say

something about at the end of the study. At what level do decision

makers really need information? Do they wantinformation about the

different experiences of individuals in programs or do they want to
know aboutvariations in program processesat different sites? These

are differences in nuance. The decision maker typically will be

unableto say to the evaluator, “‘The unit of analysis we want to study

is...’ The evaluator must be able to hearthe real issues involved in

decision maker questions and translate those issues into the ap-

propriate unit of analysis, then check out that translation with the

decision makers.

SAMPLING STRATEGIES

Oncethe unit or units of analysis have been identified and defined,

decisions about sampling design can be made. A basic distinction

involves the difference between random sampling and purposeful

sampling. Random sampling is the appropriate strategy when one

wants to generalize from the sample studied to some larger population.

Having collected information from some sample of people who have

experienced a program,it may be desirable to be able to generalize to

all people who have experienced the program;or, having studied a

few programs or program sites in a national operation, it may be

desirable to generalize from that smaller number ofprogramsstudied

to all programs. The reason for using random samplingis to increase

the likelihood that the data collected are representative of the entire

population of interest. Sample size is determined by the size of the

population to which one wants to generalize, the expected amountof

variation in that population, and the amountoferroroneis willing to

accept. For a straightforward discussion of random sampling and

sample size in evaluation, see Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1978c).

Purposeful sampling is used as a strategy when one wants to learn

something and come to understand something aboutcertain select

cases without needing to generalize to all such cases. In order to do

purposeful sampling certain information must be known about

variations among cases. Let us suppose that we are interested in
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evaluating a national program with hundredsof local sites. We can

assume that some programsare probably operating reasonably well,

even quite well, and that other programs verge on being disasters.

Perhaps we also know that most programs are doing “‘okay.”’ This

information comes from decision makers who havetraveled around

to see enough programs that they have a basic idea about what the

variation is. The question is how to sample programs for the

evaluation. If one wanted to document more precisely the natural

variation among programs, a random sample would be appropriate,

preferably a random sampleof sufficient size to be truly representa-

tive of and that would permit generalizations to the total population

of programs. However, the decision makers already have a basic

sense of what program variation is like. The morecritical question

may be for them to understand the extreme cases. With limited

resources and limited time they might learn more by intensively

studying one or more examples of poor programs and one or more

examples of excellent programs. The evaluation focus, then, be-
comes a question of understanding under what conditions programs

get into trouble and under what conditions programs exemplify

excellence. It is not even necessary to randomly sample poor

programs or excellent programs. Decision makers and evaluators

think through what cases they could learn the mostfrom, and those
are the cases that are selected for study.

Atthe local project level the samestrategy mayapply.Instead of

studying some representative sample of clients in a program,

decision makers may decidethat they can learn the mostby studying

and understanding the unusual cases in the program: a few of the

people who are really struggling and a few of the people who are

really doing well. In many cases more can be learned from intensively

studying extreme cases than can be learned from trying to determine

what the average case is like.

Purposeful sampling is also a strategy to be used to help manage

the trade-off between the desire for in-depth, detailed information

about cases and thedesire to be able to generalize about the program.

Limited resources may meanthatit is not possible to get detailed

information from a sufficiently large sample size to make generali-

zations. Indeed, this problem of small sample size is probably the

most typical situation in the use of qualitative methods. Decision

makers, under these conditions, may be ableto identify on the basis

of their experience and knowledge a few “‘typical’’ programs. The

study of such typical programs does not, of course, permit generali-

zations in any rigorous sense. It does, however, mean that the
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processes and effects described for the typical program need not be
dismissedas peculiar to “‘poor”’’ sites or “‘excellent’’ sites. When the
typical site sampling strategyis used, thesite is specifically selected
because it is not in any major way atypical. Decision makers may
have made their peace with the fact that there will always be some
poor programs and someexcellent programs,but the programsthey
really want more information about are those run-of-the-mill pro-
gramsthat are “hard to get a handle on.”It is important, when using
this strategy, to attempt to get broad consensus about which
programsare “‘typical.’’ If a numberofsuch programsareidentified,
and only a few can bestudied,and thereis no otherbasis for selecting
among them purposefully, then it is possible to randomly select from
amongall “typical” programsidentified to select those few typical
cases that actually will be included in the study.
A different strategy for dealing with the problem ofrepresentative-

ness under conditions of small sample size is to maximize the
variation in site selection or case selection. Thus, if programs are
spread around the state—somein rural areas, somein urban areas,
some in suburbs—but sufficient resources are not available to
randomlyselect a sufficient sample size to generalize to thestate, the
evaluator canat least be sure that the geographical variation among
sites is represented in the study. By attempting to increase the
diversity or variation in the sample, the evaluator will have more
confidence in those patterns that emerge as common amongsites,
while at the same time being able to describe someofthe variation
that has emerged to make programsuniqueasthey adaptto different
settings. The same strategy could be used for a single program in
selecting individuals for study. By including in the study sample
individuals whostaff-identify as having had quite different experi-
encesit is possible to more accurately describe the variation in the
program and to understand variations in experiences. Again, the
evaluation using a maximum variation sampling strategy would not
be attempting to generalize findings to all clients or all programs.

Anotherstrategy for selecting purposeful samples is to look for
critical cases. Critical cases are those that can make a point quite
dramatically or are, for some reason, particularly important in the
scheme of things. A clue to the existence of a critical case is a
statement by a decision makerto the effect that “if the program
doesn’t makeit there, it won’t make it anywhere.’’ Perhaps, then, the

focus ofthe evaluation should be on understanding whatis happening
in that critical program. Anotherkind of clue would be a statementto
the effect that “if that program is having problems then we can be
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sure all the programsare having problems.’’ Lookingforthe critical

case is particularly important where resources may limit evaluation

to the study of only a single site. Under such conditions it makes

strategic sense to pick the site that would yield the most information

and have the greatest impact on decision maker actions and under-

standing.

While studying one or a few critical cases does not technically

permit broad generalizationsto all possible cases, logical generali-

zations can often be made from the weight of evidence produced in

studying a single, critical case. Physics provides a good example of

such a critical case. In Galileo’s study of gravity he wantedto find

out if the weight of an object affected the rate of speed at whichit

would fall. Rather than randomly sampling objects of different

weights in orderto generalizeto all objects in the world, he selected a

critical case—the feather. If in a vacuum, as he demonstrated, a

feather fell at the same rate as some heavierobject (a coin) then he

could logically generalize from this onecritical case to all objects.

His findings were enormously useful andcredible. |

There are many comparable critical cases in social action pro-

gramming—if one is creative in looking for them. For example,

suppose national policy makers want to get local communities

involved in making decisions about howtheir local program will be run,

but they are not sure that the communities will understand the

complex regulations governing their involvement. Thefirst critical

case is to evaluate the regulations in a community of well-educated

citizens; if they cannot understand them, less educated folks are

certain to find the regulations incomprehensible. Or conversely, one

might consider the critical case to be a community consisting of

people with quite low levels ofeducation; “‘ifthey can understand the

regulations, anyone can.”

A variation of the critical case strategy involves selecting (or

sometimes avoiding) a politically sensitive site or unit of analysis.

For example, a statewide program mayhavea localsite in the district

of a state legislator who is particularly influential. By studying

carefully the program in that district evaluation data may be more

likely to attract attention and get used. This does not mean that the

evaluator then undertakes to makethat site look either good or bad,

depending on the politics of the moment. This is simply an additional

sampling strategy for trying to increase the usefulnessandutilization

of information where resources permit the study of only a limited

numberof cases.
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Identification of critical cases depends on recognition of the key
dimensions that make for a critical case. As noted in the last
paragraph, the critical dimension maybepolitical Sensitivity or
visibility. A critical case might be indicated by the financial state of a
program, a program with particularly high or particularly low cost-
per-client ratios might suggest a critical case. A critical case might
come from a particularly difficult program location.If the funders of
a new program are worried aboutrecruiting clients or participants
into a program, it may makesense to study the site where resistance
to the program is expectedto be greater to provide the most rigorous
test of the possibility ofprogram recruitment.Ifthe program worksin
that site, “tit could work anywhere.”’

Finally, there is the strategy of sampling by convenience: Which
cases can be studied mosteasily? This is probably the most common
sampling strategy—and the least desirable. Too often evaluators
using qualitative methods think that since the sample size they can
study is too small to permit generalizations it doesn’t matter how
cases are picked, so they might as well pick ones that are easy to
access and inexpensive to study. While convenience and cost are
real considerations, they should be the last factors to be taken into
account after the evaluator and decision makers have carefully
considered how they can strategically get the most information of
greatest utility from the limited number of cases to be sampled.
Purposeful, strategic sampling can yield crucial information about
critical cases.

Table 5.1 summarizes the sampling strategies discussed in this
section. As this table shows, different sampling strategies serve
different purposes.

THE CREDIBILITY OF
SAMPLING STRATEGIES

The evaluator, in this process of developing the evaluation design,
is trying to consider and anticipate the kind of arguments that will
lend credibility to the data and the kind of argumentsthatwill be used
to attack the data. Reasons that are used to makesite selections or
individual case selections needto be carefully articulated and made
explicit. Moreover,it is also important to make explicit the reasons
why any particular sampling strategy maylead to distortions in the
data—thatis, to anticipate criticismsthat will be made of a particular
sampling strategy. Having weighed the evidence and considered the
alternatives, evaluators make the sampling decision, sometimes
painfully, but always with the recognition that there are no perfect
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Table 5.1 Sampling Strategies

Type
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Purpose

 

A. Random sampling

1. simple random sample

2. stratified random and

cluster samples

B. Purposeful sampling

1. sampling extreme or
deviant cases

2. sampling typical case(s)

3. maximum variation
sampling—picking three or
four cases that represent

a range on some dimension
(e.g., size, location, budget)

4. sampling critical cases

5. sampling politically im-
portant or sensitive cases

6. convenience sampling—
take the easy cases

Avoids systematic bias in the sample; large sample

size is important for making generalizations.

Achieve a representative sample that permits

generalizations to the whole population.

Increase confidence in making generalizations

to particular subgroupsor areas.

Increase the utility of information obtained

from small samples; sampling criteria based on

the reputation of programs amongkey decision

makers and/or on previous data collected from

programs.

Provide decision makers with information

about unusual cases that maybeparticularly

troublesomeor enlightening, e.g., outstanding

successes/notable failures; programs with long
waiting lists vs. programs with recruitment

problems; unusually high morale and low

morale programs, etc.

Avoid studying a program wheretheresults

would be dismissed outright because that

program is known to bespecial, deviant,

unusual, extreme, etc.

Increase confidence in commonpatternsthat

cut across different programs; document unique

program variations that have emerged in

adapting to different conditions.

Permits Jogical generalization and maximum

application of information to other cases

becauseif it’s true of this one case, it’s likely to
be true of all other cases.

Attracts attention to the study (or avoids
attracting undesired attention by purposefully
eliminating from the samplepolitically sensitive
cases).

Saves time, money,and effort.

designs. The sampling strategy in the Babylonian evaluation worked

because Daniel and his three friends werethe critical cases.

The fact that a small sample size must be chosen does not
automatically mean that the sampling strategy should be purposeful

instead of random. For many audiences random sampling, even of

small samples, will substantially increase the credibility of the data.

I recently worked with a program that annually appears before the
State legislature and tells “‘war stories”’ about client successes, also

sometimes including a few stories aboutfailures. They decided they
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wanted to begin collecting evaluation information. Because they are
Striving for individualized outcomes they rejected the notion of
basing the evaluation entirely on some standardized pre-post in-
strument. They wantedto collect case histories and do in-depth case
Studies of clients. Of course, they had very limited resources and
time to devote to data collection. In effect, each program, manyof
which serve twoor three hundred families a year,felt that they could
only do ten orfifteen detailed, in-depth clinical case histories each
year. We systematized the kind of information that would be going
into the case histories at each program site and then set up arandom
procedurefor selecting those clients whose case histories would be
recorded in depth. These programshad systematized and randomized
their collection of “‘warstories.’ While they cannot generalize tothe
entire client population on the basis of ten cases from their program,
they will be able to tell legislators that the war stories they are
reporting were randomly selected in advance of knowledge of how
the outcomes would appear, and the information collected was
comprehensive. The credibility of systematic and randomly selected
war Stories is considerably greater than the personal selection of
cases to report after the fact—that is, after outcomes are known.
The analysis chapter will deal with the problem of generalization

as one analyzes and tries to make sense outofthe data collected. It is
too late, however, to makecrucial design decisions about generali-
zations once one has begun analyzing the data. Decisions about
what one wantsto be ableto say with the data,for whatpurpose, and
with what degree ofcredibility are decisions that must be made in
designing the evaluation.

DATA SAMPLES

The preceding discussion has concerned the issue of how one
samples units of analysis, for example, programs, groups, or in-
dividuals. The conduct of naturalistic inquiry also involves a set of
decisions about sampling during actual data collection. When doing
observationsit is not possible to capture everything. It is therefore
necessary to make decisions about whichactivities to observe, which
people to observe and interview, and what time periods will be
selected to collect data. The strategies for making these decisions are
actually the same as those used for sampling units of analysis. One
can randomly sample time periods, activities, or people; or one can
sample purposefully, deciding that certain activities are critical or
that certain key informants are more knowledgeable than others.
Likewise, the observer maylook for extremecases, typical cases, or
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a variety of cases, activities, behaviors, or people. Indeed, once in

the field, observers will frequently use all of these approaches at

varying times for different parts of the data collection.

Time sampling can be an especially important issue because

programs typically function in different ways at different times

during the year. Of course, with some programsthere is never a good

time to collect data. I have learnedthatthis is the case with schools.

Educators will tell you that you don’t wantto collect data in the

schools before Halloween because the school year is just getting

started and the kids aren’t quite fixed in the patterns that will be

maintained later in the year. The period between Halloween and

Thanksgivingis really too short to do very much,andthen,ofcourse,

after Thanksgiving everybody’s getting ready for Christmas, so

that’s not a typical or convenient period. It then takes students a few

weeks after Christmasto get their attention focused back on school

and then the winter malaise sets in and both teachersand students

become deeply depressed with the endlessnessof winter(at least in

Minnesota). Then,ofcourse, oncespringhits, attention is focused on

the close of school and the kids wantto be outside, so that’s not an

effective time to gather data.

There are limits to how much one can apply logic and deduction in

making sampling decisions, whether the decision is about which time

periods to sampleor whichactivities to observe. The arguments can

rapidly becomecircular andat times solutions may appearhopeless.

Thetrick is to keep coming backto the criterion of usefulness. What

data collected during what time period describing what activities

would make a difference? There are no perfect evaluation designs,

only more and less useful ones.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Confidentiality can be an especially difficult problem in evaluations of

single programs, particularly if there are relatively few participants.

Whereconfidentiality cannot be protected it is important that the

evaluator makeit clear to people being interviewed andparticipants

being observed that while people will not be identified specifically in

a report, it may be possible to identify them from descriptions ofwhat
they have done or quotations of what they have said. This is

particularly true when reporting data from staff of a small program.

Unlike the social science tradition which changed the names of

towns and placesstudied (although all the social scientists reading
reports on these studies knew from informal sources where those

places were), the purpose of program evaluationis to makedecisions
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about specific programs. It is therefore necessary to know whatthose
programs are and where they are located, unless some sample of
programsis studied in order to make generalizations about a larger
group of programs. Under somecircumstancesit may be possible
and desirable not to report the namesofactual programs. Because
each situationis different, how confidentiality will be handled is an
issue to be negotiated with decision makers, information users, and
funders before data are collected. This allows the evaluatorto build
in protections all along the way from data collection to analysis—
protection for research subjects (program staff and participants) and
protection for the evaluator.

FORESIGHT IN EVALUATION DESIGNS

Designing an evaluation requires a great deal of foresight. The
evaluator tries to anticipate how data will be used and whatwill be
useful when the study is completed. At best this is a chancy
operation, but the attempt requires making decisions about the
appropriate evaluation focus, the appropriate methods, sampling
Strategies, design decisions, and analysis approaches. Itis particularly
importantto include in the research design consideration of how the
data will be analyzed. The chapters on interviewing, observation,
and analysis will include informationthatwill help in making design
decisions. Before turning to those chapters, however, I want to
briefly consider the design strategy of methodological mixes. Chapter
Three, ““The Strategy of Qualitative Methods,” emphasized a single,
well-integrated, and comprehensive approach to naturalistic
evaluations. In actuality the evaluation design for a particular
situation may call for multiple methods or methodological mixes.

METHODOLOGICAL MIXES

TRIANGULATION

There are two ways in which methodological mixes are achieved.
Thefirst is through triangulation, or the combination ofmethodologiesin
the study of the same phenomena or programs. In the case of
evaluation research this can mean using both quantitative and
qualitative strategies to study the same program(s). Denzin (1978)
has identified four basic typesoftriangulation: (1) data triangulation—
the use of a variety of data sources in a study; (2) investigator
triangulation—the use of several different researchers or evaluators;
(3) theory triangulation—the use of multiple perspectivesto inter-
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pret a single set of data; and (4) methodologicaltriangulation—the

use of multiple methods to study a single problem or program.

Denzin explains that the logic of triangulation is based on the

premise that

no single method ever adequately solves the problem of rival causal

factors. .. . Because each method reveals different aspects of empirical

reality, multiple methods of observations must be employed. This is

termed triangulation. I now offer as a final methodological rule the

principle that multiple methods should be used in every investigation

[Denzin, 1978:28].

Triangulationis ideal. It is also very expensive. Most evaluations

involve limited budgets, short time frames, and political constraints.

Certainly, one important strategy for conducting evaluation research

is to employ multiple strategies. However, in the real world oflocal

program evaluation attempts at triangulation may mean Series of

poorly implemented methodsrather than one approach well executed.

Since this book is aimed at enlarging the evaluator’s repertoire to

include qualitative methods, no further elaboration of triangulation

strategies involving the use of several methods simultaneously will

be undertaken. Wherepossible, triangulation is to be highly recom-

mended. Indeed, the capability to implement a strategy oftriangu-

lation means that evaluators must include in their repertoire of

skills the ability to use qualitative methods.

MIXING DATA, DESIGN, AND
ANALYSIS APPROACHES

While triangulation is one way of achieving methodological

heterogeneity, a second approach is to borrow and combine parts

from pure methodological strategies, thus creating mixed methodo-

logical strategies. To accomplishthis it is necessary to separate the

measurement, design, and analysis components of the hypothetico-

deductive and holistic-inductive paradigms. The ideal-typical quali-

tative methods strategy is made up of three parts: (1) qualitative

data, (2) a holistic-inductive design of naturalistic inquiry, and (3)

content or case analysis. For the traditional hypothetico-deductive

approach to scientific inquiry the ideal study would include (a)

quantitative data from (b) experimental (or quasi-experimental)

research designs and (c) Statistical analysis. (For a systematic

comparison of the holistic-inductive paradigm of research with the

hypothetico-inductive paradigm see Patton, 1978:199-238.)
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There are strong epistemological arguments for maintaining the
integrity of a comprehensive and pure qualitative methods approach
in research that integrates qualitative measurement, holistic-inductive
designs based on naturalistic inquiry, and content analysis. Yet, in
the real world of program evaluators it may be necessary and
desirable to mix different types of measurement, design, and analysis.
Thus, it is altogether possible, and even reasonable, to have an
experimental design with randomized assignment of subjects to
treatment and control groupsandyetto collect qualitative data from
those subjects. This means that experimental and quasi-experi-
mental designs are entirely consonant with qualitative measurement
if the evaluation researcher decides that the outcomes under study
are best studied by observing and recording the open-ended behavior

in-depth interviewing and detailed observation presuppose a content
analysis strategy of data analysis. It is possible to Superimpose
quantitative scales and dimensions on qualitative data. Thus, in the
data analysis phaseofa project the researcher may decide to convert
qualitative measuresinto quantitative scales that can be Statistically
manipulated.

Research designsallow for considerable mixing. Thisis true even
within a particular design strategy. As noted in Chapter Three, the
extent to which a study employs a naturalistic design is always a
matter of degree. This applies particularly with regard to the extent
to which the researcher places conceptual constraints on or makes
presuppositions aboutthe researchsetting. In practice the naturalistic
approach to evaluation may often involve moving back and forth
between inductive, open-ended, and phenomenological encounters
with research settings to more hypothetical-deductive attempts to
verify ““hypotheses”’ or solidify ideas which emerged from those
more open-ended experiences. Thus,naturalistic inquiry becomes a
mixed strategy as the investigator moves back and forth between
simply exploring and experiencing the research setting and studying
that setting for purposesof verification and replication.
A variety of mixes, then, are possible—mixes of measurement,

design, and analysis. At this point these mixes have been described in
relatively abstract terms. In order to make the choices available to
the active-reactive-adaptive evaluator more clear, and in order to
illustrate the creative possibilities that can emerge outof flexible
approaches to research design, a number of brief examples of
researchstrategies which involve mixes ofmeasurement, design, and
analysis have been constructed in the pages which follow. By no
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means are the examples provided meant to be exhaustive of the
possibilities for constructing mixed methodological strategies.
Moreover, these examples have been constructed undertheartificial
constraint that only one kind of measurement, design, and analysis
could be used in each case.In practice, of course, the possible mixes
are much morevaried, becauseanygiven study could include several
measurement approaches, design approaches, and analytical ap-
proaches.

THE CASE OF OPERATION REACH-OUT:
VARIATIONS IN PROGRAM EVALUATION DESIGN

With funds provided by United Way,local foundations, and the
state government, a comprehensive programis established in a major
city to serve high school age students whoare high-risk educationally
(poorgrades, poor attendance, poorattitudes toward school), highly
vulnerable in terms of their health (poor nutrition, sedentary life-
style, high drug use), and likely candidates for contact with the
criminal justice system (histories of juvenile delinquency, poor
employmentprospects, and alienation from dominantsocietal values).
The program consists of experiential education internships through
which these high risk students get individual attention in basic skills
instruction, part-time job placements that permit them to earn
income while gaining work exposure,and participation in peer group
discussions aimed at changing health values, establishing a positive
peer culture, and increasing social integration. The mandatefor the
program includes a requirement that the program be evaluated.
Several evaluation scenarios are possible.

PURE HYPOTHETICAL-DEDUCTIVE
APPROACH TO EVALUATION:
EXPERIMENTALDESIGN, QUANTITATIVE
DATA, AND CONTENT ANALYSIS

It is determined bythe evaluator that the program does not have
sufficient resourcesto includeall of the youth in the target population.
Therefore, recruitment of youth is based on random selection with
part of the group admitted into the program on arandom basis and the
other part receiving no treatment intervention. Before the beginning
of the program and again oneyearlater all youth, both thosein the
program and those in the control group, are administered standardized
instruments measuring school achievement, self-esteem, anomie,

alienation, and locus of control. Rates of school attendance, sick-
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ness, drug use, and delinquency are obtained for each group. When
all data have been collected at the end of the year, comparisons
between the control group and experimental group are made using
inferential statistics with an F-test significance level of .05 used as
the criteria to determinesignificant differences between the two groups.

PURE QUALITATIVE STRATEGY:
NATURALISTIC INQUIRY, QUALITATIVE
MEASUREMENT, AND
CONTENT ANALYSIS

Proceduresfor recruiting and selecting participants for the pro-
gram are determined entirely by the staff. The evaluator finds a
convenient time to conductan in-depth interview with participants as
soon as they are admitted into the program. These in-depth inter-
viewsaskstudents to describe what schoolis like for them, what they
do in school, how they typically spend their time, what their family
life is like, how they approach academic tasks, their views about
health, and their behaviors/attitudes with regard to delinquent and
criminal activity. In brief, participants are asked to describe them-
selves and their social world. The evaluatorfinds out from program
staff when the program activities will be taking place and observes
those activities, collecting detailed data about what happens during
those activities: participant behaviors, participant conversations,
staff behaviors, staff-participant interactions, and related phenomena.
During the course of the program the evaluator finds convenient
opportunities for conducting additional in-depth interviews with
participants to find out how they view the program, what kind of
experience they are having, and whatthey are doing. Near the end of
the program,in-depth interviews are conductedwith the participants
to find out what behaviors they have changed, how they view the
world at this point in time, and what their expectations are for the
future. In-depth interviews are also conducted with programstaff.
These data are content analyzed to find out what patterns of

experience participants bring to the program, what patterns char-

acterize their participation in the program, and what patterns of

change are reported by and observedin the participants.

MIXED FORM: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN,
QUALITATIVE MEASUREMENT, AND

CONTENT ANALYSIS

As in the pure experimental form, potential participants are

randomly assigned to treatment and control groups. In-depth inter-
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views are conductedwithall youth,both those in the treatment group

and those in the control group, before the program begins. The focus
of those interviewsis similar to that in the pure qualitative approach.
Interviews are conducted again at the end of the program. Content
analysis is performed separately on the data from the control group

and the experimental group. The patterns found in the control group
and the experimental group are then compared and contrasted.

MIXED FORM: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN,
QUALITATIVE MEASUREMENT, AND
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Participants are randomly assigned to treatment and control
groups, and in-depth interviews are conducted both before the
program andatthe end of the program. Theseinterview data in raw
form are then given to a panel ofjudges who rate eachinterview along
several outcome dimensions operationalized as a ten-point scale.
For both the preinterview and the postinterview the judges assign
ratings on such dimensionsaslikelihood of success in school (low =
1, high = 10), likelihood of committing criminal offenses (low =1,
high = 10), commitment to education, commitment to engagingin
productive work,self-esteem, and manifestation of desired nutritional
and health habits. Inferential statistics are then used to compare
these two groupsandthe ratings received by participants in the two
groups. Judges make the ratings without knowledge of which
participants were in the treatment groups and the control group.
Outcomes on the rated scales are also statistically related to
background characteristics of participants.

MIXED FORM: NATURALISTC INQUIRY,
QUALITATIVE MEASUREMENT,
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

As in the pure qualitative form, students are selected for the
program onthe basis of whatevercriteria staff choose to apply. In-
depth interviews are conducted with all students before the program
and at the end of the program. These data are then submitted to a
panel of judges who rate them ona series of dimensionssimilar to
thoselisted in the previous example. Change scores are computed for
each individual, and changesarestatistically related to background
characteristics of the students to determine in a regression format
which characteristics of students are likely to predict success in the
program.In addition, observations of program activities are rated on
a set of scales developed to quantify the organizational attributes of
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activities: for example, the extent to which the activity involved

active or passive participation, the extent to which student-teacher
interaction was high or low, the extent to which interactions were
formal or informal, and the extent to which participants had

input into program activities. Ratings of activities based on qualitative

descriptions are then aggregated to provide an overview of the
treatment environment of the program.

MIXED FORM: NATURALISTIC INQUIRY,
QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT,
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Students are selected for the program accordingto staffcriteria.
The evaluator enters the program setting without any predetermined
categories of analysis or presuppositions about important variables

or variable relationships. The evaluator observes importantactivities

and events in the program, looking for the types of behaviors and

interactions that will emerge. For each new type of behavior or

interaction, the evaluator creates a category and then uses atime and

space sampling design to count the frequency with which those

categories of behavior and interaction are exhibited. The frequency
of the manifestation of observed behaviors and interactions are then
statistically related to such characteristics as group size, duration of

the activity, staff-student ratios, and social/physical density.

MAKING CHOICES ABOUT
RESEARCH METHODS

The examples just listed provide only a few illustrations of

possible research strategies. Figure 5.1 summarizes these six possi-

bilities. It is also possible to combinestrategies, although the same

evaluator cannot employ an experimental design and naturalistic

inquiry at the same time. Thus, certain designs pose constraints that

exclude other possibilities. It is not possible to create an experi-

mental situation with treatment and control groups while at the same

time studying the natural evolution of a program, including the

natural developmentby programstaffofcriteria for selection into the

program. The examplesalso illustrate another limitation on mixes. It

is possible to convert detailed, qualitative descriptions into quantita-

tive scales for purposes of statistical analysis. It is not possible,

however, to work the other way around and convert purely quantita-

tive measures into detailed, qualitative descriptions.

Which research design is best? Which strategy will provide the

most useful answers to decision makers? There is no simple,
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immediate, and universal answer to that question. The answerin
each case will depend on what decision makers want to know,the
purpose of the evaluation, the evaluation funds available, the
political context, and the interests/abilities/biases of the evaluators
and decision makers.
Whatis certain is that different methods produce quite different

information. The challengeis to find out which information is most
needed and mostuseful in a given situation, and then to employ those
methods best suited to producing the needed information. Martin
Trow (1970) points out (quite nicely, I think) the difference between
arguments about which methodsare most appropriate for studying a
particular problem as opposed to arguments abouttheintrinsic and
universal superiority of one method over another.

Every cobblerthinks leather is the only thing. Mostsocial scientists,
including the presentwriter, have their favorite research methods with
whichthey are familiar and have someskill in using. And I suspect we
mostly choose to investigate problems that seem vulnerable to attack

through these methods. But we shouldatleast try to be less parochial

than cobblers. Let us be done with the arguments of “‘participant

observation”’ versus interviewing—as wehavelargely dispensed with

the arguments for psychology versus sociology—and get on with the

businessof attacking our problemswith the widestarray of conceptual

and methodologicaltools that we possess and they demand. This does

not preclude discussion and debate regarding therelative usefulness of

different methods for the study of specific problems or types of

problems. But that is very different from the assertion of the general

and inherent superiority of one method over another on the basis of

some intrinsic qualities it presumably possesses [Trow, 1970:149;
italics in the original].

The first chapter suggested that evaluation research should be

built on the foundation of a ‘‘paradigm of choices”’ rather than

become the handmaiden of any single, narrow disciplinary or

methodological paradigm. But be careful, the Sufis would warnus,

for the exercise of real choice can be elusive. Trow admonishesus to

‘at least try to be less parochial than cobblers.’’ The Sufi teacher,

Mulla Nasrudin, might suggestthat all too often the methods choices

made by evaluators are like the bear’s decision to like honey.

One day in a sudden impulse of generosity a bear decided to

enlighten the other animals in the forest about the marvelous properties

of honey. The bear assembled all the other animals together for his

momentous announcement.
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‘‘T have studied the matter at great length,” began the bear, ‘“‘and I
have decided that honeyis the best of all foods. Therefore, I have
chosento like honey. I am going to describe to youthe perfect qualities
of honey which, due to your past prejudices and lack of experience,
you have ignored. Then you will be able to make the samerational
decision that I have made.
‘Honey comes conveniently packaged in beautifully shaped prisms

of the most delicate texture. It’s ready to eat, slides downthe throat
ever so easily, is a highly nutritious source of energy, digests
smoothly, and leaves a lingering taste of sweetness on the palate that
provides pleasure for hours. Honeyis readily available and requires
no special labor to produce since bees doall the work.Its pleasing
aroma, light weight, resistance to spoilage, and uniformly high
quality make it a food beyond compare. It comes ready to consume—
no peeling, no killing, no tearing open—andthere’s no waste. What’s
more, it has so many uses; it can be eaten alone or added as an
improvement to any other food.

‘I could go on and on butsuffice it to say that I have studied the
situation quite objectively and at great length. A fair and rational
analysis leads to only one conclusion. Honeyis the supreme food and
any reasonable animal! will undoubtedly make the same conscious
decision I have made. I have chosento like honey.”



PART II

Collecting Qualitative Data

@ Always be suspicious of data collection that goes accordingto plan.

@ Research subjects have also been knownto be people.

The evaluator’s scientific observation is some person’s real-life
experience. Respectfor the latter must preceed respectfor the former.

@ Total trust and complete skepticism are twin losers in the field. All
things in moderation, especially trust and skepticism.

@ Evaluators are presumed guilty until proven innocent.

@ Make sure whenyouyield to temptationin the field that it appears to
have something to do with what youare studying.

@ A fieldworker should be able to sweep the floor, carry out the garbage,
carry in the laundry, cook for large groups, go without food andsleep,
read and write by candlelight, see in the dark, see in the light,
cooperate without offending, suppress sarcastic remarks, smile to
express both pain and hurt, experience both pain and hurt, spend time
alone, respond to orders, take sides, stay neutral, take risks, avoid
harm, be confused, seem confused,care terribly, become attached to
nothing... . The nine-to-five set need not apply.

© Always carry extra batteries and getaway money.

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Laws
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CHAPTER

EVALUATION THROUGH OBSERVATION

Andthe children said unto Halcolm, ‘‘We want to understand the
world. Tell us, O Sage, what we must do to know the world.”’

‘‘Have you read the worksof our great thinkers?”
“Yes, Master, every one of them as we wereinstructed.”’
‘And have you practiced diligently your meditations so as to

become Onewiththe infinity of the universe?”’
‘“We have, Master, with devotion and discipline.”
‘Have you studied the experiments, the surveys, and the mathe-

matical models of the Sciences?’’
‘‘Beyond even the examinations, Master, we have studied in the

innermost chamberswhere the experiments and surveysare analyzed,
and where the mathematical models are developed and tested.”’

“Still you are not satisfied? You would know more?”’
**Yes, Master. We want to understand the world.”’
“Then, my children, you mustgo outinto the world. Live amongthe

peoples of the world as they live. Learn their language. Participate in
their rituals and routines. Taste of the world; smell it. Watch and
listen. Touch and be touched. Write down whatyousee and hear, how
they think and how youfeel.

‘Enter into the world. Observe and wonder; experienceandreflect.
To understand a world you must becomepart ofthat world while at the
Same time remaining separate, a part of and apart from.

‘‘Go then, and return to tell me what you see and hear, what you
learn, and what you cometo understand.”

From Halcolm’s Methodological Chronicle

FOLK WISDOM ABOUT
HUMAN OBSERVATION

Every student who takes an introductory psychology or intro-
ductory sociology course learns that human perception is highly

121
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selective. When looking at the same physical design or object

different people will see different things. What people “*see”’ is highly

dependent on their backgrounds. Ourculture tells us what to see; our

early childhood socialization instructs us in how to look at the world;

and our value systemstell us how to interpret what passes before our

eyes. How,then, can one trust observational data?

In their popular “‘guide for users of social science research”

Katzeret al. (1978) entitle their chapter on observation “Seeingis

Not Believing.’ In that chapter they tell an oft-repeated story that

demonstrates the problem with observational data.

Once at a scientific meeting, a man suddenly rushedinto the midstof

one of the sessions. He was being chased by another man with a

revolver. They scuffled in plain view of the assembled researchers, a

shot was fired, and they rushed out. About twenty seconds had

elapsed. The chairpersonofthe session immediately askedall present

to write down an accountofwhat they had seen. The observersdid not

know that the ruckus had been planned, rehearsed, and photographed.

Of the forty reports turned in, only one was less than 20-percent

mistaken about the principal facts, and most were more than 40-

percent mistaken. The event surely drew the undivided attention ofthe

observers, was in full view at close range, and lasted only twenty

seconds. But the observers could not observeall that happened. Some

readers chuckled because the observers were researchers but similar
experiments have been reported numeroustimes. Theyarealike forall
kinds of people (Katzeret al., 1978:21-22).

Research and experimentation on selective perception and the
incomplete nature of human observation certainly cast doubt on the
validity and reliability of observation as a major methodofscientific
inquiry. Yet, what is often overlookedin stories like the one about the
inaccurate observations of researchers at the scientific meeting is

that (1) these researchers were not trained as social science

observers and (2) they had not prepared themselves to make
observations at that particular moment in time. Scientific inquiry

using observational methodsrequires disciplined training and rigorous

preparation. The simple fact that a person is equipped with five

functioning senses—sight, taste, hearing, smell, and touch—doesnot

make that person a skilled observer. The fact that ordinary persons

experiencing any particular situation will experience and perceive

that situation differently does not mean that trained and prepared

observers cannot report with accuracy, validity, and reliability the

nature of that situation.
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Training includes learning how to write descriptively; practicing

the disciplined recording of field notes; knowing how to separate

detail from trivia in order to achieve the former without being

overwhelmedby thelatter, and using rigorous methodsto validate

observations. Training researchers to become astute and skilled

observersis particularly difficult because so many peoplethink that

they are ‘“‘natural’’ observers and therefore have verylittle to learn.

Training to becomea skilled observer is a no less rigorous process

than the training necessary to becomea skilled quantitative social

scientist.

Careful preparation for making observations is as important as

disciplined training. While I have invested considerable time and

effort in becoming a trained observer, I am confident that had I been

present at the scientific meeting where the shooting scene occurred

my recorded observations would not have been significantly more

accurate than thoseofmyless trained colleagues. The reasonis that I

would not have been prepared to observe what occurred, and lacking

that preparation would havebeenseeing things through myordinary

participant’s eyes rather than myscientific observer’s eyes.

Preparation has material, physical, intellectual, and psychological

dimensions. Pasteur said: ‘‘In the fields of observation, chance

favors the prepared mind.”’ Part of preparing the mind is learning

how to concentrate during the observation. Observation, for me,

involves enormous energy and concentration. I have to “turn on”

that concentration; “‘turn on’’ my scientific eyes, ears, and taste,

touch, and smell mechanisms. A scientific observer cannot be

expected to engage in scientific observation on the spur of the

momentany more than a world class boxer can be expected to defend

his title spontaneously on a street corner or an olympic runner can be

asked to dashoff at record speed because someone suddenly thinksit

would be nice to test the runner’s time. Athletes, artists, musicians,

dancers, engineers, and scientists require training and mental

preparation to do their best. Experiments and simulations that

document the inaccuracy of spontaneous observations made by

untrained and unprepared observers are no more indicative of the

potential quality of observation than an amateur communitytalent

show is indicative of what professional performers can do.
Two points are critical, then, in this introductory section. First,

the folk wisdom about observation being nothing morethanselective

perception is true in the ordinary course of participating in day-to-

day events. Second, the skilled observer is able to improve the

accuracy, validity, and reliability of observations through intensive
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training and rigorous preparation.Therestofthis chapter is devoted
to helping evaluators move their observations from the level of
ordinary looking to that of the rigor of scientific inquiry. Decision
makers and information users who believe that their evaluation
problems would be appropriately studied using observational methods
bear responsibility to make sure that the evaluators they select to
make observations are able to move beyond ordinary looking to
scientific seeing.

THE VALUE OF OBSERVATIONAL DATA

The purpose of observational data is to describe the setting that
wasobserved;the activities that took placein that setting: the people
who participated in those activities; and the meaningsofthe setting,
the activities, and their participation to those people. Observational
reports must include sufficient descriptive detail to allow one to
know whathas occurred and howit has occurred. The descriptions
must be factual, accurate, and thorough without being cluttered by
irrelevant minutiae and trivia. The basic criterion to apply to a
recorded observationis the extent to which that observation permits
the readerto enter the situation. The value of observational data in
evaluation research is that decision makers and information users
can come to understand program activities and impacts through
detailed descriptive information about what has occurred in a
program andhowthe people in the program have reacted to what has
occurred.

Naturalistic observations take place in the field. For evaluation
researchers, thefield is the program being studied. Field methodsin
evaluation researchtake the evaluator close enoughto thesituation
to understand in a direct and personal fashion whatthe programis all
about.

There are many waysoftalking about the methods for gathering
observational data, including

participant observation, field observation, qualitative observation,
direct observation, or field research. All these terms refer to the
circumstance of being in or around an on-going social setting for the
purpose of making a qualitative analysis of that setting [Lofland,
1971:93].

Direct, personal contact with and observations of a program have
several advantages for evaluators. First, by directly observing
program operations and activities the evaluator is better able to
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understand the context within which the program operates. Under-
standing the program context is essential to a-holistic perspective.

Second,firsthand experience with a program allows an evaluator
to be inductive in approach.Thisis the case becausethe observer, by
being on-site, has less need to rely on prior conceptualizations of the
program, whether those prior conceptualizations originate with the
evaluator or others. In short, the evaluator can directly experience
the program as a phenomenonuntoitself, thereby making the mostof
an inductive, discovery-oriented approach.
A third strength of observational methods is that the evaluator

has the opportunity to see things that may routinely escape conscious
awareness among participants and staff. In order for someone to
report information in an interview they must be awarethat they have
the desired information. Becauseall social systemsinvolve routines,
participants in those routines may take them so muchfor granted that
they cease to be aware of important nuancesthat are apparentonly to
an observer who has not becomefully immersedin those routines.
A fourth value of direct observational approachesis the extentto

which the evaluator can learn about things program participants
and/or staff may be unwilling to talk about in an interview. The
sensitivity of some subjects in an interview combined with the
interviewer's lack of appreciation for that sensitivity because of lack
of experience in the program may makeinterviewees unwilling to
provide information onsensitive topics. Through direct experience
with and observation of programs evaluators can gain information
that otherwise would not becomeavailable.
A fifth and closely related point is that observations permit the

evaluator to move beyond the selective perceptions of others.
Interviews present the understandings of the people being inter-
viewed. Those understandings constitute important, indeedcritical,
information. However,it is necessary for the researcher to keep in
mind that interviewees are always reporting perceptions—selective
perceptions. Evaluators as field observers will also have selective
perceptions. By making their own perceptions part of the data
available in a program, evaluators are able to present a more
comprehensive view of the program being studied.

Finally, getting close to a program through firsthand experience
permits the evaluator to access personal knowledge and direct
experience as resourcesto aid in understanding andinterpreting the
program being evaluated. Reflection and introspection are important
parts of field research. The impressions and feelings of the observer
become part of the data to be used in attempting to understand a
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program andits effects. The observertakes in information and forms

impressions that go beyond what can be fully recorded in even the

most detailed field notes.

Because he sees and hears the peoplehestudies in manysituations of

the kind that normally occur for them, rather than just in an isolated

and formal interview, he builds an ever-growing fund of impressions,

manyofthem at the subliminal level, which give him an extensive base

for the interpretation and analytic use of any particular datum. This

wealth of information and impression sensitizes him to subtleties

which might pass unnoticed in an interview and forces him to raise

continually new and different questions, which he bringsto andtries to

answerin succeeding observations [Becker and Geer, 1970:32].

VARIATIONS IN OBSERVATIONAL METHODS

Observational research is not a single thing. The decision to

employ field methods in order to gather information about some

evaluation question is only the first step in a decision processthat

involves a large number of options and possibilities. Making the

choice to employfield methods involves a commitmentto get close to

the program, to be factual and descriptive in reporting what is

observed, and to find out what is happening in the program from the

point of view of program participants and staff. Once these funda-

mental commitments have been made, it is necessary to make

additional decisions about whichparticular observational approaches

are appropriate for the evaluation situation at hand.

Decisions concerning which observational approaches are ap-

propriate for particular evaluation situations involves criteria that

are different than those same decisions made for purposes of

conducting basic social scientific research. These differences emerge

from the nature of evaluation research, the politics of evaluation,the

nature of contract funding in most evaluations, and the account-

ability of evaluators to decision makersand information users. Thus,

while evaluation research field methods are derived from basic

anthropological field methods and qualitative approachesin sociology

and phenomenology,the adaptation of these methodsto evaluation

settings will involve different criteria than are typically discussedin

the classic and traditional field methods literature. The sections

which follow will discuss both the similarities between evaluation

field methods and basic research field methods, as well as the

differences that affect the conduct of research for these varying

purposes.
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VARIATIONS IN OBSERVER INVOLVEMENT:
PARTICIPANT OR ONLOOKER?

The first and most fundamental distinction that differentiates
observational strategies concerns the extent to which the observeris
a participant in the activities or program being studied. This is not
really a simple choice between participation and nonparticipation.
The extent of participation is a continuum which varies from
complete immersion in the program asfull participant to complete
Separation from the program as spectator: there is a great deal of
variation along the continuum betweenthese two extremes. Norisit
simply a matter of deciding onceandfor allina study how muchthe
observerwill participate. The extentofparticipation can change over
time. In some cases the evaluator may begin as an onlooker and
gradually becomea participant as the study progresses. In other
cases the evaluator may begin as a complete participantin order to
experience whatitis like to be initially immersed in the program and
then gradually withdraw participation over the period of the Study
until finally taking the role of occasional observer from an onlooker
stance.

Participant observation is an omnibusfield Strategy in that it
“simultaneously combines document analysis, interviewing of
respondents and informants, direct participation and observation,
and introspection” (Denzin, 1978:183). If, on the other hand, the
evaluator enters the program as an onlooker to make direct ob-
servations of program activities, the processes of observation are
separate from the processesof data collection through interviewing.
In participant observation there is no such separation. Typically,
anthropological fieldworkers combinein their field notes data from
personal, eye-witness observation with information gained from
informal, natural interviews and informants’ descriptions (Pelto and
Pelto, 1978:5). Thus, the participant observeris fully engaged in
experiencing the setting under study while at the same time trying to
understand that setting through personal experience, observations,
and talking with other participants about whatis happening.

In participant observation the evaluator shares as intimately as
possible in the life and activities of the program under study. The
purposeof such participation is to develop an insider’s view of what
is happening. This means that the evaluator not only sees whatis
happening but fee/s whatit is like to be a part of the program.
Anthropologist Hortense Powdermaker has described the basic
assumption undergirding participant observation:
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| T]o understanda society, the anthropologist has traditionally immersed

himself in it, learning, as far as possible, to think, see, feel and

sometimes act as a memberofits culture and at the same time as a

trained anthropologist from another culture [Powdermaker, 1966:9].

Experiencing the program asan insider is what necessitates the

participant part of participant observation. At the same time,

however, there is clearly an observer side to this process. The

challenge is to combine participation and observation so as to

become capable of understanding the program as an insider while

describing the program for outsiders.

Obtaining something of the understanding of an insider is, for most

researchers,only a first step. They expect, in time, to become capable

of thinking and acting within the perspective of two quite different

groups, the one in which they were reared and—to some degree—the

one they are studying. They will also, at times, be able to assume a

mental position peripheral to both, a position from which theywill be

able to perceive and, hopefully, describe those relationships, systems

and patterns of which an inextricably involvedinsideris not likely to

be consciously aware. For what the social scientist realizes is that

while the outsider simply does not know the meaningsor the patterns,

the insider is so immersed that he may be oblivious to the fact that

patterns exist... . What field workers eventually produce out of the

tension developed bythis ability to shift their point of view depends

upon their sophistication, ability, and training. Their task, in any case,

is to realize what they have experienced and learned and to communi-

cate this in terms that will illumine [Wax, 1971:3].

The extent to which it is possible for an evaluator to become a

participant in a program will depend partly on the nature of the

program. Humanservice and education programsthat serve children

do not lend themselves to the evaluator becoming a student and

therefore experiencing the program as a child; it may be possible,

however, for the evaluator to participate as a volunteer, parent, or

staff person in such a program and thereby develop the perspective of

an insider in one of those adult roles. Programs that serve special

populations may also involve natural limitations on the extent to

whichthe evaluator can become afu// participant. For example, an

evaluator whois not chemically dependentwill not be able to become

a full participant in a chemical dependency program, thoughitis

possible for the evaluator to actually experience the treatment and

join the program as a client. Such participation in a treatment

program can lead to important insights and understanding about
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whatitis like to be in the program; however, the evaluator must avoid
the delusion that participation has been complete. This point is
illustrated by an exchange between a young evaluator who wasdoing
participant observation in a prison.

INMATE: What you here for, man?
EVALUATOR: I’m herefor a while to find out whatit’s like to be in

prison.
INMATE: What you mean—‘“‘find out what it’s like’?

EVALUATOR:I’m here so that I can experience prison from the
inside instead ofjust studying whatit’s like from out
there.

INMATE:Yougotto be jerkin’ me off, man. Experience from
the inside... ? Shit, man, you can go home when
you decide you’ve had enough can’t you?

EVALUATOR: Yeah.
INMATE:Thenyouain’t never gonna know whatit’s like from

the inside.

There are also social and political factors which can limit
participation. If the participants in a program all know eachother
intimately they may object to an outsider trying to becomepart of
their close circle. Where there are marked socal class differences
between the evaluator and program clients, the participants in the
program may objectto the ruseoffull participation. Program staff
may object to the additional burden for them of havingto include an
evaluator in a program whereresourcesare limited andstaff-client
ratios would be unbalanced by an additional participant. The extent
to which full participation is possible and desirable will depend on
the precise nature of the program,the political context, and the
nature of the evaluation questions being asked. Adult training
programs, for example, mayeasily lend themselves to fullpartici-
pation by evaluators. Evaluators must therefore be flexible, active,
reactive, and adaptive in negotiating with decision makers and
informationusersthe precise degreeofparticipationthatis appropri-
ate in any particular observational study.

The researcher whoinsists on equating understandingwith intense and
intimate participation—whobelieves he can do field research onlyif
he lives with his hosts, shares in all their activities, and refrains
absolutely from asking questions—mayfind himself thrown out on his
ear, or, a less harshlot, simply unable to carry on his work. Had Evans-
Pritchard insisted on followingto theletter that dictum of Malinowski’s
that an anthropologist must campright in the native village, he would
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not have produced his great work on the Azande, as these people

would not permit him to live with them as an equal. ... Or again, a

dedicated would-be participant mayfind that the powers-that-be will

not permit him to live with or even near the people he wishesto study

[Wax, 1971:7].

The point here is that evaluators who adopt qualitative research

strategies must avoid the fallacy of thinking that the 7dea/is full and

complete participation in the program—“‘going native.’ The idealis

to negotiate and adoptthat degree ofparticipation which will yleld

the most meaningful data about the program given the character-

istics of the participants, the nature of staff-participant inter-

actions, and the sociopolitical context oftheprogram. These factors

and their effects on the type of participation and observation

undertaken will be discussed in more depth when data collection

procedures are described.

Onefinal caution: The evaluator’s plans and intentions regarding

the degree of program involvementto be experienced maynotbe the

way things actually turn out. Lang and Lang (1960) report that two

scientific participant observers who were studying audience be-

havior at a Billy Graham evangelical crusade made their “decision

for Christ’’ and left their observer posts to walk downthe aisle and

join the Reverend Graham’s campaign. Such are the occupational

hazards (or benefits, depending on your perspective) of observational

research.

OVERT AND COVERT OBSERVATIONS

A major concern aboutthe validity and reliability of observational

data concerns the effects of the observer on whatis observed. The

basic notion here is that people may behave quite differently when

they know they are being observed compared with how they behaveif

they are not aware of being observed. Thus, the argument goes,

covert observations are more likely to capture what is really

happeningthan are overt observations where the people in the setting

are aware they are being studied.

There are a full range of opinions concerning the ethics and

morality of conducting covert research. On one end ofthe continuum

is the absolute opposition by Edward Shils (1959) to all forms of

covert research. He opposes any ‘‘observations of private behavior,

howevertechnically feasible, without the explicit and fully informed

permissionof the person to be observed’’; he arguesthat there should

be full disclosure of the purpose of any research project, and argues
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that even the technique of participant observation is ‘*morally
obnoxious . . . manipulation”’ unless the observer makes explicit his
or her research questions at the very beginning of the observation
(Shils, 1959; quoted in Webbetal., 1966:vi). At the other end ofthe
continuum is the “‘investigative social research’’ approach of Jack
Douglas (1976). Douglas argues that conventional anthropological
field methods have been based on a consensusview of society which
assumes that people are basically cooperative and helpful and
willing to have their points of view understood and shared with the
rest of the world. In contrast to the consensus model, Douglas adopts
a conflict paradigm of society which leads him to believe that any and
all covert methods of research should be considered acceptable
options in a searchfortruth.

The investigative paradigm is based on the assumption that profound
conflicts of interest, values, feelings and actions pervadesociallife. It
is taken for granted that manyofthe people onedeals with, perhapsall
people to some extent, have good reason to hide from others what they
are doing and even to lie to them. Instead of trusting people and
expecting trust in return, one suspects others and expects others to
Suspect him. Conflict is the reality oflife; Suspicion is the guiding
principle. ... It’s a war of all against all and no one gives anyone
anything for nothing, especially truth. . . .

All competent adults are assumedto know thatthere are at least four
major problemslying in the way of getting at social reality by asking
people what is going on andthat these problems must be dealt with if
oneis to avoid being taken in, duped, deceived, used, put on, fooled,
suckered, madethepatsy,left holding the bag, fronted out and so on.
These four problemsare (1) misinformation; (2) evasions; (3) lies: (4)
fronts [Douglas 1976:55, 57]. |

Just as participation is not an either-or proposition in observational
research, so the question ofhow explicit to be about observations and
the purposeof researchis not an either-or proposition. The extent to
which participants in a program under study are informed that
they are being observed andare told the purpose of the research
varies from full disclosure to no disclosure, with a great deal of
variation along the middle ofthis continuum. Buford Junker developed
a typology of participant observation which describes four points
along this continuum.

1. Complete Participant. In this role, the observer’s activities as
such are wholly concealed. Thefieldworkeris or becomes a complete
memberofan in-group, thus Sharing secret information guarded from
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outsiders. The fieldworker’s freedom to observe outside the in-group

system of relationships may be severely limited, and in such a role

tends to block perception of the workings of the reciprocal relations

between the in-group and the larger social system, noris it easy to

switch from this to anotherrole permitting observationofthe details of

the larger system.

2. Participant as Observer. In this role, the field-worker’s observer

activities are not wholly concealed, but are ‘‘kept under wraps” asit

were, or subordinatedto activities as participant, activities which give

the people in the situation their main bases for evaluating the

fieldworker in his role. This role may limit access to some kindsof

information, perhaps especially at the secret level; precisely how he

“rates” as a pseudo-‘Member of the Wedding” will affect the

fieldworker’s ability to communicate below the level of public

information.

3. Observer as Participant. This is the role in which the observer’s

activities as such are madepublicly knownat the outset, are more or

less publicly sponsored by people in the situation studied, and are

intentionally not ‘‘kept under wraps.’ The role may provide accessto

a wide range of information and even secrets maybe given to the

fieldworker when he becomes knownfor keeping them,as well as for

guarding confidential information. In this role the social scientist

might conceivably achieve maximum freedom to gather information

but only at the price of accepting maximum constraints upon his

reporting.

4. Complete Observer. This describes a range of roles in which,at

one extreme, the observer hides behind a one-way mirror, perhaps

equipped with sound film facilities, and at the other extreme, his

activities are completely public in a special kind of theoretical group

where there are, by consensus,“no secrets” and “‘nothing sacred”

[Junker, 1960: 35-38].

In traditional field work for the purpose of basic research, the

decision about the extent to which observations will be covert is

made in the context of the researcher’s search for truth. The

researcher alone bears responsibility for deciding how scientific

truth can best be discovered.In evaluation research the investigator

is not involved in a searchfor basic generalizations about the nature

of human behavior and society. Rather (at least from my point of

view), evaluation researchersare involvedin the more modesttask of

generating information that can be used for decision-making. From

the perspective of utilization-focused evaluation, the decision makers

and information users for whom the evaluation is done have a stake in

what kind of methodsare used. This meansthat the evaluator alone
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cannot makethe decision about the extent to which observations
and research purposes will be kept secret.
The complexities of program evaluation mean that there are

several levels at which decisions aboutthe covert-overt nature ofthe
evaluation observations must be made. Sometimes only the funders
of the program orof the evaluation knowthe full extent and purpose
of observations. On occasion, program staff may be informed that
evaluatorswill be participating in the program,but clients will not be
so informed. In other cases a researcher may reveal the purpose and
nature of program participation to fellow program participants and
ask for their cooperation in keeping the evaluation secret from
programstaff. Onstill other occasions a variety of people intimately
associated with the program maybeinformedof the evaluation, but
public officials who are less closely associated with the program may
be kept “‘in the dark”’ aboutthefact that observationsare underway.
Sometimesthe situation becomes so complex that the evaluator may
lose track ofwho knowsand whodoes not know,and,ofcourse, there
are the classic situations where everyone involved knowsthat a study
is being done and whothe evaluator is—but the evaluator doesn’t
know that everyoneelse knows.
The nature of the questions being studied in any particular

evaluation will have a primary effect on the decision about whowill
be told that an evaluation is underway. In formative evaluations
where staff members and/or program participants are anxious to
have information that will help them improve their program, the
quality ofthe data gathered may be enhanced by overtly soliciting the
cooperation of everyone associated with the program. Indeed, the
ultimate acceptance and usefulness of formative information may
depend upon such prior disclosure and agreement that a formative
evaluation is appropriate. On the other hand, where program funders
have reason to believe that a program is corrupt, abusive, in-
competently administered, and/or highly negative in impact on
clients, it may be decided that an external, covert evaluation is
necessary to find out whatisreally happening in the program.

Finally, there is the related issue of confidentiality. Those who
advocate covert research usually do so with the condition that
reports conceal names, locations, and other identifying information
so that the people who have been observed will be protected from
harm or punitive action. Becausethe basic researcheris interested in
truth rather than action, it is easier to protect the identity of
participants in the program.In evaluation research, however, while
the identity of who said what may be possible to keep secret, it is
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more difficult, and indeed may defeat the purpose of the evaluation,

to conceal the identity of a program.

Evaluators and decision makerswill have to resolve these issuesin

each case in accordance with their own consciences, evaluation

purposes, political realities, and ethical sensitivities.

VARIATIONS IN DURATION

OF OBSERVATIONS

Another important dimension along which observational studies

vary is the length of time devoted to data-gathering. In the anthropo-

logical tradition offield research a participant observer expects to

spend six months at a minimum andoften yearsliving in the culture

being observed. In sociological studies of subcultures studies vary in

length from monthsto years. To develop a holistic view of an entire

culture or subculture takes a great deal of time. The purposeofbasic

research in the social sciences using field methodsis to unveil the

basic complexities and patternsof social reality. The social scientist

engagedin the conductofbasic research hopesto generate and verify

theoretical truths and empirical generalizations.

The purpose of evaluation research is more modest: generating

useful information for action. To be useful evaluation information

must be timely. Decision makers cannot wait for years while field

workers sift through mountainsoffield notes. Many evaluationsare

conducted under enormouspressuresof time and limited resources.

Where observational data have been selected as the appropriate kind

of information for a particular evaluation problem the durationofthe

observations will depend to a considerable extent on the time and

resources available in relation to the information needs of decision

makers.
Evaluation research projects may involve years of study accumu-

lating detailed data throughoutthelife of a program. The work of

Patricia Carini at the Prospect School in North Bennington, Ver-

mont, is exemplary in this regard. She has worked with the staff ofthe

schoolto collect detailed case records on students of the school. She

has established an archive with as muchas twelve years of detailed

documentation about the learning histories of individual students

and the nature of the school programs they experienced.

On the other end of the continuum are studies that involve

observations of a single one- or two-hour segment of a program.

Evaluations that include brief site visits to a number of program

locations mayserve the purposeof simply establishing the existence

of various levels of program operationsat different sites.
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Sometimes an entire segment of a program maybeofsufficiently
short duration that the evaluator can participate in the complete
program; for example, a weekend or week-long training program,a
treatment program that meets on a weekly basis for two hours over
some period of time, a three-month pilot program in community
organizing, and thelike.
The critical point about the duration of observational studies is

that the length of time during which observations take place should
follow from the nature of the evaluation question being studied and
not from some ideal about what a typical participant observation
must necessarily involve. Field studies do not have to be massive
efforts with a team of people participating in a program for a year. At
times and for certain programs long-term field work is essential. At
other times and for other programsit may be helpful for a program
staff to have an evaluator serve the purpose of providing feedback
based on one hourof onlooker observation.
My answerto students whoask me howlongthey haveto observe a

program to do a good evaluation follows the line of thought
developed by Abraham Lincoln in respondingto a question posed by
a memberofthe audienceatone of the Douglas-Lincoln debates.In
an obvious reference to the difference in stature between Douglas
and Lincoln a hecklerasked,‘‘Tell us, Mr. Lincoln, how long do you
think a man’s legs ought to be?’’

Lincoln replied, ‘‘Long enough to reach the ground.”’
Observationsin evaluation research should last long enough to get

the job done—to answerthe basic evaluation questions being asked.

VARIATIONS IN OBSERVATIONAL FOCUS

The preceding three sections have discussed how observational
evaluations vary in the extent to which the observer participates in
the program being evaluated, the extent to which the evaluation is
overt or covert, the extent to which the purpose of the evaluationis
made explicit, and the duration of the observations. A major factor
affecting each of these other dimensionsis the scope or focusofthe
evaluation. The scope of an evaluation can be broad, encompassing
virtually all aspects of the program,orit can be narrow, involving a
look at only some small part of program activities.
The tradition of anthropological field studies emphasizes the

importance of trying to capture the holistic essense of cultural
systems. The various subsystems of a society were seen asinter-
dependentparts so that the economic system,the cultural system, the
political system, the kinship system, and other Specialized sub-
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systems could only be understoodin relation to eachother.In reality,
fieldwork and observations often tended to focus on a particular part
of the society or culture because of investigator interests and the
practicalities of allocating time differentially to those things which
the researcher considered most important. Thus,a particular study
might present an overview of a particular culture but then go on to
report in greatest detail the religious system of that culture.

In the evaluation of programsthere is a broad range of possible
options which can serveas the focus for a study. One wayofthinking
about different parts of a program that can be observedis to think
separately about the processes by which program participants come
into a program (outreach and recruitment componentof a program),
the processes by which participants are oriented to and socialized
into the program (the initiation period into the program), the basic

activities that comprise program implementation (the service delivery

system), and the activities that go on around program termination

including follow-upactivities and client impacts over time. It would
be possible to engage in observational analysis of any of these
program components, any combination of components, orall of the
components together. Which parts of the program and how many

parts are to be the subjects of study will clearly affect such issues as
the extent to whichthe observeris a participant, who will know about

the evaluation and its purpose, and the duration of observations.
Decisions about the focus and scope of a study necessarily

involve trade-offs. These trade-offs are necessitated by limited
resources, limited time, and limits in the humanability to grasp the

complex nature of social reality. The very first trade-off comes in

framing the research question or questionsto be studied: whether the

options involve selecting different components of the program to

study or different research foci within components. The problem is to

determine the extent to whichit is desirable and useful to study one or

few questionsin great depth or to study many questionsbut with less

depth.

As noted in Chapter Five (where the problem of focusis discussed

at greater length), there is no rule of thumbthat tells the evaluator
precisely how to focus research questions. The extent to which the

focus of observations is broad or narrow depends on the resources
available, the time available, and the needs of decision makers and

information users. In brief, these are not choices between good and

bad, but choices amongalternatives, all of which have merit.
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DIMENSIONS ALONG WHICH
FIELDWORK VARIES: AN OVERVIEW

Five primary dimensionscan be usedto describe the variation in
approaches to observations. Those dimensions, discussed in the
previous sections, are graphically summarized in Figure 6.1.

These graphic dimensions can be used with decision makers and
informationusers to help make decisions about the parametersofthe
evaluation. They can also be used to review how the evaluation is
proceeding along each dimension during the courseofthe evaluation
and following the completion of observations.

WHAT TO OBSERVE

It is not possible to observe everything. The humanobserveris not
a movie camera, and even a movie camera hasto be pointed in the
right direction to capture what is happening. Moreover, a movie
camera has limited field of vision, taking in only those activities
that can be seen within thatfield accessible to it. For both the human
observer and the camera there must be focus. In evaluation ob-
servations this focus is provided in part by the nature of the
evaluation questions being asked. Oncein the field, however, the
observer must somehow organize the complexreality represented by
the program so that observing that reality becomes manageable.
The purpose of this section is to help evaluators identify some

areas within which observations can be focused. These areas are
neither theoretical nor conceptual; rather, they represent descriptive
cues that can help sensitize the observer to information that is needed
for a complete view ofthe situation and setting being observed.

Experienced observers learn that certain kinds of activities and
events arelikely to yield particularly useful information andinsights.
Whena strategy for placing particular emphasis on certain kinds of
observations is made explicit, it often involves what qualitative
methodologists call “‘sensitizing concepts.’’ Rather than being pre-
ordinate categories or operationalized variables, sensitizing con-
cepts provide a basic framework highlighting the importance of
certain kinds of events, activities, and behaviors. Groupprocessis a
sensitizing concept; kinship, leadership, socialization experiences,
power,and similar notionsare sensitizing in that theyalert us to ways
of organizing the experience and making decisions about what to
record. The observer
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I. Role of the Evaluator-Observer

Full ' 5 Onlooker
Participant Partial Observation
Observation Observation as an Outsider

II. Portrayal of the Evaluator Role to Others
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Overt Observer Observations: Program staff
Observations: Program staff Role Known By and Participants do not
and participants know that some, not by Knowthat observations
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or componentin all of its elements

the program is sought
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Figure 6.1 Five Dimensions of Variations in
Approaches to Observations
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moves from sensitizing concepts to the immediate world of social

experience and permits that world to shape and modify his conceptual

framework. In this way he moves continually between the realm of

more general social theory and the worlds of native people. Such an
approach recognizesthat social phenomena,while displaying regular-

ities, vary by time, space, and circumstance. The observer,then, looks

for repeatable regularities. He usesritual patterns of dress and body-
spacing asindicatorsof self-image. He takes special languages, codes
and dialects as indicators ofgroup boundaries.He studieshis subject’s
prized social objects as indicators of prestige, dignity and esteem
hierarchies. He studies moments of interrogation and derogation as

indicators of socialization strategies. He attempts to enter his
subject’s closed world of interaction so as to examinethe characterof

private versus public acts and attitudes [Denzin, 1978:9].

The extent to which sensitizing concepts are availableto thefield
workerwill vary from situation to situation depending,in particular,
on the purpose of the evaluation. In the pages which follow I will
present a very broad overview of some categories within which

observations can take place in doing evaluation field work. These
categories of observational data are not based upon anytheoretical
framework, but are a simple organizing frameworkfor thinking about
the variety of things that one experiences in observing a program.

THE PROGRAM SETTING

The program setting is the physical environment within which the
program takes place. The description of the program setting should
be sufficiently detailed to permit the readerto visualize that setting.
The observerneed not attemptto rival the novelist in writing program
descriptions. Interpretive adjectives should be avoided in the ob-
server's owndescription of the environment, but should be included
insofar as they represent quotes from participants about their
reactions to and perceptions of that environment. Such adjectives as
“comfortable,” “‘beautiful,’’ and ‘“‘stimulating’’ are interpretive
adjectives rather than descriptive adjectives, such as colors, (‘‘a
room painted blue with a blackboardat one end’’), measurements(‘‘a
forty-foot by twenty-foot classroom’’), and purpose(‘‘a library with
the walls lined with books’’).
A good exercise for beginning observersis to write a description of

someSetting and shareit with another person, asking them ifthey can
visualize the setting described. Likewise, it is helpful to have two
people observe the same environment and share descriptions,
watchingin particularfor theuse of interpretive adjectives instead of
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descriptive ones. Learning to be descriptive means providing sufficient
information that the reader does not have to guess what the observer
meansor supply a great deal of additional informationto interpret the
description. For example, ‘‘a crowded room”is an interpretive
evaluation statement. What the observer should havereportedis:
‘The room was large enoughfor a three-person couch across one
side, six chairs on the walls next to the couch,and three chairs by the
wall facing the couch, which included the door. With twenty people
in the room, each person had spaceto fit, but when everyone was
standing there wasvery little space between people. Severalpartici-
pants were overheardto say, ‘this room is really crowded.’ ”’
The physical environment of a program can be important to what

happens in that environment. The waythe walls look in rooms, the
amount of space available, how the spaceis used, the nature of the
lighting, how people are organized in the space, andthe interpretive
reactions of program participants to the physical setting can be
important information about both program implementation and the
effects of the program on participants.
A common mistake among observers is to take the physical

environment for granted. Thus, an evaluator may report that the
program tookplace in “a school.” The evaluator may have a mental
image of ‘‘school”that matches what was observed,but schools vary
considerably in size, appearance, and neighborhood setting. Even
moreso,the interiors of schools vary considerably. The same can be
said for criminaljustice settings, health settings, community mental
health programs, and any other humanservice activity.
The variations in physical environments in a wildernesstraining

program for which I served as participant observer provides an
interesting example of how physical environmentsaffect a program.
The explicit purpose of holding the ‘‘field conferences’’ in the
wilderness was to remove people from their everyday settings in
largely urban environments surrounded by human-madebuildings
and the paraphernalia of modern industrial society. Yet, wilderness
environments are no more uniform than the environments of human
service programs. During the year-long program, participants were
exposed to three different wilderness environments: the autumn
forest in the Gila Wilderness ofNew Mexico,the desert terrain ofthe
Kofa Mountainsin Arizona during winter, and the San Juan Riverin
the canyon lands of Utah. Onefocus of the evaluation, then, was to

watch how participants responded to the opportunities and con-
straints presented by these different environments: forest, desert
mountains, and canyon-lined river. In addition, the weather imposed
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itself to create considerable differences in the environment. Program
activities were clearly affected by the extent to which there wasrain,
cold, wind, and shelter. The weather was expected to provide one of
the stress factors which would be a natural part of the program.
Program activities, meanwhile, included group discussions and
exercises. During one field conference whena large part of the week
was cold and wet, it became verydifficult to carry out these group
activities, thus reducing considerably the amountof group process
time that was available and hurrying muchofthe groupprocessthat
did occur becauseofparticipants’ discomfort. It became clear from
these experiences that program staff needed to anticipate more
clearly the possible variations in physical environments, plan for
those variations, and includethe participants in that planningso as to
increase their commitmentto continuing the process underdifferent
physical conditions.

THE HUMAN, SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

Just as physical environments vary, so too social environments
vary. The ways in which humanbeingsinteract create social ecological
constellations that affect howparticipants behave towardeach other
in those environments. Rudolf Moos (1975) describes the social
ecological view of programsasfollows:

The social climate perspective assumes that environments have
unique “‘personalities,”’ just like people. Personality tests assess
personality traits or needs and provide information about the char-
acteristic ways in which people behave. Social environments can be
similarly portrayed with a great deal of accuracy and detail. Some
people are more supportive than others. Likewise, some social
environments are more supportive than others. Some people feel a
strong need to controlothers. Similarly, some social environments are
extremely rigid, autocratic, and controlling. Order, clarity, and
Structure are important to many people. Correspondingly, many social
environments strongly emphasize order, clarity and control [Moos,
1975:4].

In describing the social environment the observer looks for the
ways in which people organize themselves into groups and sub-
groups. Patternsofinteraction, frequency ofinteractions, the direction
of communication patterns (from staff to participants and partici-
pantsto staff), and changesin these patternstell us things about the
social environment. The characteristics of people in these different
groupings are also illuminative. Male groupings, female groupings,
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male-female interactions, and interactions among people with different

background characteristics, different racial characteristics, and of

different ages alert the observer to patterns in the social ecology of
the program.

Decision-making patterns can be a particularly important part of

the social environmentof a program. Who makesdecisions aboutthe

activities that take place? To what extent are decisions made openly,

so that participants are aware of the decision-making process? How

are decisions by staff presentedto the full group? How are decisions
communicated? Answersto these questions are an importantpart of
the description of a program’s social ecology.

Aswith the physical environment,it is important that the observer

maintain a distinction between a description ofwhat has happened in

the program and reporting on the perceptions of participants about

what has happened. The observer’s descriptions of a program’s

social environmentwill not necessarily be the same as a perception

of that environment expressedby participants. Indeed,it is unlikely

that all participants will perceive the social environmentin the same
way. Atall times it is critical that the observer record participant

perceptions in quotation marks, indicating the source of those

perceptions, so as to keep such observations separate from the

evaluator’s own interpretations and descriptions of the situation.
The shape of a program emerges from theinteraction of physical

Setting, the social environmentofpeople in the program,the natureof
staff leadership and administration, and the activities provided forin
the program. The “‘personality’’ of the human, social environment
will affect how program activities are perceived by participants and
experiencedby participants. Thus, to understand the activities ofthe
program and the behaviors of participants in those activities it is
necessary to frame observations in the context of both the physical

and social environments of the program.

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND
PARTICIPANT BEHAVIORS

The most central focus in most program observations is on
program activities and participant behaviors in the program. What

do people do in the program? How dothey experience the program?

Whatis it like to be a participant in the program? What would onesee
if one were watching the program in progress? Theseare the kinds of

questions evaluators bring to the program setting as they begin to

observe program implementation.
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In describing program activities it is usually necessaryto find units
of activity that have a kind of unity about them. Activities involve
some chronological sequence of events; they typically have a
beginning, some middle point, and a closure point. In observing a
program the evaluator looks for these units of activity. They will
usually have specially designated labels given to them either bystaff
or participants, but sometimes the evaluator will discover units of
activity embedded within larger events. Units of activity are things
like a class session, a counseling session, mealtimein the residential
facility, a meeting of somekind, a homevisit in an outreach program,
a consultation, or a registration procedure. In brief, these are the
formal activities of the program.

In observing formalactivities the evaluator attempts to capture a
comprehensive overview ofwhattakes place in that activity. In order
for the descriptions of activities to be comprehensive, information
about the full sequence of events must be included: Howis the
activity introduced or begun? Whois presentat the beginning? What
exactly wassaid at the beginning? How did participants respond or
react to what was said? These are the questions that focus the
beginning of an activity. These same kinds of questions maysensitize
the evaluator throughout the full sequence of observation. Whois
involved? What is being said by staff? What is being said by
participants? What are participants doing? Whatarethevariations
in how participants are engagingin the activity being observed? How
doesit feel to be engagedin this activity? (The observer recordshis or
her own feelings as part of the data of observation.) How did
behaviors and feelings change over the course of the activity?
Finally, the observer looks for closure points. Whatare the signals
that the activity unit is being ended? Whois present at that time?
Whatis said? How doparticipantsreact to the ending ofthe activity?
Howis the completionofthis unit of activity related to other program
activities and future plans?

It is helpful to treat units of activity as self-contained events for the
purpose of observation. The process of looking for patterns across
units of activity is the process of analysis. Duringtheinitial stages of
an observation the evaluatorwill be kept busy just trying to capture
self-contained units of activity without looking for the patterns and
relationships amongthoseactivities that will emerge later from the
analysis. The observation of a parent education session presentedin
Chapter Twois an example of what a single activity observation can
contain (pp. 31-35).

This section has been concerned with observing formal program
activities that have marked beginnings and recognizable points of
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closure. Such formal activities constitute the main programmatic
content of human service programs. The implementation of a
program typically consists of a series of formal, planned activities.
To understand a program, however, and its effects on participants
the evaluation observer cannot be restricted to formal, planned
activities. The next section discusses the observation of the things
that go on between and around formal, planned program activities.

INFORMAL INTERACTIONS AND
UNPLANNED ACTIVITIES

If evaluation observers put awaytheir seeing and observing selves
as soon as a program activity ends,they will miss a great deal of data.
Some programsbuild in “‘free time,’ or unstructured time, between
activities with the clear recognition that such periods oftime provide
opportunities for participants to assimilate what has occurred during
formal programmatic activities and to provide participants with
necessary breathing space. Other programs do not recognize the
programmatic potential for unstructured time, but it is the rare
program orinstitution that can plan every moment ofparticipants’
time.

During periods of informal interaction and unplannedactivity it
can beparticularly difficult to organize observations because people
are likely to be milling around, coming and going, movingin and out
of small groups, with somesitting alone, somewriting, some seeking
refreshments, and all otherwise engaging in a full range of what
appear to be random behaviors. How, then, can the evaluator-
observer collect data during such a time?

This situation illustrates beautifully the importance of staying

open to the data. It is impossible to anticipate what kinds ofthings

might emerge during observation of unplanned activity time. With-

out attempting to interpret in advance or attach significance to

participant behaviors at a moment in time, the observer simply

continues to gather descriptive information about what people do

and, in particular, what people are saying to each other. This last

point is particularly important. It is during periods of unplanned

activity time that participants have the greatest opportunity to

exchange views and to talk with each other about what they are

experiencing in the program. In some casesthe evaluator will simply

listen in on the conversation of others. In some cases it may be

appropriate to conduct informal interviews, either with a single

participant in natural conversation or with some small group of

people. At such times the evaluator asks normal, conversational
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questions: ‘‘So whatdid you think ofwhat went on this morning? Was
it clear to you whatthey weretrying to get at? What did you think of
the session today? How do youthink what wentontodayfits into this
whole thing that we’re involved in?’’
At the sametimeit is important to rememberthat everything that

goes on in or around the program is data. The meaning,pattern, and
Significance of the data will vary, but there is still activity there,
human experience, and program dynamics. Thefact that none ofthe
participants talk about a session whenitis over is data. Thefact that
people immediately split in different directions when a session is
over is data. The fact that people talk about personal interests and
share gossip that has nothingto do with the programisdata.It is also
not at all unusual in manykinds of programsfor the mostsignificant
participant learnings to go on during unstructured program time. A
personal interaction with another participant may be the most
important event that occurs during a program. To capture a holistic
view of the program the evaluator-observer muststay alert to these
informal, unplanned activity periods.

Ashappensin many programs,the participants in the wilderness
project I was observing/evaluating began expressing a desire among
themselves early in the program,and later formally to staff, to have
more free, unstructured time. Many people spent such time writing.
Some simply wantedthe timeto reflect. Mostofall, people expressed
a desire to have time when they could have one-to-one personal
interactions with other participants with whom they sharedinterests
or with whom they wanted to share ideas. The contentofsuch one-to-
one sessions was not somethingI typically attempted to listen to or
eavesdrop ondirectly. I would, however, watch for such interactions
and, judging by the body language and the nonverbal cues of the
participants, try to tell when serious interpersonal exchanges were
taking place. I would then look for natural opportunities to engage
each of the participants in informal interviews to find out from them
what had happened and whatsignificance they attached to the
conversation.

Participant observation is necessarily a combination of observing
and informal interviewing. It is important that evaluator-observers
not make assumptions about the meaning of what they observe
without including the perspectives of participants about their own
behaviors. During one period of unstructured time in the wilderness
program followinga fairly intensive group activity in which a great
deal of interpersonal sharing had taken place, I decided to pay
particular attention to one of the older males in the group who had
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resisted involvement in the group and who had been expressing

throughout the week the extent to which he was unimpressedwith the

program andits potential for impact on him. Whenthe session ended

he immediately walked over to his backpack, puiled out his writing

materials, and went off to a quiet spot where he could write. He

continued writing until dinnertime an hourlater. During that time he

was very muchabsorbedin the writing. No one interrupted him. With

legs folded, notebookin lap, and his head and shoulders bent over the

notebookhe gaveoff clear signals that he was involved, concentrating,

and working on something to which he was giving a great deal of

effort.

I suspected as I watched him that he was venting his rage and

dissatisfaction with the program.I tried to figure out how I might read

what he had written. I considered several covert meansof getting my

hands on his notebook and finally dismissed those alternatives as

unethical and an invasion of his privacy. I decided to look for a

natural opportunity to initiate a conversation about his writing.

During the evening meal around the campfire I moved over next to

him, made somesmall talk about the weather, and then began the

following conversation:

‘““You know oneof the things I’m trying to do in documenting the

kinds of experiences people are having in this program is keep track

ofsome ofthe different kinds ofthings that people do during the week.

The staff have encouraged people to keep journals and do writing,

and I noticed that you were writing fairly intensely before dinner.It

would be helpful to me to know how youseethe writingfitting in to

your whole experience with the program.”

He hesitated, movedhis food aboutin his bow]a little bit, and then

said: ‘I’m not sure about the program or howitfits in or any of that

butI will tell you what I was writing. I was writing,”’ and he hesitated

because his voice cracked, “‘a letter to my teen-agesontryingto tell

him how I feel about him and make contact with him about some

things. I don’t knowif I’ll give the letter to him. The letter may have

been more for me than for him. But the most important thing that’s

been happening for me during this weekis the time to think about my

family and how importantit is to me and I haven’t been havinga very

good relationship with my son.In fact, it’s been pretty shitty and so I

wrote him a letter. That’s all.”’
Having observed this participant’s informal, planned activities

and having recorded his perceptions about those activities, most of

which were aimed at showing that the program was not having any

impact on him, this opportunity to observe his behavior during an
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unstructured period and thento talk with him about how that period
of timefit into the total program for him revealed a very different side
of his participation and an important impactofthe program on his
personallife.
In observing programs evaluators must avoid equating the

program treatment with the planned, formal activities of the
program. A majorpart ofaprogram’s impact may takeplace on the
periphery ofstructured activity.

THE NATIVE LANGUAGE OF
PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

It is an axiom of anthropology that one cannot understand another
culture without understanding the language of the people in that
culture. Language is a way of organizing the world. The things for
which people have wordstell others what is importantto that culture
and that group. Thus, the Eskimos have many words for snow and
Arabs have many words for camel. Likewise, the artist has many
words for red and many wordsto describe different kinds of brushes.
The same phenomenon is observable in human service and

education programs. Different program areas have their own language
to describe the problems they deal with in their work. People who
work with the mentally retarded have a complex system of language
to distinguish different types of retardation. People in the criminal
justice area have their own languagefor differentiating different types of
offenders and different kinds of treatment. Part of the task of
observation in a program is learning the native language of the
program. This meanslearning not only the literal meanings of the
words used but the connotations and symbolism involved in those
wordsfor people in the program.It is not at all unusual in a program
for participants to create their own words to describe particular
aspects of their experience or of the program. Thefield notes of the
observer should include the exact language used by participants to
describe their experiences so that patterns ofword uSage can emerge
in the analysis and sothat the readerofthe evaluator’s observations
can be given the flavor of native program language.

In the wilderness education project I observed it becameclearthat
language distinctions were quite important. The program staff
wanted to communicateto participants that the time spent togetherin
the wilderness constituted a program. Forthat reason, the staff
decided to call each weekin the wilderness a “field conference” to
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were part of the program experience. The program was a *‘con-

ference’’ held in the “‘field.’’ The participants, however, neverreally

adopted this language for themselves. Almost universally they

referred to the weeksin the wildernessas “‘trips.’’ During one weekof

the program thestaff fell into the habit of referring to the week as a

‘trip’’ rather than as a “field conference.” Interestingly enough,

during that week the planned program activities had not gone very

well and the “‘conference’’ emphasis seemed to be secondary to the

wilderness “‘trip.’’ Staff language reflected that change.

Other language developed that was importantin identifying what
was happening in the program. Oneofthe participants said that he
came to the wilderness to “‘detoxify’’ and that returning to his
everyday world was a “process of retoxification.’’ The group
immediately adopted the language of “‘detoxification’’ and “‘retoxi-
fication”’ to refer to wilderness time versus ordinary urban civili-
zation time. This language was gradually used on a regular basis
during discussion sessions and was maintained overthe full series of
field conferences.
The language ofparticipants in the wilderness education program

often reflected the physical environmentin which program activities
took place. There was a markedpattern of allegory construction in
group discussion sessions during which participants would focus on

the contrasts between their professional work lives and their experi-

ences in the wilderness. During a backpacking field conference,

participants could be heard talking about learning how to ‘“‘pace
myself in my work,” “shifting the burdens of responsibilities that I
carry so that the load is more evenly balanced”’ (a reference to the

experience of adjusting the weight of the backpack), and “‘the long

march of career development.” In the mountains when engaging in

rock climbing participants referred to “the danger of trying to take
risks in my work without having any support down below”’ (a

reference to the balay system of climbing where someone supports
the climber with a safety rope below). There were references to

“finding toeholds and handholds”’ to bring about changein institutions.

There were references to “‘how steep the wall of resistance is in my

institution’ and even the assigning of numbers to degrees of back-

homeinstitutional resistance corresponding to the numbers used to

describe the degree of difficulty of various rock climbs.

Onthe river field conference participant language wasfilled with

phraseslike ‘‘going with the flow,”’ “‘learning to read the course of

program changelike you learn to read the currentin the water,’’ and

“trying to find my wayoutofthe eddiesoflife.”’ (An eddyis an area of
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backwash where the current reverses itself and water moves up-
stream as the onrushingcurrent circles in behind some obstruction;
an eddy is both a placeof safety from the currentofthe river and also
a place where the waterwill hold a boat against the shore sothatit is
often difficult to move out of an eddy and on downthe river.)

Using the precise language ofparticipants is an important way to
record participants’ own understanding of their experiences. Ob-
servers must learn the languageof participants in the program they
are observing and record that language andits patterns in orderto
represent participants in their own terms and betrue to the world
view of participants.

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

Social and behavioral scientists have reported at length the
importance of both verbal and nonverbal communication in human
groups. While recording the languageofparticipants it is important
that the evaluator-observer not overlook nonverbal forms ofcommuni-
cation. In educational settings nonverbal communications would
include patterns that are established for the participants or students
to get the attention of or otherwise approach instructors. In group
settings a great deal of fidgeting, moving about, and trying to get
comfortable can communicate things about attention to and con-
centration on the group process. The way in which participants
dress, express affection, physically space themselvesin discussions,
and arrange themselvesin their physical setting are nonverbal cues
about what is happeningin the program.

Again, the wilderness education program canserve as anexample.
In that program hugging emerged as a nonverbal wayofproviding
support for people who were havingor had had a particularly difficult
time with some experience, andto provide recognition to people who
had overcome someparticularly difficult challenge. Physical contact and
hugging amongindividuals both in pairs and in larger groups was a
direct indicator ofthe level of affective sharing and caring that had
emerged in the group. Different subgroups experienced different
degrees of hugging and different field conferences manifested varying
degrees of such physical contact. When the groupfelt disparate,
Separated, with people on their own ‘“‘trips,’’ isolated from each
other, there wasrelativelylittle hugging either in pairs or around the
group campfire. When the level of group affect was high, there was
shoulder-to-shoulder contact around the campfire, sometimes singing,
and a muchgreaterincidence of interpersonal expressions ofwarmth
through physical contact. Over time it became possible to read the
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tenor of the group by observing the amount and nature of physical

contact participants were having with each other.

The evaluator-observer’s own feelings about and reactions to

nonverbal cues are an importantpart ofthe data in observations. The

evaluator-observer should record his or her own reactions to non-

verbal communications as well as describing the reactionsof others.

Also, combining observing with interviewing, it is often appropriate

to ask people about their nonverbal behaviors and reactionsto the

nonverbal behaviors of others. I confirmed with otherparticipants in

the wildernesstraining project the importanceofphysical contact as

a mechanism that they themselves used to sense the tenor of the

group.

There is a wealth of nonverbal behavior presentedto the evaluator-

observer. By watching for patterns of behavior and describing what

people are doing in different situations, the evaluator-observerwill

be able to isolate those nonverbal behaviors that have particular

Significance in a particular program setting.

UNOBTRUSIVE MEASURES

Program evaluation creates considerable anxiety among many
program staff and participants. Regardless of how humanely the
evaluation is conducted, regardless ofthe amountofpreparation and

process involved in preparing for the evaluation, there is always the

possibility that people will behave differently under conditions

where an evaluation is taking place than they would if no evaluation

weretaking place. In their well-known book, Unobtrusive Measures:

Non-reactive Research in the Social Sciences, Webbetal. (1966:13)

suggest:

Even when he is well-intentioned and cooperative, the research

subject’s knowledge that he is participating in a scholarly search may

confoundthe investigator’s data. .. . It is important to note early that

the awarenessoftesting need not, by itself, contaminate responses.It

is a question of probabilities, but the probability of bias is high in any

study in which a respondentis aware of his subject status.

It is concern about participants’ reactions to evaluation observations

that leads some evaluators to recommend covert evaluations, as

discussed in an earlier section ofthis chapter. Ifparticipants andstaff

are not aware that an evaluation is taking place and are not awarethat
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they are being observed, then reactivity is less of a threat to the
validity of the evaluation. Even when participants and staff are
aware, however, that evaluation observationsare taking place, there
are often opportunities to make unobtrusive measurements. Un-
obtrusive measures are those made without the knowledge of the
people being observed.

Robert L. Wolf and Barbara L. Tymitz, for example, included
unobtrusive measures in their natural inquiry evaluation of the
National Museum of Natural History at the SmithsonianInstitute.
They looked for “‘wear spots’’ as indicators of use of particular
exhibit areas. Theyfelt that worn rugs would indicate the popularity
of particular areas in the museum.
The creative evaluator, once the possibility of looking for un-

obtrusive measures becomespartof his or her repertoire, can learn a
numberofthings abouta program by lookingfor physical clues about
activities in the program. Dusty equipmentor records mayindicate
things that are not used. Areasthat are used a great deal by children
in a school will look different—that is, more worn—than areas that
are little used.

In the wilderness program evaluation one kind of unobtrusive
measure was the thickness of notebooks, called “‘learning logs,”’
furnished to program participants by the staff. These three-ring
binders contained almost no paper whenfirst given to participants on
the first field conference. Participants brought back with them the
“learning logs’’ each time they returned to the wilderness. The extent
to which paper had been added to the notebooks wasoneindicator of
the extent to which the logs were being used,not only for journal-
keeping but also to keep other relevant materials. It was possible to
tell which participants were making use of the learning logs by
observing how the thickness and composition of the logs changed
over the course of the year. |
The personnel of the National Forest Service and the Bureau of

Land Management have a kind of unobtrusive measure they can use
in “‘evaluating’’ the wilderness habits of groups that go through an
area such as the San Juan Riverin Utah. The canyonsalong the San
Juan Riverare a very fragile environment. The regulationsfor use of
that land are essentially ‘‘take only photographs, leave only foot-
prints.’ This means that all garbage, including human waste and
feces, are to be carried out. It takes several days to go downthe river.
By observing groupsat the take-out point and the amountof garbage
they carry out as well as the types of waste they have with them, one
can learn a great deal about the wilderness habits of those groups.
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The point here is that fieldwork is not a routine activity. The
creative observer, aware ofthe variety of things to be learned from
studying physical and social settings, may learn a greatdeal through
attention to unobtrusive indicators of humanactivity.

PROGRAM DOCUMENTS

It has already been noted that observation in the field includes
looking and listening, observing and interviewing. The purpose of
fieldworkis to find out as muchas possible about whatis happening
in the program. Depending onthefocusof anyparticular evaluation,
there is a variety of possible things to look at. One particularly rich
source of information about many programsis program records and
documents. The nature of program records and documentswill vary
from program to program,but in contemporarysocietyall programs
leave a trail of paper that the evaluator can follow and use to increase
knowledge and understanding about the program.

It is important at the very beginning of the evaluation to negotiate
access to program documents and records. The evaluator should
attempt to anticipate as many different sources of information as
possible. The ideal situation would include access to all routine
records on clients, all correspondence from and to program staff,
financial and budget records, organizational rules, regulations,
memoranda,charts, and any otherofficial or unofficial documents
generated by orfor the program.These kinds of program documents
provide the evaluator with information about many things that
cannot be observed because they may have taken place before the
evaluation began, because they include private interchanges to
which the evaluator is not directly privy, and because theyreflect
aspects of the organization that may be idealized in formal docu-
ments but which, because those ideals are not realized in actual
program performance, might be unknownto the evaluator. Program
documents provide valuable information because of what the evaluator
can learn directly by reading them;but they also provide stimulus for
generating questions that can only be pursued through direct ob-
servation and interviewing. Thus, program records and documents
serve a dual purpose: (1) they are a basic source of information about
program activities and processes, and (2) they can give the evaluator
ideas about important questions to pursue through more direct
observations and interviewing. As with all information to which an
evaluator has access during observations, the confidentiality of
program records—particularly client records—must be respected.
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The extent to which an evaluatorwill include actual references to and
quotations from program records and documents in a final report
needs to be negotiated on the basis of which documentsoughtto be
consideredpart of the public record of the program being studied and
therefore able to be publicized without breach of confidentiality.

Oneofthe best uses of program records and documentsis to get a
behind-the-scenes look at program processes and how those came
into being. In the wilderness education program evaluationthe files
ofprogram staffwere made available to me aspartofthe record ofthe
program.In thosefiles was a great deal of information about which
program participants had notthe slightest idea: letters detailing both
conceptual and financial debates between the technical staff who
managedthe wildernesspartofthe program andthe project directors
who had responsibility for the overall conceptualization of the
program. Without knowledge of those arguments it would have been
impossible to fully understand the natureofthe interactions between
field staff and program staff in the project. The conflict about
program finances and organization that went on between field
conferences wasreflected in some ofthe difficulties in communi-
cation that emerged betweenfield staff and programstaffduringfield
conferences. Interviews with both field staff and program staff
revealed quite different perceptions of the nature of those conflicts,
their intensity, and their potential for resolution. While participants
knew that there were arguments going on amongstaff, for the most
part they were unawareofthe origins ofthose conflicts and the extent
to which the smoothnessof program development was hampered by
them.

Another part of the wilderness program that was revealed in the
program documents and budget information was the enormous
complexity of the logistics of the program. Participants, including
this participant observer-evaluator, arrived at an airport for each
field conference, where they werepicked up in vans anddriven to the
wilderness location where the field conference would take place.
Participants were supplied with the necessary gearfor Surviving in
the wilderness. Staff were assembled and,for the most part, a basic
route plan had already beenestablished which participants would
follow. Only through study of program documents andinterviews
with program staff did a picture of the logistical challenge of the
program emerge. Decisions that had to be made about location,
arrangements that had to be made for gear, negotiations that took
place with the field staff, and exchanges with individualparticipants
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about their particular needs and difficulties took place prior to the

actual field conference. Without having looked over the program

documents and correspondence I would have missed the extent to

which preparation for the one-week experiences in the wilderness

consumed the time and energyofprogram staff. The intensity ofwork

involved before the field conference helped explain the behaviorof

program staff once the field conference got underway. So much had

gone into the preparations, virtually none of which was appreciated

by or known to program participants, that program staff would

sometimes experience a let-downeffect and have difficulty energizing

themselves for the actual experienceitself.

The papertracesthat are the spoor of contemporary organizations

are part of the information resourcesavailable to the field evaluator.

Learning how to use, study, and understand these tracesis part ofthe
repertoire of skills needed by the evaluator-observer who doesfieldwork.

OBSERVING WHAT DOES NOT HAPPEN

The preceding sections have been concerned with the things one
can observe in a program. Observing what happens in a program,
variations in program activities, what people say, what they do, how
they interact, and the nature of the physical setting are all important
in a comprehensive approachto fieldwork.It is also often important
to observe what does not happen in the program. Observing what
does not happen is a precarious venture because it can take the
evaluator-observerinto areas of speculation about ‘“‘what might have
been’’ when such speculation may be off-target.
The potential absurdity of speculating about what does not occur

is illustrated by a Sufistory. During a plague of locusts, the wise-fool
Mulla Nasrudin,always looking on the bright side, went from village
to village encouraging the people by observing how fortunate they
were that elephants had no wings. ‘“‘You people don’t realize how
lucky you are. Imagine whatlife would be like with elephants flying

overhead. These locusts are nothing.”’
To observethat elephants have nowingsis indeed data. Moreover,

elephants havenofins, claws, feathers, or leaves. Clearly, once one
ventures into the area of observing what does not happen, there are a
near-infinite number of things one could point out in the area of

“absence of occurrence.”’ It is therefore with some caution that I
include amongthe tasks ofthe evaluator-observerthat of noting what

does not occur.

There are two conditions under whichit is appropriate and helpful

to point out what has not occurred in a program. First, if program
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goals, implementation designs, and/or proposals suggest that certain
things ought to happen or are expected to happen, then it is
appropriate for the evaluatorto note that those things did not happen.
If a school program is supposed to, accordingto its funding mandate,
provide children with opportunities to explore the community and no
such explorations of the community occur, then it is appropriate for
the evaluatorto note that no such communityactivities occurred. If
the evaluator reported only what occurred, a question mightbeleft in
the mind of the reader about whetheror not the other activities had
occurred but had not been observed. Likewise, if a criminal justice
program is supposed to provide one-to-one counseling to juveniles
and no such counseling takes place,it is entirely appropriate for the
evaluator to note the absence of counseling.
The second condition under whichit is appropriate to note that

something did not occur is when the evaluator’s basic experience
with programs suggests to him or her that the absence of some
particular activity or factor is noteworthy. This clearly calls for
judgment, commonsense,and experienceonthe part ofthe evaluator-
observer. Yet, such judgments are often among the most important
contributions an evaluator can make, because these kinds of ob-
Servations can provide program staff or other decision makers and
informationusers with information that they may not have thought to
request, or they may simply have lacked a basis from their own
experience for identifying the importance of the omitted activity or
condition.

In many such casesthe observation about what did not occuris
simply a restatement, in the opposite, of what did occur. That
restatement, however,will attract attention in a way that theinitial

observation might not. For example, ifone were observing a program
being conducted in a multiracial community, it is possible that
program goals would include statements aboutthe necessity ofstaff
being sensitive to the needs, interests, and cultural differences of
minorities, but there may notbe specific mention about the desired
racial composition of program staff. If, then, the evaluator observes
that the staff of the program consists entirely of Caucasians,it is
appropriate to make two kindsofobservations: (1) itis appropriate to
describe the staff as ‘‘Caucasian’’; and (2) it is also appropriate to
point out that “there were no representatives of minorities on the
program staff.’ The second observation states something about what
did not occur.

Observationsofstaff interactions or program planning and decision
processes also provide opportunities for evaluators to note both
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things that happen and things that do not happen. If, over time, the
observer notes ongoing harmony and consensus among a program
staff, itis worth makingclearin the observationsthat “‘no conflicts or
personality hassles were observedin the interactions among program
Staff.’’ The reason for reporting this observation about whatdid not
occur is to makeit clear to the reader that the data have not been
selected only to reflect interactions of consensus and harmony.
Likewise,if program planning processes never include participants’
input in any systematic or direct way, it may well be appropriate for
the evaluatorto point out the absence of such input based on experi-
ence indicating the significance of participant input in the planning
processes of other programs.

In my evaluation ofthe wilderness education program there were a
number of important observations about things that did not occur.
There were noserious injuries on anyofthe six field conferencesin
the wilderness. This is important information for someone whois
considering the possible risks to themselves and others ofpartici-
pating in such a program. There wasnevera participant who refused
to shoulderhis or her share ofthe workthat had to be donein orderfor
the groupto live in the wilderness. This observation emerged from
discussions with technicalfield staffmembers who often worked with
juveniles in wilderness settings where uneven sharing of cooking,
cleaning, and related responsibilities was often a major issue. The
fact that the group neverhadto deal with some oneor two peole who
were not helping out was worth noting. Perhaps the most important
observation about what did not happen cameoutof observations of
staff meetings. Over time I observed a pattern in which meetings
amongthe technical and program staff were held to make decisions
about what was supposed to happen in the program, and no such
decisions were made. Staff sometimes thought that a decision had
been made, but in observing those sessions it becameclear that
closure was not being brought to the decision-making process and
responsibility was not being sufficiently clearly assigned to
constitute the making of an actual decision. Many subsequent
failures of communication and ambiguities about responsibilities
could be traced to the absence of real decision-making at staff
meetings. By hearing described what was not occurring, it was
possible for staff to become more explicit about the making of
decisions. Reporting what did happen in staff meetings was im-
portant; but it was also extremely important to observe what did not
happen.
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OBSERVATIONS, INTERVIEWS, AND
DOCUMENTATION: BRINGING TOGETHER
MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES ON A PROGRAM

Fieldwork is not a single method or technique. Evaluation
fieldwork meansthat the evaluator is on-site (where the program is
happening), observing, talking with people, and going through
program records or documentationto gather information for decision
makers and information users. Multiple sources of information are
sought and multiple resources are used because nosingle source of
information can be trusted to provide a comprehensive perspective
on the program. By using a combination of observations, inter-
viewing, and documentanalysis, the evaluation fieldworkeris able to
use different data sources to validate and cross-check evaluation
findings.

Observationsare a limited method of data collection because the
evaluator mayaffect the situation being observed in unknownways:
program staff and participants may behavein someatypical fashion
when they know they are being observed; and a selective orpartial
perception of the evaluator-observer maydistort observational data.
Observationsare also a limited form of data collection because they
focus only on external behaviors; the observer cannot see whatis
happening inside people. Moreover, observational data are often
constrained because of the limited sample of program activities
actually observed. If only part of the program is observed, the
evaluator-observer mustuse otherdata sourcesto find out the extent
to which those activities observed are typical or atypical of other
program operations.

Interviews are a limited source of data because participants and
staff can only report their perceptions of and perspectives on what
has happened. Those perspectives and perceptions are subject to
distortion due to personalbias, anger, anxiety, politics, and simple
lack of awareness. Interview data can be greatly affected by the
emotional state of the interviewee at the time the interview takes
place. Interview data are also subject to recall error, reactivity of the
interviewee to the interviewer, and self-serving responses. Ob-
servations provide a check on what is reported in interviews;
interviews, on the other hand, permit the observer to go beyond
external behaviors to explorethe internal states of persons who have
been observed.
Program documents are subject to a variety of measurement

errors: They may be incomplete; inaccurate; selective, in that only
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certain aspects of a program (that is, positive aspects) are docu-
mented; and they are often highly unevenin quality, with great detail
on some occasions and virtually nothing for other programmatic
components. Document analysis, however, provides a behind-the-
scenes look at the program that may not be directly observable and
about which the interviewer might not ask appropriate questions
without the leads provided through documents.
Each data source has strengths and weaknesses. By using a variety

of sources and resources, the evaluator-observer can build on the
strengths of each type of data collection while minimizing the
weaknesses of any single approach. A multimethods approach to
fieldwork increases both thevalidity and the reliability of evaluation
data. An example of how observation,interviewing, and documentation
supplement each other in fieldwork is provided by my attemptto
understand some of the problems involved in staff communication
during the wilderness education program. There were two kinds of
staff in the program: (1) the program staff who conceptualized and
had responsibility for the overall program, and (2) the technical
wildernessstaffwho had responsibility for wildernessskills training,
field logistics, and safety. This latter group, the technical staff, was
composed of people who typically directed their own wilderness
programs and whohad the skills to be involved in a number of
program processes, including the group processes and personal
developmentactivities of the program. The lines of responsibility
between technical staff and overall program staff were often blurred
and, on occasion, gave rise to conflicts and communication diffi-
culties among staff members.I observed the conflicts and communi-
cation difficulties but did not understand the background ofstaff
relationships. All of the staff people, both program and technical
staff, had known each other prior to this wilderness education

program. In order to learn how thoseprior relationships affected
current program operations I found it necessary to talk with each
member in informal, casual, and natural conversations, learning

about their former relationships with each other and their per-

ceptions about thoserelationships. As it turned out, the overall
program staff had beenthe college professors of the technical staff
while the latter were still undergraduate students. However, the

technical staff had taught the program staffabout the wilderness and
had introduced them to the wilderness as an environment for

experiential education. Each of the staff members described in

interviews their perceptions of how these former relationships

affected the current setting in the program. In addition, they
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described the communications they had had aboutthe program prior
to the actual field conferences. Much of those communications had
occurred in the form of letters and written correspondence. Reading
that correspondence gave me a muchbetter understanding ofsome of
the different assumptions that were operating for various staff
members. But the documentation would not have made sense
withoutthe interviews, and thefocus ofthe interviews camefrom the
field observations. Taken together, these diverse sources of in-
formation and data gave me a complete picture of staff relation-
ships. Working back and forth among individual staff members and
group staff meetings, I was able to use this information to assist the
staff in their efforts to improve their communicationsduringthefinal
field conference. All three sources of information werecritical in
giving me a full understanding of the nature of the situation and
providing me with information that could be used in my role as
formative evaluator.

CREATIVITY IN FIELDWORK

It is my hope that this last section on observing what does not
happenin a program has madeit clear,if the earlier sections did not,
that fieldwork is a creative process. It is not possible to begin
fieldwork with a comprehensivechecklist of what is going to happen
and expect that checklist to guide all aspects of the ensuing
observations. The evaluator-observer is constantly making judg-
ments about whatis worth noting. It is impossible to note every-
thing—the evaluator who attempts to capture everything that occurs
in the program is rapidly overwhelmed. Someprocessof selection
must go on. Making such decisions requires judgment, experience,
and creativity in attempting to provide useful and relevant in-
formation to decision makers and information users. I don’t know
how to teach someoneto be creative aboutfieldwork.In later sections
of this chapterI will suggest some waysof conducting fieldwork that
undergrid the rigor, validity, and reliability of the data collection, butI
am less sure what to say about creativity. Perhapsall I can dois notethat
creative fieldwork means using every part of oneself to experience
and understand what is happening.

Creativity has to do with the insights that come from being directly
involved and personally in contact with the program being evaluated.
The usefulness of qualitative evaluation methods depends very
directly on the insights generated by the fieldworker. The skilled
observerlearns to separate description from interpretation, for such
Separationis the basis of rigor. But to separate these two processes
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does not mean that their interdependence is to be ignored. The

evaluator-observer works back and forth between descriptions and

interpretations to generate insight that, merged with creativity,

provides new direction for the next set of observations.

I shall return to the issue of creativity in considering the inter-

pretation of field notes later in this chapter, and again in the analysis

chapter. For the momentit is sufficient to acknowledgethe centrality

of creativity in naturalistic inquiry, and to exclaim with Virginia

Woolf:

Odd how the creative power at once brings the whole universe to

order....] mark Henry James’ sentence: observe perpetually.

Observe the oncome of age. Observe greed. Observe my own

despondency. By that means it becomes serviceable [quoted by

Partnow, 1978:185].

DOING FIELDWORK:
THE DATA-GATHERING PROCESS

The decision makers and information usersfor the evaluation have

been identified; the evaluation research questions have been focused; a

naturalistic inquiry through field observations has been selected as

one of the appropriate methods of data-gathering. It is time to enter

the field. Now begins the arduous task of taking field notes.

FIELD NOTES

There are manyoptions in the mechanicsoftaking field notes: the

kind of writing materials used, the time andplaceat whichfield notes

are taken, the symbols developed by observers as their own method

of shorthand, and how field notes are stored. It is impossible to

provide universal prescriptions about the mechanics of and pro-

cedures for taking field notes because different settings lend them-

selves to different ways of proceeding, and the precise organization

of fieldwork is very much a matter of personal style and individual

work habits. What is not optional is the taking offield notes!

Aside from getting along in the setting, the fundamental concrete task

of the observeris the taking of field notes. Whetheror not he performs

this task is perhaps the most important determinantoflater bringing

off a qualitative analysis. Field notes provide the observer’s raison

d’etre. If he is not doing them, he might as well not be in thesetting

[Lofland, 1971:102].
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Field notes contain the description of what has been observed:
they should contain everything that the observerbelieves to be worth
noting. Don’t trust anything to future recall. At the momentone js
writing it is very tempting, because the situationisstill fresh, to
believe that the details or particular elements of the situation can be
recalled later. If it’s importantto be part ofyour consciousness as an
observer, if it’s information that has helped you understand the
context, the setting, what wenton, and so on,then as soon as possible
that information should be put into the field notes.

observation took place, who waspresent, what the physical setting
was like, what social interactions occurred, what activities took
place, andother descriptive information that will permit the evaluator-
observer to return to that setting later through the field notes, and
eventually permit the reader of the evaluation findings to experience
the activity observed through edited and organizedfield notes.
The following passages illustrate different kinds of descriptive

field notes. On the left side are field notes which are vague and
overgeneralized. On the right side are field notes, from the same
observation, that are detailed and concrete.

Vague and Overgeneralized Notes Detailed and Concrete Notes
1. The new client was uneasy 1. Atfirst the new clientsat very
waiting for her intake interview.

_

stiffly on the chair next to the
receptionist’s desk. She picked
up a magazine and let the pages
flutter through her fingers very.
quickly without really looking at
any of the pages. She set the
magazine down, looked at her
watch, pulled her skirt down, and
picked up the magazine again.
This time she didn’t look at the
magazine. She set it back down,
took out a cigarette, and began
smoking. She would watch the
receptionist out of the corner of
her eye, and then look downat the
magazine, and backup at the two
or three other people waiting in
the room. Her eyes moved from
people to the magazine to the
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cigarette to the people to the

magazine in rapid succession.

2. The client was quite hostile

toward the staff person.

3. The next student who came in

to take the test was very poorly

dressed.

She avoided eye contact. When

her name wasfinally called she

jumped like she wasstartled.

2. When the staff membertold

her that she could not do whatshe

wantedto do, the client began to

yell at the staff member,telling

her that she couldn’t control her

life, that she was nothing but ona

‘“powertrip,’ that she’d “like to

beat the shit out of her,’’ and that

she could just ‘‘go to hell.’’ She

shook her fist in her face and

stomped out of the room, leaving

the staff person standing there

with her mouth open, looking

amazed.

3. The next student who came

into the room was wearing clothes

quite different from the three

students who’d been in previously.

The three previous students

looked like they had been groomed

before they cameto the test. Their

hair was combed, their clothes

were clean and pressed, the

colors of their clothes matched,

their clothes were in good repair.

This new student had on pants

that were soiled, with a hole or

tear in one knee and threadbare

seat. The flannel shirt was wrinkled

with onetail tucked into the pants

and the other tail hanging out.

Hair was disheveled and the boy’s

hands looked like he’d been

playing in the engine of a car.

These examplesillustrate the problem of using general terms to

describe specific actions and conditions. Wordslike **poor, 99 66anger,”

and ‘‘uneasy”’ are not descriptive. Such interpretive words conceal

whatactually went on rather than reveal the details of the situation.
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Such termshaveverylittle meaningfor the person whoisnot present.
Moreover,the use ofsuch termsin field notes withoutthe accompanying
detailed description means that the fieldworkeris recording pri-
marily interpretations rather than description. Particularly revealing
are terms that can only makesense in comparison to somethingelse.
To describe someone as “‘poorly”’ dressedit is necessary to have a
frame of reference about whatconstitutes ‘‘good”’ dress. Noskill is
more critical in fieldwork than learning to be descriptive, concrete,
and detailed.

Field notes also contain what people said. Direct quotations,or as
near as possible recall of direct quotations, should be included in the
field notes. These quotations will come from whatpeoplesaid during
activities as well as what they said during interviews, both informal
and formal.

Third, field notes contain the evaluator-observer’s own feelings,
reactions to the experience, and reflections about the personal
meaning and significance of what has occurred for the observer.
Again, it is critical that one not deceive oneself that those feelings
can be conjured up again simply by reading the descriptions of what
took place. Feelings and reactions should be recorded at the time
they are experienced, while the evaluator-observeris in the field.
The nature and intensity ofthose feelings should be recordedaswell.
In naturalistic inquiry the observer’s own experienceis a crucialpart
of the data. The purpose of getting close to the program and close to
the participants in the program through fieldwork is to permit the
observer to experience whatit is like to be in that setting. If the
information about whatit is like for the observeris not recordedin the
field notes, then much of the purpose of being thereis lost.

Finally, the field notes include the observer’s insights, interpre-
tations, beginning analyses, and working hypotheses about whatis
happeningin the setting. The observer’s primary responsibilities are
to experience and describe what is going on in the program. The
observer approaches fieldwork with a disciplined intention notto
impose preconceptions and early judgments on the phenomenon
being experienced and observed. Nevertheless, the evaluator-observer
does not simply become a recording machine onenteringthefield.
Insights, ideas, inspirations—-and yes, judgments, too!—will occur
while making observations and while recordingfield notes. It is not
that the observer sits down early on and beginsto try to perform the
analysis and make judgments. Rather it is in the nature of our
intellects that ideas about the meaning, causes andsignificance of
whatwe experiencewill find their way into our minds. Theseinsights
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and inspirationsare also part ofthe data of fieldwork. They should be

recorded just as the observer’sfeelings are recorded. Interpretations

should be clearly set off by some routine symbolization, such as

brackets, parentheses,or asterisks. Interpretations should be under-

stood to be just that, interpretations, and labeled as such. But insights

are sufficiently precious that the evaluator-observer need not ignore

them in the hopesthat they will return later.

Field notes, then, contain the ongoing data that are being collected.

They consist of descriptions of what is being experienced and

observed, quotations from the people observed, the observer’s

feelings and reactions to what is observed, and field-generated

insights and interpretations.

PROCEDURALLY SPEAKING...

Whenfield notes are written will depend on where the evaluation

falls along the dimensions discussed earlier in this chapter. Taking

field notes is a different process in programs where the observer

participates secretly as an evaluator compared with programs in

which observations are overt and the observer is an external

onlooker. In the evaluation of early childhood education programs

aimed at increasing the skills of parents (from which the observation

in the second chapter was taken), I openly took extensive notes

without participating in the discussions at which I was present.

Immediately following those sessions I would go backoverthe notes

to fill in the details and check on the comprehensiveness of the

observation. By way of contrast, in the wilderness education pro-

gram I wasa full participant engagedoften in full days of hiking, rock

climbing, and rafting/kayaking. I was sufficiently exhausted by the

end of the day that I did not use my flashlight batteries and stay

awake into the wee hours makingdetailed field notes. I jotted down

basic notes that I could expand during the time that others were

writing in their journals, but much of the expansion had to be

completed after the week-long field conference.

The extent to which notes are openly recorded duringthe activities

being observed is again a function of the evaluator’s role and

purpose, as well as the stage of development of the participation

observation. If the evaluator is openly identified as a short-term,

external, nonparticipant observer, participants may expect him or

her to write down whatis going on. If, on the other hand,the evaluator

is engaged in longer-term participant observation, the early part of

the evaluation process may be devotedto establishing the participant

observer role with emphasis on participation so that open taking of
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notes is deferred until the evaluator’s role has been firmly established
with the group. At that pointit is often possible,since the evaluatoris
then a known entity to the group, to openly take field notes. The
wilderness program evaluation involved three full weeks with parti-
cipants at different times during the year. During the first week I
never took notes openly. The only time I wrote was whenothers were
also writing. During the second field conference I began to openly
make observationsat certain times when discussions were going on
and taking notes did not interfere with my participation. Bythethird
weekI felt free to take notes whenever I wanted to, and I had no
indication from anyonethat they even paid attentionto the factthat I
was taking notes. By that time I had already established myself as a
participant, and my participant role was more primary than my
evaluator role. The point here is that evaluator-observers must be
strategic abouttakingfield notes, timing their writing and recording
in such a way that they are ableto get their work done without unduly
affecting either their participation or their observations. Given those
constraints, the basic rule ofthumbis to writepromptly, to complete
field notes as soon and as often as physically and programmatically
possible.
The writing offield notes is rigorous and demanding work. Lofland

describes this rigor quite forcefully.

Let me not deceive the reader. The writing offield notes takespersonal
discipline and time. It is all too easy to putoff actually writing notes
for a given day and to skip oneor more days. Forthe actual writing of
the notes may take as long or longer than did the observation! Indeed, a
reasonable rule of thumb hereis to expect and plan to spend as much
time writing notes as one spent in observing. This is, of course, not
invariant .. . but one point is inescapable. All the fun of actually being
out and about monkeying aroundin somesetting must also be metby
cloistered rigor in committing to paper—and therefore to future
usefulness—whathastaken place [Lofland, 1971:104].

THE TECHNOLOGY OF FIELDWORK
AND OBSERVATION

The basic image of the anthropological fieldworker is of someone
huddled in an African hut writing voluminously by lantern. Con-
temporary evaluation researchers, however, have availabletothema
numberof technological innovations which, when usedjudiciously,
can makefieldwork moreefficient and comprehensive.First and fore-
most are the battery-operated tape recorder and dictaphone. For
some people, myself included, dictating field notes savesa great deal
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of time while increasing the comprehensiveness of the report.

Learningto dictate takes practice, effort, and critical review of early

attempts. Tape recorders must be used judiciously so as not to

become obtrusive and inhibit program processes or participant

responses. A tape recorder is much more useful for recording field

notes in private than it is as an instrumentto be carried about at all

times, available to put a quick end to any conversation into whichthe

evaluator enters.

Typewriters are anothertool that can facilitate the writing of field

notes. Traditional anthropological training often involves learning

how to type. For people who learn how to think and type at the same

time, writing field notes with a typewriter, and taking steps to make

sure that a typewriter is available during field work, can make a

measurable difference in the quality of what is recorded.

Photographic materials can also becomepart of the repertoire of

tools available to the fieldworker. Photographs can help the evaluator-

observerrecall things that have happenedas well as vividly capture

the setting for others. Advancesin printing and photocopying now

makeit possible to economically reproduce photographsin evaluation

reports. I expect photographic materials to begin to play a much

larger part in qualitative methods over time. In the wilderness

education program I officially took over the role of being group

photographer and making photographsavailable for reproduction to
all of the participants. This helped legitimize the taking of photo-

graphs and reducedthe extent to which other peoplefelt it necessary

to carry their own camerasatall times, particularly at times whenit
was possible that the equipment might be damaged. Looking at
selected photographs during analysis helped merecall the details of
certain activities which I had not fully recorded in my written notes.

Videotape equipmentis another technological innovation that has

becomereadily accessible and that can sometimes be used unob-

trusively. For example, in a formative evaluationofa staff training

program I used videotape equipmentaspart of the visual feedback

process with staff. Videotapes of activities, classrooms, training

sessions, therapeutic interactions, and a host of other observational

interests can sometimes substitute for the physical presence ofthe

evaluator when that would be more intrusive than running a video-

tape machine. Of course, use of such equipment mustbe negotiated

with program staff and participants, but the creative and judicious

use of technological innovations can greatly increase the quality of

field observations and can increase theutility of the observational

record to others.
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The cost of using technological conveniencesis rapidly changing
as mass production and economiesofscale are realized. Moreover,
greater familiarity with tape recorders and videotape machines has
madeit increasingly possible to use such technology without causing
great discomfort amongprofessional people who maybethe subjects
of observation. Costs, of course, are alwaysrelative to use; thus, the
cost of videotaping might be prohibitive simply to gather evaluation
data. However, when such videotapes can also be usedfor future

training, program development, and public relations, the relative
costs change. Likewise, transcription oftape-recorded field notes are

quite expensive. However,it is less expensive to have a secretary type up

whatI have dictated than to pay me to handwrite the same amount of

material. Evaluators must learn to balance such costs and look for

multiple uses of more expensive techniques wherethere is a need to

make judicious decisions about evaluation costs.

Perhaps the ultimate in observer technology for fieldwork is the

Stenomask, a sound-shielded microphone attached to a portable tape

recorder that is worn on a shoulder strap. The handle of the

Stenomask contains the microphone switch. The Stenomask allows

the observerto talk into the recorder while an activity is occurring

without people in the area being able to hearthe dictation.Its use is

limited to external, onlooker observations, as the following passage

makes clear.

Two proceduresprecede any data taking. Thefirst is orientation ofthe

subject and as many otherpersonsin the environmentasarelikely to

be present during observations. During this phase the study is

explained to the subject and others, the equipmentis demonstrated,a

sample record is presented and any questions answered. Methods

typically found helpful in reducing any potentialeffects ofthe observer

to as near zero as possible are also discussed. Oncethis orientation has

been accomplished, adaptation begins. During this phase, the ob-

server goesinto the habitat and behavesexactly as he or she will during

the actual recording. They wear the Stenomask,follow the subject

about and run the machine,taking mock records. The purpose ofthese

activities is exactly whatis impliedin thetitle, to adapt the subject and

others in the environmentto the presenceofthe observerand to reduce

the effects of that presence to as near zero as possible. The cardinal

rule for the observer during this time is to be completely non-

responding. It has been demonstrated over and overagainthatif the

observer continues to resist all social stimuli from the subject and

others (and some will occur despite the most careful orientation) by

simply keeping the mask in place, looking busily at work and

remaining nonresponding, both subjects and others soon cease emitting
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stimuli to the observer and cometo truly accept him or her as a present

and sometimes mobile but completely nonresponding part of the

environment, perhaps somewhatlike a rolling chair [Scott and Eklund,

1979:9-11].

The Stenomask,of course, is most appropriate for overt, onlooker

observations. The imagery of a field worker following a subject

around through a day wearing a Stenomaskprovidesa stark contrast

to that of the traditional anthropologist doing participant observation
and trying covertly to write notes during informal field interviews.
The potential for the taking of field notes to be intrusive is present
whether one is wearing a Stenomaskor simply trying to write notes
secretly, as illustrated in the excerpt below from the fieldwork of
Carlos Castenada.

In the following passage Castenadais negotiating with Don Juan,
his Indian key informanton sorcery and indigenousdrugs,in orderto
learn about the use of plants for medicinal and magical purposes.
While they were discussing Castenada’s interest in working with
Don Juan, the young anthropologist records that ‘“‘he looked at me
piercingly.”’

‘What are you doing in your pocket?” he asked, frowning. ‘‘Are you
playing with your whanger?”’

He was referring to my taking notes on a minute pad inside the
enormous pockets of my windbreaker.

WhenI told him what I was doing he laughed heartily.

I said that I did not want to disturb him by writing in front of him.

“If you want to write, write,” he said. ‘““You don’t disturb me”
[Castenada, 1973:21-22].

Whether one uses someinstrument of modern technologyto take
field notes or simply writes down whatis occurring, some method of
keeping track of what is observed mustbe established. In addition,
the nature of the recording system must be worked outin accordance
with the evaluator’s role, the purpose of the evaluation, and con-
sideration of how the data--gathering process will affect the activities

must be worked out during the initial phases (entry period) of
fieldwork. The next section considers someofthe issues that must be
addressed during the initial phase of fieldwork.
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THE STAGES OF FIELDWORK

Thus far fieldwork has been described as if it was a Single,
integrated experience. When fieldwork goes well there is a certain
continuity to the experience, butit is useful to look at the evolution of
fieldwork through identifiable stages. Three stages are mostoften
discussed in the anthropologicalliterature: the entry stage, the basic
data-gathering period of fieldwork, and the closing stage. In the
sections which follow these stages of fieldwork will be discussed,
with particular emphasis on the conduct of evaluative research. The
conditionsfor entryinto thefield and the responsibilities that must be
carried out before leaving the field are often different when field-
work is for the purpose of evaluation research in contrast to basic
anthropological fieldwork. Those differences have important
implications for evaluators doing observational work.

ENTRY INTO THE FIELD

The writings of anthropologists sometimespresenta picture of the
early period of fieldwork that reminds me of the character in Franz
Kafka’s haunting novel, The Castle. The central character is a
wandering stranger, K., with no moreidentity than that initial. He
does not belong anywhere; thus, when hearrives at the Castle he
wants to becomepart of that world. His efforts to make contact with
the faceless authorities who run the Castle lead to frustration and
anxiety. He can’t quite figure out what is going on, can’t break
through their vagueness and impersonal nature. He doubts himself;
then he gets angry at the way heis treated; then he feels guilty,
blaming himself for his inability to break through the ambiguous
procedures. Yet, he is determined to make sense outofthe incompre-
hensible regulations of the Castle. He is convincedthat, afterall,
where there are rules—and he doesfind that there are rules—they
must fit together somehow, they must have some meaning. There
must be some way to make contact, to satisfy the needs of the
authorities, to find somepattern ofbehaviorthat will permit him to be
accepted. If only he could figure out what to do, if only he could
understandthe rules, then he would happily do what he was supposed
to do. Such are the trials of entry into thefield.

Entry into the field in evaluation research involves two separate
parts: (1) negotiation with decision makers and information users
about the natureof the fieldwork to be done and howfieldworkis to
be conducted, and (2) actual physical entry into thefield setting to
begin collecting data. These two parts are closely related, for the
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negotiations with decision makers will establish the rules and

conditions for how one goes about playing the role of observer and

how that role is defined for the people being observed.

In traditional fieldwork for the purpose of basic research the

investigator unilaterally decides how best to conductthe fieldwork.

From that point on, interactions with those who control entry into the

field are primarily manipulative, involving figuring out how to gain

entry while preserving the integrity ofthe study and the investigator’s

interests. The degree of manipulation involved varies depending on

the purpose of the fieldwork and the expected or real degree of

resistance to the study. Wherethe field researcher expects cooper-

ation, gaining entry may be largely a matterof establishing trust and

rapport. At the other end ofthe continuum arethoseresearch settings

where considerable resistance, even hostility, is expected, in which

case gaining entry becomes a matter of “‘infiltrating the setting”’

(Douglas, 1976:167).

A major difference between the entry process in traditional
anthropological research and the entry process for evaluation

research is the extent to which fieldworkers are free to make up
whatever story they want to about the purpose of the study. In
traditional anthropological research the investigators represent only
themselves and so they are free to say whatever they wantto say
about whythey are doing the research. The usual explanation is some
variation of, *‘I’m here because I would like to understand you better
and learn about your wayoflife because the people from my culture
would like to know more about you.’’ While anthropologists admit
that such an explanation almost never makes sense to indigenous
peoples in other cultures, it remains a mainstay initial explanation
until mutual reciprocities can be established with enough local
people for the observation process to become established and
accepted in its own right.

Evaluators, however, are not just doing fieldwork out of personal
interest; they are doing the fieldwork for some decision makers and
information users who maybeeither known or unknowntothe people
being studied. It is critical, then, that evaluators and decision makers

give careful thought to howthe evaluation is going to be presented.
Because the word “‘evaluation”’ has such negative connotationsfor

many people, it is often best to find some other term to describe the
fieldwork. In our onlooker, nonparticipatory observations of early
childhood programs in Minnesota, we decribed our role to local

program participants and staff as follows:
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We're hereto be the eyes and ears forstate legislators. They can’t get
around andvisit all the programs, and so they’ve asked us to come out
and describe for them what you’re doing so that they can better
understand the programs they have funded. We’re not here to make
any judgments about whether your programsare good or bad, we are
here to be the eyes andearsfor the legislature. This is your chanceto
inform them, and give them yourpoint of view.

Othersettings lend themselvesto other termsthat are less threatening
than “‘evaluator.’’ Sometimes it is appropriate to describe field-
work project as one of “‘documentation.”’ In the analysis chapter,
Beth Alberty of the Workshop Center for Open Education at City
College School of Education describes “‘the documentor’s per-
spective.’’ Anotherterm thatis less threatening than evaluatoris that
of “‘process historian.”’ In the wilderness education program I was a
full participant observer and described myrole to the groups as
**keeper ofthe community record.” Thestaffofthe project explained
that they had asked meto join the project because they wanted
someone whodid not havedirect ego involvementin the success or

outcomesofthe program to observe and describe what went on, both

because they were too busy running the program to keep detailed
notes about what occurred and because they were too involved with
what happenedto be ableto look at things relatively dispassionately.
There was agreementfrom the beginning that the communityrecord I
produced would be accessible to everyone.

In none of these cases did changing the language automatically
make the entry process smooth and easy. Regardlessofthe story told
or the terms used, the entryperiod of fieldwork is likely to remain
“the first and most uncomfortable stage of field work’’ (Wax,
1971:15). It is a time when the observeris getting used to the new
setting and the people in that setting are getting used to the observer.
Johnson (1975) suggests that there are two reasons whythe entry
stage is both so important and sodifficult.

First, the achievement of successful entree is a precondition for doing

the research. Put simply, no entree, no research... .[Pl]ublished
reports of researcher’s entree experiences describe seemingly un-
limited contingencies which may be encountered, ranging from being
gleefully accepted to being thrown out on one’s ear. But there is amore
subtle reason why the matterof one’s entrance to a researchSettingis
seen aS so important. This concerns the relationship between the
initial entree to the setting and the validity of the data that is
subsequently collected. The conditions under whichaninitial entreeis
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negotiated may have important consequencesfor how the research1s

socially defined by the membersofthe setting. These social definitions

will have a bearing on the extent to which the memberstrust a social

researcher, and the existence ofrelations of trust between an observer

and the members of a setting is essential to the production of an

objective report, one which retains the integrity of the actor’s

perspective and its social context [Johnson, 1975:50-51].

Anthropologist Rosalie H. Wax (1971) has written at length on

the problems and processes involvedin thefirst stage of fieldwork.

She emphasizes the importanceof establishing reciprocal relation-
ships during entry. This means that while the observer must learn

how to behavein the newsetting, the participants in that setting are
deciding howto behave toward the observer. Mutualtrust, respect,

and cooperation are dependent on the emergence of an exchange
relationship in which the observerobtains data and the people being
observed find something that makes their cooperation worthwhile,
whether that something is feelings of importance from being ob-
served, feedback that helps them understand their world better,
pleasure from interactions with the observer, or assistance in the
activities going on in the observational setting. The reciprocity
model of gaining entry assumes that some reason can be found for
participants to cooperate in the research and that some kind of
mutual exchange can indeed occur.
The infiltration approachesto entry described by Douglas emerged

in reaction to the fact that many field settings are not open to
observation, mutual cooperation, and an explicit model of exchange
relationships. If the evaluator and decision makers decide that the
information needed is likely to be sufficiently threatening that
participants may resist cooperation, some form of manipulation may
be necessary. Douglas (1976:167-71) has described a numberof
infiltration strategies, including ‘““worming one’s wayin,”’ “using the
crowbar to pry them openfor our observations,”’ showing enough
“saintly submissiveness”’ to make membersguilty enoughto provide
help, or playing the role of a ‘“‘spineless boob’? who could never
possibly hurt the people being observed. Hehasalso suggested using
various “‘ploys of indirection” where the researcher diverts people
away from the real purposeofthe study and convinces them thatheis
studying something else. Thereis also the ‘“‘phased-entree tactic’’ by
which the researcher whois refused entree to one group begins by
studying another group until it becomespossibleto get into the group
that is the real focus of the researcher’s attention.
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For manyevaluators doing fieldworkthe best approachin gaining
entree may be the known sponsor approach. Bythistactic observers
use the legitimacy andcredibility of another person to establish their
ownlegitimacy and credibility in the setting to be observed. When
using this approach it is important to make sure that the known
Sponsor is indeed a source of legitimacy and credibility. Using
program administrators or funders as known sources may increase
Suspicion and distrust among program participants andstaff. Before
using the known sponsor approach someprior assessment must be
made of the extent to which that person can provide carry-over
feelings that will be positive and helpful.

There is a great deal of wisdomin the saying,‘‘it’s who you knowthat
counts.’’ Upon becoming interested in a particular setting or a
particular type of setting, professional sociologists typically seem to

begin not by going directly to the people ofthe setting—ifthey know no
one there. Rather, they cast about amongtheir friends, acquaintances,

colleagues, and the like, for one or more persons whoare eitheralready

membersor are already favorably regarded by membersin thesetting

of interest. That is, there is an attemptto usepre-existing relations of
trust as a route into the setting, rather than “going in cold.’ Gate-
keepers of the setting itself then feel more assured as to the
trustworthiness of this newly appeared, would-be observer[Lofland,

1971:95].

It is impossible to provide a universal prescription about how to

enter fieldwork settings. The nature of the evaluation, the nature of

the program, and the observer’s skills will all affect entree. In

selecting a strategy the evaluator will need to use a variety ofsocial

skills, psychological sensitivities, and political awarenesses. The

demands on the observerto be sensitive and aware can become so

great that this initial period ofthe observation process cangive rise to
a great deal of frustration and self-doubt. The fieldworker maylie
awake at night worrying about some mistake, somefaux pas, made
during the day. There will be times of embarrassment, of feeling
foolish, of feeling uncertain, of questioning the whole purposeof the
project, and even of paranoia. The fact that one is an evaluation
researcher does not meanthat one is immunetoall the normal pains
of learning in and about new situations. But those painsare also part
of the data of the study. Moreover,this initial period of fieldwork is
also an exhilarating time, a time of rapid new learning, a time when
the sensesare heightened by their exposure to new stimuli, and atime
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of testing one’s social, intellectual, emotional, and physical capa-

bilities. The entry stage of fieldwork magnifies both the joys and the

pains of doing fieldwork. |

Evaluators can often reducethe extent of their “‘stick-out-like-a-

sore-thumb’”’ syndromeby beginning their observations and partici-

pation in a program at the sametimethat participants are beginning

the program. In traditional fieldwork anthropologists cannot become

children again and experience the samesocialization into the culture

that children experience. Evaluators, however, can often experience

the same socialization process that regular participants experience

by becomingpartofthe initiation process andtiming their observations

to coincide with the beginning of a program. Such timing makesthe

evaluator one among a numberofnovices, and substantially reduces
the disparity between the evaluator’s knowledge and the knowledge

of other participants.

Just beginning the program with other participants, however, does
not assure the evaluator of equal status. Some participants may be
suspicious thatthe real difficulties experienced by the evaluator as a
novice participant are phony—that the evaluatoris play-acting and
only pretending to have difficulty. On the first day of my partici-
pation in the wilderness education program we had ourfirst back-
packing experience. Thestaff leader began by explaining that ‘‘your
backpack is your friend.’’ I managed to both pack and adjust my
““friend’’ incorrectly. As a result, as soon as wehit thetrail, I found
that the belt around my waist holding the backpack on my hips was so
tight that my “‘friend” was making mylegsfall asleep. I had to stop
several times to try to adjust the pack. Because of these delays and
becauseofthe difficulties I was having with the weight andcarriage
ofthe pack, I endedupasthelast participant alongthe trail. The next
morning whenthe group wasdeciding who should carry the map and
walk at the front of the group to learn map reading, one of the
participants immediately volunteered my name. ‘‘Let Patton doit.
That way he can’t hang backat the end ofthe grouptojust observe the
rest of us.’” No amountofprotestation on my part seemed to convince
the participants that I ended upat the back of the line because I was
having trouble hiking (working out my“friendship” with my back-
pack), rather than because I had taken that position as a strategic
place from which to evaluate what was happening.

It is well to rememberthat regardlessofthe nature ofthe fieldwork,
during the entry stage more than at any othertime,the observeris
also the observed.
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WHAT YOU SAY AND WHAT YOU DO

Halcolm says: ‘‘Evaluation actions speak louder than evaluation
words.”’ Evaluators necessarily plan Strategies to present them-
selves and their function, but participant reactions to statements
about the evaluator’s role are quickly superseded by judgments
based on how the evaluator actually behaves in the field Setting.
The relative importance of words versus deeds in establishing

credibility is partly a function of the length of time the observer
expects to be in a setting. For some direct onlooker observations the
fieldworker may bepresentin a particular program for only a few
hours or a day. The entry problem in such casesis quite different than
the situation where the observer expects to be participating in the
program over somelongerperiod oftime. Rosalie Wax describesthis
difference with considerable insight:

All field workers are concerned about explaining their presence and
their work to a host of people. ‘‘How shall I introduce myself?” they
wonder, or, “‘what shall I say I am doing?”’

If the field worker plans to do a very rapid and efficient survey,
questionslike these are extremely important. The mannerin which an
interviewer introduces himself, the precise words he uses, may mean
the difference betweena first-rate job and a failure... .

Butif the field worker expects to engage in somevariety ofparticipant
observation, to develop and maintain long-term relationships, to do a
study that involves the enlargement of his own understanding,the best
thing he can do is relax and rememberthat most sensible people do not
believe what a strangertells them.In the long run, his host will judge
and trust him, not becauseofwhat he says about himself or abouthis
research, but by the style in which he lives and acts, by the wayin
which hetreats them. In a somewhatshorterrun, they will accept or
tolerate him because somerelative, friend, or person they respect
has recommended him to them [Wax, 1971:365].

Wax argues that over the long run the people being observedwill
respond to the observer moreon the basis of what the observer does
than what the observer says about what he or she does. Whileit is
necessary to make some kind of statement about the nature of the
research or evaluation being done, such statements are more a matter
of formality and courtesy than they are complete determinants of
how the evaluator-observer will be received. The samethingis true
for the reaction of program participants and staff to the experience
with evaluators and evaluation. While evaluators may become
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practiced in the rhetoric ofdoing research that is relevant, useful, and

aimed at representing participants in their own terms, what the

evaluator actually does and the kind of relationships the evaluator

establishes with others will determine how people respond to the

evaluation and how evaluation findings are used.

AN ENTRY CASE EXAMPLE:

THE PART-TIME OBSERVER
by Joyce Keller

Introductory Note: The contrast presented in the previous section

was between the one-shot onlooker observer and the long-term

participant observer. As noted at the beginning ofthis chapter, there

is a great deal ofmiddle ground between these two extremes. In this

section Joyce Keller, a senior staffmember ofthe Minnesota Center

for Social Research, describes her entry intofieldwork as a part-time

observer. Because limitations oftime and resources are common in

evaluation research, many evaluation situations callfor a part-time

observer. Joyce’s reflections capture some of the special entry

problems associated with this ‘now you’re here, now you're gone”

role.

One word can describe myrole, at least initially, in a recent evaluation

assignment: ambiguous. I was to be neither a participant-observer nor an

outsider coming in for a brief but intensive stint. I was to allocate

approximately six hours a week for seven months to observing the team
developmentofa group of 23 professionals in an educationalsetting. Atfirst,

the ambiguity wassolely on myside: what, really, was Ito do? The team,too

busy in the beginning with defining their own roles, had little time to consider

mine. Later on, as I became accustomed to mytask, the team’s curiosity

about my function began to grow.

In their eyes, I had verylittle function; I was in the way great deal of the

time inhibiting their private conversations: I served no useful purpose that

they could see. On the other hand, they appeared to be concerned about what

I was thinking. Some of them—most of them—beganto befriendly, to greet

me as I came in, to comment whenI had missed a team meeting. They came

to see me as I saw myself: neither really part of the group nor a separate,

removedforce.

Observing their interaction perhaps six hours a week out of their 40-hour

work week obviously meantthat I missed a great deal. I needed to develop a

sense of when to be present, to choose among group meetings, subgroup

meetings, and activities whenall the members were to cometogether. At the

same time, I was working on other contracts which limited the amount of

adjustable time available. ““Flexible’’ was the way I came to define my

weekly schedule; others, not as charitable, would probably havedefinedit as

“shifty.”
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A hazard that I encountered asI filled my ambiguous, flexible role was
that I soon discovered I was not high on the priority list to be notified in the
event of schedule changes. I would have firmly in mind that a subgroup was
to meet on Tuesdayat 10:00 a.m.in acertain place. I would arrive to find no
one there. Later, I would discover that on Monday the meeting had been
changed to Wednesdayafternoon and no one had been delegated to tell me.
At no time did I seriously feel that the changes were plannedto exclude me:
on the contrary, the members’ contrition about their oversight seemed quite
genuine. They had simply forgotten me.

added to myfeeling of ambiguity. Also, if I had not operated with a certain
degree of self-confidence, I would have felt somehowatfault for coming toa
meeting at the wrong timeorplace or assumingthat a certain decision, which
the team had previously made, wasstill valid.

I began my observation of this team in its formative Stage. Had I begun
after the team was well established, mydifficulties would have beengreater.
Nevertheless, many ofthe team memberswere already well acquainted with
each other; all had been employeesof the sameschooldistrict Over a period
of time. They were much better versed in what they had cometogetherto
accomplish than I, whose only orientation was reading the proposal which,
upon acceptance, had brought them together. I foundalso that the proposal
and the way they planned to proceed were, in actuality, far from being
identical.

With myobserverrole to continue over many months,I realized that I
must maintain thedifficult position of being impartial. I could not be thought
of by the team membersasbeing closely aligned with their leaders, nor could

WhenI metwith the groupfor thefirst time, I directed most ofmy energies
to matching namesandfaces. I would be taking notes at mostofthe sessions
and it was essential that I could record not only what wassaid but who was
Saying it. At the first session everyone, including me, wore a nametag. But
within a few days, they were all well acquainted and had discardedtheir
nametags; I wasthe only onestill fumbling for names. While being able to
greet each memberby namewasimportant, so was knowing something about
each one’s background. Coffee breaks allowed meto circulate among the
group and carry on short conversations with as many as possibleto try to fix
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in my mind who they were and where they camefrom, which provided

insights into why they behaved in the group as they did.

Team membersat first expressed a certain amount of enthusiasm for

minutes to be taken of their meetings. This enthusiasm wasshort-lived,for

willing volunteers to serve as secretary did not emerge. I was disappointed,

for, had minutes been kept of the meetings and had I been able to rely on

receiving copies, I would have concentrated solely on observing the

interactions and would not have had to keep track of what they were

interacting about. I noted (and ignored) a few passing suggestions that since

I was obviously taking notes maybe I could. .. Anewsletter appeared at the

end ofthe first month and I was again hopeful that someofmy informational

needs would be metin print by the program. After the secondissue, it was

seen no more and it was quite apparentthat I neededto listen carefully and

fill in the holes by asking innumerable questions.

I took copiousnotes before I began to develop a sense of what wasor was

not important to record. When I relaxed more and aimed for the tone of the

meeting my understandingof the group increased.I had to realize that, asa

part-time observer, it was impossible for me to understand all of what was

said. My decision frequently wasto let this portion of the meeting pass or to

jot down a reminder to myself to ask clarifying questions later.

Side-stepping sensitive questions from both leaders and team members

had to be developed into a fine art. As I became morefinely tuned tothe

interactions, and most becameawarethat I was, I was frequently queried as

to my perceptionsof a particular individualorsituation. On one occasion,I

found a team memberjumpinginto an elevatorto ride two floors with me ina

direction he didn’t want to go so that he could ask meprivately what I thought

of another team member. Myresponsewas “‘I think she’s a very interesting

person,” or something equally innocuous, and received from him a highly

raised eyebrow, since the woman in question had just behaved in a very

peculiar manner at the meeting we had both just attended.

In-depth interviews with each team memberbeganin the fourth month of

my observation and was the mechanism whichfilled in many of the gaps in

my understanding. The timing wasperfect: I had gained enough familiarity

with both personnel and project by that time so that I was knowledgeable,

they had come totrust me, and theystill cared deeply about the project. (This

caring diminished for someas the project year drew to a close without any

real hopes of refunding for a second year.) My interview design was

intentionally simple and open-ended. What I wanted most was for them to

talk about their experiences in terms of strengths and weaknesses. I

presented a sign-up sheet at a team meeting asking for specific appointments

of about half an hour, although, ultimately, the sessions ran much longer.

The dynamic, verbal memberswerethefirst to commit themselves. Thelast

few interviews were with those who had to be proddedto set a time and who

also had a tendencyto “‘forget’’ the appointment. The amountof information,

therefore, that I gained at the interviews diminished throughoutthe six weeks

or so that was required to meetwith all team members. My own performance
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unquestionably diminishedtoo as the weeks wenton.It wasdifficult to be as
animated andasinteresting a person myself as I asked the same questions
over and over, devised strategies with which to probe, and recorded
perceptions and incidents which I had heard manytimes before.

Nevertheless, the interview appearsin retrospect to be a necessarytool of
the part-time observer. Bit by bit team members filled in holes in my
information and their repeated references to particular situations and
conditions reinforced for me what were sometimes at best only vague
perceptions. Team members whoappearedto be passive and quiet when I
Saw them at group meetings were often referred to by their team membersas
hard-working and creative when they were outin the field. The interviews
also helped me become aware of misconceptions on my part caused by
seeing only part of the picture, due to time constraints.
The experience had been a new onefor me, that of part-time observer.

Quite frankly, this mode of evaluation probably will never be a favorite one.
On the other hand, it provided a picture that no “snap-shot”’ evaluation
method could have accomplishedasinteractions changed over time and ina
Situation where the participant observer role wasclearly not appropriate.

ROUTINIZATION OF FIELDWORK:
THE SOCIAL DYNAMICS OF
THE SECOND STAGE

During the secondstageoffieldwork the evaluator has established
a role and a purposeandis able to concentrate on and carry out the
tasks of gathering data. The observer is no longer caught up in
adjustments to the newnessofthe field setting. The observer begins
to really see what is going on instead of just looking around. As
Florence Nightingale said, ‘“Merely looking at the sick is not
observing”’ (quoted by Partnow, 1978:44).

Oneof the things that can happenin the courseoffieldworkis the
emergenceof a strong identitywith the people being observed. As
you cometo understandthe behaviors, ideals, anxieties, and feelings
of program participants andstaff, you mayfind yourself identifying
with their lives, their hopes, and their pain. Such an identification
can be a natural part and a logical consequenceofhaving established
relationships of rapport, trust, and mutuality with participants. For
me, that awakening identification involves somerealization of how
much I have in commonwith these people whose world I have been
permitted to enter. At times during fieldwork I feel a great separation
from the people being observed, and then at other times J feel a strong
senseofidentification, asense ofour common humanity. Toidentify,
howeverbriefly, with the clients in a program can bea startling
experience because evaluator-observers are often quite separated
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from clients by education, experience, confidence, and income. It is

those differences which sometimes make the world of programs as

exotic to evaluators as nonliterate cultures are exotic to anthropologists.

There is a time, then, during fieldwork when the evaluator-

observer must deal with his or her own feelings about and per-

spectives on the people being observed. Part of the sorting-out

process offieldworkis establishing an understanding of the relation-

ship between the observed and the observer. When that happens, and

as it happens, the person involvedin fieldwork may be no less startled

than Joseph Conrad’s character Marlowe in Heart of Darkness.

Marlowe had followed Kurtz, the European ivory trader, up river

deep into the Congo where Kurtz established himself as a man-god to

the tribal people there. He usedhis position to acquire ivory, but to

maintain his position he had to perform the indigenous rituals of

humanSacrifice and cannibalism. Marlowewasinitially horrified by

the darkness of the jungle and its peoples, but as he watched the

rituals ofthose seeming savages, he found an emergentidentification

with them and even entertained the suspicion that they were not

inhuman. He became awareof a linkage between himself and them:

They howled and leaped and spun, and made horrid faces; but what

thrilled you was just the thoughtoftheir humanity—like yours—the

thought of your remote kinship with this wild and passionate uproar.

Ugly. Yes, it was ugly enough;but if you were man enough you would

admit to yourself that there was in you just the faintest trace of a

responseto theterrible franknessofthat noise, a dim suspicion ofthere

being a meaningin it which you—you so remote from the night of the

first ages—comprehend. And whynot? [Conrad, 1960:70].

In many waysit is our common humanity, whether wearefully

aware of it at any given momentor not, that makes fieldwork

possible. As human beings we have the amazing capability of

becomingpart of other people’s experiences, and through watching

and reflecting we can come to understand something about those

experiences.

Beginning to identify—and be identified with—people being

studied creates its own new problems. New social definition con-

cerns may emerge during the second stage of fieldwork. Social

situations are seldom very simple. The evaluator-observer is not

immuneto the political dynamics of the settings being observed.

Virtually anysetting is likely to include subgroups ofpeople who may

be in conflict with other subgroups. These factions or cliques may

either woo or reject the evaluator-observer, but they are seldom
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neutral. There are often deep divisions amongthe staff and/or the
participants in a program, andthe evaluatorwill discover frequent
attempts to align oneorthe other group with the evaluation. Indeed,
the evaluator may want to becomepart of a particular subgroup in
orderto gain furtherinsight into and understandingofthat subgroup.
Howsuchanalliance occurs, and howitis interpreted by others, can
greatly affect the course of the evaluation. When the evaluationis
overt, the evaluator can sometimesuse the responsibilities attached
to the position of evaluator to gain access to a faction or cligue
without becoming part of the subgroup, using as a basis for some
distancing the necessity of maintaining basic neutrality for the
greater good ofthe total evaluation process. Any point at which the
evaluator-observer becomesoveridentified with a single subgroup
may threaten accessto otherparticipants orstaff.
At the same time, my experience Suggests thatit is impossible—or

at least impractical—to expect to have the same degree of closeness
or distance with every grouporfaction. Evaluators, human beings
with their own personalities andinterests, will be naturally attracted
to some people morethan others. Indeed,to resist those attractions
may hinder the observer from acting naturally and being more
thoroughly integrated into the program. Recognizingthis, the evalu-
ator-observer will be faced with ongoing decisions about personal
relationships, group involvement, and how to manage differential
associations without losing perspective on what the experienceis
like for those with whom theevaluatoris less directly involved.

Perhapsthe mostbasic divisionthatwill always be experienced in
program evaluationis the separation ofstaff and participants. While
the rhetoric of many programs attempts to reduce the distinction
between staff and participants, there is almost alwaysa distinction
between those whoarepaid fortheir responsibilities in the program
(staff), and those who are primarily recipients of what the program
has to offer (participants). In addition, there are some natural
reasons why in most programsthere is some distance betweenstaff
and participants, often a distance that evolves into conflict or
distrust. It is very easy for the evaluator to appearto be part of the
staff, or the administration, or the funding sources—virtually any
group exceptpart of the participants. If the evaluator-observer is
attempting to experience the program as a participant, a special effort
is required to focus attention on that participant role and to make a
concerted effort nor to be identified as a staffperson. Lofland (1971)
Suggests that it is typical for participant observers to reduce
suspicion and fear about a study by becomingaligned with a single
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broad grouping within a setting while remaining aloof from that

grouping’s own internal disputes.

Thus, known observers of medical schools have aligned themselves

only with the medical students, rather than attempting to participate

extensively with both faculty and students. In mental hospitals, known

observers have confined themselves largely to mental patients and

restricted their participation with staff. To attemptto participate with

both, extensively and simultaneously, would probably have generated

suspicion about the observers among people on both sides of those

fences [Lofland, 1971:96-97].

In the evaluation of the wilderness education program I found

myselfmoving back and forth betweena full participant role, where I

wasidentified primarily as a participant, and

a

full staff role, where I

was identified primarily with those who carried responsibility for

directing the program. During the earlier parts of the program, (that

is, during the earlier field conferences), I took on the complete role of

participant and madeas visible as possible my allegiance to fellow

participants while maintaining distance from the staff. Over time,

however, aS my personal relationships with the staff increased, I

became more and morealigned with the staff. This coincided with a

change of emphasisin the evaluationitself, with the earlier part ofthe

fieldwork being directed at describing the participant experience and

the later part of the fieldwork being aimedat describing the workings

of the staff. However, there was always a tension both within myself

and within the group at large about the extent to which I was a

participant or a staff member.I found that as my observationalskills

became increasingly valued by the program staff I had to more

consciously and actively resist their desires to have me take on a

more active and explicit staff role. The ambiguities of my role were

never fully resolved. I suspect that such ambiguities were inherent in

the situation, and are to be expected in many evaluation fieldwork

experiences.

Anotheraspectof the routinization of fieldworkis the cultivation

and use of key informants. Oneof the mainstaysof fieldwork is the

use of key informants as sources of information about what the

observer has not or cannot experience, as well as a source of

explanation for events the evaluator-observer has actually witnessed.

Key informants are people whoare particularly knowledgeable and

articulate, people whose insights can prove particularly useful in

helping an observer understand whatis happening. The selection of

key informants must be done carefully so as to avoid arousing
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political hostility or personal antagonisms. It is not necessary to
formally announce that the “‘position” of key informant has been
filled; the key informantis simply that person or those persons with
whom the observeris likely to spend considerable time talking about
what is happening in the program. Key informants often must be
trained in their role. Anthropologists Pelto and Pelto madethis point
in reflecting on their own fieldwork.

Wenoticed that humansdiffer in their willingness as well as their
capabilities for verbally expressing cultural information. Consequently,
the anthropologist usually finds that only a small numberofindividuals
in any community are good key informants. Someofthe capabilities of
key informants are systematically developed by the field workers, as
they train the informants to conceptualize cultural data in the frame of
reference employed by anthropologists. ... The key informant gradu-
ally learns the rules of behavior in a role vis-a-vis the interviewer-
anthropologist [Pelto and Pelto, 1978:72].

The dangerin using key informantsis that their perspectives will
be distorted and biased, thus giving an inaccurate picture of whatis
happening.It is important that notes obtained from key informants be
clearly specified as such in the evaluator-observer’s fieldwork notes.
Data obtained from informants represent perceptions, not truths.
Key informants can provide particularly useful information about

what is happening in subgroupsto whichthe evaluator-observer does
not or cannot have direct access. During the second yearof the
wilderness education program onegroup ofparticipants formed a
subgroup and called themselvesthe “‘turtles”’ to set themselves apart
from participants with more experiencein the wilderness and those
who wanted to hike at a fast pace, climb the highest peaks, or
otherwise demonstrate their prowess. Because of my wilderness
experiencesthefirst year, it would have beendifficult for me to have
becomean intimatepart ofthe “‘turtles.”’ I therefore established an
informantrelationship with one ofthe ‘‘turtles’’ who willingly kept
me informed aboutthe details ofwhat went on in that group. Without
that key informant relationship, I would have missed some very
important information about the kinds of experiences the “‘turtle”’
participants were having andthesignificance ofthe project to them.
While being part of any setting necessarily involves personal

choices aboutsocial relationships and political choices about group
alliances, the emphasis on planning strategies in fieldwork should
not be interpreted as suggesting that the conduct of qualitative
research in naturalistic settings is an ever-exciting gameof chess or
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warin which players and pieces are manipulated to accomplish some

ultimate goal. Fieldwork certainly involves times of both exhila-

ration and frustration, but the dominant motifs in fieldwork are hard

work, enormousdiscipline, and concentration on the mundane, often

to the point of boredom. The routinization of fieldwork is a time of

concentrated effort and hard work in gathering data. Alas, let the

truth be told: The gathering of field data involves verylittle glory and

an abundance of nose-to-the-grindstone drudgery.

BRINGING FIELDWORKTO A CLOSE

In traditional fieldwork for purposes of basic research and

contributing to “‘truths’’ about society, it is often difficult to predict

how long the fieldwork will go on. The major determinant of the

length of the fieldwork is the investigator’s own resources, interests,

and needs. Evaluation researchis quite different. The major deter-

minant of the length of fieldwork is the evaluation contract, the

budget for the evaluation, and the negotiated needs of decision

makers for information, including the timetable for feedback and

reporting the results of the fieldwork.

Over the course of fieldwork, as one nears completion of data-

gathering, more and moreattention is devoted to matters ofinter-

pretation. As the observer becomes more knowledgeable aboutthe

setting being observed, as information increases, more and more

ideas about things to check out occur to the evaluator. Possible

explanations for what is happening show upin thefield notes. Some

of these explanations have been offered by others; others occur

directly to the evaluator-observer. In short, data analysis has begun,

even before the observer has left the field. Chapter Nine deals in

depth with how the analysis emerges from the data. At this point, I

simply want to recognize the fact that there is no definite point at

which data collection stops and analysis begins. Over the course of

the fieldwork one process flows into another. As the evaluator-

observer gains confidence in the field and sophistication about the

nature of the program being studied, it is possible to become

increasingly strategic about whatgoesinto the field notes. **As field

researcher develops a better understanding of activities in a given

setting, the observational records will change to reflect the ob-

server’s changing understanding” (Johnson, 1975:187).

As fieldwork draws to a close, the researcher is increasingly

concerned with verification of data and less concerned with the

generation of new data. While the evaluator engaged in naturalistic
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inquiry avoids imposing preordinant conceptual categories on situ-
ations being studied, experience with the setting being observed
gives rise to categories and dimensionsthat help organize what has
been experienced and observed. These emergent concepts and
dimensions generated by the fieldwork are also verified by the
fieldwork. Thus, as noted in Chapter Three, “naturalistic inquiry is
always a matter ofdegree” (Guba, 1978:6; italics in the original).

Naturalistic inquiry cannot be ‘‘pure”’ in the sense of being absolutely
free of constraints placed on either antecedents or responses; initial
efforts by the investigator to discover the meaning of what he has
observed will cause him to proposecertain categories in which to
assimilate and accountfor the noted responses. These categories lead
him further into a verification mode, so that on subsequent obser-
vations he is more likely to select situations that elicit the response
categories of interest. Mostlikely, the investigatorwill cycle througha
series of observationsthatare, alternately, directed at discovery and
then at verification; someinitial verification leads to a reorientation to
further discovery, and so on [Guba, 1978:6].

Guba goes on to describe this moving back and forth between the
discovery modeandtheverification mode as a kind of ‘“‘wave’’: The
ebb andflow of research involves movingin and outof periods when
the investigator is open to new inputs in data and periods when the
investigator is testing out hunches, ideas, and explanations.
When fieldwork has gone well the evaluator-observer grows

increasingly confident that things make sense and beginsto believe in
the data. Glaser and Strauss (1967) have described the feelings that
the traditional field observer has as fieldwork moves toward a close
and data begin to fall into place.

The continual intermeshing of data collection and analysis has direct
bearing on howtheresearchis brought to aclose. When the researcher
is convincedthat his conceptual framework forms a Systematic theory,
that it is a reasonably accurate statementof the matter studied, that it
is couched in a form possible for others to use in studying a similar
area, and that he can publish his results with confidence, then he has
neared the end of his research. He believes in his own knowledge-
ability and sees no reason to change that belief. He believes not
because of an arbitrary judgment but because he has taken very special
pains to discover what he thinks he may know, every step of the way
from the beginning ofhis investigation until its publishable con-
clusion....
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The theory that emerges from the researcher’s collection and analysis

of qualitative data is in one sense equivalent to what he knows

systematically about his data. Why doesthe researchertrust what he

knows? ... They are his perceptions, his personal experiences, and

his own hard-wonanalyses. A field worker knowsthat he knows,not

only because he has beenin the field and because he hascarefully

discovered and generated hypotheses, but also because “‘in his bones”’

he feels the worth of his final analysis. He has beenliving with partial

analyses for many months, testing them eachstep of the way, until he

has built his theory. What is more, if he has participated in the social

life of his subject, then he has beenliving by his analyses, testing them

not only by observation and interview butalso by daily living [Glaser

and Strauss, 1967:224-225].

This passage from Glaser and Strauss represents the ideal. In the

real world of evaluation research, with limited time and resources

and reporting schedules that may not permit as long a time of

fieldwork as is desirable, the evaluator-observer may haveto bring

the fieldwork to a close before that state of real confidence hasfully

emerged. Nevertheless, I find that there is a kind of Parkinson’s Law

in fieldwork that, as time runs out, the investigator feels more and

more the pressure of making sense out of things, and some form of

order does indeed begin to emerge from the observations. Alexander

Pope noted the tendency of observers to become committed to their

observations in his ‘“‘Epistle I. To Lord Cobham,” Moral Essays:

‘‘To observations which ourselves we make, We grow morepartial

for the observer’s sake.”’

Whatis distinct about evaluation research, in contrast to tradi-

tional field research, is that the evaluator-observer must also be

concerned about feedback. The purpose of evaluation researchis not

simply to publish an academic treatise on the life of the observed.

The purpose of evaluation research is to make a difference in

decision-making and programmatic action. Thus, as the research

drawsto aclose, the evaluator-observer must begin to give attention

to the question of how feedbackis to be given, to whom,andof what

nature.

The giving offeedback can be a majorpart of the verification

process in fieldwork. My ownpreferenceis to provide the partici-

pants and staffwho have been studied with descriptions and analysis,

verbally and informally, and to include their reactions as part of the

data. Part of the reciprocity of fieldwork can be an agreementto

provide participants with descriptive information about what has

been observed.I find that participants and staff are hungry for such
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information and fascinated by it. I also find that I learn a great deal
from their reactions to my descriptions and analyses. Ofcourse,it is
not possible to report everything one has observed. Moreover, the
informal feedbackthat occursat the endoffieldworkis very different
from the rigorous analysis that must go on once the investigator
leaves the field. But that analysis may take a great deal of time, and
while oneis still in the field it is possible to share at least some
evidence of whatthe data looklike and to learn from the reactions of
those who are described in the data.
The timing of feedbackis particularly important—anddifficult—

in formative evaluations. When the purpose of the evaluation is to
provide data for program improvement,the program staff are often
anxious to get that information as soon as possible. In somecases
their desire to learn will pressure the evaluator-observer to report
findings prematurely before there is reason for confidence in the
patterns that have emerged or are emerging. I experiencedthis
problem throughout the evaluation of the wilderness education
program. Duringthe first year we met withthe staff at the end ofeach
week of the three-week program (the three weeks were spread out
overthe course of the year) to report to them what we had observed
and to share interpretations about those observations. At the very
first feedback session,at the endofthe first week of the program,the
initial reaction of the staff to the fieldwork observations and
interpretations, particularly about the nature ofthe staff role in the
program, was: “I wish you’d told me that in the middle of the week,
when I could have done something aboutit. I wish you’d told methat
that was whatwas going on. Wecould have used that information to
change the program right then and there.”’

I tried to explain that the implications of the descriptions had only
becomeclear to me an hourbefore we met together when I sat down
with my field notes, looked them over, and discussed their Signifi-
cance with my co-evaluator. Nevertheless, there was a lingering
distrust that we had purposely withheld information that would have
been useful to program staff.Throughout the two years of the project
there was an ongoing discussion between myselfas the evaluator and
the program staff about the timing of feedback. As they increasingly
came to value the observations and interpretations they received
from the fieldwork, they wanted that information to comeearlier and
earlier during each field conference week. During the second field
conference in the second year, when a numberoffactors had
combined to makethe programquite different from whatthe staffhad
hopedfor, the end-of-the-week evaluation feedback session generated
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an unusual amountof frustration from the staff because my analyses

of what had happened had not been shared earlier. Again, I found

somedistrust ofmy insistence that those interpretations had emerged

later rather than sooner as the patterns becameclear to me.

It is important that evaluators who are providing formative

feedback on an ongoing basis not yield to pressures to make

interpretations and report analyses before they have confidence that

they have observed and sorted out important patterns. Yet, there

typically is one clear momentin timeat which the evaluator-observer

knowsthat he or she now has something to report. The evaluatoris

caught in a dilemma: Reporting patterns before they are clearly

established may lead program staff to intervene to change those

patterns inappropriately; on the other hand, giving feedbacktoolate

may mean that patterns are so established that they are difficult,if

not nearly impossible, to change.

No ideal balance between observing from a distance versus

making interpretations and providing feedback has ever emerged for

me. Feedbackis a matter ofjudgment and dependenton the nature of

the relationship between program staff and the evaluator. Whenin

doubt, and where the relationship between the evaluator and pro-

gram staff has not stabilized into one of long-term trust, I counsel

evaluator-observers to err on the side of less feedback rather than

more. As often happens in social relationships, negative feedback

that was wrong is long rememberedand often recounted. On the other

hand, it may be a measureofthe successofthe feedback that program

staff so fully adopt it that they make it their own and cease to credit

the insights of the evaluator.

Learning how to give feedback in the field is a skill that was not

required of the traditional fieldworker. Once feedbackis given, the

role of the evaluator changes. Those to whom the feedback was

presented are likely to become much more conscious of how their

behavior and language is being observed. Thus, added to the usual

effect of the fieldworker on the setting being observed, this feedback

dimension of fieldwork increases the impact of the evaluator-

observer on the situation in which he or she is involved.

_As the evaluation comesto a close, as the researcher prepares to

leave the field, and as he or she organizes notes and thoughts to

provide feedback,the impact of that person’s presenceon thesetting

may becomeparticularly clear. Providing feedback merely heightens

and directs the inevitable effects ofhaving been presentin the setting.

Because those effects have been of such major concern to people who

engage in qualitative methods and their opponents,the final section
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in this chapter considers this question of how the observeraffects
whatis observed.

THE OBSERVER AND WHATIS OBSERVED:
UNITY AND SEPARATION

The problem of how the observer affects what is observed is not
unique to qualitative research methods. The Heisenberg Uncertainty
Principle in physics expresses the same problem from the per-
spective of natural science. The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
States that the instruments used to measure velocity and position of
an electron alter the accuracy of measurement. Whenthescientist
measures the position of an electron, its velocity is changed, and
when the focus of measurementis on the velocity, it becomes more
difficult to measure accurately the electron’s position. The process
of observing affects what is observed. Thesearerealeffects, not just
errors of perception or measurement. Thesituationis changed by the
intrusion of the observer.

Situations are changed by the intrusion of fieldworkers. How
much a situation is changed will depend on the nature of the

Noris it simply in fieldwork involving naturalistic inquiry that
scientific observers affect what is observed. Experimentalists, sur-
vey researchers, cost-benefit analysts, and psychologists who ad-
minister standardizedtests all affect the situations into which they
introduce data-collection procedures. Theissue is not whetheror not
such effects occur; rather, the issue is how to monitorthoseeffects
and take them into consideration when interpreting data.
The strength of naturalistic inquiry is that the observeris suffi-

ciently a part ofthe situation to be able to understand personally what
is happening. Thefact that the presence ofthe observerwill change a
situation is something that must be discussed and madeclearto
decision makers and program staff when planning the evaluation. It
iS not possible to anticipate exactly how the observer will make a
difference. It is possible, when making decisions about whatrole the
evaluator-observer will play, to anticipate certain of the situations
that may arise and to establish agreement about how those situations
will be handled. By reviewing activities it is possible to decide to
what extent the evaluator-observerwill participate in those activities
and how participation may affect what occurs.
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I have evaluated a numberof different kinds of programs where
group discussions among participants include the expectation that
participants will take increasing control in determining the activities

of the program. Because of the fundamental nature of those dis-
cussions, and because myfull participation in such discussions had
the potential for greatly affecting the direction of the program, I

decided with the programstaff in each case notto participate actively

in those discussionsI might have had I not been involved in the role of

evaluator-observer. The ideology of these programs was that each

participant had a responsibility to place his or her agenda before the

group and to make happenthosethings that he or she wanted to have

happen. In my role as evaluator-observer I had to reduce consciously

to extent to which I acted out that ideology, so as to limit my impact

on the direction of the group. I calculated my involvement in sucha

way that I would not appear to be completely withdrawn from the

process, yet at the same time I attempted to minimize my impact on

the direction of the discussions.

Often the role and impact of the evaluator-observer changes over

the course of conducting fieldwork. The evaluation of the wilderness

education program discussed throughout this chapter involved six

weeks spread over two years. Early in the project I was entirely

withdrawn from participant planning discussions, and my with-

drawal was observed by others and believed by the staff to have

placed a damper on those discussions. Later in the program,

particularly the final field conference of the second year, I became

quite active in discussions aboutthe direction of the project. That

decision was basedpartly on the fact that certain directions had not

occurred in the program overthe courseofthe two years, and the only

way I would have a chance to observe what happened if those

directions were attempted wasto intervene in the program suffi-

ciently to move the program in those directions. This was done with

staff knowledge and cooperation, butit involved me as a very active

participant and a major force in determining what happened during

that project week.

The responsibilities of an evaluator-observer to provide useful

information for decision-making meansthat the impactofa partici-

pant evaluator is likely to be greater than the impactof the field

anthropologist in traditional cultures. Even in traditional contexts,

however,it is clear that the personality of the observer was a major

factor in determining what occurred and what was observed. As

Patricia Carini (1975) has explained, the person of the observeris
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essential to an understanding of the point of view that emerges from
naturalistic inquiry.

The observerhasa pointof view,is central to the datum andit is in the
articulation—in the revelation of his point of view—that the datum of
inquiry is assumed to emerge.In effect the observer is here construed
as one momentof the datum and as suchthefabric of his thoughtis
inextricably woveninto the datum as he is assumed to be constituent of
its meaning. From this assumption it is possible to consider the
relationship of the observer to the phenomenon underinquiry.

Relatedness can be stated in many ways: opposition, identity,
proximity, interpenetration, isolation, to name only a few. All imply
that the way in which a person construes his relationship to the
phenomenal worldis a function of his point ofview aboutit. Thatis,
relationship is not a given nor an absolute, but depends upon a
personalperspective. It is also true that perspective can shift, the only
necessity of a person’s humanity being that he takes somestance in
relationship to the events about him [Carini, 1975:8-9].

There is, then, an interdependence betweenthe observer and what
is observed. This is not, however, a random interdependence—at
least, it should not be. The fieldworker calculates the nature of that
interdependence and develops a strategy aimed at permitting the
observer to experience the phenomenonbeing observed,while at the
same time maintaining sufficient separation from the phenomenonto
permit the observer to be an observer—to abstract the experience
and the phenomenon.

It is in this sense that Bruyn (1966:14) suggests that a basic
corrolary of participant observationis that the “‘role of the partici-
pant observer requires both detachmentand personal involvement.”’
To be sure, there is both tension and ambiguity in this corrolary. Its
actual manifestation in any given situation will depend on both the
observer and the phenomenonbeing observed.

Thus, we may observeat the outset that while the traditional role ofthe
scientist is that of a neutral observer who remains unmoved, un-
changed,and untouchedin his examination of phenomena,the role of
the participant observer requires sharing the sentiments of people in
social situations; as a consequence he himself is changed as well as
changing to some degreethe situation in which heis a participant. . .
The effects are reciprocal for observer and observed. The participant
observerseeks, on the one hand,to take advantageofthe changes due
to his presence in the group by recording these changesaspartofhis
Study, and on the other hand, to reduce the changes to a minimum by
the mannerin which heentersin thelife ofthe group [Bruyn, 1966:14].
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Whether one is engaged in participant observation or onlooker

observation, what happensin thesetting being observed will, tosome
extent, be dependent on the role assumed by the observer. Likewise, the
nature of the data collected will, to some extent; be dependent on the
role and perspective of the observer. The personal nature of

observations is both their strength and weakness; their strength in

that personal involvement permits firsthand experience and under-

Standing, and their weakness in that personal involvement permits

the possible introduction ofbias and distortion. The interdependence

of the observer and whatis observed gives naturalistic inquiry its

perspective. I shall have a great deal more to say about the

perspective attained through observationsin the chapteron analysis.

THE RULES AND PROCEDURESOF
OBSERVATIONAL EVALUATION RESEARCH

The reader who cameto this chapter looking for precise rules and

procedures of observation by now will have been disappointed.

Looking back over this chapter (even, perhaps, doing a content

analysis of it), the major theme seemsto be: *‘What you do depends

on the situation; the nature of the evaluation; the nature of the

program; and theskills, interests, needs, and point of view of the

evaluator-observer.’’ Yet, the conduct of observational researchis

not without direction. The mandatesof field research include being

careful to be descriptive in taking field notes; gathering a variety of

information from different perspectives; cross-validating emergent

patterns by gathering data from multiple sources and by gathering

different kinds of data—observations, interviews, and documentation;

being quotive and representing participants in their own terms;

reporting on the observer’s own experience, location, and feelings;

and clearly separating description from interpretation as one puts

together a comprehensive, holistic, and sufficiently detailed picture

of what has been observedto allow the reader of that observation to

enter into the situation.

Despite these prescriptions, the point remains that what one does

dependsonthesituation; the nature of the evaluation; the nature of

the program;and the skills, interests, needs, and point of view of the

evaluator-observer. Once all the rules and proceduresofobservational

research have been specified and considered as best one can, and

after the situational constraints on and variations in the conduct of

fieldwork have been properly recognized,it is helpful to return to the

core elementsof qualitative methods. Those core elements consist of

the research methodology that Nicholas Tinbergen described as
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“watching and wondering’ in his acceptance speech for the 1975
Nobel Prize in physiology and medicine. It was by “watching and
wondering”’ that Tinbergen, who is neither a physiologist nor a
medical doctor, made a major breakthrough in our understanding of
autism. He found in his observations that the major clinical research
on autism did not hold up outsideclinical Settings. His “‘watching and
wondering” allowed him to see that normal individuals, those not
clinically labeled as autistic, exhibited under a variety of circum-
Stances all of the behaviors described as autistic in the clinical
research. Healso noted that children diagnosed as autistic responded
in nonautistic ways outside the clinical setting. By observing people
in a variety of settings andin

a

full range of behaviors, he was able to
make a major scientific breakthrough. His research methodology:
‘watching and wondering.”’

THE PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
OF FIELDWORK

The intersection of social science procedures with individual
capabilities and situational variation is what makes fieldwork a
highly personal experience. At the end of her book on Doing Field
Work, Waxreflects on ‘“‘how field work changed me.”’

A colleague has suggested thatI reflect on the extent to which I was
changed as a person by doing field work. I reflected and the result
astonished me. For what I realized was that I had not been greatly
changed bythe things I suffered, enjoyed or endured;nor wasI greatly
changedbythe things I did (though they strengthened myconfidence
in myself). What changed me irrevocably and beyondrepair were the
things J learned. More specifically, these irrevocable changes in-
volved replacing mythical or ideological assumptionswith the correct
(though often painful) facts of the situation [Wax, 1971:363].

Fieldworkis not for everyone. Some,like Henry James,will find
that “innocentandinfinite are the pleasures of observation.’’ Others
find observational research anything but pleasurable. Somestudents
have described their experiences to me as tedious, frightening,
boring, and ‘“‘a waste of time,’’ while others have experienced
challenge, exhilaration, personal learning, and intellectual insight.
More than once the samestudent has experienced both the tedium
and the exhilaration, the fright and the growth, the boredom and the
insight. Whatever the adjectives used to describe any particular
individual’s fieldwork, of this much weare assured: The experience
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of observing provides the observer with both experience and obser-

vations. No less an evaluation authority than William Shakespeare

gives us this assurance.

Armado. How hast thou purchased this experience?

Moth. By my pennyof observation.

—Love’s Labor Lost

AND FOR THE METAPHOR-MINDED:

A FINAL LOOK AT EVALUATION
THROUGH OBSERVATION

Some of the most delightful, entertaining, and suspenseful fairy

tales and fables concern tales of kings who discard their royal robes

to take on the apparelofpeasantsso that they can movefreely among

their people to really understand what is happening in their kingdom.

Our modern-day kings and political figures are morelikely to take

television crews with them when they make excursions among the

people than theyareto secretly disguise themselves so that they can

move through the streets anonymously. It is left, then, to the

evaluators to play out the fable, to take on the appropriate appearance

and mannerismsthat will permit them to move easily among the

people, sometimes secretly, sometimes openly, but always with the

purposeofbetter understanding what the world of programsis really

like. They are then able to report those understandings to our

modern-day version of kings so that political wisdom can be

enhanced and programmatic decisions enlightened. That,at least, is

one notion of how to think about evaluation through observation.



CHAPTER

QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWING

After much studyofthe evaluation masters three youths camebefore
Halcolm to ask how they might further increase their knowledge and
wisdom. Halcolm sensed that they lacked experience in the real
world, but he wanted to have them make the transition from the
seclusion of their studies to the outside world in Stages. During the

forbidden to speak. Each day, according to their instructions, they
sat at the market in whatevervillage they entered, watching but never
speaking. After six monthsin this fashion they returned to Halcolm.
“So,” Halcolm began, “you have returned to us from your

journey. Yourperiod ofsilence is over. Your transition to the world
beyond ourwalls of study has begun. What have you learned onthis
yourfirst journey?”’
The first youth answered, ‘‘In every village the patterns are the

same. People cometo the market. They buy the goodsthey need,talk
with friends, and leave. I have learned that all markets are alike and
the people in markets always the same.I have learnedthatall things
are ultimately the same from place to place.”’
Then the second youth reported, ‘“‘I too watched the people come

and go in the markets. I have learnedthatalllife is coming and going,
people forever movingto andfro in search of food andbasic material
things. I understand now the simplicity of humanlife.”’
Halcolm lookedat the third youth: *‘And what do youhavetotell

us?”’

‘I saw the same markets and the Same people as myfellow-
travelers, yet I know not what they know. My mindis filled with
questions. I kept wondering wherethe people came from and where
they went. I pondered what they might be thinking and feeling as they

195
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came and went. I reflected on how they happened to be at this market

on this day, who they left behind, and who came with them. I

wondered how today wasthe sameordifferent for them. I havefailed,

Master,for I amfilled with questions rather than answers, questions

for the people I saw. I do not know what I have learned.”

Halcolm smiled. ‘You have learned mostofall. You have learned

the value of being able to ask questions. You have learned the

importanceoffinding out what people have to say. You are ready now

to return to the world, this time without the vow of silence.”

“Go forth now. Go forth and question. Ask andlisten. The world is

just beginning to open up to you. Each person you question can take

you into a new partof the world. For the person whois willing to ask

and listen the world will always be new. Theskilled questioner and

attentive listener knows how to enter into another's experience.”

From: Halcolm: Biography of a Master Evaluator

INNER PERSPECTIVES

The purpose of interviewing is to find out what is in and on

someone else’s mind. The purpose of open-ended interviewing is not

to put things in someone’s mind (for example, the interviewer's

preconceived categories for organizing the world) but rather to

access the perspective ofthe person being interviewed. Weinterview

people to find out from them those things we cannot directly observe.

The issue is not whether observational data is more desirable, valid,

or meaningful than self-report data. The fact of the matter is that we

cannot observe everything. We cannot observe feelings, thoughts,

and intentions. We cannotobserve behaviorsthat took place at some

previous point in time. We cannot observe situations that preclude

the presence of an observer. We cannot observe how people have

organized the world and the meaningsthey attach to what goes on in

the world—we have to ask people questions about those things. The

purpose of interviewing, then, is to allow us to enter into the other

person’s perspective. The assumption is that that perspective is

meaningful, knowable, and able to be made explicit.

Interview data for program evaluation purposes allow the evaluator

to capture the perspectives of program participants, staff, and others

associated with the program. What does the program look like and

feel like to the people involved? Whatare the experiences of program

participants? What thoughts do people knowledgeable about the

program have concerning program operations, processes, and out-
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comes? What do people know aboutthe program? Whataretheir
expectations? Whatfeatures of the program are mostsalient to the
people involved? What changes do participants perceive in them-
Selves as a result of their involvement in the program? It is the
responsibility of the evaluator to provide a framework within which
people can respond comfortably, accurately, and honestly to these
kinds of questions. The task undertaken by the intervieweris to make
it possible for the person being interviewed to bring the interviewer
into his or her world. The quality of the information obtained during
an interview is largely dependent onthe interviewer. The purpose of
this chapter is to discuss waysof obtaining high quality evaluative
information by talking with people who havethat information.

Evaluators can enhancethe utilization potential ofthe information
they collect by making sure they take the necessary steps to increase
the quality of their findings. As Hermann Sudermannsaid in Es Lebe
das Leben I, ‘‘l know how to listen when clever men are talking. That
is the secret of what youcall my influence.’’ Evaluators must learn
how to listen when knowledgeable people are talking. That may be
the secret of their influence.

This chapter begins by discussing three different types ofinter-
views, three basic approachesto qualitative interviewing. Later
sections consider the content of interviews: what to ask questions
about and waysof phrasing interview questions. The chapter ends
with a discussion of how to record the responses obtained during
interviews.

VARIATIONSIN QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWING

There are three basic approachesto collecting qualitative data
through open-ended interviews. The three approachesinvolvedif-
ferent types of preparation, conceptualization, and instrumentation.
Each approach has Strengths and weaknesses, and each serves a
somewhatdifferent purpose. The three choicesare:

(1) the informal conversational interview;
(2) the general interview guide approach: and
(3) the standardized open-endedinterview.

The differences amongthese three approachesto the designofthe
interview is the extent to which interview questions are determined
and standardized before the interview occurs. The informal con-
versational interview relies entirely on the spontaneous generation
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of questions in the natural flow of an interaction, typically an

interview that occurs as part of ongoing participant observation

fieldwork. During an informal conversational interview, the persons

being talked with may not even realize they are being interviewed.

The generalinterview guide approach involves outlining a set of

issues that are to be explored with each respondentbefore interview-

ing begins. The issues in the outline need not be taken in any

particular order and the actual wording of questions to elicit

responses about those issues is not determined in advance. The

interview guide simply serves as a basic checklist during the

interview to make sure that all relevant topics are covered. The

interview guide presumes that there is common information that

should be obtained from each person interviewed, but no set of

standardized questions are written in advance. The interviewer 1S

thus required to adapt both the wording and sequence of questionsto

specific respondents in the context of the actual interview.

The standardized open-ended interview consists of a set of

questions carefully worded and arranged with the intention of taking

each respondent through the same sequence and asking each res-

pondent the same questions with essentially the same words.

Flexibility in probing is more orless limited, depending on the nature

of the interview and the skills of interviewers. The standardized

open-ended interview is used when it is important to minimize

variation in the questions posed to interviewees. This reduces the

possibility of bias that comes from having different interviews for

different people, including the problem of obtaining more compre-

hensive data from certain persons while getting less systematic

information from others. A standardized open-ended interview may

be particularly appropriate when a large number of people are to

conduct interviews on the same topic and the evaluator wishes to

reduce the variation in responses dueto the fact that, left to them-

selves, different interviewers will ask questions on

a

single topic in

different ways. By controlling and standardizing the open-ended

interview the evaluator obtains data that are systematic and thorough

for each respondent but that reduce flexibility and spontaneity.

THE INFORMAL CONVERSATIONAL

INTERVIEW

The informal conversational interview is the phenomenological

approach to interviewing. A phenomenological approach is used

when the researcherhas no presuppositions about whatof importance

maybe learnedbytalking to people in the program. The phenomeno-
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logical interviewer wants to maintain maximumflexibility to be able
to pursue information in whatever direction appears to be appro-
priate, depending on the information that emerges from observing a
particular setting or from talking to one or more individuals in that
setting. Most of the questions will flow from the immediate context.
Thus, the conversational interview is a major tool used in combina-
tion with participant observation to permit the evaluator whois
participating in some programmatic activity to understand other
participants’ reactions to what is happening. No predeterminedset of
questionsis possible under such circumstances, becausethe evalua-
tor does not know beforehand whatis going to happen and whatit will
be important to ask questions about.
The data gathered from informal conversational interviews will be

different for each person interviewed. In many cases, the same
person maybe interviewed on a numberofdifferent occasions using
an informal, conversational approach. The phenomenological ap-
proachis particularly useful where the evaluator can Stay in the
situation for someperiod oftime, so that he or sheis not dependenton
a Single interview to collect information about the program. Inter-
view questionswill change overtime, and eachinterview builds upon
the other, expanding information that was picked up previously,
moving in new directions and seeking elucidations and elaborations
from variousparticipants in their own terms. The phenomenological
interviewer must “go with the flow.’? Depending on how the
interviewer’s or evaluator’s role has been defined, the people being
interviewed may not know during any particular informal conver-
sation that the purpose of the conversation is the collection of data.
This means that in many cases phenomenological interviewers do
not take notes during the interview;rather, they write down what they
learned after they haveleft the interview/observationsituation. In
other cases, it can be both appropriate and comfortableto take notes
or even use a tape recorder.
The strength of the phenomenological approach to interviewingis

that it allows the interviewer/evaluator to be highly responsive to
individual differences and situational changes. Questions can be
individualized to establish in-depth communication with the person
being interviewed and to makeuse of the immediate surroundings
and situation to increase the concreteness and immediacy of the
interview questions and responses. The informal, conversational
interview is a mainstay of participant observation. Itis particularly
useful when the interviewer/evaluator is able to explore a field
setting or program over a fairly long period of time so that a
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comprehensive data base is accumulated through in-depth inter-

viewing (by which later interviews build on information obtained in

earlier interviews), thus establishing a holistic picture of program

change and development.

The weakness of the informal conversational interview is that it

requires a greater amountof timeto collect systematic information

because it may take several conversations with different people

before a similar set of questions has been posedto eachparticipantin

the program. The informal conversational interview is also more

open to interviewereffects in that it depends on the conversational

skills of the interviewer/evaluator to a greater extent than do more

formal, standardized formats. The phenomenological interviewer

must be able to interact easily with people in a variety of settings,

generate rapid insights, formulate questions quickly and smoothly,

and guard against asking questions that impose interpretations on the

situation by the structure of the questions. Data obtained from

informal conversational interviewsare also difficult to pull together

and analyze. Because different questions will generate different

responses, the phenomenologist has to spend a great deal of time

sifting through responses to find patterns that have emerged at

different points in different interviews with different people. By

contrast, interviews that are more systematized and standardized

facilitate analysis but provideless flexibility in terms of being able to

be responsive to individual and situational differences.

THE INTERVIEW GUIDE

An interview guideis a list of questions or issues that are to be

exploredin the course ofaninterview. An interview guide is prepared

in order to make surethat basically the same information is obtained

from a number of people by covering the same material. The

interview guide provides topics or subject areas within which the

interviewer is free to explore, probe, and ask questions that will

elucidate and illuminate that particular subject. Thus, the inter-

viewer remains free to build a conversation within a particular

subject area, to word questions spontaneously, and to establish a

conversational style—but with the focus on a particular subject that

has been predetermined.

The advantage of an interview guideis that it makes sure that the

interviewer/evaluator has carefully decided how best to use the

limited time available in an interview situation. The interview guide

helps make interviewing across a numberofdifferent people more
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Systematic and comprehensive by delimiting the issues to be dis-
cussed in the interview. The interview guide approachis especially
useful in conducting group interviews: A guide keepsthe interaction
focused, but allows individual perspectives and experiences to
emerge. Interview guides can be developed in moreorless detail,
depending on the extent to which the researcheris able to specify
important issues in advance and the extent to whichitis felt that a
particular sequence of questionsis important to ask in the same way
or the same orderto all respondents. Lofland (1971), in his book,
Analyzing Social Settings, provides a number of examples of
interview guides that have been usedin the conductof sociological
research. Whatfollowsis an example of an interview guide used with
participants in a manpowertraining program.

Interview Guideline For
ManpowerProgram Evaluation

What hasthe trainee done in the program: activities? interactions?
products? work performed?

Whatare the trainee’s current workskills? What things can thetrainee
do that are marketable?

Howhasthe trainee been affected by the program in areas other than
job skills—feelings about self? attitudes toward work? aspirations?
interpersonal skills? spinoffs?

What are the trainee’s plans for the future—work plans? income
expectations? lifestyle expectations/plans?

What doesthetrainee think of the program—strengths? weaknesses?
things liked? things disliked? best components? poor components?
things that should be changed?

This interview guideline provides a framework within which the
interviewer would develop questions, sequence those questions, and
make decisions about which informationto pursue in greater depth.
The interviewer normally would not be expected, however,to go into
totally new subjects that are not covered within the framework of the
interview guide. The interviewer does not ask questions,for example,
about previous employmentor education, howthe persongotinto the
program, how this program compares with other programs the
trainee has experienced, and thetrainee’s health. Othertopics might
still emerge during the interview, topics of importance to the
respondentthat are notlisted explicitly on the guide and,therefore,
would not normally be explored with each person interviewed. For
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example, respondents might commenton their reactions to staff,

reactions to written materials, and reactions to specific program

components. Comments on these concerns might emerge when,in

accordance with the interview guide, the trainee is asked for

reactions to program strengths, weaknesses, and so on,butif staff are

not mentioned by the respondent, the interviewer would notraise

that issue.

An additional, more detailed example of the interview guide

approachis included as Appendix 7.1. The example in the appendix

illustrates how it is possible to use a detailed outline guide to conduct

a series of interviews with the same respondentsoverthe course of a

year. The guide in the appendix is the outline for a “descriptive

interview” developed by the Educational Testing Service Collabor-

ative Research Project on Reading.

The flexibility permitted by the interview guide approach will

become clearer after reviewing the third strategy of qualitative

interviewing in the next section.

THE STANDARDIZED OPEN-ENDED

INTERVIEW

In many cases, when conducting a program evaluation,it is only

possible to interview participants for a limited period of time. Some-

times it is only possible to interview each participant once. At other

times it is possible and desirable to interview participants before they

enter the program, when they leave the program, and again after

someperiod of time (for example, six months) after they haveleft the
program. Becauseoflimited time, and becauseit is desirable to have

the same information from each person interviewed, a standardized

open-ended format may be used in which each person is asked

essentially the same questions. The interview questions are written

out in advance exactly the way they are to be asked during the

interview. Careful consideration is given before the interview about

how to word each question. Anyclarifications or elaborations that

are to be uSed are written into the interview itself. Probing questions

are placed in the interview at appropriate places. The basic purpose

of the standardized open-endedinterview is to minimize interviewer

effects by asking the same question of each respondent. Moreover,

the interview is systematic and the necessity for interviewer judg-

ment during the interview is reduced. The standardized open-ended

interview also makes data analysis easier becauseit is possible to

locate each respondent’s answerto the same question rather quickly

and to organize questions and answersthat are similar.
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There are three major reasons for using standardized open-ended
interviews as part of an evaluation:

(1) the exact instrumentusedin the evaluationis available for inspection
by decision makers and information users;

(2) variation amonginterviewers can be minimized where a numberof
different interviewers must be used; and

(3) the interview is highly focused so that interviewee timeis carefully
used.

In manycasesit is sufficient to make available a topical interview
guide for decision makers and information users to inspect. How-
ever, the problemsoflegitimacy and credibility for qualitative data
can makeit politically wise to produce an exact interview form that
one can showto decision makers and informationusers,telling them
with certainty that these are the exact questions that will be asked of
clients or others whoare interviewed. By generating a standardized
form decision makers and information users can participate more
completely in writing the interview instrumentbeforethe interview is
used. They will then know exactly what is going to be asked and what
is not going to be asked. This reducesthe likelihood of the data being
attacked later because certain questions were missed or asked in the
wrong way. By makingit clear, in advanceofdata collection, exactly
whatquestionswill be asked,the limitations ofthe data can be known
and discussed beforehand.
A related political problem is asking different questions of

different clients. While a phenomenological approach, and even the
interview guideline approach, have the strengths of permitting
greater flexibility and individualization, these approaches also open
up the possibility that more information will be collected from some
people than from others. When analyzing the data it becomes
difficult to be certain how the findings are influenced by these
qualitative differences in the depth and breadth of information
received from different people. For the conduct of basic research,
when oneis attempting to understand the holistic world view of a
group of people it is not necessary to collect the same information
from each person. Thepolitical credibility of the data collected is
less of an issue under basic research conditions. However, when
using qualitative data-collection procedures for evaluation pur-
poses, it is often helpful to minimize issues of legitimacy and
credibility by carefully collecting the same information from every-
one whois interviewed.
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The standardized open-ended interview also reduces variation

among interviewers. Some evaluations rely on volunteers to do

interviewing; at other times program staff may be involved in doing

some interviewing; andin still other instances interviewers may be

novices, students, or others whoare not professionalsocial scientists/

evaluators. When a numberof different interviewers are used,

variations in data created by differences among interviewers will

become particularly apparent if an informal conversational ap-

proach to data-gathering is used or even if each interviewer uses a

basic guide. The best way to guard against variations among

interviewers is to carefully word questions in advance andtrain the

interviewers not to deviate from the precise forms. The data

collected are still open-ended, in the sense that the respondent

supplies his or her own words, thoughts, and insights in answering the

questions, but the precise wording of the questions is determined

ahead of time.

The weakness of this approach is that it does not permit the

interviewerto pursue topics or issues that were not anticipated when

the interview was written. Constraints are also placed on the use of

different lines of questioning with different people based on their

unique experiences. Therefore, astandardized open-endedinterview

approach will reduce the extent to which individual differences and

circumstances can be taken into account; on the other hand,this

approach can reduce individual interviewer effects and facilitate

data analysis.

Just as it was possible to some extent to combine a phenomeno-

logical approachwith an interview guide approach,it is also possible
to combine an interview guide approach with a standardized open-
ended approach. Thus, a numberof basic questions may be worded
precisely in a predetermined fashion, while permitting the inter-
viewer more flexibility in probing and more decision-making flex-
ibility in determining when it is appropriate to explore certain

subjects in greater depth, or even to undertake whole new areas of
inquiry that were notoriginally included in the interview instrument.
It is even possible to adopt a standardized open-ended interview

formatin the early part of an interview and then leave the interviewer
free to pursue any subjects of interest during the latter parts of the
interview. Another combination would include using a phenomeno-
logical approach(the informal conversational interview) earlyin the

evaluation project, followed midway through by an interview guide,
and then closing the program evaluation with a standardized open-

ended interview to give systematic information from a sample of
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participants at the end of the program or when conducting follow-up
studies of participants.
To illustrate the standardized open-endedinterview three inter-

views have been reproduced in Appendix 7.2. These interviews were
used to gather information from participants in an Outward Bound
wilderness program for disabled persons. The first interview was
conductedat the beginning of the program; the second interview was
used at the end ofthe ten-day experience; andthe third interview took
place six months after the program.

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWING
STRATEGIES

The commoncharacteristic of all three qualitative approaches to
interviewing is that the persons being interviewed respondin their
own wordsto expresstheir own personal perspectives. While there
are variationsin strategy concerning the extent to which the wording
and sequencing of questions ought to be predetermined,there is no
variation in the principle that the response format should be open-
ended. The interviewer never supplies and predeterminesthe phrases
or categories that must be used by respondentsto express themselves.
The purpose of qualitative interviewing in evaluation is to understand
how program staff and participants view the program,to learn their
terminology and judgments, and to capture the complexities of their
individual perceptions and experiences. This is what distinguishes
qualitative interviewing from the closed interview, questionnaire, or
test typically used in quantitative evaluations. Such closedinstru-
ments force program participantsto fit their knowledge, experiences,
and feelings into the evaluator’s categories. The fundamental
principle of qualitative interviewing is to provide a framework
within which respondents can express their own understandings in
their own terms.

Table 7.1 summarizesthe basic variations in evaluation research
interview instrumentation. In reviewing this summary table it is
important to keep in mind that these are presented as puretypes. In
practice any particular evaluation may employ several of these
strategies or combinations of approaches.
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THE CONTENTOF INTERVIEWS:
WHAT QUESTIONS TO ASK

A number of decisions must be made in conceptualizing an
interview, whether the interview takes place spontaneously in the
field or is carefully prepared as a standardized open-ended instru-
ment. The evaluator must decide what questions to ask, how to
Sequence questions, how muchdetail to solicit, how long to makethe
interview, and how to word the actual questions. These are all
measurement questions that will affect the quality of interview
responses. There are basically six kinds of questions that can be
asked of people. On anygiventopicit is possible to ask anyofthese
questions.

EXPERIENCE/BEHAVIOR QUESTIONS

These are questions about what a person doesor has done. These
questions are aimed at eliciting descriptions of experiences, be-
haviors, actions, and activities that would have been observable had
the observer been present. ‘‘If I had been in the program with you,
what would I have seen you doing?” “‘If I followed you through a
typical day, what would I seeyou doing, what experiences would I
observe you having?”’

OPINION/VALUE QUESTIONS

These are questions aimed at understanding the cognitive and
interpretive processes of people. Answersto these questionstell us
what people think about the world or about a specific program. They
tell us about people’s goals, intentions, desires, and values. These
questions typically carry an implication of respondent rationality
and decision-making. ‘‘What do you believe?” “What do you think
about?’’ ““What would you like to see happen?” “‘Whatis your
opinion of 277

FEELING QUESTIONS

These are questions aimed at understanding the emotional re-
sponses of people to their experiences and thoughts. There is an
implicit assumption of spontaneity about the Origin of emotional
responses. Feelings occur inside people; they are their natural,
emotional responses to what happens around them orto them.
Feelings tap the affective dimension of humanlife. In askingfeeling
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questions, the interviewer is looking for adjective responses, for

example, ‘‘Do you feel anxious, happy,afraid, intimidated, confi-

dent,...?”’

Opinions andfeelings are often confused.It is critical that inter-

viewers understandthe distinction between the twoin order to know

when they havethe kind of answerthey wantto the question they are

asking. Suppose an interviewerasks: ‘‘How do youfeel about that?”’

The responseis: ‘“‘I think it’s probably the best that we can do under

the circumstances.’ The question aboutfeelings has not really been

answered. Analytical, interpretive, and opinion statements are not

answers to questions about feelings.

This confusion sometimes occurs because interviewers give the

wrong cues whenasking questions—for example, by asking opinion

questions using the format **How do youfeel about that?”’ instead of

‘Whatis your opinion abut that?” or ‘What do you think about it?”

Whenone wants to understand the respondents’ emotional reactions

it is appropriate to ask aboutfeelings. When one wantsto understand

what they think about something, the question should explicitly ask

about opinions, beliefs, and considered judgments—not about

feelings.

KNOWLEDGEQUESTIONS

Knowledge questions are askedto find out what factual informa-

tion the respondent has. The assumptionhereis that certain things

are considered to be known—thesethings are not opinions, they are

not feelings: rather, they are the things that one knows,the facts ofthe

case. Knowledge about a program mayconsist of reporting on what

services are available, whois eligible, the characteristics of clients,

whothe program serves, how long people spend in the program, what

the rules and regulations of the program are, how oneenrolls in the

program, and so on. While from a philosophical point of view it is

possible to argue that all knowledge is merely a set of beliefs rather

than facts, the issue here is to find out what the person being

interviewed considersto be factual. It is the respondent’s perspective

on the empirical nature of the world that is being elicited.

SENSORY QUESTIONS

These are questions about what is seen, heard, touched, tasted,

and smelled. The purpose of these questions is to allow the

interviewer to enter into the sensory apparatus of the respondent.

‘*When you walk through the doors of the program, what do you see?
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Describe to me whatI would see if I walked through the doorsinto the
program.” Or again: ‘“‘What does the counselor ask you when you
meet with him? What does he actually say?’’ Sensory questions
attempt to have interviewees describe the stimuli to which they are
Subject.

BACKGROUND/DEMOGRAPHIC
QUESTIONS

These questions concern the identifying characteristics of the
person being interviewed. Answers to these questions help the
interviewer locate the respondentin relation to other people. Age,
education, occupation, residence/mobility questions, and the like
are standard background questions. They are distinguishable from
knowledge questions primarily because of their routine nature.

Behaviors, opinions, feelings, knowledge, sensations, and demo-
graphics: these are the kinds of questionsthatit is possible to ask in
an interview. Any kind of question one might want to ask can be
subsumed in one of these categories. Keeping these types of
questions in mind can be particularly helpful when it comes to
planning the comprehensiveness of the interview and ordering the
questions in some sequence. Before considering the sequence of
questions, however, it is important to consider how the time
dimension intersects with the different kinds of questions.

THE TIME FRAME OF QUESTIONS

Anyof the questions described above can be askedin the present
tense, past tense, or future tense. For example, it is possible to ask a
person what they are doing now, what they have donein the past, and
what they plan to do in the future. Likewise, one might be interested
in presentattitudes, past attitudes, or future attitudes. By combining
the time frame of questions with the different type of questionsit is
possible to construct a matrix which generates eighteen different
types of questions. Table 7.2 showsthat matrix.

9

especially if the sequence is repeated over and over throughout the
interview for different program elements. The matrix constitutes a
set of options from which onecan select which piecesofinformation
are most important to obtain. In order to understand how these
options are applied in an actualinterview situationit may be helpful
to review an actual interview. The Outward Bound standardized
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Table 7.2 A Matrix of Question Options

interview in Appendix 7.2 might be used for this purpose. Try

identifying which cell in the matrix (Table 7.2) is represented by

each question in the Outward Bound interviews.

Behavior/Experience Questions

Opinion/Value Questions

Feeling Questions

Knowledge Questions

Sensory Questions

Demographic/Background
Questions

THE SEQUENCING OF QUESTIONS

There are no fixed rules of sequence in organizing an interview.

Informal conversational interviewing is flexible and responsive so

that a fixed sequence is seldom possible. However, standardized

open-ended interviews must establish a fixed sequence of questions

due to their structured format. I offer, then, some suggestions about

sequencing.

I prefer to begin the interview with questions about noncontrover-

sial present behaviors, activities, and experiences. Such questions

ask for relatively straightforward descriptions; they require minimal

recall and interpretation. Such questionsare therefore fairly easy to

answer. They encouragethe respondentto talk descriptively. Probes

should focus oneliciting greater detail—filling out the descriptive

picture.

Once some experience or activity has been described it is

appropriate to ask about interpretations, opinions, and feelings

about the behaviors and actions described. Opinions and feelings are

likely to be more accurate at this point in the interview because the

respondenthasjust verbally relived the experience. Thus, a context

is established for expressing feelings and opinions.

Knowledge and skill questions also typically need a context.

These questions can be quite threatening.It is helpful to ask them in

conjunction with specific questions about program activities and

experiencesthat have a bearing on knowledgeandskills. Finding out

from people what they know and whatskills they possess worksbest
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once some rapportand trust have beenestablishedin the interview.
Relating knowledge andskills to descriptions ofprogram activity can
help provide a concrete context for these kinds of questions.

Questions about the present tend to be easier for respondents than
questions about the past. Future-oriented questions involve con-
siderable speculation, and responses to questions about future
actions or attitudes are typically less reliable than questions about
the present or past. I generally prefer to begin by asking questions
about the present, then,using the present as a baseline, ask questions
about the sameactivity or attitude in the past. Only then will I broach
questions about the future.
Background and demographic questionsare basically boring; they

epitomize what people don’t like about interviews. They can also be
somewhat uncomfortable for the respondent, depending on how
personalthey are. I keep such questions to an absolute minimum and
prefer to space themstrategically and unobtrusively throughoutthe
interview. I advise never beginning an interview with a long list of
routine demographic questions. In qualitative interviewing the
interviewee needs to becomeactively involved in providing descrip-
tive information as soon as possible instead ofbecoming conditioned
to providing short-answer, routine responses to uninteresting cate-
gorical questions. Some background information maybe necessary
at the beginning to make sense outofthe rest of the interview, but
such questions should be tied to descriptive information about
present program experience as muchas possible. Otherwise, save
the sociological-demographic inquiries (age, socioeconomicstatus,
birth order, and the like) for the end.

THE WORDING OF QUESTIONS

An interview question is a stimulus that is aimed at creating or
generating a response from the person being interviewed. The waya
question is wordedis one ofthe most important elements determining
how the interviewee will respond. As Payne (1951) putit, asking
questionsis an art. For purposesof qualitative measurement, good
questions should, at a minimum,be open-ended, neutral, singular,
and clear. Each ofthese criteria will be discussed in somedetail.

ASKING TRULY OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

The basic thrust of qualitative measurement is to minimize the
imposition of predetermined responses when gathering data. When
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their own terms.

The standard questionnaire item in quantitative measurement

provides the respondent with a categorical list of response pos-

sibilities: ‘How do youfeel about the program? Would you say that

you are (a) very satisfied, (b) somewhat satisfied, (c) not too

satisfied, (d) not at all satisfied.” It is clear in this instance that the

question is closed and that the respondenthas been provided with a

limited and predetermined set of alternatives. The response pos-

sibilities are clearly stated and madeexplicit in the way in which the

question is asked. Many interviewers think that the way to make a

question open-ended is simply to leave out the structured response

categories. Such an approach does not, however, make a question

truly open-ended. It merely makes the predetermined response

categories implicit and disguised. Consider the following “‘open-

ended’’ question: ‘‘Howsatisfied are you withthis program?”’ On the

surface this appears to be an open-ended question. On close

inspection, however,it is clear that the dimension along which the

respondent can answer the question has already been identified.

The respondentis being asked for some degree of satisfaction. It is

true that the interviewee can use a variety of modifiers for the word

satisfaction—for example, ‘‘pretty satisfied,” “‘kind of satisfied,”

‘““mostly satisfied,” and so on. Butin effect the response set has been

narrowly limited by the wording of the question. The desired

dimension of responseis identified in the wording of the question

such that the typical answersare only slightly different from those

that would have been obtained had the categories been madeexplicit

from thestart.

The truly open-ended question does not presuppose which dimen-

sions of feeling, analysis, or thought will be salient for the inter-

viewee. The truly open-ended question allows the person being

interviewed to select from among that person’s full repertoire of

possible responses. Indeed,in qualitative measurement one of the

things the evaluator is trying to determine is what dimensions,

themes, and images/words people associate with the program use

among themselvesto describe their feelings, thoughts, and experi-

ences. Examples, then, of truly open-ended questions would take the

following format:
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How do you feel about the program?

Whatis your opinion of the program?

What do youthink ofthe program?

The truly open-ended question permits persons being interviewed
to take whatever direction and use whatever words they want in
order to represent what they haveto say.
To be truly open-ended a question cannot be phrased as a

dichotomy. In the next section we shall consider the problem of
dichotomousquestionsin interviews.

THE HORNS OF A DICHOTOMY

Dichotomous response questions provide the interviewee with a
grammatical structure suggesting a “yes” or “‘no’’ answer.

Are youSatisfied with the program?

Have you changed asa result of your participation in this program?
Wasthis an important experience for you?

Do you knowthe proceduresfor enrolling in the program?
Have you interacted much with thestaff in the program?

The object of an in-depth interview is to get the person being
interviewed to talk about their experiences, feelings, opinions, and
knowledge. Far from encouraging the respondentto talk, dichoto-
mous response questions create a dilemma for the respondent
because they frequently are not sure whether they are being asked a
simple yes-no question orif, indeed, the interviewer expects amore
elaborate response. I have found in many casesthat interviewers who
reportthat they havedifficulty getting respondents totalk are using a
string of dichotomousresponse questionsto guide the interview and
thereby have programmedthe respondentto be entirely reactive in a
binary way, allowing the interviewer to Supply the content to the
interview. Perhapstheclassic example is a conversation between a
parent and a teenager.

(Teenager returns home from a date.)
Oh, you're homea bit late?
Yeah.
Did you have a good time?
Yeah.

Did you go to a movie?
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Yeah.

Wasit a good movie?

Yeah, it was ok.

So, it was worth seeing?

Yeah, it was worth seeing.

I’ve heard a lot about it. Do you think I would like it?

I don’t know. Maybe.

Anything else you’d like to tell me about your evening?

No, I guessthat’s it.

(Teenagergoesupstairs to bed. One parentturnsto the other and says:

It sure is hard to get him to talk to us. I guess he’s at that age wherekids

just don’t wanttotell their parents anything.)

Dichotomous response questionsgive an interview the aura of an

interrogation or a quiz rather than an in-depth conversation. In

everyday conversation our interactions with each otherare filled

with dichotomous response questions which we unconsciously

ignore and treat as if they were open-ended questions. In a more

formalinterview setting, however, the interviewee will become more

consciousofthe grammaticalstructure of questions andis less likely

to ignore questions that pose dichotomous alternatives. Indeed, the

more intense and concentrated the interview situation, the more

likely the respondent is to pay close attention to the structure of

questions and to take questions literally.

In training interviewers I like to play a game where I will only

respondliterally to the questions asked without volunteering any

information that is not clearly demandedin the question.I do this

before explaining the difficulties involved in asking dichotomous

questions. I have played this game hundreds of times, and the

reaction is typically the same. Whengetting dichotomous responses

to general questions, the interviewer will begin to rely on more and

more specific dichotomous response questions, thereby digging a

deeper and deeper hole which makesit difficult to pull the interview

out of the dichotomousresponse pattern. Transcribed below is an

actual interview from a training workshop.In the left column I] have

recorded the interview that took place; the right column records a

truly open-endedalternative to the dichotomous response question

that was asked.

INTERVIEW DEMONSTRATION

Instruction: Okay, now we're going to play an interviewing game.I

want youto take turns asking me questions about an evaluation I just
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completed. The program being evaluated was a staff development

demonstration project that involved taking professionals into a

wilderness setting for a week. That’s all I’m goingto tell you at this

point. I'l] answer your questions as precisely as I can, but I'll only

answer what you ask. I won‘t volunteer any information that isn’t

directly asked for by your questions.

Question:

Answer:

Q:

A:

QO
»
2

>
©

QO
F

QD
>

Actual interview

Were youthe evaluator of

this program?

Yes.

Wereyou doing a formative

evaluation?

Mostly.

Wereyoutrying to find out

if the people changed from

being in the wilderness?

That was part ofit.

Did they change’

Some of them did.

Did you interview people

both before and after the

program?

Yes.

Did you also go along as a

participant in the program?

Yes.

Did you find that being in

the program affected what

happened”?

Yes.

Did you have a good time?

Yes.

Whatthe interviewerreally

wanted to know

What was yourrole in this

program?

What wasthe purposeofthe

evaluation?

What were you trying to

find out in doing the

evaluation?

Howdid participation in the

program affect participants?

What kinds of information

did you collect for the

evaluation?

How were you personally

involved in the program?

How do you think yourpar-

ticipation in the program

affected what happened?

What was the wilderness

experience like for you?
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Whatthe interviewerreally
Actual interview wanted to know

I'd like to find out more
about the program. What
would be the best way for
me to learn more from you
about it?

Q: Are you reluctantto tell us
about the program?

A: No.

Thisis clearly an extreme example of using dichotomous response
questionsin an interview. It should be clear, however,that the truly
open-ended questions would have generated quite different informa-
tion than was being generated,and waslikely to be generated, by the
dichotomousresponse questions. In addition, dichotomous response
questions can easily become leading questions. Once the interviewer
begins to deal with what appears to be a reluctant or timid
interviewee, by asking more and moredetailed dichotomous response
questions he or she can easily begin guessing at possible responses
and actually impose those responses on the person beinginter-
viewed. Onesuresign that this is happeningis when the intervieweris
doing moretalking than the person being interviewed. Consider the
following excerpt from an actual interview. This occurred with a
teenager who wasparticipating in a chemical dependencyprogram.
The interview took place during the time the teenager wasinvolved in
the program.

Interview

Q: Hello, John. It’s nice tosee you
again. I’m anxiousto find out
what’s been happening with
you. Can I ask you some ques-
tions about your experience?

Okay.

I'd like you to think about some
of the really important experi-
ences youve had here. Can you
think of something that stands
out in your mind?

A: Yeah,...the hot seat.

Comments

The opening is dominated by
the interviewer. No informal

give-and-take. The interviewee
is Set up to take a passive/reac-
tive role.

Introductory cue sentence
is immediately followed by
a dichotomous response
question.

John goes beyondthe dichoto-
mous response.
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Q: The hot seat is when one person

is the focus of attention for the

whole group, right?

Right.

So, what wasit like ...? Was

this the first time you've seen

the “*hot seat’ used?

One person doesit every day.

Is it different with different

people?

Yeah, it depends.

Well, how about telling me

about one that really stands out

in your mind.

Okay, let’s see, hmm... there

was this guy yesterday who

really got nailed. I mean, he

really caught a lot of crap from

the group. It was really heavy.

Did you say anything?

No, it was them others.

So whatwasit like for you? Did

you get caughtup in it? You said

it was really heavy. Wasit heavy

for you or just him or the group”?

Yeah, right, and it really got to

him.

217

The interviewer has provided

the definition, rather than

getting John’s own definition of

the hot seat.

Began open-ended, then changed

the question and madea dichoto-

mous response question. The

question is no longer singular

or open.

Answer goes beyond the ques-

tion.

Question follows previous an-

swer but still a dichotomous

response format.

Spoken as a statement but has

the structure of a dichotomous

response question.

Before responding to the open

request John reacts to the dich-

otomous response format.

Dichotomous response ques-

tion.

Multiple questions. Unclear

connections. Ambiguous, mul-

tiple-choice format at the end.

John’s positive answer (**Yeah,

right”) is actually uninterpret-

able, given the questions asked.
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Q: Did you think it was good for Dichotomous response ques-
him? Did it help him? tion.

A: Hestarted crying and got mad John wants to describe what
and one guy really came down happened. The narrowness of
on him and afterwards they the interview questionsare lim-
were talking, and it seemed to

_

iting his description.
be okay for him.

Q: So it was really intense? Leading question,setting up an
easy acquiescence response.

A: Yeah,it really was.

Q: And yougotreally involved. Same as previous question.

A: It was pretty heavy. John doesn’t actually respond
to the question. Ambiguousre-
sponse.

Q: Okay, I want to ask yousome Transition. John is cued that
about the lecture part of the the hot seat questionsare over.
program. Anything else you
wantto say about the hot seat?

(John doesn’t answerverbally.
Sits and waits for the next
questions.

The person conducting this interview said that she wantedto find
out two thingsin this portion ofthe interview: what experiences were
most salient for John; and how personally involved John was
becomingin the experience. She haslearned that the ‘“‘hot seat’’ was
highly salient for John, but she really knows very little about the
reasonsfor that salience. With regard to the second question ofhis
personal involvement, the only data she has comesfrom his acqui-
escence to leading questions. In fact, if one lists the data from the
interview,there is verylittle there:

Okay.

Yeah, ... the hot seat.

Right.

One person doesit every day.

Yeah, it depends.
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Okay,let’s see, hmmm.. . there wasthis guy yesterday who really got

nailed. I mean he really caught a lot of crap from the group. It was

really heavy.

No, it was them others.

Yeah,right, and it really got to him.

He started crying and got mad and oneguyreally came down on him

and afterwards they were talking, and it seemed to be okay for him.

Yeah, it really was.

It was pretty heavy.

In looking overthe transcript of this portion of the interview, it is

clear that the interviewer is talking more than the interviewee. The

questions put the interviewee in a passive stance, able to confirm or

deny the substance provided by the interviewer but not really given

the opportunity to provide in-depth, descriptive detail.

PRESUPPOSITION QUESTIONS

Presuppositions are a major focus of study for many linguists

(Kartunnen, 1973; Bandler and Grinder, 1975). Natural language is

filled with presuppositions. In the course of communicating as we go

about our day-to-day activities, it would be impossible to interact

with other people without relying heavily on presuppositions. The

dominance of presupposition structures in language has important

implications for interviewing. By becoming aware ofthe effects of

presupposition structures in interviewing situations, it is possible for

the skillful interviewer to use presuppositions to increase the

richness and depth of responses and data obtained. What then,are

presuppositions? Linguists Grinder and Bandler define presupposi-

tions as follows:

[WJhen eachof ususes a natural language system to communicate, we

assume that the listener can decode complex soundstructures into

meanings, i.e., the listener has the ability to derive the Deep-Structure

meaningfrom the Surface-Structure we presentto him auditorily. . .

[W]e also assume the complex skill of listeners to derive extra

meaning from some Surface-Structures by the nature of their form.

Even thoughneither the speakernorthe listener may be awareof this

process, it goes on all the time. For example, if someone says:

I want to watch Kung Fu tonight on TV

we must understand that Kung Fu is on TV tonight in orderto process

the sentence J want to watch. . . to make any sense. These processes

are called presuppositions of natural language [Bandler and Grinder,

1975: 241].
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Presuppositions are particularly useful in interviewing because
the interviewer presupposesthat the respondent has something to
Say. Such a presupposition increases the likelihood that the person
being interviewed will, indeed, have something to say. Consider the
following question: ‘‘Whatis the most important experience you had
in the program?”’ This question presupposesthat the respondent has
had an important experience. The person of whom the question is
asked, of course, has the option of responding, “‘I haven’t had any
important experiences.’ However, it is more likely that the inter-
vieweewill go directly to the issue of which experience to report as
important, rather than dealing first with the question of whether or
not an important experience has occurred. Contrast the presupposi-
tion format of the open-ended question to the formatofthe following
dichotomousresponse question: ‘‘Have you had any experiencesin
the program so far that you would call really important?” This
dichotomous response question requires the person to make a
decision about what an important experience is and whether or not an
important experience has occurred. By raising the questionat all, the
interviewer focuses on the decision about whetheror not something
important has occurred, rather than finding out what has occurred.
The presupposition format, then, bypassesthis initial Step by asking
directly for description rather than asking for an affirmation ofthe
existence of the phenomenonin question. Listed below on theleft are
typical dichotomousresponse questionsthat are used to introduce a
longer series of questions. On theright are presuppositions asked ina
truly open-ended format that bypass the dichotomous response
questions.

ALTERNATIVE QUESTION FORMATS

Dichotomous response Presupposition
lead-in question lead-in question

Do youfeel like youknowenough Howeffective do you think the
about the program to assess its program is? (Presupposesthat a
effectiveness? judgment can be made)

What do you know about the
program that leads you to say
that? (Presupposes some knowl-
edge of the program)
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Have you learned anything from What have you learned from this

this program”? program? (Presupposes some

learning)

Do you do anything now in your What do you do now that you

work that you didn’t do before didn’t do before the program

the program began”? began (Presupposes change)

Is there any misuse of funds in What kinds of misuse of funds

this program? have occurred in this program?

(Presupposes at least some mis-

use of funds)

Are there any conflicts among What kinds of staff conflicts

the staff? have occurred here? (Presup-

poses conflicts)

There is often a naturalness about the use of presuppositionsthat

makes more comfortable what might be otherwise embarrassing

questions. The presupposition includes the implication that what is

presupposedis the natural way things occur:It is natural for there to

be conflict in programs; it is natural for there to be some misuseof

funds in programs; and it is natural for people to have learned

something from participation in a program. The presupposition

provides a stimulus that asks the respondentto assess the answerto

the question directly without making a decision about whetheror not

something has actually occurred.

I first learned about presuppositionsin interviewing from a friend

who workedwith the agency in New York City that had responsibility

for interviewing carriers of venereal disease. The purpose of the

interviews was to find out about the carrier’s previous sexual

contacts so that those personscould be informed that they might have

venereal disease. He had learned from experience that there wasall

the difference in the world between asking a man, ‘‘Have you had

any sexual relationships with other men?” and asking him, *“How many

sexual contacts with other men have you had?’’ The dichotomous

response question requires a decision about some admission of

homosexuality. The presupposition form of the open-ended question

suggests that some sexual contacts with other men might be quite

natural, and focuses on the frequency of occurrence rather than

whether or not the event has occurred at all. The venereal disease

interviewers found that they were much morelikely to generate
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responseswith the presupposition format than with the dichotomous
response format.
The real point here is that the purposeof in-depth interviewsis to

find out what someone hasto Say. By presupposing that the person
being intervieweddoes, indeed, have somethingto say, the quality of
the descriptions received is likely to be enhanced.

ASKING SINGULAR QUESTIONS

Oneofthe basic rules of questionnaire writing is that each item
must be singular—thatis, no more than one idea should be contained
in any given question. Considerthis example: ‘‘How well do you
know andlike thestaff in this program? ( a) a lot; (b) pretty much;
(c) not too much;(d)notat all.”’ This item is impossible to interpret
in analysis becauseit asks two questions: (1) How well do you know
the staff? (2) How much doyoulike thestaff? Therefore, this is a poor
questionnaire item.
When one turns to open-ended interviewing, however, many

people think there is no longera need for the sameprecisionin asking
questions. I have seen transcripts of interviews conducted by
experienced and well-known field researchers in which several
questions have been thrown together which they might think are
related but whicharelikely to confuse the person being interviewed
about whatis really being asked.

In orderto help the staff improve the program, we’d like to ask you to
talk about your opinion of the program. What you think are the
strengths and weaknesses of the program? What you like? What you
don’t like? What you think could be improved or should Stay the same?

The evaluator who used this question regularly in interviewing
argued that by asking a series of questions it was possibleto find out
what was mostsalient to the person being interviewed because the
interviewee wasforced to choose whathe or she most cared aboutin
order to respond to the question. The evaluator would then probe
more specifically in those areas which were not answered in the
initial question.

Myownexperienceis that multiple questions create tension and
confusion becausethe person being interviewed doesn’t really know
whatis being asked. An analysis of the strengths and weaknessesofa
program is not the same as reporting what onelikes and dislikes
about a program. Likewise, recommendations for change may be
unrelated to strengths, weaknesses,likes, and dislikes. The following
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is an excerpt from an interview with a parentparticipating in a family

education program aimed at helping parents become moreeffective

aS parents.
>

Based on your experience, what would yousayare the strengths of

this program?

The other parents. Different parents can get together and talk

about what being a parentis like for them. The programis really

parents with parents. Parents really need to talk to other parents

about what to do and what they do do and what works and doesn’t

work. It’s the parents, it really is.

What about weaknesses?

I don’t know... I guess I’m not always sure that the program is

really getting to the parents who needit the most. I don’t really

know how you dothat, but I just think there are probably a lot of

parents out there who need the program and . . especially maybe

single-parent families. And fathers. It’s really hard to get fathers

into somethinglike this. It should just get to everybody and that’s

real hard.

Let me ask you now about some of your feelings about the

program. What are someofthe things that you really haveliked

about the program?

I’d like to put the staff right at the top of that. I really like the

program director. She’s a really well-educated person and knows

a lot, but she never makesus feel dumb. Wecan say anything or

ask anything. Shetreats us like people, like equals even. I like the

other parents. AndI like being able to bring my daughter along.

They take herinto the child’s part of the program, but we come

together. It’s something for us to do together and she hasher time

and I have mytime.

Whatabout dislikes? What are some things you don’t like so much

about the program?

I don’t like the time that we meet. We meetin the afternoonsafter

lunch andit kind of breaks into the day at a bad time for me, but

there isn’t any really good time for all the parents and I know

they’ve tried different times. Time is always going to be a hassle

for people. Maybethey could justoffer different things at different

times. The room we meetin isn’t too great but that’s no big deal.

Okay, you’ve givenus a lot of information about your experiences

in the program, strengths and weaknesses you’ve observed, and

some of the things you’ve liked and haven’t liked so much. Now

I’d like to ask you about your recommendationsfor the program.

If you had the power to change things about the program, what

would you make different?
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A: Well, I guess the first thing is money. It’s always money.I just
think they should put, you know,the legislature should put more
moneyinto programslike this. I don’t know how muchthe director
gets paid, but I hear that she’s not even getting paid as much as
school teachers. She should get paid like a professional. I think
there should be moreof these programs and more money in them.
Oh, I know what I’d recommend. Wetalked aboutit one time in
our group. It would be neat to have some parents who have
already been through the program come backandtalk with new
groups about what they’ve donewith their kids since they’ve been
in the program, you know, like problems that they didn’t
expect orthings that didn’t workout, or just getting experience of
parents who've already been through the program to help new
parents. We talked about that one day and thought that would be a
neat thing to do. I don’t knowif it would work, but it would be a
neat thing. I wouldn’t mind doingit, I guess.

Eachofthese questionssolicited a different response. Qualitative
measurement through in-depth interviewing requires noless preci-
sion in asking questions than is demandedby questionnaires con-
structed for quantitative measurement. The most important theme
running through this discussion of question formulation is that the
wording used in asking questions makes a tremendousdifference in
the kind of responsethat is received. The interviewer who throwsout
a bunchof questionsall at once to see which one takes hold puts an
unnecessary burden on the interviewee to decipher what is being
asked. In addition, multiple questions asked at the same time usually
mean that the interviewer hasn’t figured out what question should be
asked at that juncture in the interview, so the interviewer takes the
easy way out by asking several questions at once.
Asking several questions at once can also causethe interviewerto

lose controlofthe interview. Given multiple stimuli, the interviewee,
not being sure of the focus of the question, is free to go off in any
direction atall, including providing information thatis irrelevant to
the issues under examination. In conducting evaluation interviews
there is virtually always a limited amountof time available: both
interviewers and respondents have only so muchtimeto give to an
interview. To makethe best use ofthat time,it is helpful to prepare
highly focused questionsthat elicit genuine and relevant responses.
This meansthat the interviewer must know whatissues are important
enoughto ask questions about, and to ask those questions in a way
that the person being interviewed canclearly identify whatit is they
are being asked.
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CLARITY OF QUESTIONS

It is the responsibility of the interviewer to make it clear to the

interviewee whatis being asked. Asking questions that are under-

standable is an important part of establishing rapport. Unclear

questions can makethe person being interviewed feel uncomfortable,

ignorant, confused, or hostile. Asking singular questions helps a

great deal to make things clear. There are a numberofotherfactors

that contribute to clarity.

First, in preparing to do an interview, one should find out what

terms are being used by respondents whentheyrefer to the program

being evaluated. State and national programs are often labeled

differently at the local level than they are in the higheroffices which

fund them. In evaluating local CETA programs (Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act Programs) local contractors are

funded to establish and implementservicesin their area. Participants

know those programs by the nameofthe local contractor, such as

“Youth Employment Services,” ““Work for Youth,” and **Working

Opportunities for Women.”’ Manyparticipants in these programsdid

not know they were in CETA programs. Conducting an interview

with these participants where the word CETA was used would have

been confusing and disruptive to the interview.

This can also occur within an agency. Agencies that provide

multiple services typically have subunits with their own programma-

tic namesand identities. Participants may identify only with subunit

names and not with the larger agency. In other instances the agency

maybe identified completely with the subunit program.Instill other

cases the same participants may have participated in a numberof

subunit programs and therefore find it difficult to respond -to

questions aimed at evaluating the overall agency. In short, the

interviewer carries the burden of (1) deciding which is the appro-

priate unit about which to question the program participant and

(2) learning the language that participants use in talking about that

particular unit of analysis.

Second, the clarity of interview questions will depend on under-

standing what language participants use among themselvesin talking

about program activities or other aspects of program life. This is a
different issue from the question of what the program is labeled. The

kind of issue that arises here, for example, concerns how partici-

pantsrefer to program staff. When weinterviewedjuveniles who had

been placed in foster group homesbyjuvenile courts we had to spend

a good deal of preparatory time trying to find out how the juveniles

typically referred to the group homeparents,to their natural parents,
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to probation officers, and to each other in order to ask questions
clearly about each of thosesets of people. For example, when asking
about relationships with peers, should weuse the word ‘“juveniles,”’
“adolescents,” “‘youth,”’ ‘‘teenagers,’’ or what? In preparation for
the interviews we checked with a numberofjuveniles, group home
parents, and court authorities about the proper language to use.
There was complete consensus that the best language was to talk
avout ‘‘the other kids in the group home.”’ There was no consensusat
all about how ‘“‘kids in the group home’”’ referred to group home
parents. Thus, one of the questions we had to ask in each interview
was: *‘What do you usually call Mr. and Mrs... _ _ _ 2”? Wethen
used the languagegivento us by that youth throughout therest of the
interview to refer to group homeparents.

Third, providing clarity in interview questions may mean avoiding
using labels altogether. This means that when asking about a
particular program componentit maybe betterto first find out what
the interviewee believes that component to be and then to ask
questions about the descriptions provided by the person being
interviewed. An evaluation of open classrooms in North Dakota
included interviews with parents. All of the parents interviewed had
children who were participating in an open classroom. However,
many of the teachers and local schoolofficials did not use the term
“open” to refer to these classrooms because they wanted to avoid
political conflicts and stereotypes that were sometimes associated
with the notion of ‘“‘open education.’’ Thus, when interviewing
parents we foundthat we could not ask general questions concerning
their opinions about and feelings toward ‘‘open education.”’ Rather,
we had to begin with a sequence of questionslike the following:

What kinds of differences have you noticed between yourchild’s
classroom last year and the classroom this year?

Ok, you’ve mentioned several differences. Let me ask you your
opinion about each of the things you’ve mentioned. Whatdo youthink
about__

This strategy in questioning avoids the problem of collecting data
which later turns out to be uninterpretable because the evaluatoris
not sure what persons being interviewed meantby their responses.
A related problem emerged in interviewing children about their

classrooms. The decision makers and information users for the
evaluation were interested in, among other things, finding out the
basic skill activities of children in the open classrooms.In preparing
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for the interviews we learned that many teachers avoidedthe use of

terms like ‘‘math time’’ or ‘‘reading time’’ because they wanted to

integrate math and reading into other activities. This meantthat in

many cases children did not report to parents that they did any

‘‘math’’? in school. These same children would be working on

projects, such as the construction of a modelof their town using milk

cartons that required geometry,fractions, and reductionstoscale,

but they did not perceive of these activities as “‘math”’’ because they

associated math with worksheets and workbooks. Thus, to find out

what kind of math activities children were doing, it was necessary to

talk with them in detail about specific projects and work they were

engaged in without asking them the simple question, ‘What kind of

math do you do in the classroom?”

The theme running through these suggestions for increasing the

clarity ofquestions relates to the importanceofusing languagethatis

understandable and partofthe frame of reference of the person being

interviewed. It means taking special care to find out what language >

the interviewee uses to describe the program, the staff, program

activities, or whatever else the evaluator is interested in talking

about, and then using that language provided bythe intervieweein

the rest of the interview. Those questions whichuse the respondent’s

own language are questions which are most likely to be clear to the
respondent.

Being clear about what you are asking contributes to the process of

establishing and maintaining rapport during an interview. Using

words that make sense to the interviewee, words that reflect the

respondent’s world view, will improve the quality of data obtained

during the interview. In many cases, withoutsensitivity to the impact

of particular words on the person being interviewed, the answer

may makenosenseat all—or there may be no answer. A Sufi story

makesthis point quite nicely.

A manhadfallen betweenthe rails in a subway station when Nasrudin

came along one afternoon. People were all crowding around trying to

get him out before the train ran him over. They wereall shouting,

‘““Give me your hand!”’ but the man would not reach up. Mulla
Nasrudin elbowed his way through the crowd and leant over the
man. ‘‘Friend,’’ he asked, “‘what is your profession?”

‘lam an incometax inspector,’ gasped the man. “‘In that case,”’ said
Nasrudin, *“‘take my hand!’ The man immediately grasped Mulla’s
hand and was hauledto safety.

Nasrudin turned to the open-mouthed audience. ‘‘Never ask a tax man

to give you anything, you fools,’ he said [Shah, 1973:68].
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Before leaving the issue of clarity there is one other major
Suggestion that I would make.It is a suggestion about whichthereis
not consensus—indeed, most researchers who use interviews would
likely disagree. Nevertheless, my own experience in interviewing
leads meto at least offer this suggestion: Avoid ‘“‘why”’ questions.

WHY TO AVOID ASKING “WHY?”

“Why?” questions presumecause-effect relationships, an ordered
world, perfect knowledge, and rationality. ““Why?’’ questions pre-
Suppose that there are reasons why things occur and that those
reasons are knowable. ‘““Why?”’ questions move beyond what has
happened, what one has experienced, how one feels, what one
opines, and what one knows to the making of analytical and
deductive inferences.

The difficulty of making causal inferences has been thoroughly
explored at great length by philosophers of science (Bunge, 1957:
Nagel, 1961). Reports from parents about ‘“‘Why?”’ conversations
with their children also documentthedifficulty of providing causal
explanations about the world. The infinite regression quality of
“Why?” questionsis part of the difficulty engendered by using them
as part of an interview.

Dad, why doesit get dark at night?
Because ourside of the earth turns away from the sun.

Dad, why does ourside of the earth turn away from the sun?
Because that’s the way the world was made.

Dad, why was the world made that way?

So that there would be light and dark.
Dad, why should there be dark? Whycan’tit just be light all the time?

Because then we would get too hot.

Why would wegettoo hot?

Because the sun would be shining on usall the time.

Why can’t the sun be cooler sometimes?
It is, that’s why we havenight.

But why can’t we just have a cooler sun?

Because that’s the way the worldis.

Whyis the world like that?

It just is. Because.

Because why?

Just because.

Oh.

Daddy?

Yes.

Why don’t you know whyit gets dark?
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In a program evaluation interview it might seem that the context for

asking a ‘‘Why2”’ question would be clearer. However, if a precise

reasonfor

a

particularactivity is what is wanted,it is usually possible

to ask that question in a way that does not involve using the word

“why.” Let’s look first at the difficulty posed for the interviewee by

the ‘“Why?” question, and then look at some alternative phrases.

‘‘Why did you join this program?’’ The actual reason forjoining

the program is probably made up of a constellation of factors,

including the influences of other people, the nature of the program,

the nature of the person being interviewed,the interviewee’s expec-

tations, and practical considerations. It is unlikely that an inter-

viewee can sort throughall of these levels of possibility at once, so

the person to whom the questionis posed mustpick out somelevelat

which to respond.

‘‘Because it was at a convenient time.’’ (programmatic reason)

‘Because I’m a joiner.’’ (personality reason)

‘Because a friend told me about the program.”’ (information reason)

‘‘Because my priest told me about the program andsaid he thoughtit

would be good for me.”’ (social influence reason)

‘‘Because it was inexpensive.’ (economic reason)

‘‘Because I wanted to learn about the things they’re teaching in the

program.’’ (outcomes reason)

‘‘Because God directed metojoin the program.”’ (personal motivation

reason)

‘‘Because it was there.’’ (philosophical reason)

Anyonebeing interviewed could respond at anyorall ofthese levels.

The question that the evaluator must decide before conducting the

interview is whichof these levels is of sufficient importancethatit is

worth asking a question about. If the primary evaluation question

concerns characteristics of the program that attracted participants,

then instead of asking, ‘““Why did youjoin?” the interviewer should ask

something like the following: ““What was it about the program that

attracted you to it?’ If the evaluator is interested in learning about

social influencesthat led to participation in a program,either voluntary

or involuntary participation, a question like the following could be used:

In most of the decisions we makethere are other people who have some

influence on what we do. In terms of your participation in this

program, what other people played a role in your becomingpart of the

program?
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In some cases the evaluator may be particularly interested in the
characteristics of participants, so the question might be phrased in
the following fashion:

I’m interested in learning more about you as a person and your
personal involvement in this program. What is it about you—your
situation, your personality, your desires, whatever—whatis it about
you that you think led you to becomepart of this program?

Depending on the depth to which an evaluator wants to explore a
particular situation, it might be appropriate to ask all of these
questions as well as others. The point is that by thinking carefully
about what one wants to know,there is a greater likelihood that
respondentswill supply answers that makesense and that are usable.
My feelings about the difficulties raised with ‘‘Why?” questions
come from trying to analyze such questions when responses cover
such a multitude of dimensionsthat it was clearthat different people
were respondingto different things. This makes analysis extremely
difficult, and often leads to data that simply are unusable. By thinking
carefully about exactly what information is needed and howit will be
used, the interviewer can focus questions to make them clearto the
interviewee as well as to make the responses across interviewees
more systematic and comprehensive.
Even with more precise focus, questions that require the inter-

viewer to make deductions and provide explanationsare sufficiently
taxing on the energyofthe interviewee that such questions should be
used sparingly. Social scientists in particular, given that they have so
muchtrouble sorting out causes and effects in their own analyses,
should be particularly sensitive to the difficulty posed by questions
that ask for explanations.

Perhaps myreservations aboutthe use of ‘‘Why?’’ questions come
from having so often appeared the fool when asking such questions
during interviewswith children. In the open classroom interviews we
were trying to find out the extent to which children chose to spend
time doing interesting things in the room when children in other
classrooms might be playing outside. Several teachers during their
interviews had mentioned that children in open classrooms often
becomeinvolved in what they were doing and chosenotto go outside
for recess.

What’s your favorite time in school?

Recess.

Whydo youlike recess?
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Because we go outside and play on the swings.

Whydo you go outside?

Because that’s where the swings are! (She replied with a look of

incredulity that adults could ask such stupid questions.)

Children take interview questions quite literally, and so it rapidly

becomes clear when a questionis not well thoughtout. It was during

those days of interviewing children in North Dakota that I learned

about the problems with ‘““‘Why?”’ questions.

NEUTRAL QUESTIONS

As an interviewerI want to establish rapport with the person Iam

questioning, but that rapport must be established in such a waythatit

does not undermine my neutrality concerning what the persontells

me. Neutrality means that the person being interviewed cantell me

anything without engendering either myfavoror disfavor with regard

to the content of their response. I cannot be shocked; I cannot be

angered; I cannot be embarrassed; I cannot be saddened—indeed,

nothing the persontells me will make me think moreorless of them.

At the same time that I am neutral with regard to the content of

whatis being said to me, I care very much that that personis willing to

share with me whatthey are saying. Rapport is a stancevis-a-vis the

person being interviewed. Neutrality is a stance vis-a-vis the

content of what that person says. Rapport meansthat I respect the

people being interviewed, so what they say is important because of

who is saying it. I want to convey to them that their knowledge,

experiences, attitudes, and feelings are important. Yet, the content of

what they say to meis not important.

Rapport is built on the ability to convey empathy and under-

standing without judgment. Throughout this chapter we have been

considering ways of phrasing questions that facilitate the establish-

ment of rapport. In this section I want to focus on waysof wording

questions that are particularly aimed at conveying that important

sense of neutrality.

One kind of question wording that can help establish neutrality is

the i/lustrative examples format. When phrasing questions in this

way I wantto let the person I’m interviewing knowthat I have pretty

much heardit all—the bad things and the good things—and soI’m not

interested in something thatis particularly sensational, particularly

negative, or especially positive. I’m really only interested in what

that person’s experience has been like. An exampleofthe illustrative

examples format is provided by a question taken from interviews we
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conducted with juvenile delinquents who had been placed in foster
group homes. Onesection of the interview was aimedat finding out
how the juveniles were treated by group homeparents.

Ok, now I'd like to ask you to tell me how you weretreated in the group
home by the parents. Some kids have told us that they felt that they
were treated like one of the family in the group home; somekids have
told us that they got knocked around and beat up by the group home
parents; some kids havetold us about sexual things that were done to
them; some of the kids have told us about a lot of recreational and
hobbykindsof things; some kids have felt they have beentreated really
good and some kids have beentreated really bad. When you think
about how you are treated in the group home, what kind of things
come to mind?

A closely related formatis the (//ustrative extremesformat. With
this format 1 attemptto let the interviewee know that I have heardit
all by giving examples only of extreme responses.

How much dopedid you use while you were in the group home? I know
that some kids have told me they were doped up the whole time they
were in the home, they smoked or droppedstuff every day and every
night, while other kids have said that they decided to Stay completely
Straight while they were in the home. How about you?

It is critical to avoid in both theillustrative examples format and
the illustrative extremes format asking a leading question. Leading
questions are the opposite of neutral questions: they give the
interviewee hints about what would be a desirable or appropriate
kind of answer. Leading questions “‘lead’’ the respondentin acertain
direction.

An example of a typical leading question that might be asked of
juveniles is the following:

Weknowthat mostkids use a lot of dope becausethat’s part of whatit
meansto be young, so wefigure you use it too—right? So what do you
think about everybody using dope?

This question has a built-in response bias that communicatesthe
interviewer’s belief that drug use amongthe youngis legitimate and
universal. The question is ‘‘leading’’ becausethe interviewee is led
into acquiescence with the interviewer’s point of view.

It is important in giving examples that the examples coverseveral
dimensions and be balanced between what might be construed as
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positive and negative kinds ofresponses. My ownpreferenceis to use

these illustrative formats only as clarifying questions after having

begun with a simple, straightforward, and truly open-ended question

wherethe response wasnot constrained or influenced by any kinds of

examples: ‘‘What has been your experience with the use of drugsin

the group home?”’

ROLE-PLAYING AND SIMULATION
QUESTIONS

It is sometimes helpful to provide the interviewee with a context

for responding to a question. This context provides cues about the

level at which a response is expected. One wayof providing such a

contextis to role play with persons being interviewed, asking them to

respond to the interviewer as if he or she were someoneelse.

Suppose I was a new person whojust came into this program,and |

asked you what I should doto really do well in the program. What

would you tell me?

or

Suppose I was anew kid in this group home,and I didn’t know anything

about what goes on around here. What would you tell me about the

rules that I have to follow?

The effect of these questions is to provide a context for what would

otherwise be quite difficult questions. ‘‘How does one get the most

out of this program?”’ ‘*What are the rules of this group home?”’ The

role-playing question, in this format, also puts interviewees in the

role of expert: they know something of value to someoneelse. This

places the interviewerin the position of a novice, an apprentice. The

‘expert’ is being asked to share his or her expertise with the novice.I

have often observed a marked change in animation and enthusiasm
on the part of interviewees when role-playing kinds of questions
have been used.

Anothervariation of the role-playing format is a question whereby

the interviewer dissociates himself or herself somewhat from asking

the question. This has the effect of making the question less personal
and probing. Consider these two questions: ‘‘How do you sneak dope

into the prison?” ““Suppose someone you trusted asked you how to

sneak dope into the prison. What would youtell him?”’

The first question comes across like an interrogation or inquisi-

tion. The second question is softened and has more of an informal

and informative tone. Despite the fact that the content is the samefor
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both questions, the second question hasthe psychological effect on
the interviewee of permitting the interviewer to be dissociated from
the question. While this technique can be overused and can sound
like a phonyortrick question if the intonation with whichitis asked is
hesitating or implies awkwardness, used sparingly and with subtlety
the role-playing format can ease the askingofdifficult questions and
can permit the interviewer to obtain high quality information.

Simulation questions provide a context in a different way. The
Simulation question asks the person being interviewed to imagine
himself or herself in some situation about which the intervieweris
interested.

Suppose I was present with you during one of your group therapy
sessions. What would I see happening? What would be going on?
Describe to me what oneofthose sessionsis like.

or

Suppose I wasin your classroom at the beginningof the day when the
students first come in. What would I see happeningas the students
came in? Take me there. Take me to your classroom and let me see
what happens duringthe first ten to fifteen minutes as the students
arrive, what you’d be doing, what they’d be doing, what thosefirst
fifteen minutesare like.

In effect, these questions ask the interviewer to become an
observer. The observeris asked to simulate for the interviewer some
situation that has been experienced. In mostcases, a responsetothis
question will require the interviewee to visualize the situation to be
described. When the interviewee is able to fully move into and
experience the simulated situation through a visualization, the
interviewer may observethat persons being interviewed take on an
abstracted expression. As the purpose of the question is to achieve
that abstraction, the interviewer should nottry to bring respondents
back, but rather encourage them to describe whatis happening in the
simulation. I frequently find that the richest and most detailed
descriptions comefrom

a

series of questionsthat ask a respondent to
re-experience and/or simulate some aspect of a program.

PREFATORY STATEMENTS AND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The purpose of prefatory statements is to let the person being
interviewed know whatis going to be asked beforeit is asked. This
can serve two functions. First, it alerts the intervieweeto the nature
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of the question that is coming; it directs their awareness; andit

focuses their attention. Second, an introductory announcement

about subject matter about to be broached gives the person being

interviewed a few secondsto organize his or her thoughts before the

question is actually asked. Such questions can help the flow ofthe

interview and reduce the amount of time taken up in whatis

sometimes an awkward silence while the intervieweeis reflecting on or

remembering the information necessary to answera question. There

are several different formats that can be used asprefaces to asking

specific questions.

The transition format announcesthat one section of the interview

has been completed and the new section is about to begin. The

transition format tells the respondent that closure has been reached

on one topic and a newtopic is about to be introduced.

We’ve been talking about the goals and objectives of the program.

Now I'd like to ask you some questions about actual program activi-

ties. What are the majoractivities offered to clients in this program?

or

We’ve been talking about your personal experiences with this

program. Now I'd like to ask you some questions concerning your

opinions about the program.First, I’d like to ask youto think aboutthe

program’sstrengths and weaknesses. Let’s begin with strengths. What

would you sayare the basic strengths of this program, from yourpoint

of view?

The transition format essentially says to the interviewee: ‘*This is

where we've been... and this is where we're going... . ’’ Questions

prefaced by transition format help maintain the smooth flow of an

interview.

An alternative form of transition is the summarizing transition

format. This format brings closure to a section of the interview by

repeating to the person interviewed whatit is they have said in that

section of the interview and then asking them if they have anything to

add or to clarify before moving on to a new subject. The summarizing

transition format announcesto the respondentthat the intervieweris

ready to bring closure to one section of the interview and to begin a
new section. However,first the interviewer should makesure that he

or she is not cutting off any final comments from the person being

interviewed.

Before we move on to the next set of questions, let me make sure I’ve

got everything you said about the program goals and objectives. You
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Said the programhadfive goals. First, .. . Second, ... Before I ask
you some questionsabout program activities related to these goals, are
there any additional goals or objectives that I haven’t got down here?

The summarizingtransition formatlets the person being interviewed
know that the intervieweris listening and is recording whatis being
said. The summaryallows the interviewee to make Clarifications,
corrections, and additionsin order to bring closureto one section of
the interview. This format also announcesthatit is time to move on to
other questionsandlets the respondent know whatis coming up next.
The direct announcementformatis a simple statementtelling the

interviewee what will be asked next. A preface to a question that
announces its content softens the harshness or abruptness of the
question itself. Direct prefatory statements can make an interview
more conversational and easy-flowing, less like an interrogation.
The transcriptions below showtwointerview sequences, one without
prefatory statements and the other with prefatory statements.

DEMONSTRATION OF THE
DIRECT ANNOUNCEMENT FORMAT

 

Interview without Interview with
direct preface direct preface

A: ...80 I guess I’d say that’s A: ...so]l guess I’d say that’s
what the program has done what the program has done
for me. for me.

Q: How have you changed asa Q: Let me ask youto think now
result of the program? about what changes you see

in yourself because of this
program. (pause) How have
you changedsince you began
the program?

There are times when the flow of the interview makesit imperative
that direct, follow-up questions be asked without preface or announce-
ment. There are other times whenthe flow of the interview is made
more conversational by the insertion of direct announcements about
the content of a question beforeit is asked. All of these formats must
be used selectively and strategically. Constant repetition of the same
format or mechanical use of a particular format will make the
interview more,rather than less, awkward.
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The attention-getting preface makes a comment about the ques-

tion that is going to be asked. The comment may concern the

importance of the question, the difficulty of the question, the

opennessof the question, or any other characteristic of the question

the interviewer thinks should be called to the attention of the

respondent. Several such prefacesare illustrated in the following

questions.

This next questionis particularly important to the program staff. How

do you feel the program could be improved?

or

This next question is purposefully vague so that you can respond in

any way that makes sense to you. What difference has this program

madeto the larger community?

or

This next question may be particularly difficult to answer with

certainty, but I’d like to get your thoughtsonit. In thinking about how

you’ve changed during the last year, how much has this program

caused those changes comparedto otherthings that were happening in

yourlife at this time?

or

This next question is aimed directly at getting your perspective.

What’s it like to be a client in this program?

or

As you will recognize, this next question has been particularly

controversial. Whatkind of staff are needed to run a program like this?

The common element in each of these examples is that some

prefatory comment is made about the question to alert the inter-

viewee to the nature of the question. The attention-getting format

tells the person being interviewed that the question about to be asked

has some unique quality that makesit particularly worthy of being

answered.

Making statements about the questions being asked is a way for the

interviewer to engage in some conversation during the interview

without commenting on the answers being provided by the inter-

viewee. Thus, the interviewer is given something to say that goes

beyond a pure interrogation function, but what is said concernsthe

questions and not the respondent’s answers. In this fashion the

interview can be made moreinteresting, more conversational, and

interactive.
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PROBES AND FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS

Probes are used to deepen the response to a question, to increase
the richness of the data being obtained, and to give cues to the
interviewee about the level of response that is desired. The word
‘“probe”’ itself is usually best avoided in interviews. The expression,
‘Let me probethat further”’ can sound as ifthe intervieweris about to
perform surgery on the respondent or conducting an investigation of
something illicit or illegal. Quite simply, a probeis an interview tool
used to go deeper into the interview responses. As such, probes
should be conversational, offered in a natural style and voice, and
used to follow up initial responses.
One natural set of conversational probes consists of detail-

oriented questions. Theseare the basic questionsthatfill in the blank
Spaces of a response.

Whendid that happen?

Whoelse was involved?

Where were you during that time?

What was your involvementin that situation?

How did that come about?

Where did that happen?

These detail-oriented probesare the basic ‘“‘who,”“where,” ‘“‘what,”
“when,” and “‘how”’ questionsthat are used to obtain a complete and
detailed picture of some activity or experience. Thereare times,as in
the probes suggested above, when particular details are elicited
through follow-up questions.
At other times an interviewer may want to keep a respondent

talking more about a subject. In such cases elaboration probes are
used. Elaboration probes encompassa variety of ways to cue the
person being interviewed that they should keep talking. The best cue
an interviewercan use to encourage continuedtalking is to gently nod
his or her head. (Overenthusiastic head-nodding will often be
perceived as endorsmentofthe content of a response or as wanting
the person to stop talking because the interviewer has already
understood what the respondent has to say. Gentle and strategic
head-nodding is aimed at communicating that the interviewer is
listening and wants to go on listening.) The verbal corollary of head-
nodding is the quiet ‘‘uh-huh.’”’ A combination may be necessary;
when the respondent seems aboutto stop talking and the interviewer
would like to encourage him or herto continue, a combined ‘“‘uh-huh’”’
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with a gentle rocking of the whole upper body can communicate

interest in having the interviewee elaborate.

Elaboration probes also have direct verbal forms. These consist

of any statement or request that the person keep talking.

Would you elaborate on that?

Could you say some more aboutthat?

That’s helpful. I’d appreciate it if you could give me more detail.

I’m beginning to get the picture. (The implication is that I don’t have

the full picture yet, so please keep talking.)

I think I’m beginning to understand.

Let me makesure I’ve got down exactly what yousaid, then I’d like to

ask you to say some moreonthat.

There are times whenthe interviewee should be encouraged to say

more becausethe interviewerhas notfully understood an answer. If

something has been said that is ambiguous or an apparent non-

sequitur, a clarification probe may be useful. Clarification probes

tell the interviewee that the interviewer needs more information, a

restatement of the answer, or more context.

You said the program is a “‘success.’’ What do you mean by

“success?”

I’m not sure I understand what you meant by that. Could you

elaborate, please.

I want to makesure I understand whatyou’re saying.I think it would

help me if you could say some more aboutthat.

What you’re saying now is very important and I want to makesurethat

I get it in exactly the way you mean it. Would you repeat what you said

so that I can. get your exact thoughts?

I’m not sure I understand exactly what you mean.

I didn’t quite catch your full meaning. Would you run that by me

again?

A clarification probe should be used naturally and gently. It is best
for the interviewer to conveythe notionthat the failure to understand

is the fault of the interviewer and not a failure by the person being

interviewed. The interviewer does not want to make the respondent

feel inarticulate, stupid, or muddled. After one or two attempts at

achieving clarification, it is sometimes best to leave the particular
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topic that is causing the confusion and moveonto other questions,
perhaps returning to that topic at a later point.
A major characteristic that separates probes from generalinter-

view questionsis that probes are seldom written out in an interview.
Probingis a skill that comes from knowing what to look for in the
interview,listening carefully to what is said and whatis not said, and
being sensitive to the feedbackneedsofthe person being interviewed.
Probes are always a combination of verbal and nonverbal cues.

Probesare used to communicate with the interviewee about whatthe
interviewer wants. Moredetail? Elaboration? Clarity? Probes, then,
provide guidanceto the person interviewed. Theyalso provide the
interviewer with a way to maintain control of the flow of the
interview, a subject discussed in more detail in a later section.

SUPPORT AND RECOGNITION RESPONSES

Effective interviewing should cause both the interviewer and the
interviewee to feel that a two-wayflow ofcommunicationis goingon.
Interviews should not be simply interrogations in whichthe inter-
viewer intensively pursues a set of questions and the respondent
provides the answers. The interviewer has a responsibility to
communicate clearly what information is desired, why that informa-
tion is important, andto let the interviewee know howtheinterview
is progressing.

Previous sections have emphasized the wording of questions so
that interview questions are clear and detailed responses can be
obtained from personsbeing interviewed. The purposeofthe overall
interview andthe relationship of particular questionsto that overall
purpose are important pieces of information that go beyond simply
asking questions. While the reason for asking a particular question
may be absolutely clear to the interviewer, such purposesare not
always clear to the respondent. The interviewer communicates
respect for persons being interviewed by giving them the courtesy of
explaining why questions are being asked. Understanding the pur-
poseof the interview will increase the motivation of the interviewee
to respond openly andin detail.
The overall purpose of the interview is conveyed in an opening

statement. The most important elements to communicate in this
opening statement, at least when interviewingis being doneaspart of
a program evaluation process,are all of the following:
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What will be asked in the interview?

Whois the information for?

Howwill the information be handled, including confidentiality?

Whatis the purpose of collecting the information?

Howwill it be used?

The interviewer has an obligation to provide this information at

the beginning of the interview. Providing such information doesnot,

however, require making long and elaborate speaches. Statements

of purpose should be simple, straightforward, and understandable.

Long statements about whatthe interview is going to be like and how

it will be used, when such statements are madeat the beginningofthe

interview, are usually either boring or anxiety-producing. The

interviewee will find out soon enough what kinds of questions are

going to be asked, and, from the nature of the questions, will make

judgments about the likely use of such information. The basic

message to be communicated in the opening statementis (1) that the

information is important, (2) the reasons for that importance, and

(3) the willingness of the interviewer to explain the purpose of the

interview out of respect for the interviewee.

The purpose of this interviewis to get information that will help the

program staff improve the program. As someone whohasbeenin the

program, you are in a unique position to describe what the program

does and howit affects people. And that’s whatthe interview is about:

your experiences with the program and your thoughts about your

experiences. The answersfromall the people we interview, and we’re

interviewing about 25 people, will be combined into an overview.

before the program staff see what people said. Nothing you say will

everbe identified with you personally. As we go throughtheinterview,

if you have any questions about why I’m asking someparticularthings,

pleasefeel free to ask. Orif there’s anything you don’t want to answer,

just say so. The purposeof the interviewis to get your insights about

how the program operates and howit affects people. Any questions

about that before we begin?

While this overview gives a basic notion about the purpose of the
interview, it will still be appropriate and important to explain the
purpose of particular questions at strategic points throughout the
interview. Explaining the purposeofparticular questionsis a form of
prefatory statementthattells the respondent whythe intervieweris
asking what he or sheis about to ask.
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This next set of questions is about your own personal background and
experiences. The purpose of these background questionsis to help us
find out how different kinds of people have experienced the program.

Or

This next set of questions is about the program staff. The staff are
particularly interested in your answersto these questions because they
want to know howthey comeacrossto participants in the program so
that they can become moreeffective in working with people. The staff
has told us that they don’t really get a chanceto find out how people in
the program feel about what they do, so this part of the interview is
aimed at giving them somedirect feedback.

The otherpart of this process of maintaining communication with
the intervieweeis giving out clues about howtheinterview is going.
One of the most common mistakes in interviewing is a failure to
provide reinforcementand feedbackto the person being interviewed
about how the interviewer perceives the interview is progressing.
This involvesletting the interviewee know from timeto time that the
purposeofthe interviewis being fulfilled. Words of thanks, support,
and praise will help make the interviewee feel that the interview
process is worthwhile.

Your comments about program weaknessesareparticularly helpful,I
think, because identification of the kind of weaknesses you describe
can really help in making changes in the program.

Or

It’s really helpful to get such a clear statement of what the program is
like. That’s just the kind of thing we’re trying to getat.

or

Weare about half-way through the interview now and I think a lot of
really important things are coming out of what you’re saying.

or

I really appreciate your willingness to express your feelings about
that. That’s really helpful.

The interviewer can often get clues about what kind of reinforce-
ment is appropriate by watching the interviewee. When the verbal
and nonverbal behaviorsofthe person indicate that he or sheis really
struggling with the question, going deep within himself or herself
trying to form an answer, after his or her response it is entirely
appropriate for the interviewerto say: “‘I know that was a difficult
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question and I really appreciate your working with it because what

you said cameout very clearly.’’ At other times the interviewer may

perceive that only a surface or shallow answerhasbeen provided.It

may then be appropriate to say somethinglike the following:“I don’t

want to let that question go by without asking you to think aboutitjust

a little bit more, because I feel you’ve really given some important

detail and insights on the other questions and I’dlike to get more of

your reflections about this question.”’

The point here is that the interview is an interaction. The

interviewer provides stimuli to generate a reaction. That reaction

from the interviewee, however, is also a stimulus to which the

interviewer responds. The interviewer must maintain awareness of

how the interview is flowing, how the interviewee is reacting to

questions, and what kinds of feedback are appropriate and helpful

to maintain the flow of communication.

MAINTAINING CONTROL
OF THE INTERVIEW

Timeis precious in an interview. Long-winded responses,irrele-

vant remarks, and digressionsin the interview will reduce the amount

of time available to focus on critical questions. The interviewer must

maintain control of the interview; that control is maintained by
(1) knowing what one wantsto find out, (2) asking the right questions

to get the desired answers, and (3) giving appropriate verbal and
nonverbal feedback to the person being interviewed.
Knowing what one wantsto find out in the interview meansthat

one is able to recognize and distinguish appropriate from inappro-
priate responses. It is not enough just to ask the right questions. The
interviewer must listen carefully to make sure that the responses
received provide answersto the questions that are asked. Consider
the following exchange:

Q: What happensin a typical interviewer training session that you
lead?

A: I try to be sensitive to where each personis at with interviewing.I
try to makesurethat I am able to touch base with each person so
that I can find out how they’re respondingto theirtraining, to get
some notion of how each person is doing.

Q: How do you begin a session, a training session?

A: I believe it’s important to begin with enthusiasm, to generate
some excitement about interviewing.
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In this interaction the interviewer is asking descriptive, behavioral
questions. The responses, however, are about beliefs and hopes—
they have not actually described what happens. Rather, the responses
describe what the interviewee thinks ought to happen. Since the
interviewer is waiting for behavioral data, it is necessary to first
recognize that the responses are not providing the kind of data
desired, and then to ask appropriate questions that will lead to
behavioral responses.

INTERVIEWER: Okay, you try to establish contact with each
person, and youtry to generate enthusiasm at the beginning. What I’d
like you to do nowisto actually take meto a training session. Describe
for me what the room lookslike, where the trainees are, where you are,
and tell me what I would see and hear if I were right there in that
session. What would I see you doing? What would I hear you saying?
What would I see the trainees doing? What would I hearthe trainees
saying? Take meinto a session so that I can actually experienceit.

It is the interviewer’s responsibility to work with the person being
interviewedto facilitate the desired responses. At times it may be
necessary to give more direct feedback aboutthe kind of information
that has been received and the kind of information that is desired.

INTERVIEWER:I think I understand now whatit is you try to do
during an interview training session. You’ve explained to me what you

hope to accomplish and stimulate, now I’d like you to describe to me
what you actually do, not what you expect, but what I would actually

see happening if I was present at the session.

It is not enough to simply askthe right initial question. Neitheris
it enough to have a well-planned interview with good, on-target basic

questions. The interviewer must listen carefully to the kinds of

responses supplied to make sure that the interview is working

according to plan. I’ve seen many well-written interviews that have

resulted in largely useless data because the interviewerdid notlisten

carefully to the responses being received and did not recognize that

the responses werenot providingthe kind ofinformation needed. The

first responsibility, then, in maintaining control of the interview is

knowing what kind of data one is looking for and directing the -

interview in orderto collect that data.

Giving appropriate feedback to the interviewee is essential in

pacing an interview and maintaining control ofthe interview process.

Head-nodding, taking notes, “‘uh-huhs,”’ and silent probes (remaining
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quiet when a personstopstalking to let them know the intervieweris

waiting for more)are all signals that the person being interviewedis

on the right track. On the other hand,it is often necessary to stop a

highly verbal respondent whogets off the track. The first step in

stopping the long-winded respondentis to cease giving the usual cues

mentioned above that encourage talking: stop nodding the head;

interject a new question as soonasthe respondent pauses for breath;

stop taking notes, or call attention to the fact that one has stopped

taking notes by flipping the page of the writing pad andsitting back,

waiting. When these nonverbal cues do not work, it becomes

necessary to interrupt the long-winded respondent.

Let me stop you here, for a moment. I want to make sure I fully

understand something you said earlier. (Then ask the question aimed

at getting the response moretargeted.)

or

Let me ask you to stop for a moment because some of what you’re

talking about now I wantto get later in the interview. First I need to

find out from you...

Interviewers are sometimes concernedthatit is impolite to interrupt

an interviewee. It certainly can be awkward, but when done with

respect and sensitivity, the interruption can actually help the

interview. It is both patronizing and disrespectfu! to let the respon-

dent run on when noattention is being paid to what he or sheis

saying. It is respectful of both the person being interviewed, and the

interviewer, to make gooduseof the short time available to talk. Itis

the responsibility of the interviewer to help the interviewee under-

stand what kind of information is being requested andto establish a

framework and context that makesit possible to collect the right kind

of information.

Asking focused questions in an appropriate style to get relevant

answersthat are useful in understanding the interviewee’s world is

what interviewingis all about. Yet, maintaining focus on information

that is useful, relevant, and appropriate requires concentration,

practice, and the ability to separate that which isfoolish from that
which its important. In his classic Don Quixote, Cervantes des-

cribes a scene in which Sanchois rebuked by Don Quixotefor trying

to impress his cousin by repeating deeply philosophical questions

and answersthat he has heard from otherpeople,all the while trying

to make the cousin think that these philosophical discourses were

Sancho’s owninsights.
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“That question and answer,’’ said Don Quixote, ‘“‘are not yours,
Sancho. You have heard them from someoneelse.”’
‘Whist, sir,’ answered Sancho,‘‘if I start questioning and answer-

ing, I shan’t be donetil tomorrow morning. Yes, for if it’s just a matter
of asking idiotic questions andgivingsilly replies, I needn’t go begging
help from the neighbors.”’
‘You have said more than you know, Sancho,” said Don Quixote,

‘for there are some people who tire themselves out learning and
proving things that, once learned and proved, don’t matter a straw as
far as the mind or memoryis concerned”’ [Cervantes, 1964:682].

Regardless of which interview strategy is used—the informal
conversational interviews, the interview guide approach, or stan-
dardized open-ended interviews—the wording of questions will
affect the nature and quality of responses received. Constant
attention to the purpose of specific interviews and to the waysin
whichquestions can be worded to achieve that evaluation purpose
will reduce the extent to which, in Cervantes’ words, evaluators “‘tire
themselves out learning and proving things that, once learned and
proved, don’t matter a straw as far as the mind or memoryis
concerned.”’

RECORDING THE DATA

The primary data of in-depth, open-ended interviews are quota-
tions. What people say, what they think, how theyfeel, what they’ve
done, and what they know—theseare the things one can learn from
talking to peoplein interviews. The purpose of qualitative evaluation
methods is to understand the perspective and the experience of
people associated with a program. But no matter what style of
interviewing is used, and no matter how careful one wordsinterview
questions,it all comesto naughtifthe interviewerfails to capture the
actual words of the person being interviewed. The raw data of
interviews are the actual quotationsspoken by interviewees. Thereis

not substitute for these data.

Data interpretation and analysis involve making sense out of what

people havesaid, looking for patterns, putting together whatis saidin

one place with whatis said in another place, and integrating what

different people havesaid.

These are processesthat belong primarily to the analysis phase of

qualitative evaluations after the data are collected. During the
interviewing processitself—thatis, during the data collection phase
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of evaluation—the purposeofeach interviewis to record as fully and

fairly as possible that particular interviewee’s perspective. Some

method for recording the verbatim responses of people being

interviewed is essential.

TAPE RECORDING INTERVIEWS

A tape recorderis part of the indispensable equipment of evalua-

tors using qualitative methods. Tape recorders do not ‘““tune out’’

conversations, change whathas been said becauseof interpretation

(either conscious or unconscious), or record words more slowly than

they are spoken. (Tape recorders, do, however, break down and

malfunction—a point addressed in the next section.) In addition to

increasing the accuracy of data collection, the use of a tape recorder

permits the interviewer to be moreattentive to the interviewee. The

interviewer whotries to write down every wordwill havea difficult

time responding appropriately to interviewee needs and cues. The

pace of the interview can becomedecidedly nonconversational. In

brief, the interactive nature of in-depth interviewing is seriously

affected by the attempt to take verbatim notes during the interview.

The majorjustification for using a tape recorder should be made

clear to the interviewee.

I’dlike to tape record whatyou haveto say so that I don’t miss anyofit.

I don’t want to take the chance of relying on my notes and thereby

miss something that you say or inadvertently change your words

somehow.So,ifyou don’t mind,I’d very muchlike to use the recorder.

If at any time during the interview you would like to turn the tape

recorderoff, all you haveto dois press this button on the microphone,

and the recorderwill stop.

The use of the tape recorder doesnot eliminate the need for taking

notes. Notes can serve at least two purposes: (1) notes taken during

the interview can help the interviewer formulate new questionsas the

interview movesalong, particularly where it may be appropriate to

check out something that wassaid earlier; and (2) taking notes about

whatis said will facilitate later analysis, including locating important

quotations from thetapeitself. In addition, note-taking is one of the

nonverbal behaviors that helps pace the interview. Note-taking

becomesa kind of nonverbal feedback to the interviewee about when

somethingsufficiently important to have written down hasbeensaid;

conversely, the failure to take notes will often indicate to the

respondent that nothing of particular importanceis being said.
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what heis now saying; formulating probes linking up current talk with
whathe hasalready said; thinking ahead to putting in a new question
that has nowarisen and wasnot taken accountofin the standing guide
(plus making a note at that momentso onewill not forget the question);
and attending to the interviewee in a manner that communicatesto him
that you are indeedlistening. All of this is hard enough simplyinitself.
Add to that the problem of writing it down—even if one takes
shorthand in an expert fashion—and one can seethat the process of
note-taking in the interview decreases one’s interviewing capacity.
Therefore, if conceivably possible, tape record; then one can interview
[Lofland, 1971:89].

TRANSCRIBING INTERVIEWS

Since the raw data of interviews are quotations, the most desirable
data to obtain would be full transcription of interviews. Unfor-
tunately, transcribing is enormously expensive. At the Minnesota
Center for Social Research, we found that the ratio of transcribing
time to tape time was typically 4:1—on the average, it took four
hours to transcribe one hour of tape. Despite these costs, full
transcriptions are the most desirable data to obtain. Transcripts can
be enormously useful in data analysis and later in replications or
independent analyses of the data.
Where resources are not sufficient to permit full transcriptions,

the interviewer can workback andforth between interview notes and
sections of the tape; only those quotations that are particularly
importantto take from the tape for data analysis and reporting need
be transcribed.In either case, whetherthe full tape is transcribed or
only parts of the tape are used to preserve exact quotations,it is
critical that the tape recording be of high technical quality. Few
things are moredistressing in collecting qualitative data than finding
that the tape is blank or that backgroundnoise is so severe that the
tape is virtually worthless. In the first large-scale interviewing
project with which I was involved, nearly twenty percent ofthe data
was lost because of poor-quality recordings. Transcribers are
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particularly sensitive to the quality of tapes, and costs vary directly

with tape recording quality. Because of the continuing problem of

poor-quality recording, transcribers at the Minnesota Center for

Social Research, under the supervision of Neala Schleuning, put

together the following suggestions for interviewers using tape

recorders.

How to Keep Transcribers Sane

I. Equipment
a. Use electrical outlet and outside mike whenever possible.

b. If you use batteries check them.

c. Recorder should be clean and in good condition—check before

going to an interview.

d. Take along extra tape cassettes.

Il. Before Interview

a. Choose a place that’s quiet and free from interruptions.

b. Place microphone close to respondent, then speak loud enough so

we hear what you’re saying; most important, we want to hearthe

answer.
c. Set recorder on stable surface.

d. Test the recording system.
III. During Interview

a. Speak clearly and not too fast—respondentis likely to do the

same.
b. Ask respondent to speak clearly.
c. Maketest with respondent: Then rewind andlisten sorespondent

can hear whethershe/heis speaking distinctly: ifnot, say, “The
recorder does not seem to be picking up well. Could you speak up

a little?’? Whether the problem is mechanicalor personal, correct
it before continuing.

. Don’t rustle papers, cups, bottles, etc., near the mike.
Turn off recorder during irrelevant discussion.
Watch for tape breakage and tangling.
Follow all cassette recorder instructions.

. Repeat test if tape change is necessary.
At end of interview, say “‘This is the end of interview with

3

m
o
o
m
o
o

IV. After Interview

a. Listen to tape—makenotesand erase irrelevant discussion (make
note of this for transcribers): list proper names and unfamiliar
terminology.

b. Label tapes and return them to appropriate containers.
c. Keep tapes and recorderin good condition—donottouch tape or

expose it to extreme temperatures.

NOTE-TAKING DURING INTERVIEWS

Whenatape recorderis being used during the interview, notes will

consist primarily of key phrases, lists of major points made by the
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respondent, and key terms or words shownin quotation marksthat
capture the interviewee’s own language. While most interviewers
will not know how to take technical shorthand, it is enormously
useful to develop some system of abbreviations and informal
Shorthand to facilitate note-taking. Some important conventions
along this line include: (1) use quotation marks during note-taking
only to indicate full and actual quotations: (2) develop some mech-
anism for indicating interpretations, thoughts, or ideas that may
come to mind during the interview—for example, the use of brackets
to set off one’s ownideas from those ofthe interviewee: and (3) keep
track of questions asked and answersreceived.
Whenit is not possible to use a tape recorder because of some

Sensitive situation, interviewee request, or tape recorder malfunc-
tion, note-taking must become much more thorough and compre-
hensive. Again,it is critical to gather actual quotations as often as
possible; when the interviewee has said something that seems
particularly importantor insightful, it may be necessaryto say: ‘Vm
afraid I need to stop youat this point so that I can get down exactly
whatyousaid, because I don’t wantto lose that particular quote. Let
me read backto you whatI have and makesureit is exactly what you
said.”
With practice and training, an interviewer can learn to expand

notes into more comprehensive detail of what was said in the
interview. To do this with accuracyandreliability requires expanding
the notes taken during the interview immediately following the
interview. It is necessary to go through the entire interview after-
wards and make extensive notes and comments, elaborating the
phrases and outline that was obtained during the interview. This
must be done while the responsesarestill fresh in the interviewer’s
mind and before other conversationsintervene to cloud the memory.
This elaboration will consist largely of summaries of responses to
each question and integrating actual quotations obtained during the
interview into those summaries. On occasion this process of imme-
diately elaborating the interview will reveal areas of ambiguity or
uncertainty where the intervieweris not really sure what the person
said or meant. As soom asthese areas of vaguenessare found, the
interviewer should check back with the respondentto clarify the
meaning. This can often be done overthe telephone. In my experi-
ence people whoare interviewed appreciate such a follow-up because
it indicates the seriousness with which the intervieweris taking their
responses. Guessing the meaningof a responseis absolutely unac-
ceptable; if there is no way of following up the comments with the
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respondent, then those areas of vagueness and uncertainty must

simply become missing data.

AFTER THE INTERVIEW

Theperiod after the interviewis critical to the rigor and validity of

qualitative measurement whether the methods used involved inter-

viewing or observation. The period following an interview is a time

for guaranteeing the quality of the data. The first thing to be done

after an interview that has been recorded ontapeis to checkthe tape

to make sure it was functioning properly. If for some reason a

malfunction occurred, the interviewer should immediately make

extensive notes of everything that he or she can remember. Evenif

the tape functioned properly, the interviewer should go overthe inter-

view notes to make certain that what is written makes sense, to

uncoverareas of ambiguity or uncertainty, and to review the quality

of information received from the respondent. Did the interviewer

find out what he or she really wanted to find out in the interview? If

not, what was the problem? Poorly worded questions? Wrongtopics?

Poor rapport?

At this point immediately following the interview observations

should be written down aboutthe interview itself. The interviewer

should note wherethe interview occurred, who waspresent, observa-

tions about how the interviewee reacted to the interview, observa-

tions about the interviewer’s own role in the interview, and any

additional information that would help establish a context for

interpreting and makingsense outofthe interview.If a tape recorder

is available, the interviewer may simply want to talk into the

microphone.In anycase, this period after the interview is a critical

time of reflection and elaboration. Jt is a time ofquality control to

guarantee that the data obtainedwill be useful, reliable, and valid.

This period after an interview or observation requires great

discipline. Interviewing can be exhausting, andit is easy to forego

this time of reflection and elaboration, put it off, or neglect it

altogether. To dosois to seriously underminetherigorofqualitative

methods. Interviews and observations should be scheduled so that

sufficient time is available for data clarification, elaboration, and

evaluation. As arule ofthumb I expect to spend at least as much time

after the interview going over notes and making observations asI

spent in the interview itself. This is also the beginning of analysis

because while the situation and dataarefresh, insights can occur that

might otherwise have beenlost. Thus, ideas and interpretations that

emerge following an interview or observation should be written down

and clearly marked as such.
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PERSONAL REFLECTIONS ON INTERVIEWING

This chapter has attempted to Suggest some ideas about how to go
about doing interviews. There is no single right wayofinterviewing,
no single correct format thatis appropriateforall situations, and no
single way of wording questionsthatwill always work.Theparticular
evaluation situation, the needs of the interviewee, and the personal
style of the interviewerall come togetherto create a uniquesituation
for each interview. Therein lies the challenge of in-depth inter-
viewing.

I find that interviewing people can be invigorating and stimulating.
It is a chancefor a short period of time to try to get inside another
person’s world. If participant observation means “‘walk a mile in my
shoes,’’ then in-depth interviewing means ‘‘walk a mile in my head.”’
A good interview lays open thoughts, feelings, knowledge, and
experiences not only to the interviewer, but also to the interviewee.
The process of being taken through a directed, reflective process
affects the persons being interviewed and leaves them knowingthings
about themselves that they didn’t know—orat least were not aware
of—before the interview.

I'm personally convinced that to be a good interviewer you must
like doing it. This means taking an interest in what people haveto
say. You must yourself believe that the thoughts and experiences of
the people being interviewed are worth knowing. In short, you must
have the utmost respect for these persons whoare willing to share
with you someoftheir time to help you understand their world. There
is a Sufi story that describes what happens whentheinterviewerloses
this basic sensitivity to and respect for the person being interviewed.

 

An Interview with the King of the Monkeys

A man oncespentyearsofhis life learning the language of monkeys
so that he could personally interview the king of monkeys. Having
completed his studies he made careful inquiries to find the king of the
monkeys. In the course of searching for the king of the monkeys he had
to talk to a number of monkey underlings. He found that the monkeys
he spoke to were generally, to his mind, neither very interesting nor
very clever. He began to doubt whetherhe could learn very much from
the king of the monkeyseither.

Finally he located the king of the monkeys and arranged for an
interview. Because of his doubts, however, he decided to begin with a
few basic questions before moving on to the deeper questions in which
he wasreally interested. *‘What is a tree?”’’ he asked.
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“Tt is what it is,’ said the king of the monkeys. ‘‘We use trees to

swing on.”

‘‘And what is the purpose of the banana?”

‘They are to eat.”

‘‘How do animals find pleasure?”

‘By doing things they enjoy.”

At this point the man decided that the monkey's responses were

rather shallow and uninteresting, and went on his way, severely

disappointed. Soon afterwards an owlflew into the tree next to the king

of the monkeys. ‘‘What was that man doing here?”’ the owl asked.

“Oh, he was only another silly human,” said the king of the

monkeys.‘He asked a bunchof simple and meaningless questions so I

gave him simple and meaningless answers.”

There have been a numberofscholarly studies of the dynamicsof

interviewing, different types of respondents, and the problemsthat

can emerge in attempting to obtain valid and reliable data from

interviewees (Richardson et al., 1965; Hyman, 1954). Certainly

there are uncooperative respondents, people who are paranoid,

respondents who seem overly sensitive and easily embarrassed,

aggressive and hostile interviewees, timid people, and the endlessly

verbose who go on at great length about very little. When an

interview is going badlyit is easy to call forth one ofthese stereotypes

to explain how the intervieweeis ruining the interview. Such blaming

of the victim (the interviewee), however, does little to improvethe

quality of the data. Nor does it improveinterviewingskills.

A different approachis to believe that there is a way to unlockthe

internal perspectives of every interviewee. It is the task and respon-

sibility of the interviewerto find which interviewing style and which

question format will work with a particular respondent. It is the

responsibility of the interviewer to establish an interview climate

that facilitates open responses. Whenthe interview goes badly,it is

the responsibility of the interviewer, not the fault of the interviewee.

Evaluation Interviewing Beatitudes

Ask.

Listen and record.

Ask.

Listen and record.

Ask.

Listen and record.

It is a privilege to listen. To ask is a grave responsibility. Evaluators,

listen. Do you not knowthat you shall be evaluated by your questions’
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To ask is to seek entry into another’s world. Therefore, ask respect-
fully and with sincerity. Do not waste questions ontrivia and tricks, for
the value of the answering gift you receive will be a reflection ofthe
value of your question.

Blessed are the skilled questioners, for they shall be given mountains
of words to ascend.

Blessed are the wise questioners, for they shall unlock hidden
corridors of knowledge.

Blessed are the listening questioners, for they shall gain perspective.

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Beatitudes
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Appendix 7.1

Sample of a Detailed Interview Guide*

GUIDELINES FOR THE DESCRIPTIVE INTERVIEW

ETS COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH

PROJECT ON READING—SEPTEMBER,1978

Spirit ofthe Guidelines. This set of guidelines is not a checklist. If it were,

it would defeat the basic strategy of the study—whichis to makefull use of

the observations and thought of the teacher and other team members. The

guidelines are intended as an index of topics that should be discussed over

the course of the year.

Organization and Use ofthe Guidelines. The guidelines are divided into

three broad categories of topics for discussion:

I. Salient Observations
II. General Behavior Topics
III. Language and Reading Topics

This roughly corresponds to the organization of each interview, though not

necessarily in the sequence given above. That is, each interview will begin

with the teacher’s salient impressions derived from observation—whatthe

teacher thinks is important to report about the child. Depending on what

those impressionsare, the interviewer will pick up on related topics within

the guidelines. For example, if the teacher begins the interview with a

description of some interesting work the child has done, the interviewer

might pick up his/her end of the conversation by asking questions about the

child’s method ofwork (Topic E, p. 4). After exploring other topics on page 4

that seem pertinentto the sense of the discussion, the interviewer would then

move on to talk about sometopics in category III. If, on the other hand, the

teacher’s salient impressions were mainly concerned with reading, the

interviewer would move directly to related topics in category III and

eventually wind backwardsinto category II topics.

Teachers should strive to be as descriptive as possible throughout the
interview, and interviewers should strive to facilitate description by asking

for concrete instances and examples.

Coverage of Topics in the Guidelines. No one interview could possibly

aspire to coverall topics in the guidelines. Throughout the course offive
interviews over the year, however, we will be able to obtain information
relevant to each topic.

Some topics (e.g., Physical/Gestural Characteristics) may only be

discussed once, assuming the child does not change. Other topics (e.g.,

Activities and Reading Competence) will undoubtedly be touched on at

every interview to update the child’s documentary record. Again,it is the
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judgment of teacher and interviewer alike that will determine the most
relevant topics of discussion for any given interview.

I. TEACHER’S SALIENT OBSERVATIONS ABOUT
CHILD’S FUNCTIONING

Basically cover impressionsgained through teacher’s own observationsof
the children during the normal courseof instruction.
Where appropriate include:

— comments about continuities/changes/fluctuations
— comments about child’s work samples

Organization of the Day(first interview only)
— any changesin organization (subsequent interviews)

Il. GENERAL BEHAVIOR TOPICS

A. PHYSICAL/GESTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
— typical posture, bearing
— pace of movement
— forcefulness/impact of physical presence
— gestural characteristics
— eye contact
— voice qualities (e.g., loud, soft, fluent, halting)
— voice tone/inflection

B. AFFECTIVE EXPRESSION

— characteristic disposition and how expressed
— how is anger expressed, controlled
-— how is affection expressed

— general level of energy

C. RELATIONSHIPS

— how doeschild relate to (fit in with) whole class
— whatsocial situations does child seek in work/play
— do other children seek out child
— relationship to adults

— does approach/interaction vary in different settings? at different times?

D. ACTIVITIES

— what does child do in classrooms whenthere is an opportunity to choose?
— breadth and depth ofactivities

— what are unusual activities for the child to engage in?
— whatare things child has never engaged/attempted in classroom?
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E. METHOD OF WORKING

— how doeschild organize self for work?

— how doeschild carry through on work?

— does child seek feedback about work? when? from whom?

— does child ask for help with work? when? from whom?

— does child use help that is offered? how?

— evidence that child ‘knows what he knows’’—can gauge owncapabilities

— how doeschild demonstrate capabilities?

F. SUMMARYOF PROGRESSIN SCHOOL-

RELATED WORK (OTHER THAN READING)

— differential/even progress
— unusual accomplishments, activities

— unusualdifficulties, blockings

(The remaining parts of the guide are omitted because of length.)

This example of the guide approach to interviewing makes it clear that a

great deal of preparation, effort, and concentration is required of the
interviewerin using theguide. The interviewer must be thoroughlyfamiliar with

the details of the outline so that the interview flows smoothly. After any one

interview session the interviewer would compare the data actually obtainedin

the interview to the data desired as specified in the guide in order to begin
planning for the next interview.

*My thanks to Ann Bussis and Ted Chittenden of ETS for permission
to include this guide.
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APPENDIX 7.2
EXAMPLES OF STANDARDIZED OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEWS

The attached edited interviews were used in evaluation ofan OutwardBound
Program for the disabled. Outward Bound is an organization that uses the
wilderness as an experiential education medium. This particular program
consisted of a ten-day experience in the Boundary Water Canoe Area of
Minnesota. The group consisted of half able-bodied participants and half
disabled participants including: paraplegics; persons with cerebral palsy,
epilepsy, or other developmentaldisabilities: blind and deafparticipants; and,
on one occasion, a quadruplegic. The first interview was conducted at the
beginning ofthe program;the second interview was used at the end ofthe ten-
day experience; and the third interview took Place six monthslater.

To save space, ‘many of the probes and elaboration questions have been
deleted and spacefor writing notes has been eliminated. The overall thrust and
Jormatof the interviews have, however, beenretained.

PRE-COURSE INTERVIEW MINNESOTA OUTWARD BOUND
SCHOOL COURSE FOR THE DISABLED

This interview is being conducted before the course as part of an evaluation
processto help usplan future courses. You havereceived a consentform to sign,
which indicates your consentto this interview. The interview will be recorded.
1. First, we’d be interested in knowing how you becameinvolvedin the course.
How did you find out aboutit?

a. What about the course appealed to you?
b. What previous experiences have you had in the outdoors?

2. Some people have difficulty deciding to participate in an Outward Bound
course, and others decide fairly easily. What kindof decision process did you go
through in thinking about whetheror not to participate?

a. What particular things were you concerned about?
b. What is happeningin yourlife right now that stimulated your decision to

take the course?
3. Now that you’ve madethe decision to go on the course, how do youfeel
aboutit?

a. How would you describe yourfeelings right now?
b. What lingering doubts or concerns do you have?

4. What are your expectations about how the course will affect you
personally?

a. What changesin yourself do you hopewill result from the experience?
b. What do you hope to get out of the experience?

5. During the course you’ll be with the same groupofpeople for an extended
period of time. What feelings do you have about being part of a grouplike
that for nine full days?

a. Based on yourpast experience with groups, how do you see yourself
fitting into your group at Outward Bound?
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FOR DISABLED FOR ABLE-BODIED

6. One ofthe things we’reinterested 6. Oneof the things we’re interested

in understanding better as aresult of in understanding better as a result of

these courses is the everyday experi- these coursesis feelings able-bodied

ence of disabled people. Some ofthe people have about being with dis-

things we are interested in are: abled folks. What kinds of experi-

a. How doesyour disability affect

|

ences with disabled people have you

the types of activities you en- had in the past?

gage in? a. What do you personally feel

b. What are the things that you youget out ofworking with dis-

don’t do that you wish you abled people?

could do” b. In what waysdo youfind your-

. How doesyourdisability affect

the kinds of people you associ-

ate with?

(Clarification): Some people

find that their disability means

that they associate mainly with

other disabled persons. Others

find that their disability does

not effect their contacts with

people. What has your experi-
ence been alongthese lines?

d. Sometimes people with disa-

bilities find that their participa-

tion in groups is limited. What

self being different from your

usual self when you’re with

disabled people?

. What role do you expect to

play with disabled people on

the Outward Bound course?

(Clarification): Are there any

particular things you expectto

have to do?

. As you think about yourpar-

ticipation in this course, what

particular feelings do you have

about being part of an outdoor

course with disabled people?

has been your experience in

this regard?

7. Abouthalfof the participants on the course are disabled people and about

half are people withoutdisabilities. How would you expect your relationship

with the disabled people to be different from your relationship with course

participants whoare not disabled?

8. We'd like to know something about how youtypically face new

situations. Some people kindof like to jump into new situations, whether or
not some risk may be involved. Other people are more cautious about
entering situations until they know more about them. Between these two,
how would you describe yourself?
9. Okay, you’ve been very helpful. Are there other thoughts or feelings
you'd like to share with us to help us understand how you’re seeing the course

right now. Anythingat all you'd like to add?

POST-COURSE INTERVIEW

We’re conductingthis interview right at the end ofyour course at Minnesota
Outward Bound. Wehope this will help us better understand what you’ve
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experienced so that we can improvefuture courses. You have signed a form
giving your consent for material from this interview to be used in a written
evaluation of the course. This interview is being tape-recorded.

1. To what extent was the course what you expected it to be?
a. How wasit different from what you expected?
b. To what extent did the things you were concerned about before the

course cometrue?
b-1. Which things came true?
b-2. Which didn’t come true?

2. How did the course affect you personally?
a. What changesin yourself do you seeorfeel as a result of the course?
b. What would you say you got out of the experience?

3. During the last nine days you’ve been with the same group of people
constantly. Whatkind of feelings do you have about having been a part ofthe
same group for that time?

a. Whatfeelings do you have about the group?
b. What role do you feel you played in the group?
c. How was your experience with this group different from your

experiences with other groups?
d. How did the group affect you?
e. How did you affect the group?

f. In what waysdid yourelate differently to the able-bodied and disabled
people in your group?

4. Whatis it about the course that makesit have the effects it has? What
happens on the course that makesa difference?

a. What do you see as the important parts of the course, that make an

Outward Bound course whatit is?

b. What was the high point of the course for you?
c. What wasthe low point?

>. How do you think this course will affect you when you return to your
home?

a. Which of the things you experienced this week will carry over to your

normallife?

b. What plans do you have to change anythingor do anythingdifferently

as a result of this course?

FOR DISABLED

6. We asked you before the course

about your experience of being dis-

abled. What are yourfeelings about

whatit’s like to be disabled now?
a. How did yourdisability affect

the type of activities you en-

gaged in on the course?

FOR ABLE-BODIED

6. We asked you before the course

your feelings about being with dis-

abled people. As a result of the

experiences of the last nine days,

how have your feelings about dis-

abled people changed?

a. How haveyourfeelings about
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yourself in relation to dis-

abled persons changed?

b. What did you personally get

(Clarification): What things

didn’t you do because of your

disability: out of being/working with dis-

b. How wasyourparticipation in abled people on this course?

the group affected by yourdis- c. What role did you play with

ability? the disabled people?
d. Howwasthis role different

from the role you usually play

with disabled people?

7. Before the course we asked you how youtypically faced a variety of new

situations. During the last nine days you have faced a variety of new

situations. Howwould you describe yourself in terms ofhow you approached

these new experiences?

a. How wasthis different from the way you usually approachthings?

b. How do you think this experience will affect how you approach new

situations in the future?

8. Suppose you were being asked by a government agency whetheror not

they should sponsora course like this. What would you say?

a. What arguments would you give to support your opinion?

9. Okay, you’ve been very helpful. We’d be very interested in any other

feelings and thoughts you’d like to share with us to help us understand your

experience of the course and howit affected you.

SIX MONTH FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW

This interview is being conducted about six months after your Outward

Bound course to help us better understand what participants experience so

that we can improve future courses.

1. Looking back on your Outward Bound experience, I'd like to ask you to

begin by describing for me what you see as the main components of the

course? What makes an Outward Bound course whatit is?

a. What do you rememberasthe highlight of the course for you?

b. What was the low point?

2. How did the course affect you personally?

a. What kinds of changesin yourself do youSee or feel as aresult of your

participation in the course?

b. What would you say you got out of the experience?

3. For nine days you were with the same group of people, how has your

experience with the Outward Bound group affected your involvement with

groups Since then?
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FOR DISABLED FOR ABLE-BODIED

(*Check previous responses before 4. We asked you before the course
interview. If person’s attitude ap- to tell us whatit’s like to work with
pears to have changed, ask if they the disabled. Whatare yourfeelings
perceive a change in attitude.) about whatit’s like to work with the
4. Weasked you before the course disabled now?
to tell us whatit’s like to be disabled. a. What do you personally feel
Whatare yourfeelings about what you get out of working with
it’s like to be disabled now? disabled persons?

a. How does yourdisability af- b. In what ways do youfind your-
fect the types of activities you self being different from your
engage in? usual self when you are with

(Clarification): What are disabled people?
c. As you think about your par-

ticipation in the course, what
particular feelings do you
have about having been part of
a course with disabled people?

someofthe things you don’t do
because you’re disabled?

b. How does your disability
affect the kinds of people you
associate with?

(Clarification): Some people
find that their disability means
they associate mainly with
other disabled persons. Other
people with disabilities find
that their disability in no way
limits their contacts with
people. What has been your
experience?

c. As a result of your participa-
tion in Outward Bound, how

do you believe you’ve changed
the way you handle yourdis-

ability?

». About half of the people on the course were disabled people and about
half were people without disabilities. To what extent did you find yourself
acting differently with disabled people comparedto the way youacted with
able-bodied participants?

6. Before this course we asked you how youtypically face new situations.

For example, some people kind of like to jump into new situations even if

some risks are involved. Other people are more cautious, etc. How would

you describe yourself along these lines right now?
a. To what extent, if at all, has the way you have approached new

Situations since the course been a result of your Outward Bound

experience?
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7. Have there been any waysin which the Outward Boundcourse affected

you that we haven't discussed?

(If Yes): How? Would you elaborate on that?

a. What things that you experienced during that week carried over to

your life since the course?

b. What plans have you made,if any, to change anything or do anything

differently as a result of the course?

8. Suppose you were being asked by a government agency whetheror not

they should support a courselike this. What would you say?

a. Who shouldn’t take a courselike this?

9. Okay, you’ve been very helpful. Any other thoughtsor feelings you might

share with us to help us understand yourreactionsto the course and howit

affected you?

a. Anything at all you'd like to add?





PARTIII

Data Analysis

Halcolm will tell you this:

‘Because you can name something does not mean you understandit.

Because you understand it does not mean it can be named.”

Andthis:

“What you do not see you cannot describe. What you cannot

describe you cannot interpret.

But because you can describe something does not mean you can

interpretit.”

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Proverbs

The riddle about the sound of one hand clapping arose from watching

the first decision-maker reading the first evaluation report.

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Koans
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CHAPTER

8

THE PURPOSE OF QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS:

A Perspective

A young mantraveling through a new country heardthat a great Sufi

Mulla, also traveling in that region, had unequaled insight into the

mysteries of the world. The yound man determined to become his

disciple. He found his way to the Mulla and said, “*I wish to place my

education in your handsthat I might learn to interpret what I see as I

travel through the world.”’

After six months of traveling from village to village with the Mulla

the young man was confused and disheartened. He decided to reveal

his frustration to the Mulla.

**For six months I have observed the services you provide to the

people along our route. In onevillage youtell the hungry that they must

work harderin theirfields; in anothervillage youtell the hungryto give
up their preoccupation with food; in yet another village youtell the

people to pray for a richer harvest. In each village the problem is the

same, but always your messageis different. I can find no pattern of

Truth in your teachings.”’

The Mulla looked piercingly at the young man.

‘‘Truth? When you came here you did not tell me you wanted to
learn Truth. You ask for Truth. Truthis like the Buddha. When met on

the road it should bekilled. If there were only one Truth to be applied

to all villages there would be no need ofMullasto travel from village to

village.

‘When youfirst came to me you said you wantedto ‘learn how to

interpret? what you see as you travel through the world. Your

confusion is simple. To interpret and to state Truths are two quite
different things.”’

Having finished his story Halcolm smiled at the youths. “‘Go, my

children. Seek what you will, do what you must.”’

From Halcolm’s Evaluation Parables
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THE PURPOSE OF
EVALUATION RESEARCH

In order to analyze andinterpret qualitative data the evaluator
must have some sense of purpose and direction. What is the end
result of doing an evaluation study? What is evaluation research
Supposed to produce?

Analysis, interpretation, and evaluation are not simple, technical
processes. There are no formal, universal rules to follow in analyzing,
interpreting, and evaluating qualitative data. Analysis is the process
of bringing orderto the data, organizing whatis there into patterns,
categories, and basic descriptive units, Interpretation involves
attaching meaning and significance to the analysis, explaining
descriptive patterns, and looking for relationships and linkages
among descriptive dimensions. Evaluation involves making judg-
ments about and assigning value to what has been analyzed and
interpreted: Is it ““good”’ or “‘bad?’’: should something be done, and if
so, what? Evaluation research is thus the systematic collection,
analysis, and interpretation of information about the activities and
outcomesofactual programsin orderfor interested persons to make
judgments aboutspecific aspects of what the program is doing and
affecting (Patton, 1978).
What makesit difficult to get a firm fix on the purpose of

evaluation is that evaluators are typically trained in behavioral and
social science disciplines, whose socialization processes often
include commitment to scientific purposes that go beyond the
simple definition of evaluation research offered above. In addition,
there is a long-standing debate in the social sciences about the
particular purpose of qualitative methods and how qualitative
approachesto the world fit into the larger purposesofsocial science.
BecauseI find students are often experiencing considerable conflict
and uncertainty aboutthese issues, and because those conflicts and
uncertainties interfere with their ability to analyze, interpret, and
report evaluation findings, I think it is appropriate to begin our
discussion of data analysis by attempting to provide a perspective on
the purpose of qualitative methods in evaluation research.

TRUTH

Let mefirst remove from the shoulders of evaluators the burden of
having to generate Truth. I recently had a student who was virtually
paralyzed in writing a final report because he wasn’t sure if the
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patterns he thought he had uncoveredwerereally true. I suggested to

him that he not try to convince himselfor othersthathis findings were

really true, but that he do the best job he could in describing the

patterns that appeared to him to be presentin the data, and that he

present those patterns as hisperspective on the program based on his

analysis and interpretation of the data he had collected. Evenif he

believed that what he eventually produced was Truth, any sophisti-

cated program person reading the report would know that what he

presented was no more than a perspective on the program, and they

would judge that perspective by their own common-sense under-

standings of the program and the world and use the information

according to how it contributed to their own perspectives.

TRUTH AND POSITIVISM

‘“‘What is truth?’’ Pontius Pilate is recorded as having putthis

question to Jesus at his trial, and then immediately left the hall of

judgment without waiting for an answer. Lancelot Andrews, a

seventeenth-century priest, suggested in a momentofreflection in his

Sermon on the Resurrection that this was simply one of those

rhetorical questions which, unfortunately, is pushed aside by the

press ofbusiness. Pilate asked his question, Andrewsobserved,“and

then some other matter took him in the head, and so up herose and

wenthis way before he had his answer.” Before the businessofdoing

evaluation research and analyzing qualitative data presses us to

consider morepracticalissues, let us consider for a moment. Whatis

truth?

Our modern concern with and confusion abouttruth is nicely

captured by that great contemporary observer of human behavior,

comedienne Lily Tomlin:

Lady, I do not make up things. Thatis lies. Lies is not true. But the

truth could be made up if you know how. Andthat’s the truth.

Johnson, in his book Doing Field Research (1975), discusses

extensively the issues of objectivity and truth in social science

research. He notes that social and behavioral scientists really have

had only two points of view from which to choose on theseissues,

both derived from positivism: the correspondencetheoryofpositivism,

and the coherence theory of positivism.

The correspondence theoryof positivism asserts the existence of one

absolute, physical-material reality from which there are no variations.
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The coherencetheoryposits an infinite array of social realities made
up of combinationsof material objects and individual knowing minds.
Despite these differences, however, both express a faith in the
existence of an objectively factual social world [Johnson, 1975:185].

Johnson goes on to note, however, that there has been a great gap
between the ideals of what social scienceis supposed to produce and
the actual practice of social science. The confusion for students
arises because they are taughtthe ideals without being giveninsight
into actual practice.

Those advancing the traditional theories of truth have commonly
understood those abstract notions as idealizations. If oneis realistic
about the conductof science, one would not anticipate their complete
realization in actual practice. In reviewing the traditional methodo-
logical writings, one learns that traditional practitioners have waysto
manage the gap between the ideals and realities, ways whichlie
beyond the parameters of the theoretical formulationitself. These
include appeals to readers to accept the factual claim ofthe researchers
on the basis of the professional standing of the claimer, the powerful
rhetoric of science, the magic of numbers, the moral omniscience of
the observer, or his political sentiments [Johnson, 1975:185-186].

Johnson then builds a strong case for why research inevitably
involves personal perspective. Reporting on his ownresearchpractices
and the practices of others, he concludes that research findings are
notjust personal, but they are also notjust objective or truthful. The
mix will vary from one research problem to another, from one study
to another, but always there will be a mix.

issue of truth. His concern for truth permeateshis writings on field
research.

The goal of all social research is to discover, understand and
communicate truth about human beings in society. Sociologists,
anthropologists, political scientists, economists, journalists and others
involved in doing social research maydiffer over whetherthese truths
Should be about matters of immediate practical concern to society or
whether they should be more abstract truths that can becomeuseful
only over the long run. But there has never been much argument over
whetherourgoalis truth about humansin society. There has, however,
been considerable and growing argumentoverthe nature of truth and
how we know whatis truth [Douglas, 1976:1].
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Douglas discusses, and rejects, theories of “‘absolute truth”’ or “‘the

theory of absolute objectivity.”” He contrasts this view to the

emergence of absolute relativism among logical positivists who

succeeded in divorcing questionsof truth from questions of method.

He suggests a new approachto truth:

Social research methods must always be constructed in accord with

the basic ideas of truth and the basic goal of achieving truth in this kind

of social world. Our analysis of the basic ideas of truth and of the

problemsofachievingtruth in this society lead us to see truth about the

social world as being highly problematic and partially dependent upon

the goals and methods of research. Weeliminate the idea of absolute

truth and substitute a more problematic, multiperspectival conception

of truth; we eliminate the idea of absolute methods, substituting a

multiperspectival conception of methods which arguesthat our choice

of methods must always be madein light of the degree of reliable truth

we are seeking and the problemsweface in the concrete settings we are

studying. Weshall see that this method makesthe researcher,the live

and socially situated individual, the ultimate ‘“‘measureofall things”’

[Douglas, 1976:3-4].

Douglas continues to talk about truth throughout his book, but his

truth eventually becomes something like the ability of the individual

to use trusted evidencein trying to make senseofthe world. “‘Truth”’

becomessufficiently watered down that it ends up being the same

thing as perspective.

TRUE AND USEFUL INFORMATION:
EMPHASIS ON THE USEFUL

Pelto and Pelto (1978), in their large volume on research methods
in anthropology, begin by asserting that “‘the essence of research

methodologylies in seeking answersto the following basic questions:

How can wefind ‘true and useful information’ about a particular

domain of phenomenain our universe?’’ (p. 1). No sooner have they

introduced the notion offinding “‘true information”’ than they qualify

it, in a footnote, to the point where the search for truth ceases to be a

real part of the process.

We use the expression “‘true and useful information”’ in quotation

marks in order to indicate that, although we generally assume the
presence of aconcrete, real world,“the truth”’or ‘‘the facts’’ about the
real world are always seen and interpreted by means of our ob-
servational equipment, our perceptual categories, and our general
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theoretical outlook. Hence, we can never establish anyfinal ‘‘absolute
truth.”’ On the other hand, scientific information varies with regard to
its degree of approximation to some postulated absolute truth. In
general, though,the truth value of our information is best measured by
criteria of usefulness—in predicting and explaining our experiencein
the natural world. Criteria of usefulness are derivable both from
theoretical domains of science and from people’s practical experience
and problems [Pelto and Pelto, 1978:1].

Evaluators have certainly not escaped engagingin battles over truth.
Gephart (1978), in an essay “On Truth,’’ examined the two
dominant perspectives on truth in evaluation which had led to what
he called the “‘‘what is evaluation?’ war.’’ One side of the war
consists of those who believe that the logical positivism tradition
with its emphasis on truth as being singular and external to the
individual is the path to truth; the other side represents the pheno-
menological tradition which viewstruth as multiple and internal to
individuals. Gephart asked:

What is truth? Is it unitary, objective, outside of the being of
individuals? Or, is it multiple and varied, colored by our layers and
layers of experience? Or, is it both? The latter ‘‘feels’’ better to me
[Gephart, 1978:2].

Smith, in responding to Gephart’s question, suggested that evalu-
ators replace their concern for truth with a concern for practical
utility. He argued that in order to act in the world weoften accept
either approximationsto truth or even untruths. For example, when
one drivesfrom city to city, one acts as if the earthis flat and does not
try to calculate the earth’s curvature in planningthe trip, even though
acting as if the earth is flat means acting on an untruth.

Therefore, in our study of evaluation methodology, two criteria
replace exact truth as paramount: practical utility and level of
certainty.

The level of certainty required to make an adequate judgment under
the law differs depending on whetheroneis considering an administra-
tive hearing, an inquest, or acriminal case. Althoughit seems obvious
that muchgreater certainty about the nature of things is required when
legislators set national and educational policy than when a district
Superintendent decides whether to continue a local program, the
rhetoric in evaluation implies that the same high level of certainty is
required of both cases. If we were to first determine the level of
certainty desired in a specific case, we could then more easily choose
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appropriate methods. Naturalistic descriptions give us greater certainty

in our understanding of the nature of an educational process than

randomized, controlled experiments do, but less certainty in our

knowledge of the strength of a particular effect....

[O]ur first concern should be the practical utility ofour knowledge, not

its ultimate truthfulness [Smith, 1978:17].

In studying the utilization of evaluation research (Patton, 1978) I

found that decision makers and information users did not expect

evaluation reports to produce “‘truth.”’ Nordid they treat evaluation

reports as containing “‘truth’’ in any fundamentalsense. Rather,they

viewed evaluation findings as additional information that they could

and did combine with other information (political, experiential,

other research, colleague opinions, and so on), all ofwhich fed into a

slow, evolutionary process of program development. Utilization of

evaluation findings is not something that suddenly and concretely

occurs at some distinct momentin time when decision makers are

enlightened by truth. Rather, utilization is a diffuse and gradual

process of reducing decision maker uncertainty within an existing

social context. The purpose of evaluation research, then, is to

provide relevant and useful information to decision makers, the

criteria for usefulness and relevance being negotiated with decision

makers and information users during the conceptual phase of the

evaluation.

To say that the evaluator provides useful informationthat constitutes a

perspective on the program being evaluated is not to say that the

information provided should not be, to the full extent of the

evaluator’s capabilities, accurate, valid, reliable, and, yes, truthful

within the ordinary, common-sense meaning of that term. The

difference between truth and perspective is a matter of degree, the

important point being that evaluation researchers consider how they
will present their own work to others and how they themselves will

regard what they do. House summarizes the issue with appropriate

modesty for evaluators:

Expecting evaluation to provide compelling and necessary con-

clusions hopes for more than evaluation can deliver. Especially in a

pluralistic society, evaluation cannot produce necessary propositions.

Butif it cannot produce the necessary, it can provide the credible, the

plausible, and the probable. Its results are less than certain butstill

may be useful [House, 1977:5].
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Perhapsthe following Sufi story will provide students with some
guidance in their deliberations about the difference between truth
and perspective.

Mulla Nasrudin wasontrial for his life. He was accused ofnoless a
crime than treason. These charges had been broughtby the Sages who
were ministers to the king charged with advising the king on matters of
great importance. Nasrudin was charged with going from village to
village inciting the people by saying: ‘‘The king’s wise men do not
speaktruth. They do not even know whattruth is. They are confused.”
Nasrudin was brought before the king and the court. ‘‘How do you

plead, guilty or not guilty?”’
‘I am both guilty and not guilty,’ replied Nasrudin.
‘*What, then, is your defense?”
Nasrudin turned and pointed to the nine wise men who were

assembled in the court. ‘‘Have each Sage write an answerto the
following question: ‘What is water?’”’
The king commanded the Sages to do as they were asked. The

answers were handedtothe king who read to the court what each Sage
had written.

The first wrote: ‘‘Water is to removethirst.”’
The second: “‘It is the essenceoflife.’’
The third: “‘Rain.”’
The fourth: “‘A clear, liquid substance.”’
Thefifth: “A compound of hydrogen and oxygen.”’
The sixth: “‘Water wasgiven to us by Godto use in cleansing and

purifying ourselves before prayer.”
The seventh:“It is many different things—trivers, wells, ice, lakes,

so it depends.”’
The eighth: ““A marvelous mystery that defies definition.”’
The ninth: ““The poor man’s wine.”’
Nasrudin turnedto the court andthe king, “‘I am guilty ofsaying that

the wise men are confused. I am not, however, guilty of treason
because,as you see, the wise men are confused. How canthey know ifI
have committed treason if they cannot even decide what wateris? If
the Sages cannotagree on thetruth about water, something which they
consume every day, how can one expectthat they can know the truth
about other things?”’
The king ordered that Nasrudin besetfree.

THEORY

I once metwith a principal investigator for a majornational project
which included a fieldwork component. He began our conversation,
in response to my question about howthings were going, by saying:
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“The data analysis has come togetherreally nicely, and we’ve got

good descriptive information about the major patternsof activity in

the program. Ourproblem is that we haven’t found a theoryto pullit

all together yet.”’

Concern with the developmentandverification oftheory seemsto

capture the hopes, ideals, and pretensions of social science. The

issue concerns us here because so muchofthe writing on qualitative

methods includes lengthy exhortations about the importance of

theory. Denzin, one of the major writers on qualitative methods,

asserts,

Research methodsare oflittle use until they are seen in the light of

theoretical perspectives. Substantive specialty is of little use or

interest until it is firmly embedded within a theoretical framework and

grounded upon sound research strategies.... What is needed is a

commontheoretical framework that can be consistently appliedto all

phases of the sociological act [Denzin, 1978:4].

Denzin goes on to suggest that the theoretical perspective of

symbolic interactionism can provide such an overarching framework.

Bruyn’s classic work on ‘““The Methodology of Participant Ob-

servation’ (1963) is concerned throughout with the linkage between

methods and theory. Douglas (1976) discussesat length the relation-

ship between field methods and one’s adoption of either conflict

theory or consensus theory in social science as a meansof under-

standing the world. Pelto and Pelto (1978), in their review of

anthropological methods, argue that “every piece of research has

somerelationship to theory, and everyone develops some explicit or

implicit strategy or set of strategies that link day-to-day research

activities to broad theoretical frameworks”(p. 251). They argue that

it is impossible to conduct research without linkage to some
theoretical system that suggests main features, principles of causality,

and favored modesofobservation. One of the most influential books
on qualitative research is the Glaser and Strauss volume, The
Discovery ofGrounded Theory (1967), which is concerned entirely
with the relationship between qualitative data and theory generation

and verification. Where, then, does all this concern with theory leave
evaluation researchers who use qualitative methods?

The feelings of many evaluation researchers about theory was
expressed by Voltaire’s character Martin in Candide: ‘‘Let us work
without theorizing, ‘tis the only way to makelife endurable.”’

Because evaluation researchers often ignore theoretical issues
altogether, evaluators are accused of being technicians who simply
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collect data without regard to the theoretical relevance or causal
models suggested by their data. Such an approach is often an
appropriate one, because in many cases what decision makers need
and wantis specific data relevant to narrow,technical issues that are
helpful in monitoring or fine-tuning program operations. At other
times they simply need good,solid descriptions ofprogram activities
and effects.
However, evaluation research is by no meansinherently non-

theoretical. To venture into the arenaof causality is to undertake the
task of theory generation andverification. The most commoncausal
question in evaluation research is: Does the implemented program
lead to the desired outcome? Or, Whatis the relationship between
program activities and observedeffects? Do the processes, activities,
and treatments of the program cause or affect the behaviors,
attitudes, skills, knowledge, and/orfeelings ofprogram participants?
My ownviewis that evaluation researchers need not take on the

responsibility for either generating or verifying some broad theoryof
human behavior. Such theories, as presently developed in the social
sciences, are generally abstract, jargon-laden, and esoteric. This
does not mean, however, that evaluation researchers ought not
become involved in the more concrete enterprise of thinking about
what leads to what or what causes what in the programs they
observed. In qualitative evaluation research theory construction is
inductive, pragmatic, and highly concrete. Theoretical concerns are
identified in and derived from the conceptual phaseofthe evaluation
whendecision makers and information users work with the evaluator
to focus relevant evaluation questions. Given this perspective, there
are three primary ways in which concern with theory becomes
important in qualitative analysis.

THEORETICAL PREDISPOSITIONS

First, evaluation researchers have a responsibility to reflect on,
bring into consciousness, and make explicit whatever theoretical
predispositions they may have with regardto the focus of a particular
study. Such theoretical predispositions may concern certain sub-
Stantive positions that the evaluator holds; for example, a belief that

“labeling theory’? best explains delinquency, a commitment to

behavior modification as the best type of therapy for criminal
offenders, or the belief that alcoholism is largely genetic in origin.

During the writing of this book I was asked to intervene in an

evaluation situation where midway through data collection the

program staff of a short-term intervention program for learning-
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disabled children found out that the evaluator had published articles
and taught his graduate students that learning disabilities would only
be remedied through long-term intervention. The evaluator’s pre-
disposition undermined his credibility with program staff.

Theoretical predispositions do not always involve commitment to
specific substantive positions. The kinds of predispositions described
in the previous paragraphare relatively easy to make explicit. The
more insidious type of theoretical predisposition is the global or
macro-level theory that constitutes a basic paradigm organizing the
researcher's world view. The functionalist perspective in anthro-
pology, the Marxian view in sociology, and behaviorism in psychology
are paradigmsof this order. The insidious nature of these theoretical
perspectives depends on the extent to which a group of evaluation
researchers have been so thoroughly socialized into a particular
paradigmatic view that they are no longer awarethattheir perception
has been shapedby theoretical blinders. Thomas Kuhn (1970) has
described just how second-nature these perspectives can become.

Scientists work from models acquired through education and through
subsequent exposureto the literature often without quite knowing or
needing to know what characteristics have given these models the
status of community paradigms. . . . That scientists do not usually ask
or debate what makes a particular problem or solution legitimate
tempts us to suppose that, at least intuitively, they know the answer.
But it may onlyindicate that neither the question northe answerisfelt
to be relevant to their research. Paradigms may be prior to, more
binding, and more complete than any set of rules for research that
could be unequivocally abstracted from them [Kuhn, 1970:46].

Douglas (1976) has argued that nearly everything one doesin
fieldwork can be affected by a basic predisposition to hold either a
consensus or conflict view of society; fieldworkers trained in a
functionalist/consensus tradition will approach their observations
and interviewing quite differently from methodologists of a more
conflict-oriented persuasion.

Evaluators have a responsibility to study themselves, to examine
their own paradigmatic and theoretical predispositions, and to make
those predispositions explicit. This will allow them to consider the
extent to which their observations and analyses havebeendistorted
by conscious or unconscious predispositions. Furthermore, by
making such predispositions explicit, decision makers and in-
formation users can judge for themselves the extent to which some
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subtle bias on the part of the evaluator has intruded in the data

analysis.

SPECULATIONS ON CAUSALITY

The second way in which a concern for theory can become

important in qualitative analysis is in considering the relationships

between program processes and observed outcomes,or other possible

causal relationships that may help explain patterns in the data

collected. Speculations on causal relationships are entirely ap-

propriate—aslong as they are clearly labeled as speculative.

Lofland (1971) is helpful in clarifying the role of causal specu-

lation in qualitative analysis. He argues that the strong suit of the

qualitative researcheris the ability “to provide an orderly description

of rich, descriptive detail’’ (p. 59); the consideration of causes and

consequencesusing qualitative data should be a “tentative, qualified,

and subsidiary task’’ (p. 62). His modest proposal for thinking about

the role of theory in qualitative methods primarily concerns how one

talks about theoretical and causal findings in reporting the results of

qualitative analysis.

It is perfectly appropriate that one be curious about causes, so long as

one recognizes that whatever account or explanations he developsis

conjecture. In more legitimacy-conferring terms, such conjecturesare

called hypotheses or theories. It is proper to devote a portion of one’s

report to conjectured causesof variations so long as oneclearly labels

his conjectures, hypotheses or theories as being that [Lofland,

1971:62].

Such conjectures or speculations should not, however, be derived

simply from theoretical predispositions of the type discussed earlier.

The cardinalprinciple ofqualitative analysis is that causal relation-

ships and theoretical statements be clearly emergent from and

grounded in the phenomena studied. The theory emergesfrom the

data; it is not imposed on the data.

DECISION MAKERS’ THEORIES OF ACTION

The third way in which a concern for theory can become important

in qualitative analysis is in considering how to help decision makers

and information users test their own theories about how programs

operate. The causal modelto be tested is the causal model on which

program activities are based. Qualitative data can help decision

makers and information users examine the degree to which their own
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implementation ideals and program activities actually achieve de-
sired outcomes through programmatic operation. Thus, both des-
criptively and analytically, qualitative data can be used to help
evaluate a program’s theory of action. Ways of helping decision
makers and information users test their own programmatic theories
of action are discussed in Utilization-Focused Evaluation (Patton,
1978:179-198).

This section has argued that evaluation research is by no means
inherently nontheoretical. Indeed, theoretical issues can be im-
portantin three ways. First, evaluators have aresponsibility to make
as explicit as possible their own theoretical predispositions and to
examine how those predispositions may have affected their ob-
servations and analyses. Second, evaluators doing qualitative analysis
have a responsibility to report and explain whatever causes and
consequences emergeduring data analysis, clearly recognizing and
Stating that such theoretical linkages are speculative, and taking care
to groundtheoretical propositions in the empirical world, thusletting
the theory emerge from the data. Third, evaluators can use qualitative
data to help decision makers and information usersreality-test their
owntheoriesofaction about the linkages between program processes
and program outcomes.

GENERALIZATIONS

Onefinal issue is left to be discussed before we get downto the
basics, the nuts and bolts of data analysis, in the next chapter. To
what extent is it the evaluator’s responsibility to make generali-
zations from qualitative data? Generalizations are closely related to
theory, the difference being that theory specifies the relationship
among a Set of variables while generalizations concernthe extentto
which whateverrelationships are uncoveredin a particular situation
can be expected to hold true for every situation. The concern for
generalizations again arises out oftraditional social science emphases.
The purposeof social science is generally held to be the making of
empirical generalizations; social scientists are seldom interested in a
particular situation, or particular study,for its intrinsic value. Their
object is to study particular populations in order to generalize, and
sampling procedures typically emphasize the importanceofattention
to “‘external validity’ (Campbell and Stanley, 1966). In their major
text, Evaluation: A Systematic Approach, Rossiet al. (1979) note
the importance of deciding the extent to which evaluation findings
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can be generalized (pp. 288-290). But what about the specific case of
making generalizations from qualitative evaluation data?

Cronbach (1975), one of the majorfigures in educational measure-

ment and evaluation, has given considerable attentionto the issues of
theory construction and generalizations. After reviewing 20-years of
educational research, Cronbach concluded that social phenomena
are too variable and too context-bound to lend themselves to
generalization. He places particular emphasis on the importanceof
interpreting data in context rather than reducing the contextto arrive
at generalizations. Local conditions become primary.In interpreting
local conditions and patterns he emphasizes providing information
and developing concepts that will “‘help people use their heads
instead of constructing generalizations and building theory.”

Cronbach (1975) has also looked at generalizations outside of
educational research, generalizations in natural sciences as well as

the behavioral and social sciences. His conclusion:

Generalizations decay. At one time a conclusion describes the

existing situation well, at a later time it accounts for ratherlittle

variance, and ultimately is valid only as history [Cronbach, 1975:122].

Cronbach’s conclusion is not unlike that of Thomas Huxley, who
wrote: “History warns us it is the customary fate of new truths to

begin as heresies and to end as superstitions.”’ In suggesting that

generalizations have not stood up well in the sciences, Cronbach

offers an alternative strategy that is excellent advice for the analyst

of qualitative data.

Instead of making generalization the ruling consideration in our

research, I suggest that we reverse our priorities. An observer

collecting data in a particular situation is in a position to appraise a

practice or proposition in that setting, observing effects in context. In

trying to describe and account for what happened, he will give

attention to whatever variables were controlled, but he will give

equally careful attention to uncontrolled conditions, to personal

characteristics, and to events that occurred during treatment and

measurement. Ashe goesfrom situationto situation, his first task is to

describe and interpret the effect anew in eachlocale, perhapstaking into

account factors unique to that locale or series of events... . When we

give proper weightto local conditions, any generalization is a working

hypothesis, not a conclusion [Cronbach, 1975:124-125].

Evaluator Robert E. Stake (1978) has considered the issue of

generalizations in contrast to “‘particularization,” the notion that
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knowledge lies in understanding particulars. He quotes William
Blake on the subject.

To generalize is to be an idiot. To particularize is the lone distinction
of merit. General knowledges are those that idiots possess.

Stake further comments:

Generalization may notbeall that despicable, but particularization
does deserve praise. To knowparticulars fleetingly, of course, is to
know next to nothing. What becomesuseful understandingis a full and
thorough knowledge ofthe particular, recognizing it also in new and
foreign contexts.

That knowledgeis a form ofgeneralization too, not scientific induction
but naturalistic generalization, arrived at by recognizing the similarities
of objects and issuesin and out of context and by sensing the natural
covariations of happenings. To generalize this way is to be both
intuitive and empirical, and not idiotic [Stake, 1978:6].

Guba(1978) reviewed in depththree basic positions that might be
taken in regard to the generalizability of naturalistic inquiry findings.

1. Generalizability is a chimera; it is impossible to generalize in a
scientific sense at all....

2. Generalizability continues to be important, and efforts should be
made to meet normalscientific criteria that pertain toit... .

3. Generalizability is a fragile concept whose meaning is ambiguous
and whose poweris variable [Guba, 1978:68-70].

Having reviewed thesethree positions Guba proposes a resolution
that recognizes the diminished value and changed meaning of
generalizations.

The evaluator should do whathe canto establish the generalizability
of his findings. . . . Often naturalistic inquiry can establish at least the
“limiting cases’’ relevant to a given situation. But in the spirit of
naturalistic inquiry he should regard each possible generalization only
as a working hypothesis, to be tested again in the next encounter and
again in the encounter after that. For the naturalistic inquiry
evaluator, premature closure is a cardinal sin, and tolerance of
ambiguity a virtue [Guba, 1978:70:italics added].

House, in The Logic of Evaluative Argument (1977), also
considers with care the question of the generalizability of evaluation
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research findings. He approaches the issue in terms of audiences

more than in termsofsettings.

In evaluation, the social and psychological contexts becomeparti-

cularly relevant and the knowledgeless certain. Under those conditions

argumentation aimed at gaining the adherence and increasing the

understanding of particular audiences, is more appropriate. Persuasion

claimsvalidity only for particular audiences andthe intensity with which

particular audiences accept the evaluation findings is a measureofthis

effectiveness. The evaluator does not aim at convincing a universal

audienceofall rational men with the necessity of his conclusions.

Persuasion is directly related to action. Even though evaluation

informationis less certain than scientific information addressed to a

universal audience, persuasion is effective in promoting action

because it focuses on a particular audience and musters information

with which this audience is concerned [House, 1977:6].

The insights of Houseare particularly helpful because he not only

places evaluation data in context, but he also places the evaluation

report in context. The evaluation findings are mostuseful with regard

to the particular setting from which those findings emerged,and the

interpretation of findings is particular to those people who need to

and expect to use the information that has been generated by

evaluation research. This perspective makesit clear that the purpose

of evaluation research is to provide information that is useful,

information that permits action, and information thatis relevant to

the needs of decision makers and information users. Such a per-

spective combinesthe concern withtruth, theory, and generalization

into an overall perspective about how evaluation data will be

received.

In summary, evaluation persuades rather than convinces, argues

rather than demonstrates, is credible rather than certain, is variably

accepted rather than compelling. This does not meanthat it is mere

oratory or entirely arbitrary.... Once the burden of certainty is

lifted, the possibilitiesfor informed action are increased rather than

decreased (House, 1977:6-7; italics added).

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR ACTION

There is a pragmatic bias running through the preceding section.

ThroughoutI’ve been concerned with the practical, the concrete, and

the achievable. This, to me, means that evaluators using qualitative

methodsprovide perspective rather than truth, empirical assessment
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of local decision makers’ theories of action rather than generation
and verification of universal theories, and context-bound infor-
mation rather than generalizations. Evaluators can give up the
burden of producing unassailable certainties and concentrate on the
more immediate task of providing useful information to decision
makers and information users. Thus, as the evaluator undertakes
analysis and interpretation of qualitative data, it is helpful to keep in
mind the admonition of Samuel Johnson: “‘As gold which he cannot
spend will make no manrich, so knowledge which he cannot apply
will make no man wise.”’

ADOCUMENTOR’S PERSPECTIVE

by Beth Alberty
Thepages which follow provide a practical and concrete perspective on

the points madein this chapter about truth, theory, and generalizations in
evaluation research. This section is a reflective case study ofthe struggle
experienced by one internalprogram evaluatorin trying to figure out how
to provide useful information to program staff from the voluminous
qualitative data she collected. Beth wasstillputting togetherherreflections
on her experiences as an internal evaluator-documentor when I met her at
the meeting of the North Dakota Study Group on Evaluation in Grand
Forks, North Dakota in February 1979. Later, when she sent me what she
had written, I asked her ifI could use it in this bookto illustrate in concrete
terms whatit meanstoprovide perspective through qualitative evaluation
research. Beth begins by describing what she means by “documentation”’
and then shares her experiences as a novice in analyzing the data she
collected, a process ofmovingfrom a mass ofdocumentary materialto a
unified, holistic documentation. Beth’s reflections on how she went about
analyzing andinterpreting the data she collected also provide an excellent
introduction to the next andfinal chapter on how to analyze and interpret
qualitative evaluation data.

Internal documentationis currently being explored as an alternative to
external program evaluation. For example, the Office of Education Teacher
Center Program is encouraging the use of documentation by the teacher
centersit funds as a way ofmeeting OE requirementsfor evaluation ofcenter
impact andeffectiveness.

Documentation,as the wordis commonly used, mayreferto ‘‘slice of life”’
recordings in various media orto the marshalling of evidence in supportof a
position or point of view. Weare familiar with ‘“‘documentary”’ films; we
require lawyers or journalists to ‘“‘document”’ their cases. Both meanings
contribute to my view of what documentation is, but they are far from
describing it fully. Documentation, to my mind,is the interpretive recon-
stitution of a focal event, setting, project, or other phenomenon, based on
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observation and on descriptive recordsset in the contextofguiding purposes

and commitments. Observations and records may be of many sorts—

participants’ observations and records in various forms, diaries, memoranda,

minutes, interviews, questionnaires, photographs, film, tape recordings,

work samples, and the like. The observations and records are designed to

gather multiple points of view about multiple aspects of the phenomenon

over time. Depending on audience and purposes, the observations and

records can be juxtaposed, reworked, excerpted, and restated in a variety of

ways, including by meansof participant discussion, that result in analysis

and illumination ofwhat is being documented. It is with this restatement that

the observations and records constitute a documentation,as distinct from a

collection of documentary material.

I have always been a staff memberof the situations I have documented,

rather than a consultant or an employee of an evaluation organization. At

first this was by accident, but now it is by conviction: My experience urges

that the most meaningful evaluation in terms of a program’s goals and

commitmentsis one that is planned andcarried out by the staff and that such

an evaluation contributes to the program as well as to external needs for

information. As a staffmember,I participate in staff meetings and contribute

to decisions. My relationships with other staff members are close and

reciprocal. Sometimes I provide services or perform functionsthat directly

fulfill the purposes of the program—for example, working with children or

adults, answering visitors’ questions, writing proposals and reports. Most of

my time, however,is spent planning, collecting, reporting, and analyzing

documentation. I should add that my positions haveall been part-time; my

experience suggests that this arrangement correctly acknowledges the

important part that participants’ own observations and record-keeping

contribute to a documenting process, as well as the fact that documenting

supports action. In any case, through all my engagements in a program, I am

aware of a need to maintain as comprehensivea view as possible, certainly

one larger than my immediate activity. This view enables me to make

connections and find continuity between what I am observing, what has

already happened, and whatis aimedfor.

FIRST PERCEPTIONS

With these circumstancesin mind, let me turn to the beginning plunge. As

Carini (1975) points out, observing is the heart of documenting andit was

into observing that I plunged, coming up delighted at the apparent ease and

swiftness with which I could fish insight and ideas from the ceaseless ocean

of activity around me. Indeed,the fact that observing (and record-keeping)

does generate questions, insight, and matters for discussion is one of many

reasons whyrecords for any documentation should be gathered by those who

actually work in the setting.

Myobserving took manyforms, each offering a different way of releasing

questions and ideas—interactive and noninteractive observations were
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transcribed or discussed with other staff members, and thereby rethought;
children’s writing was typed out, the attention to everydetail involving me in
whatthe child was saying; notes of meetings and other events were rewritten
for the record; and so on. Handling such detail with attention, I found,
enabled meto see into the incidentor piece of work in a way I hadn’t onfirst
look. Connections with other things I knew, with other observationsI made,
or questions I was puzzling over seemed to proliferate during these
processes; new perceptions and new questions began to form.

I have heard others describe similarly their delighted discovery of the
provocativeness of record-keeping processes. The teacher who begins to
collect children’s art, without perhaps even having a particular reason for the
collecting, will, just by gathering the work together, begin to notice things
about them that he or she had not seen before—how one child’s work
influences another’s, how really different (or similar) are the trees they
make, and so on. The in-school advisor or resource teacher whoreviewsall
his or her contacts with teachers—as they are recorded or in a special
meeting with his or her colleagues—maybegin,for example, to see patterns
of similarinterest in the requests he orsheis getting and thus become aware
of new possibilities for relationships within the school.
My owndelight in this apparently easy accessto

a

first level of insight
made meeagerto collect more and more, and I also found the sheer bulk of
whatI could collect satisfying. As I collected more records, however, my
enthusiasm gradually changed to alarm andfrustration. There were so many
things that could be observed and recorded,so many perspectives, such a
complicated history! Myfeelings of wanting more changed to a feeling of
needingto get everything. It wasn’t enough for me to know howthe program
worked now—Ifelt I needed to know howit got started and how the present
workings had evolved. It wasn’t enough to know how thecentral part of the
program worked—Ifelt I had to know abouta// its spinoff activities and from
all points of view. I was quickly drawn into a fear of losing something
significant, something I might need later on. Likewise, in my early
observations ofclass sessions, I sought to write down everything I saw. Ihave
had this experience of wanting to get everything in every Setting in which |
have documented,and | thinkit is not unique.

I was fortunate enough to be able to indulge these feelings and to learn
from wherethey led me. It did becomeclear to me after a while that my early
ambitions for documenting everything far exceeded my time and,indeed, the
needs of the program. Nevertheless, there was a sense to them. Collecting so
much wasa wayof getting to know a new Setting, of orienting myself. And,
not knowingthesetting, I couldn’t know what would turn outto be important
in “‘reconstituting’’ it; also, the purpose of “reconstituting” it was suffi-
ciently broad to include any numberofpossibilities from which I had not yet
selected. In fact, I found that the first insights, the first connections that
came from gathering the records were a Significant part of the process of
determining what would be important and what were the possibilities most
Suited to the purposes of the documentation. The process of gathering
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everythingatfirst turned out to be important and,I think, needsto be allowed

for at the beginning of any documenting effort. Even though muchof the

material so gathered may remain apparently unused, as it was in my

documenting, in fact it has served its purpose just in being collected. A

similar process may be required even when the documentoris already

familiar with the setting, since the new role entails a new perspective.

Thefirst connections, the first patterns emerging from the accumulating

records were thus a valuable aspect ofthe documenting process. There came

a moment, however, when the data I had collected seemed more massive

than wasjustified by any thought I’d had as arresult ofthe collecting. I wasill

at ease because the first patterns were still fairly unformed and were not

automatically turning into a documentation in the full sense I gave earlier,

even though I recognized them aspart ofthe documentary data. Particularly,

they did not function as “‘evaluation.’’ Some further development was

needed, but what? ‘‘What do I do with them now?”’ is a cry I have heard

regularly since then from teachers and others who have been collecting

records for a while.

I began with the relatively simple procedure of rereading everything I had

gathered. Then I returned to rethink what my purposeswere, and soughtout

my original resources on documentation. Rereading Carini’s monograph

and others in the North Dakotaseries, talking with the staff of The Prospect

School and with mystaff colleagues, I began to imagine a shape I could give

to my records which would make a coherentrepresentation ofthe program to

an outside audience. At the same time I began to rethink how I could make

whatI had collected more useful to the staff 1 was working with in its work.

Conceiving an audience was very importantat this stage.

I will be returning to this momentof transition from initial collecting to

rethinking later, to analyze the entry into interpretation that it entails.

Descriptively, however, what occurred was that I began to see my

observations and records as a body with its own configurations, inter-

relationships, and possibilities, rather than simply as excerpts of the larger

program whichrelated only to the program. Obviously, the observations and

records continued to have meaningthroughtheir primary relationship to the

setting in which they were made; but they also began to have meaning

through their secondary relationships to each other.

These secondaryrelationships also emerge from observation as a process

of reflecting. Here, however, the focus of observation is the setting asit

appears in and throughthe observationsand records that have accumulated,

with all their representation of multiple perspectives and longitudinal

dimensions. These observations in and through records—*‘thickened

observations’’—are of course confirmed and addedto by continuingdirect

observation of the setting.

Beginningto see the records as a body andthesetting through thickened

observation is a process of integrating data. The process occurs gradually

and requires a broad baseofobservation about manyaspects ofthe program

over some period of time. It then requires concentrated and systematic
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efforts to find connections within the data and weavethem into patterns, to
notice changes in whatis reported, and find the relationship of changes to
what remains constant. As Carini has described,this processis supported by
juxtaposing the observations and records in various ways, as well as by
continual return to reobserve the original phenomenon. There is, in my
opinion, no wayto speed upthe process of documenting. Reflectiveness
takes time.

In retrospect I can identify my own approachto an integration of the data
as the time when I beganto give my opinions on long-range decisions and
interpretationsofdaily events with the ease of any other staffmember. Upto
the momentoftransition,I shared specific observations from the records and
talked them over as a way of gathering yet moreperspectives on what was
happening. I was aware, however,that my opinionsorinterpretations were
still personal. They did not yet represent the material I was collecting.

Thus, it may be that integration of the documentary material becomes
apparent when the documentor beginsto evince a broad perspective about
what is being documented,a perspective that makes what has been gathered
available to others without precluding their own perceptions. This per-
spective is not a fixed-point view ofa finished picture, both the view and the
picture constructed somehow by the documentor in private and then
unveiled with a flourish. It is also not a personal opinion; nordoesit arise
from placing a predetermined interpretive structure or standard on the
observations. The perspective results from the documentor’s own current
best integration of the many aspects of the phenomenon,ofthe teachers’ or
staff's aims, ideas, and current Struggles, and oftheir historical development
as these have been conveyedin the actions that have been observed and the

perspective of a landscape. The longer I am in it, the sharper defined become
its features, its hills and valleys, forests and fields, and the folds of distance;
the more colorful and yet deeply shaded and nuancedin tone it appears;the
more my memoryof howit looks in other weather, under other Skies, and in
other seasons, and my knowledgeofits living parts, its minute detail, andits
history deepen my viewing and valuing of it at any moment. This landscape
has constancy in its basic configurations, but is also always changing as
circumstances moveit and as my perceptions gather. The perspective the
documentor offers to others must evoke the constancy, coherence, and
integrity of the landscape,andits possibilities for changing its appearance.
Without such a perspective, an organization or integration that is both
personal and informedbyall that has been gathered by myself and by others
in the setting—others could not share what I have seen—could not locate
familiar landmarksandreflect on them as they exhibit new relationships to
one another and to less familiar aspects. All that material, all those
observations and records, would be

a

lifeless and undoubtedly dustypile.
The process of forming a perspective in which the data gathered are

integrated into an organic configuration is obviously a process ofinter-
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pretation. I had begun documenting, however, without an articulated

framework for interpretation or a format for representation of the body of

records, like the theoretical framework a researcherbringsto his or her data

and the traditional format for reporting his or her work. Of course, there was

a framework. Conceptionsofartistic process, of learning and development,

were inherent in G.A.M.E.’s work;but these werenot explicit in its goals as

a program to providecertain kinds of service. The plan ofthe documentation

had called for certain results, but there was no specified format for

presentation of results. Therefore, my entry into interpretation became a

struggle with myself over what I was supposedto be doing. It was a long

internal debate about my responsibilities and commitments.

When I began documenting at G.A.M.E., for example, I had priorities

based on my experience and personal commitments. It seemed to meself-

evidently important to provide art activities for children and to try and

connect these to other areas of their learning. I knew that art was not

something that could be “‘learned”’ or even experienced on a once-a-week

basis, so I thought it was important to help teachers find various ways of

integrating art and other activities into their classrooms. In coming to

G.A.M.E. I had already made a personal estimate that what I was

documenting was worthwhile and honest. I had found enough points of

congruence between mypriorities and the program.I could see how the

various structures of the program specified ways of approaching the goals

that seemed possible and that also enabled the elaboration ofthe goals.

This initial commitment was diffuse; I felt a kind of general enthusiasm

and interest for the efforts I observed and a desire to explore and be helpful to

the teachers. In retrospect, however, the commitment was sufficiently

energizing to sustain me throughthe early phasesofcollecting observations

and records, when I was not sure what these would lead to. Rather than

restricting me, the commitmentfreed me to look openly at everything (as

reflected in the early enthusiasm for collecting everything). Obviously, it 1s

possible to begin documenting from manyotherpositions of relative interest

and investment, but I suspect that even if there is no particular involvement

in program content onthe part of the documentor,there must be at least some

idea of being helpful to its staff. Otherwise, for example, the process of

gathering data may be circumscribed.

At the point of beginning to ‘‘do something” with the observations and

records, I was forced to specify the original commitment, to rethink my

purposesand goals. Rereading the observations and recordsas a preliminary

step in reworking to address different audiences, I found myself at first

reading with an idea of ‘balancing’ success and failure, an idea that

constricted and trivialized the work I had observed and recorded. Thank-

fully, it was immediately evident from the dataitself that such balance was

not possible. If, during ten days of observation, a child’s experience was

intense one day and characterized by rowdy socializing the other nine, a

simple weigh-off would not establish the success orfailure of the child’s

experience. The idea wasludicrous. Similarly, the staff might be thorough in
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its planning and follow-through on one day and disorganized on anotherday,
but organization and planning wereclearly notthe totality of the experience
for children. |

Such weigh-offs implied an external, stereotyped audience awaiting some
kind of quantitative proof, which I was supposedto provide in a disinterested
way,like a traditional evaluator. The “balanced view”’ phase wasalsolike
my early record-gathering of everything. What I was documentingwasstill
in fragments for me, and my approachwasto the particulars, to every detail.
A second approachtointerpreting,also brief, took a slightly broader view

of the data, a view which acknowledged myoriginal estimate of program
value and attemptedto specify it. Perceiving through the data the landscape-
like configurations of program strength, I made assessments that included
Statements of past mistakes or inadequacies like minor ‘“‘flaws’’ in the
landscape (a few odd billboards and a garbage dump in one of Poussin’s
dreamsofclassical Italy, for example) rather than debits on a balance sheet.
Here again, the implication was of an external audience, expecting some
absolute of accomplishment. The ‘‘flaws” could be ‘“‘minor” only by
reference to an implied major flaw—that of failing to carry out the program
goals altogether.

The formulation of strength subsuming weakness could not withstand the
vitality of the records I was reading. Thereality the data portrayed became
clearer as the inadequacy of myfirst formulations of how to interpret the
documentary material was revealed. Similarly, the implications of external
audience expectations werenotjustified by the actuality of my relationship
to the program and staff. At G.A.M.E. mystated goal as documentor had
been originally to set up record-keeping procedures thatwould preserve and
make available to staff and to other interested persons aspects of the
beginnings and workingsof the program,and to collect and analyze someof
the material as an assessment of whatfurther possibilities for development
actually existed. My goals had not been to evaluate in the sense of an
external judgementof successorfailure.

Thinking over what other approachesto interpretation were possible, I re-
called that I had gathered documentary materials quite straightforwardly as a
participant, whose engagementwasinitially through recognition of shared con-
victions and points of congruencewith the program. Perhaps,I decided, I could
share my viewpointof the ovservations just as straightforwardly, as a partici-
pantwith

a

particular point of view. In examiningthis possibility, I came to a
view of interpreting observational data as a processof“rendering,” much as a
piece of classical music is rendered by a performer. The interpretation
follows a text closely—asa scientist might say, it sticks Closely to the facts.
But it also reflects the performer, specifically the performer’s particular
manner of engagementin the enterprise shared by text and performer, the
enterprise of music. The samerelationship could exist, it seemed to me,
between a body ofobservations and records gathered participatively and as
documentor. The relationship would allow my personal experience and
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viewpoint to enhance ratherthan distort the data. Indeed, I would become

their voice. As Liam Hudson putit:

The interpenetration of observer and observed will then be seen not as

an accident, peripheral to the social and behavioral sciences, but as a

medium through which they work [quoted in Watkins, 1977:90].

Through this relationship I could make the observations available to staff

and to other audiences in a way that was flexible and responsive to their

needs, purposes, and standards. In so doing, of course, the framework of

inherent conceptions underlying the work of the program would be incorpor-

ated. Thus, to interpret the observational data I had gathered, I had to

reaffirm and clarify my relationship, my attachmentto and participation in

the program.

Myinitial engagement, with its strong coloring of prior interests and ideas,

had never meant that I understood or was sympathetic with every goal or

practice of every participant of the program all the time. In any joint

enterprise, such as a schoolor program, there are diverse and multiple goals

and practices. Part of the task of documentingis to describe and make these

various understandings, points ofview, and practicesvisible so that they can

be reflectively considered by participants as the basis for planning. No

participant agrees on all issues and points of practice. Part of being a

participant is exploring differences and how these illuminate issues or

contribute to practice. My participation allowed me to examine and extend

the interests and ideas I came with as well as observing and recording those

other people brought. In this process my engagement was deepened,

enabling me to make assessmentscloser to the data than myfirst readings

brought. These assessments are evaluationinits original sense of “‘drawing-

value-from,” an interactive process of valuing, of giving weight and

meaning.

In the context of renewed engagement and deepened participation,

assessments of mistakes or inadequacies are construed as discrepancies

between a particular practice and the intent behind it, between immediate

and long-range purposes. The discrepancy is not a flaw in an otherwise

perfect surface, but—like the discrepancy in a child’s understanding that

stimulates new learning—is the occasion for growth.It is a sign of life and

possibility. The burden of the discrepancy canlie either with the practice or

with the intent, and thatis the point for further examination. Assessment can

also occur through the observation of and search for underlying themes of

continuity between present and past intent and practice, and the points of

changeor transformation in continuity. Whereas discrepancywill usually be

a more immediate trigger for evaluation, occasionsfor the consideration of

continuity may tend to be longer-range—planning for the coming year,

contemplating changes in staff and function, or commemorating an an-

niversary. :
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I have located the documentor as participant, internal to the program or
Setting, gathering and shaping data in ways that make them available to
participants and potentially to an external audience. Returningto the image
of a landscape, let me commentonthedifferent forms availability assumes
for these different audiences.

cannot be achieved through ponderouswritten descriptions and reports on
what has been observed,but must be concentrated in interaction. Sometimes
this may require the developmentofspecialor regular structures —aseries of
Short-term meetings on a particular issue or problem; an occasional event
that sumsup and looks ahead; a regular meeting for anotherkind ofplanning.
But many timesthe needis addressedin very Slight forms, such as acomment
in passing about something a child or adult user is doing, or about the
appearance of a display, or the recounting of another staff member’s —
observation. I do not mean that injecting documentation into the self-
assessment process is a juggling act or somefeat of manipulation; merely
that the documentormustbe awarethat his or herrole is to keep things open
and that, while the observations and recordsare a resource for doing this, a
sense of the whole theycreate is also essential. The landscapeis, of course,
changed by the new observations offered by fellow viewers.
The external audienceplaces different requirements on the documentor

who seeks to represent to it the documentary perspective. By external
audience I refer to funding agencies, Supervisors and school boards,
institutional hierarchies, and researchers. Proposals, accounts, and reports
to these audiencesare generally required. They can be burdensome because
they may notbe organically related to the processofinternal self-reflection
and because the external audience has its own Standards, purposes, and
questions;it is unfamiliar with the setting and with the documentor, andit
needs the time offered by written accounts to return and review the material.
The external audience will need more history and formaldescription of the
broad aspects than the internal audience, with commentary that indicates
the significance of recent developments. This need can be metin the overall
organization, arrangement, and introduction of documents which also
convey the detail and vividnessofdaily activity.
To limit the report to conventional format and expectations would

probably misrepresentthe quality of thought, of relating, of self-assessment
that goes into developing the work.If there is intent to use the occasion of a
report for reflection—for example, by including staff in the development of
the report—the reporting process can become meaningful internally while
fulfilling the legitimate external demandsfor accounting. Naturally, such a
commentengages the external audiencein its own evaluative reflections by
evoking the phenomenonrather than reducing it.
_ Inclosing, I return to what I see as the necessary engaged participation of
the documentorin the setting being documented,not only for data-gathering
but for interpretation. Whatever authenticity and power myperspective as
documentor has had has come, I believe, from my commitmentto the
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developmentofthe setting I was documenting and from the opportunities in

it for me to pursue my own understanding, to assess and reassess my role,

and to come to terms with issues as they arose.

Wecometo newsettings with prior knowledge, experience, and ways of

understanding, and our new perceptions and understandings build on these.

Wedo not simply look at things as if we had never seen anything like them

before. When welook at a clusterof light and dark greenswith interstices of

blue and some of deeper browns and purples, what we identify is a tree

against the sky. Similarly, in aclassroom, we donot think twice when wesee,

for example, a child scratching his head, yet the same phenomenon might be

morestrictly described as a particular combination of forms and movements.

Our daily functioning depends on this kind of apparently obvious and

mundaneinterpretation of the world. These interpretations are not simply

personal opinion—thoughthey certainly may be unique—norare they made

up. They are instead organizations of our perceptions as ‘‘tree’’ or “‘child

scratching” and they correspond at many points with the phenomena so

described.

It is these organizations of perception that convey to someone else what

we have seen and that make objects available for discussion andreflection.

Such organizations need not exclude our awarenessthatthe tree is alsoa

cluster of colors or that the child scratching his head is also a small human

form raising its hand in a particular way. Indeed, we knowthatthere could be

many other ways to describe the same phenomena, including some that

would be completely numerical—butnot necessarily more accurate, more

truthful, or more useful! After all, we organize our perceptionsin the context

of immediate purposesandrelationships. The organizations must correspond

to the context as well as to the phenomenon.

Facts do not organize themselves into concepts and theories just by

being lookedat; indeed, except within the frameworkof concepts and

theories, there are no scientific facts but only chaos. There is an

inescapable a priori elementin all scientific work. Questions must be

asked before answers can be given. The questionsare all expressions

of our interest in the world; they are at bottom valuations. Valuations

are thus necessarily involved already at the stage when we observe facts

and carry on theoretical analysis and not only at the stage when we

draw political inferences from facts and valuations [Myrdal, 1969:9].

My experience suggests that the situation in documentingis essentially

the same as whatI have been describing withthetree and the child scratching

and what Myrdal describes as the process of scientific research. Docu-

mentation is based on observation, which is always an individual response

both to the phenomena observedandto the broad purposes ofobservation. In

documentation observation occurs both at the primary level of seeing and

recording phenomenaandat secondarylevels of reobserving the phenomena

through a volume of records and directly, at later moments. Since docu-
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mentation has as its purpose to offer these observations for reflection and
evaluation in such a wayas to keep alive and openthe potential ofthe setting,
it is essential that observations at both primary and secondary levels be
interpreted by those who have made them. The usefulness of the obser-
vations to others depends on the documentor’s rendering them asfinely as he
or sheis able, with as manypoints of correspondenceto both the phenomena
and the context of interpretation as possible. Such a rendering will be an
interpretation that preserves the phenomena and so does not exclude but
rather invites other perspectives.
Of course, there is a role for the experienced observer from outside who

can see a phenomenonfreshly; who can suggest waysofobtaining new kinds
of information about it, or, perhaps more importantly, point to the
significance of already existing procedures or data; who can advise on
technical problems that have arisen within a documentation; and who can
even guide efforts to interpret and integrate documentary information. I am
stressing, however, that the outside observer in these instances provides
support, not judgmentorthe criteria for judgment.

The documentor’s obligationto interpret his or her observations and those
reflected in the records being collected becomesincreasingly urgent, and the
interpretations becomeincreasingly significant, as all the observers in the
setting become more knowledgeable about it and thus more capable of
bringing range and depthto the interpretation. Speaking of the weight of her
observations of the Manusovera period of some 40 yearsof great change,
Margaret Mead clarifies the responsibility of the participant-observer to
contribute to both the people studied and to a wider audience the rich
individual interpretation of his or her own observations:

Uniqueness, now,in a studylike this (of people who have come under
the continuing influence of contemporary world culture), lies in the
relationships betweenthe fieldworker and the material. I still have the
responsibility and incentives that come from thefact that because of
my long acquaintance with this village I can perceive and record
aspects of this people’s life that no one else can. But even so, this
knowledge has a new edge. This material will be valuable only if I
myself can organizeit. In traditional fieldwork, another anthropologist
familiar with the area can take over one’s notes and make them
meaningful. But hereit is my individual consciousness which provides
the ground on which the lives of these people are figures [Mead,
1977:282-3].

In documenting it seems to methe contributionis all the greater, and all the
more demanded, because whatis studied is one’s ownsetting and commitment.





CHAPTER

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
AND INTERPRETATION

® The moment you cease observing, pack your bags, and leavethe field
you will get a remarkably clear insight about that onecritical activity
you should have observed .. . but didn’t.

@ The moment youturn off the tape recorder, say goodbye andleave the
interview, it will become immediately clear to you what perfect
question you should haveaskedto tie the whole thing together . . . but
didn’t.

® The moment you begin data analysis it will becomeperfectly clear to
you that you’re missing the most important pieces of information, and
that without those pieces of information there is absolutely no hope of
making any sense out of what you have.

© The complete analysis isn’t.

® Evaluation reports finally make clear to decision makers what they
had really wanted to know .. . but forgot to ask.

From Halcolm’s Laws of

Evaluation Research

ala Murphy

FOCUSING THE ANALYSIS

Focus in analyzing qualitative data collected from in-depth
interviewing and fieldwork comes from the evaluation questions
generatedat the very beginning ofthe evaluation process: during the
conceptual, question-focusing phase of the evaluation. So many
times evaluators go through painstaking care, even agony,in the
process of working with decision makers and information users to
clearly conceptualize the evaluation and focus evaluation questions
before data collection begins. Then, oncethe data are collected and
analysis begins, they never look back overtheir notes to review and

295
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renew their clarity on the central issues in the evaluation.It is not

enough to count on remembering what the evaluation questions were.

The early negotiations around the purpose of an evaluation usually

involve important nuances. To reestablish those nuances for the

purpose of helping focus the analysis it is important to review notes

on decisions that were made during the conceptual part of the

evaluation. (This assumes, of course, that the evaluator has treated

the conceptual phase of the evaluation as a field experience and has

kept detailed notes about the negotiations that went on and the

decisions that were made.)

In addition,it is worth reopening discussions with decision makers

and information users to make sure that the original focus of the

evaluation is still relevant. This accomplishes two things. First, it

allows the evaluator to make sure that the analysis will focus on

needed information. Second, it prepares decision makers and in-

formation users for the evaluation results. At this point in time, the

evaluator will also have a much better perspective on what kinds of

questions it is possible to answer with the data that have been

collected. It is possible to check out which questions take priority

and to suggest new possibilities that have emergedasa result of the

interviewing and/or fieldwork.

These discussions about the focus of the analysis will often

coincide with the initial feedback that maytake place in thefield as

described in Chapter Six. Social scientists have a tendency to wantto

concealtheir results until they have carefully established what those

results are and have polished their presentation to a fine point.It is

important to rememberthat utilization of evaluation findings does
not usually center on the final report—thefinal report is part of a total

utilization process, but in many cases it is a minorpart.

Evaluators whoprefer to workdiligently in the solitude of their offices

until they can spring a final report on a waiting world mayfind that the

world has passed them by. The reasonis that evaluation feedbackis

most useful as part of a process of thinking about a program, rather

than as a one-shot information input. Thus, evaluation surprises born

of a suddenrelease offinal reports are not likely to be particularly well

received, nor are such reports likely to have great impact. Such

Surprises are morelikely to increase rather than decrease uncertainty

[Patton, 1978:264].

Sessions devoted to reestablishing the focus of the evaluation

analysis and/or providing initial feedback need to be handled with

considerable care. The evaluatorwill need to explain that analysis of
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the data is a painstaking process requiring long hoursofcareful work,
going overnotes, organizingthe data, looking for patterns, checking
emergentpatterns against the data, cross-validating data sources and
findings, and makinglinkages among the variousparts ofthe data and
the emergent dimensions of the analysis. Thus, any discussion of
findings at this point is extremely preliminary and can be directed
only at the most general issues and the most striking, obviousresults.
If, in the course of conducting the more detailed and complete
analysis of the data, the evaluator finds that statements made or
feedback given during a preliminary session were inaccurate, it is
important to let the decision makers and information users know
about the discrepancyat once.
As noted in Chapter Six and as illustrated in Beth Alberty’s

reflectionsin the last chapter,there is typically not a precise point at
which data collection ends and analysis begins. In the course of
gathering data ideas about the analysis will occur to the people
collecting the data. Those ideas constitute the beginning of analysis;
They are part of the record of field notes. Whether oneis doing
in-depth interviewing or observations it is important to keep
track of these analytical insights that occur during data collection.
This overlapping of data collection and analysis improves both the
quality of the data collected and the quality of the analysis so long as
the evaluator is careful not to allow these initial interpretations to
bias additional data collection. Indeed, instead of focusing additional
data collection entirely on confirming initial field hypotheses, the
evaluator should becomeparticularly sensitive to looking for alter-
native explanations and other patterns that would invalidateinitial
insights. In any case, when data collection has ended andit is time to
begin the final analysis, the evaluator has two primary sources to
draw from in organizing the analysis: (1) the evaluation questions
that were generated during the conceptual phase of the evaluation
and clarified with decision makersprior to final analysis, and (2)
analytic insights and interpretations that emerged during data
collection.

ORGANIZING THE DATA

The data generated by qualitative methods are voluminous. I have
found no way ofpreparing students for the sheer massive volume of
information with which they will find themselves confronted when
data collection has ended. Sitting down to make sense out ofpages of
interviews and whole files of field notes can be overwhelming.
Dealing with all those pieces of paper seemslike an impossible task.
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Thefirst thing to do is makesure it’s all there. Are the field notes

complete? Are there anyparts of detailed field notes that you put off

to write later and nevergot to that need to befinished,evenat this late

date, before beginning the analysis? Are there any glaring holesin the

data that canstill be filled by collecting additional data before the

analysis begins? Are interview transcriptions complete? Get a sense

of the data; check out the quality of the information you have

collected.

Duringthe time I was writing this book I was teaching a seminar on

evaluation research. Each student in the course was conducting

some kind of evaluation, some using quantitative methods and some

using qualitative methods. One student had conducted in-depth pre-

and postinterviews with participants in a special program. Some

thirty people had been interviewed with an hourto two hoursoftape-

recorded responses from each program participant. The transcription

process took several weeks. Whenthe transcriptions were complete

she madecopies of interviews from three participants and brought

them to our seminarfor assistance in doing the analysis. As Iread the

interviewsI got a terrible sinking feeling in my stomach. While other

students were going overthe transcriptions, I pulled her aside and

asked her whatinstructions she had givento the typist, and who the

typist was. It was clear to me from reading just a few pages that she

did not have verbatim transcriptions. The language in each interview

was the same. The sentence structures were the same. The answers

were grammatically correct. People in natural conversations simply

do not talk that way. The grammar in natural conversations is

atrocious. Sentences begin and then are interrupted by new sentences

before the first sentences are completed. Without the knowledge of

this student, and certainly without her request, the typist had decided

to summarize the participants’ responses because *‘so much of what

they said was just rambling on and on about nothing.” All of the

interviews hadto be transcribed again before analysis could begin.

Once the interviewer is certain that all the data are there, has

checked out the quality of the data, and hasfilled in any missing gaps,

at least four complete copies should be made of all of the data. If

data collection has gone on overany longperiodof time, it is wise to

makecopiesofthe data as they are collected, being certain to put one

copy in Safe place whereit will not be disturbed, cannotbe lost, and

will not be destroyed. In any case, one complete copy of the data

should be stored, preferably in a safety deposit box in a bank, for

safekeeping.It is no exaggerationto say that these dataare priceless.

They are unique. The exact observations you have made,the exact
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words people have spoken in interviews—these can neverbe re-
captured in precisely the same way, even if new observations are
undertaken and new interviews are conducted. They are precious
material, and they should betreated as such.
Once a copy is put away for safekeeping, there remains one

complete copy to use throughoutthe analysis, one copy for writing
on, and one or more copiesfor cutting and pasting. A great deal ofthe
work of qualitative analysis involves creative cutting and pasting of
the data. It is usually best to have more than one copy forthis
purpose, for under no circumstances should one yield to the
temptation to begin cutting and pasting the master copy. The master
copy becomesa key resourcefor locating materials and maintaining
the context for the raw data.
Once copies have been madeofthe data, the formal analysis can

begin. The analysis of qualitative data is a creative process. It is also
a processofintellectual rigor and a great deal of hard work. Because
different people managetheir creativity, intellectual endeavors, and
hard work in different ways, there is no right way to go about
organizing, analyzing, and interpreting qualitative data. Therefore,
my description of how I workis not meant to be prescriptive. Each
qualitative analyst mustfind his or her own process. After discussing
how I approachgetting into the data,I will describe somealternative
ways of organizing and reporting qualitative data.

GETTING STARTED ON
CONTENT ANALYSIS

I begin by reading throughall of my field notes or interviews and
making commentsin the margins or even attaching pieces of paper

with staples or paper clips that contain my notions about what I can
do with the different parts of the data. This is the beginning of
organizing the datainto topics and files. Coming up with topicsis like
constructing an index for a bookor labels for a file system; look at
what is there and give it a name, a label. The copy on which these
topics and labels are written becomesthe indexed copy ofthefield
notes or interviews. The following are examples of topics used to
organize my field notes from the evaluation of the wilderness
education program described in the chapter on observation (Chapter

Six).

Abbreviation: Part’s Reacts Prog
Meaning: (Participants’ reactions to the program)
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Abbreviation: Parts Reacts Parts

Meaning: (Participants’ reactions to other participants)

Abbreviation: Obs Parts Intera

Meaning: (Observations of participants’ interactions)

Abbreviation: Obs S Role

Meaning: (Observations ofstaff role)

Abbreviation: Prog. Ideology

Meaning: (Statements of program ideology)

Abbreviation: Prog. Processes

Meaning: (Examples of program processes)

Abbreviation: Outcomes

Meaning: (Effects of program on participants)

Abbreviation: Sub-G.

Meaning: (Subgroup formations)

Abbreviation: Group Proc.

Meaning: (Group process)

The abbreviated topics are written directly on the relevant data

passages, either in the marginsor with an attached tab on the relevant
page. The full labels in parentheses are the designations for separate
files which serve to organize the data astheinitial step in cutting and
pasting. Many passagescan serveseveral different purposes, patterns,
or themes. That is the reason why multiple copies for cutting and
pasting are necessary. Several readings of the data are necessary

before they can be completely indexed.

In effect, this process of labeling the various kinds of data and

establishing a data index is a first step in content analysis. The

content of the data is being classified. A classification system is

critical; without classification there is chaos. Simplifying the complexity

of reality into some manageable classification schemeisthefirst step
of analysis. As George Sand said in her Nouvelles Lettres d’un
Voyageur (1869): “‘Classification is Ariadne’s clue through the
labyrinth of nature.’

Where morethan onepersonis working on the analysis, or where an

evaluator has assistance in conducting the analysis, it is helpful to

have more than one personclassify the data. Each person codes the

data into a classification scheme separately and then the results of
the coding are compared and discussed. Important insights can

emerge from the different ways in which two people look at the same

set of data.
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Sometimes a moreelaborateclassification analysis than a simple
filing system is possible and desirable. This is particularly true of
large projects where there is too much datafor a Single person to
reasonably code; thus, a more formalclassification scheme mustbe
developed that can be usedby trained coders whoassist in organizing
the data. In our studyofthe utilization of evaluation research which
wasthe basis for Utilization-Focused Evaluation (Patton, 1978),
lengthy interviews were conducted with 60 project officers, evalu-
ators, and federal decision makers. The data were collected by
trainees in the evaluation program at the University of Minnesota.
Becausethe data had the potential for serving a numberofdifferent
purposesin student workas well as in my own work, we decided to
develop a comprehensiveclassification system that would provide
easy accessto the data by anyone whowanted to use it. Had only one
investigator been intending to use the data, such an elaborate
classification scheme would not have been necessary. However,to
provide access to several students for different purposes, every
paragraphin every interview wasassigned a numberconsisting of a
combination of the page numberofthat interview and the paragraph
number onthat page. Initial examinations of the interviews led to the
development of a systematic and comprehensive classification
scheme made up of 15 general categories within which were
additional subcategories. Each general category and subcategory
was given a code number. Every paragraph in every interview was
then coded with as many numbers as necessary to describe the
contents of that paragraph. One computer card was punched for each
idea in each paragraph; the card contained the identification
number of the interview, the general classification number of the
content code, the subgroup classification number, the page number
and paragraph numberwherethe relevant passage wasto be found,
and a statement of no more than 50 letters describing the actual
content of the passage in question. The classification scheme used to
code the utilization of evaluation data appears in Appendix 9.1.

Every interview was coded twice by two independent coders. Each
individual code, including redundancies, was keypunched and made
part of a computerretrieval system that would permit a print-out of
all passages on any subject included in the classification scheme,
with brief descriptions of the content of those passages. The analyst
could then use that content print-outto godirectly to the full pass ages
that were desired. In addition, the computer data-processing system
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permitted easy cross-classification and cross-comparison of pas-

sages for more complex analyses.

Such an elaborate coding system is highly unusual. It is also very

expensive and time-consuming to develop and implement such a

comprehensive system. However, where data are going to be used by

several people, or where data are going to be used over a long period

of time, including additions to the data set over time, such a

comprehensive and computerized system can be extremely useful

and could actually save a great deal of time in the long run.

The moretypical content analysis will depend on some physical

sorting of the data into files that permit easy accessto all the data that

are relevant to a particular topic or theme. Once the data are

organized in this way it is possible to begin describing, elaborating,

and working with the data around eachofthe majortopics or themes.

QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION

Evaluation reports based on qualitative methods will include a

great deal of pure description of the program and the experiencesof

people in the program. The purposeof this description is to let the

reader know what happenedin the program,whatit waslike from the

participants’ point of view to be in the program, and whatparticular

events or activities in the program werelike. In reading throughfield
notes and interviews the evaluator begins to look for those parts of
the data that will be polished for presentation as pure descriptionin the

evaluation report. Whatis included by wayofdescription will depend

on what question the evaluation is attempting to answer. Often an entire

activity will be reported in detail and depth because it represents a

typical program experience. These descriptions are written in

narrative form to provide a holistic picture of what has happenedin

the reported activity or event. Such a description is presented in

Chapter Two;the activity observation presented in Chapter Two

describes a parent education session in an early childhood family

education program (see pp. 31-35).

CASE STUDIES

GETTING STARTED ON CASE ANALYSIS

The purpose of classifying qualitative data in preparation for

content analysis is to facilitate the search for patterns and themes

within a particular setting oracross cases. This kind of qualitative
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analysis is directed at the following kinds of programmatic and
evaluation questions: What wasthe nature of the interactions among
participants? Whatwereparticipants’ attitudes toward the program?
What role did staff play in the program? What were the major
activities in the program? What werethe primaryprogram processes?

Certain kinds of evaluation questions, however,are best answered
through case analysis. Case analysis involves organizing the data by
specific cases which permits in-depth study ofthese cases. Cases can
be individuals, programs, institutions, or groups. The case study
approachto qualitative analysis is a specific way ofcollecting data,
organizing data, and analyzing data. The purpose is to gather
comprehensive, systematic, and in-depth information about each
case of interest. Thestarting point for case analysis, then, is making
sure that the information for each caseis as complete as possible.
Case data consists of all the information one has about the case. It

includes all the interview data, the observational] data, the docu-
mentary data, impressions and statements of others about the case,
and data over time—in effect, all the information one has accumu-
lated about the particular case or cases in question. Theseare the raw
data for case analysis, and can amount to a large accumulation of
information. At the individual level case data can includeclinical
records, statistical information about the person, backgroundinfor-
mation, life history profiles, and diaries. At the program level case
data can include program documents, program reports, interviews
with program participants and staff, observations of the program,
and program histories.

subsequent analysis, butit is organized at a level beyondthat of the
raw case data.

A case record should make no concessions to the reader in terms of
interest Or communication. It is a condensation of the case data
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aspiring to the condition thatno interpreter requires to appeal behind it

to the data to sustain his interpretation. Of course, this criterion

cannotbe fully met: some case recordswill be better than others. The

case record of a school attempts a portrayal through the organization

of data alone, and a portrayal without theoretical aspirations [Stenhous,

1977:19].

The case recordis used to construct a case study. The case study

includes the information that would be communicated in thefinal

report; it represents the data presentation in the report. The report

may consist of several case studies which are then compared and

contrasted, but the basic data ofthe studyis the information provided

about the cases. The case study is the descriptive, analytic, inter-

pretive, and evaluative treatment of the more comprehensive des-

criptive data that is in the case record. Table 9.1 shows this sequence

in moving from raw case data to the written case study.

Table 9.1 The Process of Constructing Case Studies

 

Step one: Assemble the raw case data.

These data consist of all the information collected about the person or

program for which a case studyis to be written.

Step two: Construct a case record.

This is a condensation of the raw case data organizing, classifying, and

editing the raw case data into a manageable and accessible package.

Step three: Write a case study narrative.

Thecase study is a readable, descriptive picture of a person or program

making accessible to the reader all the information necessary to

understand that person or program. Thecase study is presented either

chronologically or thematically (sometimes both). The case study

presents a holistic portrayal of a person or program.

 

The case study should take the reader into the case situation, a

person’slife, a group’s life, or a program’s life. Each case study ina

report stands alone, allowing the reader to enter into the situation

described on its ownterms. Ata later point in analysisit is possible to

compare andcontrast cases, but initially each case must be represented

and understood as an idiosyncratic and unique phenomenon. The

descriptions of the case should be holistic and comprehensive, given

the focus of evaluation, and will include a myriad of dimensions,

factors, variables, and categories woventogetherinto an idiographic

framework.

Anexampleof a case studyis presented in Appendix 9.2 at the end

of this chapter; it is a case study of an individual prepared aspart of

an evaluation of an experience-based career education program. The

data that wentinto the case study of each studentin the program were
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collected from multiple sources. Indeed, the approachusedin gather-
ing data for this case study is a particularly good example of how
multiple sources of data can be brought together to construct a com-
prehensive picture of a particular case—in this instance, a case
which illustrates a student’s changing involvement in the program
and changing attitudes and behaviors over time. The case data for
each student in the study included:

(a) observations of selected students at employer sites three times
during the year;

(b) interviews three times per year with the students’ employer-
instructors at the time of observation:

(c) parent interviews once a year;
(d) in-depth student interviews four times a year;
(e) informal discussions with program staff; and
(f) areview of student projects and other documents.

A total of 23 records wasidentified as secondary sourcesof data for
each student and a set of guide questions was prepared for analyzing
and reviewing each source. Theserecords included employerevalua-
tions of students, student products, test scores and staff evaluations
[Fehrenbacheret al., 1976:7-8].

Information from all of these sources is brought togetherto pro-
duce a highly readable narrative that can be used by decision makers
and information users to better understand whatit waslike to be in
the program. The evaluationstaff of the Northwest Regional Educa-
tional Laboratory wentto great pains to carefully validate the infor-
mation in the case studies they constructed. Different sources of
information wereusedto cross-validate findings, patterns, and con-
clusions. Two evaluators reviewed the material in each case study to
independently makejudgments andinterpretations aboutthe content
and meaning of the material in the case study. In addition, an exter-
nal evaluator reviewed the raw data to check out any biases or
unwarranted conclusionsin the case study. Students were asked to
read their own case studies and to commenton the accuracyoffact
and interpretation in the study. Finally, to guarantee the readability
of the case studies, a newspaperjournalist was employed to help
organize and edit the final versions of the case studies. Overall data-
collection procedures and analytical strategies were reviewed by
a national panel in order to eliminate design bias. Such a rigorous
approach to the construction of case study narratives increases the
confidence readers can havein that narrative and enhances the utility
of the narrative by making the program experience accessible and
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understandable to decision makers and information users. Both in its

content and the process by which it was constructed, the case study

example presentedat the end ofthis chapter (Appendix 9.2) is exem-

plary of how qualitative case study data can be prepared and pre-

sented. The same process would apply to case study data at the group

or program level. For an excellent example of program-level case

studies in evaluation see Alkin et al. (1979).

How one compares and contrasts cases will depend on the purpose

of the evaluation. The way in which cases were sampled will have an

important bearing on how casestudies are used in analysis. Critical

cases, extreme cases, typical cases, and varied cases servedifferent

evaluation purposes. (See Chapter Five for a discussion of these

different case-sampling strategies and the purposesserved by each.)

Once case studies have been organized and written the analytic

strategies described in the remainder of this chapter can be used to

further analyze and interpret the case study data.

INDUCTIVE ANALYSIS

Inductive analysis meansthat the patterns, themes, and categories

of analysis come from the data; they emerge out of the data rather

than being imposed on them priorto data collection and analysis. The
analyst looks for natural variation in the data. For evaluators, the

study of natural variation will involve particular attention to vari-

ationsin program processes and howparticipants respond to and are

affected by programs. Two waysofrepresenting the patterns emerge
from analysis of the data. First, the analyst can use the categories

developed and articulated in the program studied to organize

presentation of particular themes. Second, the analyst may also

become aware of categories or patterns for which the people in the
program did not have labels or terms, and the analyst develops terms

to describe these inductively generated categories. Each of these

approachesto analysis is described below.

INDIGENOUS TYPOLOGIES

Typologies are classification systems made up of categories that

divide someaSpectofthe world into parts. Indigenous typologies have

cometo be called the ‘“‘emic’’ approach to analysis in anthropology.

Accordingto this view, cultural behavior should alwaysbe studied and

categorized in terms of the inside view—the actors’ definition—of
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human events. That is, the units of conceptualization in anthropo-
logical theories should be ‘“‘discovered”’ by analyzing the cognitive
processes of the people studied, rather than ““imposed”’ from cross-
cultural (hence, ethnocentric) classifications of behavior [Pelto and
Pelto, 1978:54].

There is a strong emphasis comingoutofthe cross-cultural work of
anthropologists on the importance of preserving and reporting the
indigenous categories of people studied. Franz Boas was a major
influencein this direction: “‘If it is our serious purpose to understand
the thoughts of a people the whole analysis of experience must be
based on their concepts, not ours’’ (Boas, 1943:314).

This kind of approach requires an analysis ofthe verbal categories
used by participants and/or staff in a program to break up the
complexity of reality into parts. It is a fundamental purpose of
languageto tell us what is important by giving ita name and therefore
Separating it from other things with other names. Once these labels
have been identified from an analysis of what people in the program
have said, the nextstep is to identify the attributes or characteristics
that distinguish one thing from another. In describing this kind of
analysis Charles Frake (1962) uses the example of a hamburger.
Hamburgers can vary a great deal; there are many waysto prepare
them or add to them,andtheyarestill called hamburgers. However,
when a piece of cheese is added to the meat, it is no longer a
hamburger, it becomes a cheesburger. Thetask for the analyst is to
discover what it is that separates “hamburger” from ‘“cheese-
burger.’ The purposeofthis analysis is to discern and report “‘how
people construe their world of experience from the waytheytalk
about it” (Frake, 1962:74).
An example ofthis kind of analysis from evaluation comes from

work wedid in evaluating a program aimedat reducing the dropout
rate among high school students. In observations and interviews at
the targeted high schoolit became important to understand the ways
in which teachers categorized students. With regard to problems of
truancy, absenteeism,tardiness, and skipping class the teachers had
come to label students as either “chronics”’ or “‘borderlines.”’ One
teacher described the chronicsas “‘the ones whoare outthereall the
time and everything you do to get them in doesn’t work.’ Another
teachersaid, “‘you can alwayspick them out, the chronics. They’re
usually the same kids.’’ The borderlines, on the other hand, “‘skip a
few classes, waiting for a response, and whenit comes they shape up.
They’re not so different from your typical junior high student, but
whentheysee the chronicsgetting away with it they get more brazen
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in their actions.’ Another teacher said, ‘“‘Borderlines are the ones

who you see maybe two and three times a day, not constantly like the

chronics.”’

Not all teachers used precisely the same criteria to distinguish

“chronics’’ from “‘borderlines,’’ but all teachers used these labels in

talking about students. Oneofthe tasks of qualitative analysis was to

portray and understand the teachers’ views about dropouts as

represented by this indigenous typology.

It became clear that in understanding the impactofthe program on

students, and the nature of program activities directed at reducing

high school dropouts, it would be importantto observe differences in

the program between “‘borderlines”’ and ‘‘“chronics.’’ It was difficult

to get the teachers, in many cases, to even attempt to deal with the

chronics.

It would have been impossible to understandfully the situationsin

that program as conceived by the teachers and experienced by the

students without understandingthis indigenous typologyof “‘chronics”’

and “‘borderlines.”’ Moreover, this typology had important impli-

cations for how the program wasorganized and the extent to which

different strategies were to be developedto deal with different kinds

of students. These categories, then, became themes which were

important throughout the data analysis and the final report.

Another example of an important typology that sheds light on

program processes and outcomes wasthe differentiation among

participants that emerged in the wilderness education program I

evaluated. During the second year of the project one group of

participants formed a subgroupandcalled themselvesthe “‘turtles.”’

They contrasted themselvesto the “truckers.” On the surface, these

labels were aimed at distinguishing different styles of hiking and

backpacking, one slow and onefast. Beneath the surface, however,

the terms cameto represent different approachesto the wilderness

and different styles of experiencein relation to the wildernessand the

program.

Every program gives rise to a special vocabulary which staff and

participants can use to differentiate types of activities, different

kinds of participants, different styles of participation, and different

contributions to the program. These indigenous typologies are clues

to the evaluator that the phenomenato which the labels refer are

importantto the peoplein thesetting, and that to fully understand the

setting it is necessary to understand those terms and their impli-

cations for the program.
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ANALYST-CONSTRUCTED TYPOLOGIES

While program staff and participants will have developed typo-
logies for certain important features of the program,other important
patterns may not havegivenrise to specific linguistic distinctions
within the program. The second task of induction, then,is for the
analyst to look for patterns, categories and themes for which a
typology can be constructed to elucidate variations and contrasts in
activities, participants, and/or staff. Lofland points out that such
constructions must be done with considerable care to avoid creating
things that are not really in the data. One major wayoffinding out
whetheror not such analyst-constructed typologies are accurate and
useful is to present them to people in the program tofind out if the
constructions make sense.

At the farthest remove from participant-articulated designations, the
analyst assumesthe task of constructing patterns that appearto exist
but remain unconceivedin the phenomenonologyofthe participants.
It is this latter task of observer construction that is the most hazardous
and most subject to the legitimate charge of imposing a world of
meaning on the participants that better reflects the observer’s world
than the world under study. When the observer constructs partic-
ipation patterns he is more likely to impute participation than to
discern it. Nonetheless, it still seems worthwhile to attempt con-
struction.... The best and most stringent test of observer con-
structions is their recognizability to the participants themselves.
Whenparticipants themselvessay,‘‘yes, that is there, I’d simply never
noticed it before,” the observer can be reasonably confident that he
has tapped into extant patterns of participation [Lofland, 1971:34].

A good exampleofthis kind of evaluator-generated typology is to
be found in the evaluation of the National Museum of Natural
History, Smithsonian Institution, directed by Robert L. Wolfe and
Barbara L. Tymetz (1978). They conducted a naturalistic inquiry of
the “Ice Age Mammals and Emergence of Man’ exhibit at the
Museum. From their observations, they identified four different
kinds of visitors to the exhibit.

[I]t is appropriate to describe our perceptions of the kind ofvisitors
that we have observed in Hall 6 over the past several months. These
descriptions are progressive in that each new category identifies a
person moreserious aboutthe exhibit hall. We are unsure of how the
readers of this report would describethe different kinds of visitors, but
nevertheless, we described them as follows:
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The Commuter

This is the person who merely usesthe hall as a vehicle to get from the

entry point to the exit point....

The Nomad

This is a casual visitor—a person who is wandering throughthe hall,

apparently open to becomeinterested insomething. The Nomadis not

really sure why heor sheis in the hall and not really sure that s/heis

going to find anything interesting in this particular exhibit hall.

Occasionally the Nomadstops,but it does not appear that the nomadic

visitor finds any one thing in the hall more interesting than any other

thing.

The Cafeteria Type

This is the interested visitor who wants to get interested in something,

and so the entire museum andthe hall itself is treated as a cafeteria.

Thus, the person walks along, hoping to find something ofinterest,

hopingto ‘‘put somethingonhis or her tray”’ and stopping from time to

time in the hall. While it appears that there is something in the hall that

spontaneously sparks the person’s interest, we perceivethis visitor has

a predilection to becoming interested, and the exhibit provides the

many things from which to choose.

The V.I.P.—Very Interested Person

This visitor comesinto the hall with someprior interest in the content

area. This person maynot have comespecifically to the hall, but once

there, the hall serves to remind the V.I.P.’s that they were,in fact,

interested in something in that hall beforehand. The V.I.P. goes

through the hall much more carefully, much slower, much more

critically—that is, they move from point to point, they stop, they

examine aspects of the hall with a greater degree of scrutiny and care

[Wolf and Tymetz, 1978:10-11].

This typology of types of visitors became important in the full

evaluation becauseit permitted analysis of different kinds of museum

experiences and different activities undertaken in the museum.

Moreover, the authors recommended that when conducting inter-

views with museum visitorsto get their reactions to exhibits that the

interview data be differentially valued depending on the type of

person who wasbeing interviewed.

The typology above describes characteristics of participants. A

different kind of typology was developed to describe different kinds

of museum activities. In evaluating what people learn in a museum

and how they learn, the evaluators found it important to develop a

typology of different kinds of museum experiences. They called

these ‘‘Museum Encountersof the First, Second, and Third Kind.”
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Museum Encounters of the First Kind:
This encounter occursin halls which use display casesas the primary
approach to specimen presentation. Essentially, the visitor is a
passive observerto the ‘‘objects ofinterest.’ Interaction is visual and
may occur only at the awareness level. The visitor is probably not
provoked to think or consider ideas beyond the visual display.

Museum Encounters of the Second Kind:
This encounter occurs in halls which employ a variety of approaches
to engage the visitor’s attention and/or learning. The visitor has
Several choices to become active in his/her participation. ... The
visitor is likely to perceive, question, compare, hypothesize, etc.

Museum Encounters of the Third Kind:
This encounter occurs in halls which invite high levels of visitor
participation. Such an encounter invites the visitor to observe
phenomenain process, to create, to question the experts, to contri-
bute, etc. Interaction is personalized and within the control of the
visitor [Wolf and Tymetz, 1978:39].

The primary purposeoftypologiesis to describe. These typologies
can later be used to make interpretations about the nature of the
program,but the first purpose is description based on an analysis of
the patterns that appear in the data. But how does one recognize
patterns in qualitative data and turn those patterns into meaningful
categories?

DEVELOPING CATEGORY SYSTEMS

Guba (1978) asserts that in focusing the analysis of qualitative
data an evaluator mustdealfirst with the problem of ‘‘convergence.”’
The problem of convergenceis figuring out what things fit together.
This leads to a classification system for the data.
Guba suggests several steps for converting field notes and ob-

servations about issues and concerns into systematic categories of
analysis. The evaluator-analyst begins by looking for ‘‘recurring
regularities” in the data. These regularities represent patterns that
can be sorted into categories. Categories should then be judged by
two criteria: “internal homogeneity”’ and “‘external heterogeneity.”
Thefirst criterion concerns the extent to which the data that belong in
a certain category hold togetheror “‘* dovetail’ ina meaningful way.”’
The second criterion concerns the extent to which differences among
categories are bold and clear. ‘‘The existence of a large numberof
unassignable or overlapping data items is good evidence of some
basic fault in the category system” (Guba, 1978:53). The naturalistic
evaluator then works back and forth between the data and the
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classification system to verify the meaningfulness and accuracy of

the categories and the placementof data in categories. When several

different classification systems have been developed, somepriorities

must be established to determine which category systems are more

important than others. Prioritizing is done accordingto the salience,

credibility, uniqueness, heuristic value, feasibility, special interests,

and materiality of the classification schemes. Finally, the category

system or set of categories are tested for completeness.

1. The set should have internal and external plausibility, a property

that might be termed “‘integratability.’’ Viewed internally, the

individual categories should appear to be consistent; viewed

externally, the set of categories should seem to comprise a whole

picture....

2. The set should be reasonably inclusive of the data and infor-

mation that do exist. This feature is partly tested by the absence of

unassignable cases, but can be further tested by reference to the

problem which the inquirer is investigating or by the mandate

given the evaluator by his client/sponsor.If the set of categories

did not appear to be sufficient, on logical grounds, to cover the

facets of the problem or mandate, the set is probably incomplete.

3. The set should be reproducible by another competentjudge. ...

The second observer ought to be able to verify that a) the

categories makesensein view ofthe data whichare available, and

b) the data have been appropriately arranged in the category

system....

The category system auditor may be called uponto attest that the

category system “‘fits’ the data and that the data have been

properly “‘fitted into”’ it.

4. The set should be credible to the persons who provided the

information which the set is presumedto assimilate. ... Whois

in a better position to judge whether the categories appropriately

reflect their issues and concerns than the people themselves?

[Guba, 1978:56-57].

The second problem discussed by Guba is the problem of

‘divergence.’ By this he meansthat the evaluator must deal with

how to “‘flesh out’’ the categories. He suggests that this is done by

processes of extension (building on items of information already

known), bridging (making connections among different items), and

surfacing (proposing new information that ought to fit and then

verifying its existence). The analyst brings closure to the process

when sources of information have been exhausted, when sets of
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categories have been saturated so that new sources lead to re-
dundancy, whenclear regularities have emergedthatfeel integrated,
and whenthe analysis beginsto ‘“‘overextend”’ beyond the boundaries
of the issues and concerns guiding the analysis.
The steps and procedures suggested by Guba for analyzing

qualitative data are not mechanical or rigid. The process of data
analysis is to a major extent “ ‘ arty’ and intuitive.”

The task of converting field notes and observations about issues and
concerns into systematic categories is a difficult one. No infallible
procedure exists for performing it [Guba, 1978:53].

This effort at uncovering patterns, themes, and categories is a
creative process that requires making carefully considered judg-
ments about whatis really significant and meaningful in the data.
Since qualitative analysts do not havestatistical tests to tell them
when an observation orpattern is significant, they must rely on their
ownintelligence, experience, andjudgment. This sometimesleads to
the makingofthe qualitative analyst’s equivalent of Type I and Type
II errors from statistics. The evaluator-analyst may decide that
something is not significant when in fact it is; or, conversely, the
analyst may attribute significance to something that is meaningless.
A story illustrates this problem by making judgments about whatis
really significant.

Halcolm was approached by a woman who handed him something.

Without hesitation Halcolm returned the object to the woman. The

many youngdisciples who followed Halcolm to learn his wisdom began

arguing among themselves about the special meaning ofthis inter-

change. A variety of interpretations were ottered.

When Halcolm heard of the argument among his young followers he
called them together and asked each oneto report on the significance
of what they had observed. When theyfinished he said. “The real
purposeofthe exchange wasto enable meto show youthat youare not
yet sufficiently masters of observation to knowwhenyou have witnessed
a meaningless interaction.

LOGICAL ANALYSIS

While working inductively the analyst is looking for emergent
patterns in the data. These patterns, as noted in the preceding
sections, can be represented as dimensions, categories, classifi-
cation schemes, and categories. Once some dimensions have been
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constructed, either using participant-generated constructions or

evaluator-generated constructions, it is sometimes useful to cross-

classify different dimensions to generate new insights about how the

data can be organized andto lookfor patterns that may not have been

immediately obvious in the initial, inductive analysis. Creating

cross-classification matrices is an exercise in logic. This procedure

involves creating potential categories by crossing one dimension or

typology with another, and then working back and forth between the

data and one’s logical constructions, filling in the resulting matrix.

This logical system will create a new typologyall parts ofwhich may

or may not actually be represented by the data. Thus, the analyst
moves back and forth betweenthe logical construction and the actual
data in the ongoing search for understanding through description.

In the high school dropout program described abovethe focus of
activities in the program wasaimedat increasing the capabilities of
teachersin their efforts to reduce absenteeism, skipping classes, and
tardiness. An external team of consultant/change agents worked
with teachers in the school to help them develop approachesto the
dropout problem. Observations of the program andinterviews with
the teachers gave rise to two dimensions, one aimed at describing
teachers’ beliefs about what kind of programmatic intervention was,
from their experience, effective with dropouts. The inductive analysis
of the data suggested that teachers’ behaviors toward dropouts could
be conceptualized along a continuum according to the extent to
which teachers were willing to take direct responsibility for doing
something about the problem. Thus, this dimension varied from
taking responsibility to shifting responsibility to others.
The second dimension concerned the teachers’ views about

effective intervention strategies. The inductive analysis revealed
three perspectives amongthe teachers. Someteachersbelieved that a
rehabilitation effort was needed to help kids with their problems;
someteachers preferred a maintenance or caretaking effort aimed at
just keeping the school running, maintaining the system; andstill
other teachers favored finding some way of punishing students for
their unacceptable and inappropriate behaviors, no longerletting
them get awaywith the infractions they had been committing in the
past. Figure 9.1 shows what happens whenthese two dimensionsare
crossed. Six cells are created, each of which representsa different
kind of teacher role in response to the program.

The evaluator-analyst working with this data had been struggling
in the inductive analysis to find the patterns that would express the
different kinds of teacher roles manifested in the program. He had
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tried several constructions, but none of them quite seemed to work—

they were not true to the data. When he described to me the other

dimensions he had generated, I suggested that he cross them, as

shown in Figure 9.1. When he did so he said that “‘the whole thing
immediately fell into place.”’ Working back and forth between the
matrix and the data, he generated a full descriptive analysis.

The description of teacher roles served several purposes. First,it

gave teachers a mirror image of their own behaviors and attitudes. It

could thus be used to help teachers make more explicit their own

roles. Second,it could be used by the external team of consultants to
more carefully gear their programmatic efforts towarddifferent kinds

of teachers who were acting out the different roles. It is relatively

clear that an omnibus strategy for helping teachers establish a

program that would reduce dropouts would not work in this school.
Teachers manifesting different roles would need to be approached

and worked within different ways. By formally conceptualizing the

different kinds of roles, the external team could more clearly

conceptualize their program. Third, the description of teacherroles
provided insights into the nature of the dropout problem. Having
identified the various roles, the evaluator-analyst had a responsi-
bility to report on which kinds of roles were morein evidencein this
school and which kinds of roles were represented by only a few or
even no teachers.

One mustbe extremely careful about this kind of logical analysis.
It is easy for a matrix to begin to manipulate the data and to force
them into categories created by the cross-classification rather than
using the matrix as a system of logically generated sensitizing

concepts to be tested out by the actual data. Sensitizing concepts
provide direction and insight without rigorous imposition of the
narrowly operationalized preordinate concepts that are mandatory
in quantitative measurement. In the case of matrix analysis, the
empty cell of a matrix (the cell created by crossing two dimensions
for which no name or label immediately occurs) sensitizes the
analyst to the possibility of a category of activity or behavior that has
either been overlooked in the dataorthatis logically a possibility in
the setting but has not been manifested. The latter case falls into
those types of activities and behaviors which are importantto note
because they did not occur. ,

COMMUNICATION THROUGH METAPHORS

The classification systems used and developed in the preceding
examples have relied on metaphors as a way of communicating
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connative meanings of the various categories. The ‘“‘commuter’’—
“nomad’’—“‘cafeteria type”’-“‘V.I.P.”’ (very interested person) cate-
gory system developed by Wolf and Tymetz (1978) to describe
visitors to the National Museum ofNatural History is an example of
the use of metaphors to report the patterns in qualitative data.
Likewise,their classification ofmuseum environments and activities,
Encounters of the First, Second, and Third Kind, refers to the
popular sciencefiction movie, Close Encounters ofthe Third Kind.
In the dropout study the teacherrole descriptions rely on metaphors
when depicting role types as ‘“‘traffic cop,”’ ‘“‘old-fashioned school
master’ and “‘the ostrich role.”’

Metaphors can be powerful and clever ways of communicating
findings. A great deal of meaning can be conveyedin a single phrase
with a powerful metaphor. Moreover, developing and using meta-
phors can be fun, both for the analyst and for the reader. It is
important, however, to makesurethat the metaphorserves the data
and not vice versa. The creative evaluator who finds a powerful
metaphor maybe tempted to manipulate the datato fit the metaphor.
Moreover, because metaphors carry implicit connotations, it is
important to make sure that the data fit the most prominentof those
connotations so that what is communicated is what the evaluator-
analyst wants to communicate. Finally, one must avoid reifying
metaphors and acting as if the world were really the way the
metaphorsuggestsit is.

The metaphoris chiefly a tool for revealing special properties of an
object or event. Frequently, theorists forget this and make their
metaphorsa real entity in the empirical world. It is legitimate, for
example, to say that a social system is like an organism, but this does
not mean that a social system is an organism. When metaphors, or
concepts, are reified, they lose their explanatory value and become
tautologies. A careful line must be followed in the use of metaphors, so
that they remain a powerful meansofillumination [Denzin, 1978:46].

The analysis presented in the next section does not rely on
metaphors. It does, however, rely on the sensitizing concepts of
program processes and program outcomes basic to evaluation
research. This analysis shows how a matrix can be created by cross-
classifying program processesand program outcomesto organize the
linkages between process and outcomesin qualitative analysis.
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A PROCESS/OUTCOMES MATRIX

The linkage between processes and outcomesis a fundamental

issue in many program evaluations. As noted in Chapter Four, I

Suggested that an evaluation research design based on qualitative

methods might be particularly appropriate under circumstances
where either program processes or program impacts, or both, were

largely unspecified, for whatever reasons. Sometimes the reason is

because outcomes were meantto be individualized; sometimes the

program is simply uncertain about what the outcomeswill be; and in

many programs neither processes nor impacts have been carefully

articulated. Under such conditions one purpose of the evaluation

may be to help articulate program processes, program impacts, and

the linkages between the two. This task can be facilitated by
constructing a process/outcomes matrix to organize the data.

Figure 9.2 is an abstraction of how such a matrix can be
constructed. Major program processesoridentified implementation

componentsarelisted alongthe left side. Types or levels ofoutcomes

are listed across the top. The category systems for program processes

and outcomesare developedfrom the data in the same waythatother

typologies are constructed (see previous sections). The cross-
classification of any process with any outcome producesa cell in the
matrix; for example, the first cell in Figure 9.2 is created by the
intersection of process 1 with outcome a. The information that goes
in cell l-a (or any other cell in the matrix) describes linkages,
patterns, themes, program content, or actual activities that help
us understand the relationships between processes and outcomes.

Such relationships may have been identified by participants them-

selves during interviewsor discovered by the evaluatorin analyzing

the data.In either case, the process/outcomes matrix becomes a way
of organizing, thinking about, and presenting the qualitative connections

between program implementation dimensions and program impacts.
A couple of examples will help make the notion of the process-

outcomes matrix more concrete. Suppose wehave beenevaluating a
juvenile justice program which places delinquent youths in foster

homes. We havevisited several foster homes; observed what the

home environmentsare like; and interviewed the juveniles, the foster

home parents, and the probation officers. A regularly recurring

themein the interviews is the importanceof the processof“letting
kids learn to make their own decisions.’ A regularly recurring

outcomesthemeis “‘keeping the kids straight” (reduced recidivism).

The blank cell in a matrix created by crossing the program process

(‘‘kids making their own decisions”) with the program outcome
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(“‘keeping kids straight’’) creates a data analysis question: What

actual decisions do juveniles make that are supposed to lead to

reduced recidivism? We then carefully review our field notes and

interview quotations looking for data that helps us understand how

people in the program have answered this question based ontheir

actual behaviors and practices. By describing what decisionsjuveniles

actually make in the program the decision makers to whom our

findings are reported can make their own judgments about the

strength or weaknessof this linkage between this program process

and the desired outcome. Moreover, once the descriptive analysis is

complete the evaluator is at liberty to offer interpretations and

judgments about the nature and quality of this supposed process/out-

come connection.

RECOGNIZING PROCESSES, OUTCOMES,

AND LINKAGESIN QUALITATIVE DATA

Because of the centrality of the sensitizing concepts “‘program

process” and “‘program impact’ in evaluation research it may be

helpful to provide a more detailed description of how these concepts

can be used in qualitative analysis. How does one recognize a

program process? Learning to identify and label program processes

is a critical evaluation skill. This sensitizing notion of “‘process”’ is a

way of talking about the common action that cuts across program

activities, observed interactions, and program content. The example

I shall use to consider these issues is the wilderness education

program I evaluated and discussed throughout the observations

chapter (Chapter Six). That program, entitled the Southwest Field

Training Project, involved using the wilderness as a medium for

training professional educators in the philosophy, methods, and uses

of experiential education by engaging those educators in their own

experiential learning process.

In the Southwest Field Training Project participants go from their

normal urban environments into the wilderness for a week; they

spend at least one day and night completely alone in some wilderness

spot ‘‘on solo’’; at times, while backpacking, the group is asked to

walk silently so as not to be distracted from the wilderness sounds

and images by conversation; in group discussions participants are

asked to talk about what they have observed about the wilderness and

howthey feel about being in the wilderness; and participants are

asked to write about the wilderness environmentinjournals that they

keep. What do these different activities have in common, and how
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can that commonality be expressed? There are manydifferent ways
of talking about the underlying process:

(a) experiencing the wilderness,
(b) learning about the wilderness,
(c) appreciating the wilderness,
(d) immersion in the environment,
(e) developing awareness of the environment,
(f) becoming conscious of the wilderness, or
(g) developing sensitivity to the environment.

Any of these phrases, each of which consists of some verb form
(experiencing, learning, developing, and so on) and some noun form
(wilderness, environment), captures some nuance of the process.
The evaluator-analyst works back and forth between the data(field
notes and interviews) and his or her conception of whatit is that
needs to be expressedto find the mostfitting language to describe the
process. What language do people in the program use to describe
what those activities and experiences have in common? What
language comesclosest to capturing the essenceof this particular
process? Whatlevel of generality or specificity will be most useful in
separating outthis particular set ofthings from other things? How do
program participants andstaff react to the different terms that could
be used to describe the process?

It is not unusualin anyparticularpart of an analysis to go through
several different phrases before finally coming up with the exact
language that will go into a final report. In the Southwest Field
Training Project we began with the phrase ‘‘Experiencing the
Wilderness”’ and after several revisions finally described the
process as “‘developingsensitivity to the environment”’ because the
broader label permitted us to include discussions andactivities that
were aimed at helping participants understand how they were
affected by and how they affected their normal institutional en-
vironments. Experiencing the wilderness became a specific sub-
process that was part of the more global process of developing
sensitivity to the environment. Program participants andstaffplayed
a major role in determining the final phrasing and descriptionofthis
process. Other processes identified as important in the imple-
mentation of the program were:

(a) encountering and managingstress:
(b) sharing in groupsettings:
(c) examining professional activities, needs, and commitments:
(d) assuming responsibility for articulating personal needs:
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(e) exchanging professional ideas and resources; and
(f) formally monitoring experiences, processes, changes, and impacts.

It is important to keep in mind as onestruggles with finding the

right language to communicate themes, patterns, and processesthat

there is no absolutely right way of stating what emerges from the

analysis. There are only more and less useful ways of expressing

what the data reveal.

Identifying and conceptualizing program outcomes and impacts

can also be either an inductive or logical process. Inductively, the

evaluator-analyst looks for changes in participants, expressions of

change, program ideology about outcomes and impacts, and ways

that people in the program makedistinctions between “those whoare

getting it’’ and ‘‘those who aren’t getting /¢.’’ In highly individualized
programs the statements about change that emerge from program

participants and staff may be global. Such outcomesas “‘personal

growth,” increased “‘awareness,’’ and “insight into self”’ are difficult

to operationalize and standardize. That is precisely the reason

qualitative methods may be used to evaluate such outcomes! The

task for the evaluator-analyst, then, is to describe what actually

happens to people in the program and what they say about what

happensto them.

In many qualitative evaluation projects data on outcomes are

gathered primarily or entirely through the use of in-depth interviews.

Organizing and presenting such data involves the sameclassification

processes discussed throughout this chapter. What must be organ-

ized and presented are quotations from interviewees. Sufficient

quotive data should be presented to illuminate and support whatever

analysis the evaluator provides in narrative form. Appendix 9.3 at

the end of this chapter presents portions of a report describing the

effects on participants of their experiences in the wilderness edu-

cation program. The data presented are derived entirely from in-

depth, open-ended interviews. For another example of how to

organize, present, and interpret interview data see chapters two and

four of Utilization-Focused Evaluation (Patton, 1978); these chapters

discuss the results of interviews with decision makers and evaluators

on the utilization of evaluation research in specific projects.

Where data on both program processes and participant outcomes

are available, organizing that data may require some kind oflogical

schemethat permits the linkage of program processesto participant

outcomes. Onesuch logically derived scheme wasused to organize

the data in the Southwest Field Training Project. First, a classifi-
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cation scheme that described different types of outcomes was
conceptualized:

(a) changes in knowledge,
(b) changesin attitudes,
(c) changes in feelings,
(d) changes in behaviors, and
(e) changesin skills.

With this schemeit was possible to organize the data to describe
the content and major themesofthe program so that the reader would
know whatkinds of changes were occurring and how those changes
were perceived by participants to be related to specific program
processes. [ emphasize that theprocess/outcomes matrix is merely
an organizing tool; the datafrom participants themselves andfrom
field observations provide the actual linkages between processes
and outcomes.
What was the relationship between the program process of

“developing sensitivity to the environment”’ and these individual-
level outcomes? Space permits only a few examples from the data.

Skills: “‘Are you kidding? I learned how to survive without the
comforts ofcivilization. I learned how to read the terrain ahead and pace
myself. I learned how to carry a heavy load. I learned how to Stay dry
whenit’s raining. I learned how to tie a knot so that it doesn’t come
apart when pressure is applied. You think those are metaphors for
skills I need in my work? You’re damnright they are.”’

Attitudes: “I think it’s important to pay attention to the Space you’re
in. I don’t want to just keep going through mylife oblivious to what’s
around me and howit affects me and how

I

affectit.’’

Feelings: ‘Being out here, especially on solo, has given me confidence.
I know I can handle a lot of things I didn’t think I could handle.”

Behaviors: ‘‘l use mysensesin a different way out here. Inthe city you
get so you don’t pay muchattention to the noise and the sounds. But
listening out here I’ve also begun to listen more back there. I touch
more things too, just to experience the different textures.”

Knowledge: ‘“‘I know abouthow this place was formed,its history, the
rock formations, the effects of the fires on the vegetation, where the
river comes from and whereit goes.”

A different way of thinking about organizing data around out-
comes was to think of different /evels of impact: effects at the
individuallevel, effects on the group, and effects on the institutions
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from which participants came into the program. Thestaff hoped to

have impactsat all of these levels. Thus, it was possible to organize

the data by looking at what themes emerged when program processes

were crossed with levels of impact. How did developingsensitivity to

the environmentaffect individuals? Howdid the processofdeveloping

sensitivity to the environmentaffect the group? What wastheeffect

of developing sensitivity to the environmenton the institutions to

whichparticipants returned after their wilderness experiences? The

process/outcomes matrix thus becomesa wayof asking questions of

the data, an additional source of focus in looking for themes and

patterns in the hundreds of pages of field notes and interview

transcriptions.

CAUSES, CONSEQUENCES,

AND RELATIONSHIPS

Thus far the data analysis has emphasized the tasks of organi-

zation and description. Even the process/outcomes matrix was

aimed at providing a mechanism for organizing and describing the

themes, patterns, activities, and content of the program,rather than

at elucidating causal linkages between processes and outcomes. As

the process/outcomes matrix demonstrates, however, there is often a

fine line betweendescription and causal interpretation. To the extent

that one is describing the causal linkages suggested by and believed

in by program participants andstaff, the evaluator-analyst has not

crossed the line from description into causal interpretation. Once the

tasks of organization and description are complete it may then be

appropriate to move on to consideration of causes, consequences,

and relationships.

Chapter Eight, ““The Purpose of Qualitative Analysis,” discussed

the tentative nature of causal theorizing in qualitative research.

Statements about which things appearto lead to other things, which

parts of the program producecertain effects, and how processeslead

to outcomesare areas of speculation, conjecture, and hypothesizing.

That’s all right! When careful study of the data gives rise to ideas

about causal linkages, there is no reason to deny decision makers and

information users the benefit of those insights simply because they

cannot be proven. What is important is that such statements be

clearly qualified as what they are—speculation, conjecture, and

hypothesizing. The evaluator who has studied the program,lived

with the data from thefield, and reflected at length about the patterns

and themes that run through the data is in as good a position as

anyone else at that point to speculate, make conjectures, and
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formulate hypotheses. Ifdecision makers and information users have
asked for such information—and in my experience they virtually
always welcome these kinds of speculative analyses—there is no
reason not to share insights with them to help them think about their
own causal presuppositions and hypotheses.
One of the biggest dangers for evaluators doing qualitative

analysis is that when they begin to consider causes, consequences,
and relationships they fall back on the linear assumptions of
quantitative analysis and begin to specify isolated variables that are
mechanically linked together out of context. In attempting to present
a holistic picture of what the program is like and in struggling to
understand the phenomenological nature of a particular set of
activities and people in a specific context, simple statements of linear
relationships may be more distorting than illuminating. It is the
ongoing challenge, paradox, and dilemmaofqualitative analysis that
we must be constantly moving back and forth between the pheno-
menonofthe program and ourabstractionsofthat program, between
the descriptions of what has occurred and our analysis of those
descriptions, between the complexity of reality and our simplifi-
cations of those complexities, between the circularities and inter-
dependencies of human activity and our need for linear, ordered
statements of cause-effect.
Gregory Batesontracesatleast part of the sourceofourstruggle to

the ways wehave been taught to think about things. Weare told that a
“noun”is the “*nameofa person, place, or thing.’’ We are told that a
“verb” is an “action word.’ These kinds of definitions, Bateson
argues, were the beginning of teaching us that ‘“‘the way to define
something is by whatit supposedlyis in itself—notbyits relations to
other things.”’

Todayall that should be changed. Children could be told that a nounis
a word having a certain relationship to a predicate. A verb has acertain
relationship to a noun, its subject, and so on. Relationship could now
be used as a basisfor definition, and any child could then see that there
is something wrong with the sentence, ‘‘ ‘Go’ is a verb.”’. ..

We could have beentold something aboutthe pattern which connects:
that all communication necessitates context, and that without context
there is no meaning [Bateson, 1978:13].

Without belaboring this point about the difference between linear
causal analyses (x causes y) and a holistic perspective that describes
the interdependence and relatedness of complex phenomena,I would
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simply offer the reader a Sufi story. I suggest trying to analyze the

data represented by the story in two ways. First, try to isolate

specific variables that are important in the story; decide which are

the independent and which the dependentvariables; and then write a

statement of the form: These things caused this thing. Then read the

story again. For the second analysis try to distinguish among and

label the different meanings of the situation expressed by the

characters observedin the story; then write a statement of the form:

These things and these things came together to create ______

Don’t try to decide that one approachis right and the otheris wrong;

simply try to experience and understand the two approaches.

Walking one evening along a deserted road, Mulla Nasrudin saw a

troop of horsemen coming towards him. His imagination started to

work; he imagined himself captured andsold as a slave, or robbed by

the oncoming horsemen,or impressed into the army. Fearingfor his

safety, Nasrudin bolted, climbed a wall into a graveyard, and lay down

in an open tomb.

Puzzled at this strange behavior the men—honesttravelers—pursued

Nasrudintoseeifthey could help him. They found him stretched outin

the grave, tense and quivering.

‘“‘What are you doing in that grave? We saw you run awayand seethat

you are in a state of great anxiety and fear. Can we help you?”

Seeing the men up close Nasrudin realized that they were honest

travelers who weregenuinely interested in his welfare. He did not want

to offend the travelers or embarass himselfby telling them how he had

misperceived them. Nasrudin simply sat up in the grave and said,

‘““You ask what I’m doingin this grave. Ifyou must know,I can tell you

only this: J am here becauseofyou, and you are here because of me”

[adapted from Shah, 1972:16].

VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION

The preceding sections have focused on somestrategies for

making sense out of qualitative data. The remainderofthis chapter

will be concerned with the problem of deciding how muchto trustthe

data analysis. There are twopartsto the issue oftrusting the data.

First, the person or persons analyzing the data must make a

determination ofhow much confidenceto placein their own analysis.

Second,the data analysis must be presentedto others in such a way

that they can verify and validate the findings of the analysis for

themselves.
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In the previous chapter I attempted to lift off the shoulders of
evaluators the burden of uncovering and presenting Truth. In
speculating on causes, consequences, and relationships in this
chapter the emphasis has again been on the humble notion that, inthe
end, all we can provide is perspective. The perspective gained
through careful qualitative analysis is not arbitrary, nor is it
predetermined, but it does fall short of being Truth. This section
discusses ways of validating and verifying the perspective that
emerges through qualitative analysis.

WhenStruggling with the processof analysis it is helpful to keep in
mind that the basic purpose of qualitative analysis is to provide
useful, meaningful, and credible answers to the evaluation questions
of decision makers and information users. To be meaningful the
answers provided mustrelate directly to the questions that have been
asked; to be useful the answers must be understandable andclearly
presented; and to be credible the evaluator must demonstratethat the
perspective presented will hold up under careful scrutiny. The
evaluator subjects the data to careful scrutiny by validating and
verifying evaluation findings. There are several majorstrategies for
validating and verifying the results of qualitative analysis.

RIVAL EXPLANATIONS

Once the evaluator-analyst has described the patterns, linkages,
and accompanying explanations that have emerged from the analysis,
it is important to look for rival or competing themes and explan-
ations. This can be doneboth inductively and logically. Inductively
it involves looking for other waysof organizing the data that might
lead to different findings. Logically it means thinking about other
logical possibilities and then seeing if those possibilities can be
Supported by the data. When considering rival hypotheses and
competing explanations the strategy to be employedis not one of
attempting to disprovethe alternatives; rather, the analyst looks for
data that support alternative explanations. Failure to find strong
supporting evidence for alternative explanations helps increase
confidence in the original, principal explanation generated by the
evaluator. It is likely that comparing alternative explanations or
looking for data in support of alternative patterns will not lead to
clear-cut “‘yes there is support’’ versus ‘“‘no there is not support”
kinds of conclusions. It is a matter of considering the weight of
evidence and lookingfor the best fit between data and analysis. It is
important to write down what alternative classification Systems,
themes, and explanations are considered and ‘‘tested”’ during data
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analysis. Reporting on what alternative explanations were con-

sidered and how those alternatives were considered in the formal
evaluation report lends considerable credibility to the final set of
findings offered by the evaluator.

NEGATIVE CASES

Closely related to the testing of alternative explanations is the
search for negative cases. Where patterns and trends have been

identified, our understanding of those patterns and trends is in-

creased by considering the instances and cases that do notfit within

the pattern. For example, in an employmenttraining program where
the large majority of participants complete the program and find

satisfying employment, the most important analysis may be an

examination of the program dropouts and the people who do notfind

satisfactory employment. In the Southwest Field Training Project

involving wilderness education virtually all participants reported

some kind of “‘personal growth”’ as a result of their participation in

the project; however, the two people who reported “no change”

provided particularly useful insights into how the program operated

and affected participants.

While the evaluator can be exhorted to be as rigorousin attempting
to support alternative hypotheses and to understand negative or

deviant cases as that same evaluator was in building support from the
data for the original explanation, readers of the evaluation findings
will have to make their own decisions about the plausibility of

alternate explanations and the reasons why deviant cases do notfit

within dominant patterns.

[T]here are no guidelines specifying how and how longto search for

negative cases or how to find alternative hypothesesgiven a specified

body of qualitative data. Thus the analyst’s attempt to convey his

theory’s credibility may still be unsuccessful because of possible bias

in his search for negative cases or for reasonable alternative hypo-

theses [Glaser and Strauss, 1967:230].

I would also note that the section of the report that involves

exploration of alternative explanations and consideration of why

certain cases do notfall into the main pattern can be among the most

interesting sections of a report to read. When well written, this sec-

tion of a report reads something like a detective novel in which the

evaluator (detective) looks for clues that lead in different directions

and tries to sort out which direction makes the mostsense given the
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clues (data) that are available. Moreover, the tone of a reportis
different when the evaluator is willing to openly consider other
possibilities than those finally recommended as most reasonable.
Comparethe approachof weighing alternatives to the report where
all the data lead in a single-mindedfashion,in a rising crescendo,
toward an overwhelming presentation of a single point of view.

TRIANGULATION:
RECONCILING QUALITATIVE AND
QUANTITATIVE DATA

The chapter on design talked about the potential importance of
using different data-collection techniques and different evaluation
research strategies to study the same program. Itis in data analysis
thatthe strategy of triangulation really pays off. There are basically
two kindsof triangulation that contribute to verification and validation
of qualitative analysis: (1) checking out the consistency of findings
generated by different data-collection methods and (2) checking out
the consistency of different data sources within the same method.

Triangulation of methods will most often revolve around com-
paring data collected through somekind of qualitative methods with
data collected through some kind of quantitative methods. This is
seldom a straightforward process because, given the argumentin the
early chapters of this book about the kinds of questions that
particularly lend themselves to qualitative methods, it is highly
likely that quantitative methods and qualitative methodswill eventu-
ally answer different questions that do not easily come together to
provide a single, well-integrated picture of the situation. Shapiro
(1973) describes in detail her struggle to resolve basic differences
between qualitative data and quantitative data in her study of Follow
Through Classrooms; she eventually concluded that some of the
conflicts between the two kinds of data were a result of measuring
different things, although the ways in which different things were
measured were not immediately apparent until she worked to sort out
the conflicting findings. She began with greater trust in the data
derived from quantitative methods and ended by believing that the
most useful information camefrom the qualitative data.
An article by M.G. Trend (1978) of ABT Associatesis required

reading for anyone who is becoming involved in a project—parti-
cularly a team project—which will involve both the collection of
qualitative and quantitative data and where different membersofthe
team have responsibilities tor ditterent kinds of data. The Trend study
involved an analysis of three HUD social experiments designed to
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test the concept of using direct cash housing allowance paymentsto

help low-income families obtain decent housing on the open market.

The analysis of qualitative data from a participant observation study

produced results that were at variance with those generated by

analysis of quantitative data. The credibility of the qualitative data

becamea central issue in the analysis.

Thedifficulty lay in conflicting explanations or accounts, each based

largely upon a different kind of data. The problems wefaced involved

not only the nature of observational versus statistical inferences, but

twosets of preferences and biases within the entire researchteam....

Though qualitative/quantitative tension is not the only problem which

mayarise in research,I suggest that it is a likely one. Few researchers

are equally comfortable with both types ofdata, and the proceduresfor

using the two together are not well developed. The tendencyis to

relegate one type of analysis or the other to a secondary role,

according to the nature of the research and the predilections of the

investigators. ... Commonly, however, observational data are used

for ‘‘generating hypotheses,” or “‘describing process.”’ Quantitative

data are used to ‘“‘analyze outcomes,” or ‘“‘verify hypotheses.”’ I feel

that this division of labor is rigid and limiting [Trend, 1978:352].

There is no magic in triangulation. The evaluator using different

methodsto investigate the same program should not expect that the

findings generated by those different methods will automatically

come together to produce somenicely integrated whole. Indeed, the

evidenceis that one oughtto expectinitial conflicts in findings from

qualitative and quantitative data, and expect those findings to be

received with varying degreesof credibility. In endorsing the notion

of triangulation, Trend maintainsthatit is useful to bring a variety of

data and methodsto bear on the same problem.In doing so, however,

Trend suggests that

we give different viewpoints the chance to arise, and postpone the

immediate rejection of information or hypotheses that seem out of

joint with the majority viewpoint. Observationally derived explan-

ations are particularly vulnerable to dismissal without a fair trial

|Trend, 1978:352-353].

TRIANGULATION: COMPARING MULTIPLE
QUALITATIVE DATA SOURCES

The second type of triangulation involves triangulating data

sources. This means comparing and cross-checking consistency of
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information derived at different times and by different means within
qualitative methods. It means (1) comparing observational data with
interview data; (2) comparing what people say in public with what
they say in private; (3) checking for the consistency ofwhatpeople in
a situation say aboutthis situation over time; and (4) comparingthe
perspectives of people from different points of view—staff views,
client views, funder views, and views expressedby peopleoutside the
program, where those are available to the evaluator. It means
validating information obtained through interviews by checking
program documentsand otherwritten evidence that can corroborate
whatinterview respondentsreport.

Aswith triangulation of methods, triangulation of data sources
within qualitative methods will seldom lead to a single, totally
consistent picture. It is best not to expect everything to turn out the
same. The point is to study and understand when and whythere are
differences. The fact that observational data produce different
results than interview data does not meanthateither or both kinds of
data are invalid, although that maybethe case. Morelikely, it means
that different kinds of data have captured different things and so the
analyst attempts to understand the reasonsforthe differences. At the
same time, consistency in overall patterns of data from different
sources and reasonable explanations for differences in data from
different sources contributessignificantly to the overall credibility of
the findings presentedin the evaluation report.

TRIANGULATION:
MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES FROM
MULTIPLE OBSERVERS

A third kind of triangulation is “investigative triangulation which
simply means that multiple as opposed to singular observers are
employed” (Denzin, 1978:297). Triangulating observers or using
several interviewers helps reducethe potential bias that comes from
a single person and provides meansof more directly assessing the
reliability and validity of the data obtained. Douglas (1976) is
particularly articulate in arguing the importance of team efforts in
fieldwork.

Triangulating observers provides a check on biasin data collection.
A related strategy is triangulating analysts—that is, having two or
more persons independently analyze the same qualitative data set
and then comparetheir findings. This was the approach weusedin
analyzing the interview data on the utilization of evaluation research
reported in Utilization-Focused Evaluation (Patton, 1978). Recent
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variations on the team approach in evaluation research include
Michael Scriven’s(1972a) strategy which involves having two sepa-
rate teams for the evaluation, one which pertormsa goal-based eval-

uation (assessing the stated outcomes ofthe program) and a second

team conducing a goal-ftree evaluation (see Chapter Four). A different

team research strategy is the advocacy-adversary model suggested
by Wolf (1975). The advocacy team gathers information that
supports the proposition that the program is doing a good job and
attaining its goals; the adversary team gathers informationthat leads
to the conclusionthat the program ought to be changedor terminated.
Again, the advocacy-adversary modelas presented in the literature

typically involves two separate teams working on both data collection
and analysis. A variation of this strategy would be to arbitrarily create

advocacy and adversary teamsonly during the analysis stage so that

both teams work with the same set of data but each team works

toward marshalling that data to support different, opposite conclusions.
These different types of triangulation—methods triangulation,

triangulation of data sources, and investigator triangulation—areall

strategies for reducing systematic bias in the data. In each case the

strategy involves checking findings against other sources. Tri-
angulation is a process by which the evaluator can guard against
the accusation that a study's findings are simply an artifact of a

single method, a single data source, ora single investigator’s bias.

DESIGN CHECKS:

KEEPING METHODS AND

DATA IN CONTEXT

Onepossible source of distortion in findings of qualitative evalu-

ation reports is the nature of research design decisions used for data

collection. Thus, it is important to considerthe rival methodological

hypothesis that the findings are due to distortions introduced by the

sampling strategies used in the study. Three kinds of sampling errors

can arise in qualitative research designs. There may bedistortionin

the situations that were sampled for observation (since it is seldom

possible to observe all situations); there may be distortions intro-

duced by the time periods during which observations took place—

that is, problems of temporal sampling;and third, the findings may be

distorted because of selectivity in the people who were sampled

either for observations or interviews. In considering how sampling

strategies may have affected evaluation findings the analyst re-

turns to consideration of the reasons for having madeinitial de-

sign decisions (see Chapter Five). To the extent that those de-
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Sign decisions were based directly on the kinds of evaluation
questions that were being asked, apparent distortions produced
by sampling decisions may have been purposeful and deliberate
given a calculated desire to study intensively only certain sit-
uations, certain time periods, or certain people. Under these
conditions the problem is no longer one of distortion of the data
actually collected, but is a question ofthe extentto whichthefindings
can be generalized to othersituations, other time periods, and other
people. Thus, the evaluator-analyst must be careful to limit con-
clusionsto those situations, time periods, persons, and contexts for
which the data are applicable.
The importance of reporting both methods selected and resulting

data in their proper contexts cannot be overemphasized. Keeping
things in context is a cardinal principle of qualitative analysis.
Mulla Nasrudin was once called upon to makethis point to his
monarch.

Although he was supposedto be a wise and holy man, Nasrudin was
accused of being almostilliterate.
One daythe ruler of his country decided to putthis to the test.
“Write something for me, Nasrudin,”’ said he.
‘YT would willingly do so, but I have taken an oath neverto write so

much as

a

Single letter again,’’ said Nasrudin.
‘Well, write something in the way in which you used to write before

you decided not to write, so that I can see what it was like.”
‘I cannot do that, because every time you write something your

writing changes slightly through practice. If I wrote now,it would be
something written for now.’’
“Then bring me an example of his writing, anyone who has one,”

ordered the ruler.

Someonebroughta terrible scrawl that the Mulla had once written
to him.

“Is this your writing?”’ asked the monarch.
‘No,’ said Nasrudin.‘‘Not only does writing change with time, but

you are now showinga pieceof writing done by me to demonstrate to
someone how he should zot write’’ [Shah, 1973:92].

EVALUATOR EFFECTS

There are four ways in which the presenceofthe evaluator, or the
fact that an evaluation is taking place, can distort the findings of a
study: |

(1) reactions of program participants andstaff to the presence of the
evaluator:
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(2) changes in the evaluator (the measuring instrument) during the

course of the evaluation—thatis, instrumentation effects;

(3) the predispositions or biases of the evaluator; and

(4) evaluator incompetence.

The presence of an evaluator can certainly make a difference in

how a program operatesandin its outcomes. The fact that a studyis

being conducted maycreate a halo effect so that staff perform in an

exemplary fashion and participants are motivated to “‘show off.” On

the other hand, the presence of the evaluator may create so much

tension and anxiety that performances are below par. Problemsof

reactivity are well documentedin anthropologicalliterature. Thatis

one of the prime reasons why qualitative methodologists advocate

long-term observations that permit an initial period during which

evaluators (observers) and the people in the setting being observed

get a chance to get used to each other. Denzin’s (1978) advice

concerningthe reactive effects of observersis, I think, applicable to

the specific case of evaluator-observers:

It is axiomatic that observers must record what they perceive to be

their own reactive effects. They may treat this reactivity as bad and

attempt to avoid it (which is impossible), or they may acceptthe fact

that they will have a reactive effect and attempt to use it to

advantage....

The reactive effect will be measured by daily field notes, perhaps by

interviews in which the problem is pointedly inquired about, and also

in daily observations [Denzin, 1978:200].

In brief, the evaluator has a responsibility to think about the

problem, makea decision about how to handleit in the field, and then

attempt to monitor evaluator/observer effects. My own viewis that

evaluator effects are considerably overrated, particularly by evalu-

ators. There is more than aslight touch ofself-importance in some

concerns aboutreactivity. Lillian Weber, director of the Workshop

Center for Open Education, City College School of Education, New

York, once set me straight on this issue, and I pass her wisdom on to

my colleagues. In doing observations of open classrooms, I was

concerned that my presence, particularly the way kids flocked

around me as soonas I entered the classroom, wasdistorting the

situation to the point where it was impossible to do good observations.

Lillian laughed and suggested to me that what I was experiencing was

the way those classroomsactually were. She wenton to note that this

was common amongvisitors to schools; they were always con-
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cerned that the teacher, knowingvisitors were coming, whipped the
kids into shapefor thosevisitors. She suggested that under the best of

fifteen minutes, but that, habitual patterns being what they were, kids
would rapidly revert to normal behaviors and whatever artificiality
might have been introduced by the presence of the visitor would
likely become apparent.
Evaluators should strive to neither overestimate nor under-

estimate their effects, but to take seriously their responsibility to
describe and study whatthose effects are.
The second concern about evaluator effects arises from the

possibility that the evaluator changes during the course of the
evaluation. One of the ways this sometimes happensin anthro-
pological research is whenthe participant observers ‘*go native’ and
absorb themselvesin the local culture. The epitome of this in a
Shorter-term observation is the story of the observers who became
converted to Christianity while observing a Billy Graham crusade
(Lang and Lang, 1960). An evaluator observing a chemical depend-
ency program may find that he or members of his family are
chemically dependent and therefore changehis entire approachtoa
study. Evaluators sometimes become personally involved with
program participants or staff and therefore lose their sensitivity to
the full range of events occurring in thesetting.
Johnson (1975) and Glazer (1972) have reflected on how they and

others have been changedby doingfield research. The consensus of
advice on howto dealwith the problem ofchanges in the observer as a
result of involvement in research is the same as advice about how to
deal with the reactive effects created by the presence of observers.

It is central to the methodofparticipant observation that changeswill
occur in the observer; the importantpoint, ofcourse, is to record these
changes. Field notes, introspection, and conversations with infor-
mants and colleagues provide the major means of measuring this
dimension, ... for to be insensitive to shifts in one’s own attitudes
opens the wayfor placing naive interpretations on the complexset of
events under analysis [Denzin, 1978:200].

The third concern about evaluatoreffects has to do with the extent
to which the predispositions or biases of the evaluator may affect
data analysis andinterpretations.In effect, all of the procedures for
validating and verifying data analysis that have been presented in
this chapter are aimed at reducing distortions introduced by evalu-
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ator predisposition. However, this issue remains difficult because,

on the one hand, these procedures are aimed at substantiating the

validity of the data and yet, on the other hand, I am arguing that the

data inevitably represent perspective rather than truth. Consideration

of this dilemma and apparent contradiction necessitates consideration

of whatit meansto be ‘objective’ and ‘‘subjective”’ in the conduct of

research.

OBJECTIVITY AND SUBJECTIVITY

The most frequent charge heardin attacks on qualitative methodo-

logy is that evaluation research conducted with qualitative methods

is inevitably ‘‘subjective’’—an aspersion connoting the very anti-

thesis of scientific inquiry. Objectivity is traditionally considered the

sine qua nonofthe scientific method. To be subjective meansto be

biased, unreliable, and irrational. Subjective data imply opinion

rather than fact, intuition rather than logic, impression rather than

confirmation. Social scientists are exhorted to eschew subjectivity

and make sure that their work is “‘objective.”” The conventional

meansfor controlling subjectivity and maintaining objectivity are the

methods of quantitative social science: distance from the setting and

people being studied, formal operationalism and quantitative measure-

ment, manipulation of isolated variables, and experimental designs.

Close examination, however, reveals that these methodological

approachesconstitute a value-laden paradigm and that identification

of objectivity as the major virtue of that paradigm is an ideological

statement the function of whichis to legitimize, preserve, and protect

the dominance of a single evaluation methodology (Patton, 1978).

The ways in which measurements are constructed in psychological

tests, questionnaires, cost-benefit indicators, and routine manage-

ment information system dataare noless opento the intrusion of the

evaluator’s biases than making observations in the field or asking

questions in interviews. Numbers do not protect against bias; they

merely disguise tt.

Scriven has insisted that quantitative methods are no more

synonymouswith objectivity than qualitative methods are synonymous

with subjectivity:

Errors like this are too simple to be explicit. They are inferred

confusions in the ideological foundations of research, its inter-

pretations, its application...

.

It is increasingly clear that the in-

fluence of ideology on methodology andofthe latter on the training

and behavior of researchers and on the identification and disburse-
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mentof supportis staggeringly powerful. Ideology is to research what
Marx suggested the economic factor was to politics and what Freud
took sex to be for psychology |Scriven, 1972a:94].

Scriven’s lengthy discussion of objectivity and subjectivity in edu-
cational researchis a major contributionin the Struggle to detach the
notionsofobjectivity and Subjectivity from their traditionally narrow
associations with quantitative and qualitative methodology, re-
spectively. He presents a clear explanation of how objectivity has
been confused with consensualvalidation of something by multiple
observers. Yet, a little reflection will yield many instances where the
majority of scientists (or other people) were factually wrong while
one dissenting observer actually described things as they really were
(Kuhn, 1970).

Qualitative objectivity has to do with the quality of the obser-
vations made byanevaluator. Scriven emphasizes the importanceof
being factual about observations rather than being distant from the
phenomenonbeingstudied. Distance does notguarantee objectivity,
it merely guarantees distance. On the other hand, getting close
enough to the situation observed to experience it firsthand means
that evaluators can learn from their experiences, thereby generating
personalinsights. ‘For the social scientists to refuse to treat their
own behavior as data from which one can learn is really tragic”
(Scriven, 1972a:99).

Gubahas considered the issues of objectivity and subjectivity in
considerable depth. He notes that in all areas of social science the
data collected should bereliable, factual, and confirmable. ‘‘There
seemsto be no intrinsic reason whythe methodsof a properly trained
naturalistic inquirer should be any more doubtful a source of such
data than the methodsofan investigator using a more quantitative
approach” (Guba, 1978:74-75). He suggests that the issue is more
clearly stated by talking about ‘“‘neutrality’’ of the evaluator rather
than objectivity or subjectivity. The neutral evaluatoris not predis-
posed toward certain findings on an a priori basis. Yet, this word
change introduces its own problems. ‘‘Neutrality’’ may imply that
the evaluator does not care about the findings. House suggests that
lack of caring is hardly reassuring to decision makers and in-
formation users.

Even qualitative objectivity is insufficient for evaluation,for it carries
the aura of neutrality. People being evaluated do not want a neutral
evaluator, one whois unconcerned about the issues. A person ontrial
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would not choose a judge totally removed from his own social

system....

The evaluator must be seen as caring, as interested, as responsive to

the relevant arguments. He must be impartial rather than simply

objective.

The impartiality of the evaluator must be seen asthat of an actorin

events, one who is responsive to the appropriate arguments but in

whom the contending forces are balanced rather than non-existent.

The evaluator must be seen as not having previously decided in favor

of one position or the other [House, 1977:45-46].

The politics of evaluation mean that evaluators must make their own

peace with howtheyare going to describe what they do. The meaning

and connotations of objectivity, subjectivity, neutrality, and im-

partiality will have to be worked out with particular decision makers

and information users in specific evaluation settings. Essentially,

these are all concerns about the extent to which the data can be

trusted. All of the validating and verifying procedures discussed in

this chapter are concernedwiththe issueofthe trustworthinessofthe

data. For better or worse, the trustworthiness of the data is tied

directly to the trustworthiness of the evaluator who collects and

analyzes the data. Thus, the fourth and final issue concerning

evaluator effects is the issue of competence.

Competence is demonstrated by using the verification and valid-

ation procedures necessary to establish the quality of analysis.

Competenceis demonstrated by building a “track record”’ offairness

and responsibility. Competence involves neither overpromising nor

underproducing in evaluation research. Finally, the concern for

evaluator competence meansthat decision makers and information

users bear major responsibility in making sure that the evaluators

they employ have the knowledge and skills they desire. It is not

enough to shift the responsibility for the qualitative evaluation

totally into the lap ofthe evaluator. Decision makers and information

users share responsibility for the credibility ofthe evaluation bytheir

selection of an evaluator and their identification of evaluation issues

to be studied. This leads me to the final, and perhaps the most

important, procedure for validating and verifying data analysis.

SUBJECT AND AUDIENCE REACTIONS

TO THE ANALYSIS

Evaluators can learn a great deal about the accuracy,fairness, and

validity of their data analysis by having the people describedin that



the evaluator’s perspective is joined to the perspective of the people
who must use the information. House Suggests that the more
“naturalistic” the evaluation, the moreit relies on its audiences to
reach their own conclusions, draw their own generalizations, and
make their own interpretations. Houseis articulate and insightful on
this critical point:

[U]nless an evaluation provides an explanation for a particular
audience, and enhances the understanding of that audience by the
content and form of the argumentit presents, it is not an adequate
evaluation for that audience, even thoughthe facts on whichitis based
are verifiable by other procedures. Oneindicator of the explanatory
power of evaluation data is the degree to which the audience js
persuaded. Hence, an evaluation may be ‘‘true”’ in the conventional
sense but not persuasive to a particular audience for whomit does not
serve as an explanation. In the fullest sense, then, an evaluation is
dependentboth on the person who makes the evaluative statement
and on the person whoreceives it [House, 1977:42; italics added]

INTELLECTUAL RIGOR

The thread that runs through these proceduresand techniquesfor
verifying and validating qualitative data is their dependence on the
intellectual rigor of the evaluator. There are no clear-cut rules about
how to proceed. The task is to do one’s best to make sense out of
things. A qualitative analyst returns to the data over and over again
to see if the constructs, categories, explanations, and interpretations
make sense, if they really reflect the nature of the phenomena.
Creativity, intellectual rigor, perseverence, insight—these are the
intangibles that go beyond the routine application of scientific
procedures. As Nobel prize-winning physicist Percy Bridgman put
it: “There is no scientific method as such, but the vital feature of a
scientist’s procedure has been merely to do his utmost with his mind,
no holds barred”’ (quoted in Mills, 1961:58; italics in Original).
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PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

I find in my own workthatfinal reports frequently have less impact

than the direct, face-to-face interactions I have with decision makers

and information users to provide them with feedback about evalu-

ation findings and to share with them the nature of the data. Final

reports often serve an important dissemination function to audiences

beyond immediate decision makers and information users, but they

are not automatically and necessarily the primary source of infor-

mation for those who are intended to actually wtilize evaluation

findings. I have done evaluations that involved no polished, final

report. Such reports take a tremendous amount of time and energy,

and certain utilization situations may not be well served by putting

all those evaluation resourcesinto the production of a polished final

report that will sit on a shelf somewhere. Eyebrows mayberaised

whenevaluators ask: ‘‘Is there any reason to produce a final, written

report for this evaluation?”’ Butit is a question worth asking, and, in

my opinion, the burden of prooflies with the decision makers and

information users to justify production of a full report.

Normally, of course,a full report will be produced. The contents,

length, and nature of the report is partly a matter for negotiation

between evaluators and decision makers. While individual style will

and should affect what a final report looks like, there are some basic

areas that should be covered in a comprehensive final evaluation

report that presents qualitative data.

A REPORT OUTLINE

The report outline suggested below presents major portions ofa

comprehensive final report. The exact order of the sectionsis less

important than the fact that all of the different portions must be

present.

I. Purpose of the evaluation

A. Context of the evaluation

1. How did the evaluation originate?

2. Whois the evaluation for?

3. Howis the evaluation funded?

4. How wasthe evaluator selected?

B. Evaluation Focus

1. What questions are to be answered by the evaluation”?

2. Whythese questions?

3. What actionsare anticipated or decisions to be made as a

result of the evaluation”
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II. Methods decisions
A. Appropriateness of methods

I. How do the methods being employed follow from the
kinds of evaluation questions being asked?

2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the methods
being used in light of the evaluation purpose?

B. What design and Sampling decisions were made, for what
reasons, and with what consequences?
1. Situations to be sampled
2. Time periods to be sampled
3. People to be sampled

III. Presentation of the data
A. Descriptive information about the program

1. Program origins and history
2 Program activities, processes, and goals
3. Client and staff characteristics

B. Description of findings organized around evaluation questions,
issues, and concerns generated by decision makers and
information users
|. Descriptive information based on observations and/or

interviews. What happened? What wassaid?
2. Provide whateverinformation is neededto take the reader

into the situation being described and evaluated.
C. Analysis of the data

1. Presentation of patterns, themes, tendencies, trends, and
motifs that emerge from the data

2. Presentation of categories, classification systems, and
typologies
a. participant-generated typologies to explain their world
b. evaluator-generated typologies

D. Interpretations and explanations
1. Linkages between categories and dimensions
2. Relationships, things that appear to go together, inter-

dependent parts
3. Notions about causes and consequences, including hypo-

theses aboutthe relationship between program processes
and program outcomes

IV. Validation and verification of findings
A. Details about actual implementation of methods and reporting

on any departures from expected procedures. How wasthe
study done? How werethe data actually collected?

B. Credibility of the findings
1. Discussion of rival hypotheses and alternative explan-

ations
2. Analysis of negative or deviant cases
3. Triangulation

a. of methods
b. of sources
c. of investigators

4. Evaluator effects—the evaluator’s personal role and
perspective
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5. Transcriptions of any recorded reactions from partici-

pants or others who have examined the study

V. Conclusions and recommendations (By request, this is sometimes

the first section of the report; it is put up front so that decision

makers can turn rightto it.)

A. What are the basic findings?

B. What are the implications of the findings?

C. What are the recommendations?

1. Recommendations from program participants, staff, or

others

2. Recommendations of the evaluator

To facilitate reading a reportit is often helpful to go through much

of the entire sequence for each evaluation question—thatis, to

present the description, analysis, and interpretation of each focusin

the evaluation all in one place. An evaluation report should be

readable, understandable, and relatively free of academic jargon. It

is the data that should impress the reader, not the academictraining

of the evaluator.

Even a comprehensive report will have to omit a great deal of

information collected by the evaluator. Focus is essential. Evalu-

ators whotry to include everything risk losing their readers in the

sheer volumeofthe presentation. Lofland (1971) calls the decisions

that must be made about what material to leave out of a report “the

agony of omitting.”

It can happenthat an overall structure that organizes a great deal of

material happensalso to leave out someofone’s mostfavorite material

and small pieces of analysis....|[U]nless one decides to write a

relatively disconnected report, he must face the hard truth that no

overall analytic structure is likely to encompass every small piece of

analysis and all the empirical material that one has on hand....

The underlying philosophical point, perhaps, is that everything is

related to everything else in a flowing, even organic fashion, making

coherence and organization a difficult and problematic humantask.

But in order to have any kind of understanding, we humansrequire that

some sort of order be imposed uponthatflux. No orderfits perfectly.

All order is provisional and partial. Nonetheless, understanding

requires order, provisional and partial as it may be. It is with that

philosophical view that one can hopefully bring himself to accept the

fact that he cannot write about everything that he has seen (or

analyzed) andstill write something with overall coherence or overall

structure [Lofland, 1971:123].

The advice I find myself repeating most often to students when

they are writing reports is: “FOCUS! FOCUS! FOCUS!” The

agony of omitting onthe partof the evaluatoris matched only by the
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readers’ agony in having to read those things that were not omitted—
but should have been.

BALANCE BETWEENDESCRIPTION
AND ANALYSIS

thoughts of the people representedin the report. Description should
Stop short, however, of becoming trivial and mundane. Thereader
does not have to know absolutely everything that was done or said—
again, the problem of focus.

Description is balanced by analysis and interpretation. Endless
description becomesits own muddle. The purpose of analysis is to
organize the description so that it is manageable. Description is
balanced by analysis and leads into interpretation. An interesting
and readable report provides sufficient description to allow the
reader to understandthe analysis, and sufficient analysis to allow the
reader to understandthe description.

Verification and validation information need not be relegated toa
Separate section. Parenthetical remarks throughout the text about
information that has been validated is helpful to the reader at the
point at which findings are presented. For example,if 1 am presenting
a description of some program process and I then speculate on the
relationship betweenthat process and client outcomes, it is appropri-
ate at that point to mention that (1) staff and clients agreed with this
part of the analysis whentheyreadit, (2) I experienced that linkage
personally in my ownparticipation in the program, and (3) this
connection was independently arrived at by two analysts looking at
the data separately.

It is also importantthat the evaluator not pretendthatall findings
are equally credible. The writer bears some responsibility to help the
reader sort out the strengths and weaknessesof various parts of the
description and analysis. Qualitative analysis does not have the
parsimoniousstatistical significance tests of quantitative analysis.
Statistical tests of significance are shorthand ways oftelling the
reader how seriously to take the findings. In qualitative analysis the
analyst must make judgmentsthat provide clues for the reader as to
the writer’s belief about variations in the credibility of different
findings: when are patterns ‘“‘clear’: when are they “‘strongly
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supported by the data’’; and whenarethe patterns ‘‘weak.’’ Readers

will ultimately make their own decisions and judgments aboutthese

matters, but the evaluator’s opinions and speculations, after he or

she has struggled with the data, deserve to be reported.

THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As one might suspect, qualitative reports tend to be relatively

lengthy. This can be a major problem when busy decision makers

do not have the time or will not take the time to read a lengthyreport.

A critical skill that evaluators must developis the ability to produce

an executive summaryofone or two pagesthat presents the essential

findings, conclusions, and reasons for confidence in the summary.

The executive summary is a dissemination document, a political

instrument, and cannot be—noris it meant to be—afull and fair

representation of the study. An executive summary or abstract

should be written in plain language, should be highly focused, and

should be directed at the essence of the evaluation. It is helpful to

keep in mind whenwriting the executive summary that more people

are likely to read the summary than any other document produced

from the evaluation.

UTILIZATION STRATEGIES

Every chapter in this book has emphasized thestrategic nature of

evaluation research. An evaluation strategy that includes a funda-

mental concern for the usefulness and actual utilization ofevaluation

data does notputoffuntil the end of the study consideration of how to

get decision makers and information users to pay attention to the

results. The foundation for utilization is laid at the beginning of the

processwith that veryfirst interaction betweenthe evaluator and the

people who are to use the evaluation findings. A strategy for

enhancing utilization informs and frames every subsequentdecision

made about the evaluation.

The process of identifying and organizing decision makers and

information users during the initial phase of the evaluation is guided

by the strategic speculation that these are the people who will use the

evaluation results. Defining the relevant evaluation issues, making

clear the purposeofthe study, and focusing the important evaluation

questions are processesthat require the evaluator to have developed

a strategy about how the conceptualization of the evaluation will

affect its impact months later. Selecting the appropriate methods to

answerthe questions posed by decision makers requires familiarity
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with a variety of evaluation methods Strategies. Nor are data
collection, data analysis, and data interpretation routine processes.
Strategic options are available at each Step in the evaluation process,
Strategic options that affect the utilization of evaluation findings.
Thus the themeofthe first chapter: Strategic evaluation researchers
must possessa large repertoire ofskills, competences, and methods—
including qualitative methods—in order to function within the
utilization-focused framework of “‘a paradigm of choices.”’

Still, there are no guarantees that evaluation results will be used.
The strategies described in this book are aimed at increasing the
probability that evaluation findings will be meaningful, understand-
able, relevant, and useful. That’s what Strategies are—ways of
increasing the likelihood that the desired end will be achieved.
Despite the best planning and the mostcareful Strategic attention to
utilization criteria throughoutthe evaluation process, the Sisyphean
task of enhancingthe utilization of evaluation findings remains one
of the primary occupational hazards to the mental health of evalu-
ators. There will always be the feedback session in which, having
spent a year of one’slife gathering data, pouring over it, and writing a
rigorous and conscientious final report, some decision maker Says:
“Well, now, I know that you put

a

lotofworkinto this. I’m anxious to
hearall about what you’ve learned. I’ve got about ten minutes before
my next appointment.”’

Weepnot. Use that ten minute period well! Beprepared to makeit
count.

A LOOK TO THE FUTURE

It is my hopethat this book will make a contribution to the ongoing
debate about evaluation methods. Evaluators argue among them-
selves about many things. There are disagreements about the
appropriate purposes of evaluation research, appropriate models,
appropriate methods, appropriate typesof data analysis, and appro-
priate utilization expectations, to name a few. These disagreements
represent real options, and thefield of evaluation research is richer
for these options.
What must be avoided is bringing premature closure to these |

debates. From time to time (and, it seems, with increasing fre-
quency) regulationssurfacein variousfederal and state agencies that
prescribe universal, standardized evaluation measures and methods
for all programs funded by those agencies. I oppose all such
regulations in the belief that local program processesare too diverse
and client outcomes are too complex to be fairly represented
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nationwide, or even statewide, by some narrow set of prescribed

measures and methods—whether the mandate befor quantitative or

qualitative approaches.

So far evaluators have avoided being certified, licensed, in-

spected, and otherwise regulated. Methods are not yet entirely

handed down from on high by officials, bureaucrats, and other

‘authorities.’ But always there is someone around who wouldlike to

put an end to both evaluator discretion and indiscretion.

Halcolm will tell you this:

The establishment of an orthodox evaluation methodology is no

different from the establishmentofa state religion. Officially telling

you what methodsto use is only one step removed from officially

telling you whatresults to find. At that point utilization offindingswill

cease to be an issue— for there will be nothing to use, only ordersto

follow.

From Halcolm: Political Treatise on Evaluation

When methods decisions are based on some universal mandate

rather than situational merit, evaluation research offers no challenge,

requires no subtlety, presents no risk, and allows for no accomplish-

ment. Mybelief that the current state of evaluation practice does

offer challenge, does require subtlety, does present risk, and does

allow for accomplishmentis what sustained the writing of this book

on qualitative evaluation methods.
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Appendix 9.1
CODEBOOK FOR CONTENTANALYSIS OFINTERVIEWS WITH

DECISION MAKERS AND EVALUATORS ABOUT
THEIR UTILIZATION OF EVALUATION RESEARCH

Program Evaluated

0101
0102
0103
0104
0105
0106
0107

nature or kind of program
program relationship to government hierarchy
funding (source, amount, determination of, etc.)
purpose of program, initiation
history of program (duration, changes, termination, etc.)
program effectiveness
other, miscellaneous

Evaluator Role in Specific Study

0201
0203
0204
0205
0206
0207
0208
0209
0210

evaluator’s role in initiation and planning stage
evaluator’s role in data-collection stage
evaluator’s role in final report and dissemination
relationship of evaluator to program (internal/external)
evaluator’s organization (type, size, staff, etc.)
opinions/feelings about role in specific study
evaluator’s background
comments on evaluator, evaluator process
other, miscellaneous

Decision Maker’s Role in Specific Study

0301
0302
0303
0304
0305

0306

0307

decision maker's role in initiation and planning stage
decision maker's role in data-collection stage
decision maker's role in final report and dissemination
relationship of decision maker to program
relationship of decision maker to other people or units in
government

comments on decision maker and decision-making process
(opinions, feelings, facts, knowledge,etc.)

other, miscellaneous

Project Officer Role in Specific Study

0401

0402
0403

0404

0405

0406

project officer's role in initiation and planning stage
project officer's role in data-collection stage
project officer's role in final report and dissemination
relationship of project officer to program
comments onprojectofficer (opinions, feelings, facts. know-

ledge. etc.)

other. miscellaneous
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Interactions

Interactions about or during:

0501 comments on the process of selecting the evaluator (bidding,

RFP)

0502 interactions during or aboutinitiation of study

0503 interactions during or about design of study

0504 interactions during or about data collection

0505 interactions during or about final report/findings

0506 interactions during or about dissemination

Planning and Initiation Process of This Study (how and whostarted)

0601 initiator

0602 interested groups or individuals

0603 circumstances surroundinginitiation

0604 planning for dissemination at initiation phase

0605 other, miscellaneous

Purpose of Study (why)

0701 description of purpose

0702 changes in purpose

0703 other, miscellaneous

Political Context

0801 description of political context

0802 effects on study

0803 other, miscellaneous

Expectations for Utilization

0901 description of expectations

0902 holders of expectations

0903 effect of expectations on study (design, methodology, final

report, etc.)

0904 relationship of expectations to specific decisions

0905 reasons for lack of expectations

0906 people mentioned as not having expectations

0907 effect of lack of expectations on study (design, methodology,

final report) |

0908 other comments on expectations/lack of expectations

Data Collection, Analysis, Methodology

1001 methodological quality

1002 methodological appropriateness

1003 factors affecting data collection and methodology (positive

factors, problems, etc.)

1004 other, miscellaneous
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Findings, Final Report

1101 description of findings/recommendations
1102 reception of findings/recommendations
1103 comments on final report (forms, problems, quality)
1104 comments and description of dissemination (forms, problems,

extent of)
1105 other, miscellaneous

Impact of Specific Study

1201 description of impacts on program
1202 description of nonprogram impacts
1203 impact of specific recommendations
1204 other, miscellaneous

Factors and Effect on Utilization

1301 lateness
1302 methodological quality
1303 methodological appropriateness
1304 positive/negative findings
1305 surprise findings
1306 central/peripheral objectives
1307 point in life of program
1308 presence/absence of other studies
1309 political factors
1310 interaction with evaluators
1311 resources

1312 most important factor
1313 other, miscellaneous

General Comments

1401 opinion of governmentuse of evaluations in general
1402 effect of this study on opinion
1403 comments on evaluations/evaluators in general
1404 comments on decision maker/decision-making process in

general

1405 comments on project officer and P.O. process in general
1406 comments on utilization/impact of
1407 evaluations in general
1408 comments on methodology in general
1409 factors affecting utilization in general

1410 other. miscellaneous
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Background Information of Interviewee

1501 years in Federal Government/Evaluation Research

1502 academic discipline

1503 academic degree

1504 other, miscellaneous
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Appendix 9.2
MIKE: AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE STUDY!

BY FEHRENBACHERETAL.(1976) (USED BY
PERMISSION OF NORTHWEST REGIONAL
EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY)

Background:Sitting in a classroom at Metro City High School wasdifficult
for Mike in 1972-73. In some classes he was way behind. In math he was
alwaysthefirst to finish a test.‘‘I loved math and could alwaysfinish a test in
about ten minutes, but I wasn’t doing well in my other classes,’’ Mike
explained.’

Hefirst heard about Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) when
he was a sophomore. “‘I really only wentto the assembly to get out of one of
the classes I didn’t like,’’ Mike confessed.

Butafter listening to the EBCEexplanation, Mike was quickly sold on the
idea. He notonly liked the notion of learning onthe job, but also thoughtthe
program mightallow him to workat his own speed. The notion of no grades
and no teachers also appealedto him.

Miketook somedescriptive materials hometo his parents and they joined
him for an evening session at the EBCElearning centerto find out more
about the program. Nowafter two yearsin the program, Mikeis a senior and
his parents want his younger brotherto get into the program.

Farly EBCE testing sessionslast yearverified the inconsistency ofMike’s
experiences in school. While his reading and language scores were well
below the average scored by a randomly selected group of juniors at his
school, he showed aboveaverageabilities in study skills and demonstrated
superior ability in math.?
On a less tangible level, EBCE staff members early last school year

described Mikeas being hyperactive, submissive, lacking in self-confidence
and unconcerned abouthis health and physical appearance whenhestarted
the EBCE program. Hewasalso judged to have severe writing deficiencies.
Consequently, Mike’s EBCE learning managerdevised a learning plan that
would build his communications skills (in both writing and interpersonal
relations) while encouraging him to explore several career possibilities.
Mike’s job experiences and projects were designed to capitalize on his
existing interests and to broaden them.

First Year EBCE Experiences. A typical day for Mike started at
8:00 a.m., just as in any other high school, but the hours in between varied
1. All namesand references arefictitiousin this illustrative case study although the
narrative is based on an actualcasehistory.
2. Unless otherwise indicated, statements in quotation marks refer to comments
made bythe student during an interviewwith the evaluator. Pseudonymswere used to
replace students’ actual names.
3. When the terms ‘above average” or ‘below average’ are used in this sectionit will
mean that a student's score wasgreater than one standard deviation above or below
the EBCE group meanforthat variable. meaningthatless than 18 percentofhis peers
scored above or belowthat level.
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considerably. Whenhefirst arrived at the EBCElearning center, Mike said

he usually spent some time ‘“‘fooling around” with the computer before he

worked on projects underwayat the center.

Onhisoriginal application, Mike indicated his career preference would be

computer operator. This led to an opportunity in the EBCEprogram to

further explore that area and to learn more aboutthejob. During April and

May, Mike’s second learning level experience took place in the computer

department of City Bank Services. He broke up his time there each dayinto

morning and afternoonblocks,often arriving before his employer instructor

did for the morning period. Mike usually spent that time going through

computer workbooks. When his employerinstructor arrived they went over

flow charts together and worked on computer language.

Mike returnedto the high schoolfor lunch and a Germanclasshe selected

as a project. EBCE students seldom take classesat the high school but Mike

had a special interest in Germansince his grandparents speakthe language.

Following German class, Mike returnedto the learning center for an hour

of work on other learning activities and then went to City Bank. “‘I often

stayed there until 5:00 p.m.,”’ Mike said, even though high school hours

ended at three.

Mike’s activities and interests widenedafter thatfirst year in the EBCE

program buthis goal of becoming a computer programmerwasreinforced by

the learning level experience at City Bank. The start of a new hobby—

collection of computer materials—also occurred during the time he spent at

City Bank. ‘“‘My employer instructor gave me some booksto read that

actually started the collection,’ Mike said.

Mike’s interests in animals also was enhancedby his EBCEexperience.

Mike has alwaysliked animals and his family has owned a horse since he was

12 years old. By picking blueberries Mike wasable to save enoughto buyhis

own colt two years ago. One of Mike’s favorite projects during the year

related to his horse. The project was designed to help Mike with Basic Skills

and to improvehiscritical thinking skills. Mike read about breeds of horses

and how to train them. Hethen joined a 4-H group with hopesoftraining his

horse for show.

Several months later, Mike again focused on animals for another EBCE

project. This time he used the local zoo as a resource, interviewing the zoo

managerand doing a thorough study of the Alaskan Brown Bear. Mike also

joined an Explorer Scouting Club ofvolunteers to help at the zoo ona regular

basis. ‘I really like working with the bears,’’ Mike reflected. ““They were

really playful. Did you know whenthey rub their hair against the barsit

soundslike a violin?’’ Evaluation of the zoo project, one of the last Mike

completed during the year, showed much improvement. The learning

manager commented to Mike, ‘‘You are getting your projects donefaster,

and I think you are taking more time than youdidat first to do a better job.”’

Mike got off to a slow start in the area of Life Skills development. Like

someof his peers, he went througha period described by one of the learning

managersas ‘‘freedom shock.’”’ When removedfrom the morerigid structure
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normally experienced in a typical school setting, Mike tended to avoid his
responsibility to the more ‘‘academic”side ofhis learning program.Atfirst,
Mike seldom followed up on commitments and often did not let the staff
know whathe wasdoing. By the end ofthe year, he had improved remarkably
in both of these behavior areas.
Through the weekly writing required in maintaining his journal, Mike

demonstrated a significant improvementin written communications both in
terms of presenting ideas and feelings and in the mechanics of writing. Mike
also noted an interesting change in his behavior.“I used to watch

a

lotofTV
and neverdid any reading,”’ Mikesaid at the beginningofthe followingyear.
‘‘T read two books last year and have completed eight more this summer.
Now I goto the bookinstead of the television,” he added. Mike’s favorite
reading materials are sciencefiction.
Mike also observed a difference in his attitude about homework. “After

going to schoolfor six hours I wouldn’t sit down and do homework. But inthe
EBCEprogram I wasn’t sitting in a classroom, so I didn’t mind going home
with some more work on myjournal or projects.’’

Mike’s personal development was also undergoing change. Muchofthis
change wasattributed to one of his employerinstructors, an elementary
school teacher, who told him how importantit is in the work world to wash
and wear clean clothes. Both she and the project staff gave Mike much
positive reinforcement when his dress improved. That same employeralso
told Mike that she wasreally interested in what he hadto say and therefore
wanted him to speak slower so he could be understood.

Mike’s school attendance improved while in the EBCE program. During
the year, Mike missed only six days. This was better than the average absence
for others in the program,which wasfoundto be 12.3 days missed during the
year, and much improvedoverhis high school attendance.

Like a number of other EBCEstudents in his class, Mike went out on
exploration level experiences but completed relatively few other program
requirements during the first three months of the school year. By April,
however, he was simultaneously working on eight different projects
and pursuing a learning level experience at City Bank. By the time Mike
completed his junior year he had finished nine of the required thirteen
competencies, explored nine business sites, completed two learning levels
and carried through on eleven projects. Two other projects were dropped
during the year and one is uncompleted but could be finished in the coming
year.

On a more specific level, Mike’s competencies included transacting
business on a credit basis, maintaining a checking account, designing a
comprehensive insurance program, filing taxes, budgeting, developing
physical fitness, learning to cope with emergencysituations, studying public
agencies and operating an automobile.
Mike did not achieve the samelevel of success on all of his job sites.

However,his performance consistently improved throughoutthe year. Mike
criticized the exploration packages when hestarted them in the first months
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of the program and, although he couldn't pinpoint how, said they could be

better. His own reliance on the questions provided in the package was noted

by the EBCEstaff with a commentthat he rarely followed up on any cues

provided by the person he interviewed. The packets reflected Mike’s

disinterest in the exploration portion of EBCE work. They showedlittle

effort and a certain sameness of remarks abouthis impressionsat the various

sites.

Mike explored careerpossibilities at an automobile dealer, an audiovisual

repair shop, a supermarket, an air control manufacturer, an elementary

school, a housing developmentcorporation, acity public works, ajunior high

school and a bank services company.

Mike’s first learning level experience wasat the elementary school. At the

end of three and one-half months the two teachers serving as his employer

instructors indicated concern about attendance, punctuality, initiative in

learning and amountofsupervision neededto see that Mike’s time was used

constructively. Mike did show significant improvementin appropriate dress,

personal grooming and quality of work on assignments.

Reports from the second learning level experience—at the computer

departmentof the bank services company—showed a marked improvement.

The employerinstructor there rated Mike satisfactory in all aspects and by

the time of the final evaluation gave excellent ratings in ten categories—

attendance/punctuality, adhering to time schedules, understanding and

accepting responsibility, observing employer rules, showing interest and

enthusiasm, poise and self-confidence, using initiative in seeking oppor-

tunities to learn, using employersite learning resources, beginning assigned

tasks promptly and completing tasks assigned.

During the latter part of the school year, Mike worked onseveral projects

at once. He worked on a project on basic electricity and took a course on

‘Beginning Guitar’ for project credit.

To improve his communicationsskills, Mike also worked onan intergroup

relations project. This project grew out of an awareness bythe staff that Mike

liked other students but seemedto lack social interaction with his peers and

the staff. Reports at the beginning of the year indicated that he appeared

dependent and submissive and was an immature conversationalist. In

responseto these observations, Mike’s learning manager negotiated project

objectives and activities with him that would help improve his communica-

tions skills and help him solve someofhis interpersonal problems. At the end

of the year Mike noted a positive change related to his communications

skills. ‘““I can now speak up in groups,” he said.

Mike’s unfinished project related to his own experience andinterests. He

had moved to the Portland area from Canada ten years previously and

frequently returnsto see relatives. The project was on immigration laws and

regulations in the functional citizenship area. At the sametime,it will help

Mike improve his grammarandspelling. Since students have the option of

completing a project started during their junior year whenthey are a senior,

Mike had a chanceto finish the project this year.
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Of the year Mikesaid, “‘It turned out even better than I thought.”’ Things
he liked best about the new experience in EBCE were working at his own
Speed, going to a job and having more freedom.

At the end of the year, Mike’stests Showedsignificant increases in bothreading and languageskills. In the math and Study skill area where he was
already above average only slight increases were indicated.

Tests on attitudes, given both at the beginning and the endof the year,
indicated positive gains in self-reliance, understandingofroles in society,
tolerance for people with differencesin background andideasthan his, and
openness to change.

Aspirations did not change for Mike. Hestill wants to go into computer
programmingafterfinishing college. ‘WhenI started the year I really didn’t
know too much about computers. I feel now that I knowa lot and want even
more to make it my career.”’

(The description ofMike’s secondyear in EBCEare omitted. Wepick up
the case study after the second year description.)

Mike’s Views ofEBCE. Mikefelt that his EBCE experiences, especially
the learning levels, had improvedall ofhis basic skills. He felt that he had the
freedom to do the kinds of things he wanted to do while at employersites.
These experiences, according to Mike, have Strengthened his vocational
choice in the field he wanted to enter and have caused him to look at
educational and training requirements plus someotheralternatives. For
instance, Miketried to enter the military, figuring it would be a good source
of training in the field of computers, but was unable to because of a medical
problem.

By going directly to job sites Mike has gotten

a

feelfor the “real world”of
work. He said his work at computerrepair-oriented sites furthered his
conceptionsof the patience necessary when dealing with customers and fine
degree of precision neededin the repair of equipment. Healso discovered
how a customerengineer takes a problem, evaluates it and solvesit.
Whenasked abouthis work values Mikereplied, ‘*I figure if I get the right

job, I'd workat it and try todo my best . . . infact, I’m sure that even though I
didn’t like thejob I’d still do more than I was asked to. . . . I’d work as hard as
I could.” Although he has always been a responsible person,hefeels that his
experiences in EBCEhave made him moretrustworthy. Mike alsofeels that
he is now treated morelike an adult because ofhis ownattitudes. In fact, he
feels he understands himself a lot more now.

Mike’s future plans concerntrying to get a job in computer programming
at an automobile dealership or computer services company. He had
previously done some computer work at the automobile dealership in
relationship to a project in Explorer Scouts. He also wants more training in
computer programming and has discussed these plans with the student
coordinator and an EBCEsecretary. His attitude towards learningis that it
may not be fun butit is important.
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When asked in which areas he made less growth than he had hopedto,

Mike responded, “‘I really madea lot of growth in all areas.” He credits the

EBCEprogramforthis, finding it more helpful than high school. It gives you

the opportunity to “get out and meet more people and get to be able to

communicate better with people out in the community.”

Most of Mike’s experiences at the high school were not too personally

rewarding. He did start a geometry class there this year, but had to dropit as

he had started late and could not catch up. Although he got alongall right

with the staff at the high school in the past he felt the teachers there had a

‘barrier between them andthe students.’ The EBCEstaff ‘‘treat you on a

more individual type circumstance... have the time to talk to you.” In

EBCE you can ‘‘work at your own speed. ..don’t have to be in the

classroom.”

Mike recommendsthe program to mostofhis friends, although someofhis

friends had already droppedout of school. He stated, ‘‘I would havepaid to

come into EBCE,I thinkit’s really that good of a program.... In fact, P’ve

learned morein these two years in EBCEthan IJ havein the last four yearsat

the high school.” He did not even ask for reimbursementfor travel expenses

because he said he liked the program so much.

The Views of His Parents. When Mikefirst told his parents about the

program they were concerned about what was going to be involved and

whether it was a good program and educational. When interviewed in

March,they felt that EBCE has helped Mike to be more mature and know

wherehe is going.

Mike’s parents said they were well informed by the EBCEstaff in all

areas. Mike tendedto talk to them abouthis activities in EBCE,while the

only thing he ever talked aboutat the high school was photography. Mike’s

career plans havenot really changedsince he entered EBCEandhis parents

have not tried to influence him. but EBCE has helped him to rule out

mechanic and truck driving as possible careers.

Since beginning the EBCE program his parents have found Miketo be

more mature, dependable and enthusiastic. He also became more reflective

and concerned about the future. His writing improved and he read more.

There are no areas wherehis parents felt that EBCEdid not help him and

they rated the EBCE program highly in all areas.

Test Progress Measures on Mike. Although Mike showed a great

improvementin almostall areas of the Comprehensive Test ofBasic Skills

during the first year of participation, his scores decline considerably during

the second year. Especially significant were the declines in Mike’s arith-

metic applications and study skills scores.

Mike’s attitudinal scores all showed a positive gain over the two-year total

period, but also tended to decline during the second yearof participation. On

the semantic differential, Mike scored significantly below the EBCE

mean at FY 75 posttest on the communityresources, adults, learning and

work scales.
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Mike showed continued growth overthe two-year period on the work, self-
reliance, communication, role, and trust scales of the Psychosocial
Maturity Scale. He was Significantly above the EBCEposttest means on the
work, role, and social commitment scales and below average on only
the openness to change scale. The opennessto change score also showed a
Significant decline over the year.
The staff rated Mike on seven student behaviors. At the beginning of the

year he wassignificantly above the EBCE mean on “applies knowledge of
his/her ownaptitudes, interests, and abilities to potential career interests”’
and below the mean on ‘‘understands another person’s message and
feelings.”’ At posttest time he wasstill below the EBCE mean on this latter
behavior as well as on ‘‘demonstrates willingness to apply Basic Skills to
work tasks and to vocational interests.”’

Overthe course of the two years in the EBCE program Mike’s scores on
the Self-Directed Search (SDS) showedlittle changein pattern, although
the numberofinterests and competencies did expand. Overall, realistic (R)
occupations decreased and enterprising (E) occupations increased as his
code changed from RCI (where C is conventional and I is investigative
occupations) at pretest FY 74 to ICR at pretest FY 75 (a classification
which includes computer operators and equipment repairers) to CEI at
posttest FY 75. However, the I was only one point stronger than the R and
the CER classification includes data processing workers. Thus, Mike’s SDS
codes appeared very representative of his desired occupational future.
Evaluators’ Reflections. Mike’s dramatic declines in attitudes and basic

skill scores reflect behavior changes which occurred during the second half
of his second yearof the program and were detected by a number of people.
In February at a studentstaffing meeting his learning manager reported of
Mike that “‘no progressis seen in this zone with projects... stillelusive. . .
coasting right now ... may endupin trouble.’ The prescription was to
“watch him—make him produce. . . find out whereheis.’ However,at the
end of the next to last zone in mid-Maythereport wasstill ‘“‘the elusive
butterfly: (Mike) needs to get himself in high gear to get everything
completed on time!!!’ Since the posttesting was completed beforethis time,
Mike probably coasted through the posttesting as well.
Other data suggesting his lack of concern and involvement during the

second half of his senior year was attendance. Although he missed only two
daysthefirst half of the year, he missed thirteen days during the second half.
Mike showeda definite change in someofhis personality characteristics

over the two years he spent in the EBCE program.In the beginning of the
program he wastotally lacking in social skills and self-confidence. By the
time he graduated, he had madegreatstrides in his social skills (although
there wasstill much room for improvement). However,his self-confidence
had grownto the point of overconfidence. Indeed the employerinstructor on
his last learning level spent a good dealof time trying to get Mike to make a
realistic appraisal of his own capabilities.
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Wheninterviewed after graduation, Mike was working six evenings a

week at a restaurant where he workedpart-timefor the last year. He hopesto

work there for about a year, working his way up to cook, and then go to a

business college for a year to study computers.
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Appendix 9.3
EXCERPTS FROM AN ILLUSTRATIVE INTERVIEW ANALYSIS:
REFLECTIONS ON OUTCOMES FROM PARTICIPANTS IN

A WILDERNESS EDUCATION PROGRAM

by Jeanne Campbell and
Michael Patton

Experiences affect people in different ways. This experiential education
truism meansthat the individual outcomes, impacts, and changesthat result
from participation in somesetofactivities are seldom predictable with any
certainty. Moreover, the meaning and meaningfulness of such changes as do
occur are likely to be highly specific to particular people in particular
circumstances. While the individualized nature of learning is a fundamental
tenet of experiential education,it is still important to stand back from those
individual experiences in order to look at the patterns of change that cut
across the specifics of person and circumstances. One of the purposesofthe
evaluation of the Learninghouse Southwest Field Training Project was to do
just that— to documentthe experiencesofindividuals and then to lookfor the
patterns that help provide an overview of the project and its impacts.
A major method for accomplishing this kind of reflective evaluation was

the conductof follow-up interviews with the eleven project participants. The
first interviews were conducted at the end of October 1977, three weeks
following the first field conference in the Gila Wilderness of New Mexico.
The second interviews were conducted during the third week of February,
three weeks after the wilderness experience in the Kofa Mountains of
Arizona. The third and final interviews were conducted in early May
following the San Juan River conference in southern Utah. All interviews
were conducted by telephone. The average interview took twenty minutes
with a range from fifteen to thirty-five minutes. Interviews were tape-
recorded and transcribed for analysis.
The interviews focus on three central issues: (1) How has your participa-

tion in the Learninghouse Project affected you personally? (2) How has your
participation in the project affected you professionally? (3) How has your
participation in the Learninghouse Project affected yourinstitution? In the
pages whichfollow, participant responses to these questions are presented
and analyzed. The major purposeof the analysis wasto organize participant
responses in such a way that overall patterns would become clear. The
emphasis throughout is on letting participants speak for themselves. The
challenge for the evaluators wasto present participant responsesin a cogent
fashion that integrates the great variety of experiences and impacts recorded
during the interviews.

PERSONAL CHANGE

“Howhas your participation in the Learninghouse Project affected you
personally? What has been the impact ofthe project on you as a person?”
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Questions about personal change generated more reactions from partici-

pants than subsequent questions about professional and institutional

change. Thereis an intensity to these responses about individual changethat

makes it clear just how significant these experiences were in stimulating

personal growth and development. Participants attempted throughout the

interviewsto indicate that theyfelt differently about themselves as persons

because of their Learninghouse experiences. While such personal changes

are often difficult to articulate, the interviews reflect a variety of personal

impacts.

CONFIDENCE:A SENSE OF SELF

During the three weeks in the wilderness, participants encountered a

numberof opportunities to test themselves. Can I carry a full pack day after

day, uphill and downhill? Can I make it up that mountain? Do I have

anything to contribute to the group? As participants encountered and

managedstress, they learned things about themselves. The result was often

an increase in personal confidence and a greater sense ofself.

It’s really hard to say that LH did one thing or another. I think

increased self-confidence has helped me do somethings that I was

thinking about doing. And I think that came, self-confidence came

about largely because of the field experiences. I, right after we got

back, I had my annual merit evaluation meeting with my boss,and at

that I requested that I get a, have a changein title or a differenttitle,

and anothertitle really is what it amounts to, and that I be given the

chance for someother responsibilities that are outside the area that |

workin. I want to get some individual counseling experience, and upto

this point I have been kind of hesitant to ask for that, but I feel like I

have a better sense of what I need to do for myself and that I have a

right to ask for it at least [Cliff, post-Kofas].

I guess something that has been important to mein the last couple of

trips and will be importantin the next oneis just the outdoorpieceofit.

Doing things that perhaps I'd not been willing to attempt before

whatever reason. And finding I’m better at it than expected. BeforeI

was afraid [Charlene, post-Kofas].

The interviews indicate that increased confidence came not only from

physical accomplishments but also—and especially—from interpersonal

accomplishments.

After the Kofas I achieved several things that I've been working on for

two years. Basically, the central struggle of the last two years of mylife

has been to no longertry to please people. No matter what my own

feelings and needsare I try to please you. And in the past I had done

whatever another person wanted meto do in spite of my own feelings
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and needs. And to have arrived at a point where I could tend to my own
feelings and take care of what I neededto dofor meis by far the most
important victory I've won... a major one.

In the Kofas, | amazed myself that I didn’t more than temporarily buy
into how . .. I was being described... when I didn't recognize myself
yet. And that’s new for me. In the past I'd accept others’ criticisms of
me as if they were indeed describing me... and get sucked into that.
And | felt that was an achievement for me to hold onto my sense of
myself in the face of criticisms has long been one of my monsters I’ve
been struggling with, so to hold onto meis. especially as I did, was
definitely an achievement| Billie, post-Kofas].

I've been payinga lot of attention to not looking for validation from
other people. Just sticking with whatever kinds of feelings I have and
not trying to go outside of myself... and lay myself on a platter for
approval. | think the project did have a lot to do with that. especially
this second trip in the Kofas | Greg, post-Kofas].

I would say the most important thing that happened to me was being
able to talk to other people quite honestly about, I think really about
their problems more than mine. That’s very interesting in that I think
that I had, I think I had an effect upon Billy and Charlene both. As a
result of that it gave me a lot more confidenceand positive feelings. Do
you follow that? Where rather than saying I had this problem and 1]
talked to somebodyand they solvedit for me, it was more myhelping
other people to feel good about themselves that made me feel more
adequate and better than myself |Rod, post-Gila].

Another element of confidence concernsthe extent to which one believes

in one’s own ideas—a kind of intellectual confidence.

I think if I take the whole project into consideration, I think that I’ve
gained a lot of confidence myself in some of the ideas that I have
tried to use, both personally and let’s say professionally. Especially in
my teaching aspects. especially teaching at a woman'scollege whereI
think one of ourroles is not only to teach womensubject matter, but
also to teach them to be more assertive. I think that’s a greater
component of our mission than normally would have it at most
colleges. I think that a lot of the ideas that I had about personal growth
and about my owninteractions with people were maybereinforced by
the LH experience, so that I felt more confident about them. and as a
result they have come out more in my dealings with people. I would say
specifically in respect to a sort of amore humanistic approach to things
| Rod. post-Kofas].

Increased confidence for participants was often an outcome of learning
that they could do something newand difficult. At other times. however.
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increased confidence emergedas a result of finding new waysto handle old

and difficult situations, for example, learning how to recognize and manage

stress.

A changeI’ve noticed most recently and moststronglyis the ability to

recognize stress. And also the ability to recognize that I can do a task

without needing to makeit stressful which is something I didn’t know |

did. So what I find I wind up doing, for example, is when I’ve had a

number of things happen during the day and I begin to feel myself

keying up I find myself very willing to say both to close friends and to

people I don’t know very well, I can’t deal with this that you’re

bringing me. Can wetalk aboutit tomorrow?Thisis an issuethat really

needs a lot of time and a lot of attention. I don’t want to deal with it

today, can we talk later... etc. Sol’m finding myself really able to do

that. And I’m absolutely delighted aboutit.

(Whereas before you just piled it on?)

Exactly. I'd pile it and pile it until I wouldn’t understand why I was

going in circles [Charlene, post-Kofas].

PERSONAL CHANGE—OVERVIEW

The personal outcomes cited by Learninghouse participants are all

difficult to measure. What we havein the interviews are personal percep-

tions about personal change. The evidence,in total, indicates that partici-

pants felt differently and, in many cases, behaved differently as a result of

their project participation. Different participants were affected in different

ways andto varying extents. Oneparticipant reported virtually no personal

effects from the experiences.

And asfaras the effect it had on me personally, which wasthe original
question, okay, to be honest with you, toa large degreeit had very little

effect, and that’s not a dig on the program, because at somepointin

people’s lives I think things start to have smaller effect, but theystill

have effect. So I think that for me, what it did have an effect on was

tolerance. Because there were a lot of things that occurred on thetrip

that I didn’t agree with. Andstill don’t agree, but I don’t find myself to

be viciously in disagreement anylonger, just plainly in disagreement.

So it was kindoflike before, I didn’t wantto listen to the disagreement,

or I wanted to listen to it but resolve it. Now, you know,there’s a third

option,that I can listen to it, continue to disagree with it and not mind

continuing to listen to it [Cory, post-San Juan].

The more common reaction, however, was surprise at just how much

personal change occured.
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My expected outcome wasincrease the numberof contacts in the
Southwest, and everyone ofmy expected outcomeswereprofessional.
That you know, much more talk about potential innovations in
education and directions to go, and you know,field based education
what that’s about, and I didn’t expectat all, which may notbe realistic
on mypart, but at least I didn’t expect at all—the personal impact
[Charlene, post-Gila].

Forothers the year’s participation in Learninghouse was amongthe most
important learning experiencesofa lifetime, precisely because the project
embraced personalas well as professional growth.

I’ve been involved in institutions and in projects as an educator,let’s
say, for 20 years. I mean started out teaching in high school, going to
the NSFinstitutions during the summertime and I’ve goneto a lot of
Chatauqua things and a lot of conferences, you know, of various
natures. And I really think that this project has by far the greatest . .
has had byfar the greatest impact on me. And I think that the reason is
that in all the projects that I’ve had inthepast . . . they’ve beenall very
specifically oriented towards one subject or toward one... . more of a,
I guess, more ofascience, more of asubject matter orientation to them.

Whereasthis having a processorientation has a longereffect. Imeana
lot of the things I learn in these instancesis out of date by now and you

keep up with the literature, for example, and all that and maybethat

stimulates you to keepup... butin reality as far as a growth thing on

my part, I think on the part of other participants, I think that this has

been phenomenal. AndIjust think that this is the kind of thing that we

should be looking towards funding on anylevel, federal, or any level

[Rod, post-San Juan].

We come now to a transition point in this report. Having reported

participants’ perceptions about personal change, we want to report the

professional outcomesof the Learninghouse project. The problem is that in

the context of a holistic experience like the Southwest Field Training

Project, the personal-professional distinction becomes arbitrary. A major

theme running throughout discussions during the conferences was the

importance of reducing the personal-professional schism, the desirability of

living an integrated life and being an integrated self. This themeis reflected

in the interviews, as manyparticipants had difficulty responding separately

to questions about personal versus professional change.

PERSONAL/PROFESSIONAL CHANGE

Analytically, there is at least a connotative difference between personal
and professional change. For evaluation purposes, wetried to distinguish
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one from the other as follows: personal changes concern the thoughts,

feelings, behaviors, intentions, and knowledge people have about them-

selves: professional changes concerntheskills, competences, ideas, tech-

niques. and processes people use in their work. There is, however, a middle

ground. How does one categorize changes in thoughts, feelings, and

intentions about competences, skills, and processes? There are changesin

the person that affect that person's work. This sectionis a tribute to the com-

plexity of human beingsin defying the neat categories of social scientists and

evaluators. This section reports changes that, for lack of a better nomen-

clature, we have called simply personal/professional impacts.

The most central and most common impact in this regard concerned

changesin personal perspective that affected fundamental notions about and

approachesto the world of work. The wilderness experiences and accom-

panying group processespermitted and/or forced manyparticipants to stand

back and take a look at themselves in relation to their work. The result was a

changed perspective. The following three passages are from interviews

conducted after the first field conference in the Gila, a time when the

contrasts provided bythefirst wilderness experience seemedto befelt most

intensely.

The trip cameat a real opportune time. I’ve been on this new job about

4-5 weeks and wasreally getting pretty thoroughly miredin it, kind of

overwhelmedbyit, and so it came after a particularly hellish week, so

in that sense it was just a critical, really helpful time to get away. To

feel that I had, to rememberthat I had some choices, both in terms of

whether I stayed here or went elsewhere, get some perspective of what

it was I actually wanted to accomplish in higher education rather than

just Surviving to keep my sanity. And it gave me some,it renewed some

of my ability to think of doing what I wanted to do here at the

University, or trying to, that there were things that were importantfor

me to do ratherthan just handling the stuff that poured across my desk

|Henry, post-Gila].

I think it's helped make me become morecreative. and just, and that’s kind

of tied in with the whole idea of the theory of experiential education. And

the way we approachedit on these trips. And so for instance I’m

talking with my wife the othernight, after I got Laura’s paperthat she’d

given in Colorado, and I said you oughta read this because you can go

out and teach history and you know, experientially. Then I gave her an

idea of how I would teach frontier history for instance, and I don’t

know beansabout frontier history. But it was an idea which, then she

told anotherfriend aboutit, and this friend says oh, you can get a grant

for that. You know. So that was just a real vivid example, and I feel

like, it’s, I've been able to apply. or be creative in a numberof different

situations, I think just because I give myself a certain freedom, I don't

know, I can’t quite pinpoint what broughtit about, but I just. feel more

creative in my work[Cliff, post-San Juan].
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You know mybiggest problemis I’ve been trying to save the world, and
what I’m doingis pulling back. Because, perhaps the way I’ve been
going aboutit has been wrong or whatever, butat least my motives are
clearer and I know much more directly what I need and what I don’t
need and so I’m more openbutless, yeah, as I said, I’ve been in

a

let’s
save the world kind of thing, now I feel more realistic and honest
|Charlene, post-Gila].

I’ve been thinking about myself and myrelationship to men and my
boss, and especially to ideas about fear and risk . . . I decided that I
needed to become

a

little more visible at the department. After the
October experience, I just said I was a bit more ready to become
visible at the department level. And I volunteered then to work on
developing a departmenttraining policy and developthe plan and went
down to the department and talked to the assistant about it and put
myself in a consulting role while another person was assigned the
actualjob ofdoing it. And I think that I was ready to makethat decision
and act on it after I first of all got clear that I was working on male-
female relationships. My departmenthas a man, again, nota terribly
easy one to know,so it’s arisk for meto go talk with him andyetI didit.
I was relatively comfortable and felt very good and very pleased with
myself that I had done that and I think that’s also connected Billie,
post-Kofas].

The connection between personal changes and professionalactivities was

an important theme throughout the Learninghouse Project. The passages

reported in this section illustrate how that connection tookhold in the minds
and lives of project participants. As we turn now to more explicit
professional impacts, it is helpful to keep in mind the somewhatartificial and
arbitrary nature of the personal-professional distinction.

(Omitted are sections on changed professional knowledge about experi-
ential education; use of journals; group facilitation skills; individual
professional skills; andpersonal insights regarding work andprofessional
life; and the specific projects participants undertook professionally. Also
omitted are sections on institutional impacts. We pick up the report in the

concluding section.)

FINAL REFLECTIONS

Personal change . . . professional change .. . institutional change. .
Evaluation categories aim at making sense out of an enormously complex
reality. The reflections by participants throughout the interviews makeit
clear that most of them came awayfrom the Learninghouseprogram feeling
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changesin themselves. Something had touched them. Sometimesit meant a

change in perspective that would show up in completely unexpected ways.

For one thing, I just finished the purchase of my house.First of all,

that’s a new experience for me. I’ve never done it before. I’ve never

owned a homeand nevereven wantedto. It seemed odd to me that my

desire to ‘“‘settle down” or make this type of commitmentto a place

occurred just right after the Gila trip. Just sort of one of those things

that I woke up and went, ‘** Wow,I wantto stay here.I like this place.I

want to buy it.”” And I had neverin mylife lived in a house or a place

that I felt that way about. I thought that was kind of strange. And I do

see that as a function of personal growth andstability. At least some

kind of stability.

Other areas of personal growth: one has been, and this kind of crosses

over I think into the professional areas, and that would be an ability to

gain perspective. Certainly the trips I think . . . incredibly valuable for

gaining perspective on what's happening in my homesituation, my

personal life. my professional life...the whole thing. And it has

allowed meto focus on somepriority types of things for me. And deal

with someissuesthat I’ve been kind of dragging on for years and years

and not really wanting to face up with them or deal with them. And I

have been able to move on and movethroughthose kinds of things in

the last 6 or 9 months or so to a muchgreater extent than ever before

[Tom, post-San Juan].

Other participants came away from the wilderness experiences with a

more concrete orientation that they could apply to work, play, and life.

The thing that I realized as I was trying to make some connections

between the river and raft trip, was that in some waysI can see the

parallels of my life being kind of like our raft trip was, and the rapids, or

the thrill ride, and they’re a lot of fun, butit’s nice to get out ofthem for

a while and dryoff. It’s nice sometimesto be abletojust drift along and

not worry about things. But a lot of it also is just hard work. A lot of

times I wish I could get out of it and go a different way, and that’s been

kind of a nice thing for me to think about and kind of a viewpointto

have wheneverI see thingsin a lull or in a real high speed pace, that I

can say, “Okay, I’m goingto be in this for a while, but I'm going to

come out of it and go into something else’. And so that’s kind of a

metaphorthat I use as somewhat of a philosophyorpointofview that’s

helpful as I go from day to day [Cliff, post-San Juan].

A common themethat emerged as participants reflected on their year’s

involvement with Learninghouse was a new awarenessof options, alterna-

tives, and possibilities.
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I would say that if I have one overall comment,the effectofthe first
weekoverall, is to renew mysense of the broader possibilities in my
job and in my life. Opens things to me. I realize that I have a choice to
be here and be myself. And since I have a choice, there are
responsibilities. Which is a good feeling [Henry, post-Gila].

I guess to me whatsticks out overall is that the experience was an
opportunity for meto step outof the rest of my life and focus on it and
evaluate it, both my personallife and my work, professionallife aspect
|Michael, post-San Juan].

Asparticipants stood back and examined themselves and their work they
seemed to discovera clarity that had previously been missing. Perspective,
awareness, Clarity... stuff of which personal/professional/institutional
change is made.

I think I had a real opportunity to explore someissues ofmy own worth
with a group of people whowerewilling to allow me to explore those.
And it may have comelater, but it happened then. On the Learning-
house, through the Learninghouse ... and I thinkit speeded up the
process of growing for me in that way, accepting my own worth, my
own ideas about education, about what I was doing, and in terms of
being a teacher it really aided my discussions of people and my
interactions. It really gave mea lot of focus on what I was doing. I think
I would’ve muddled around a long time with some issues that I was
able to, I think, gain someclarity on pretty quickly by talking to people
who weresharing their experience and were working towards the same
goals, self-directed learning, and experiential education | Greg, post-
San Juan].

I think what happenedis that for meit served as a catalyst for some
personal changes, you know,the personal, institutional, they're all
wound up, bound uptogether. I think I was really wrestling with jobs
and career and so on. For methe wholeproject was acatalyst. akind of
permission to look at things that I hadn't looked at before. One of the
realizations, one of the insights that I had in the process was. kind of
neat on mypart, to becomeconcrete, specific in my actionsin mylife,
no matter whetherthat was writing that I was doing,orif it was in my
job, or whateverit was. But to really pay attention to that. I think that’s
one of the things that happened to me [Peter, post-San Juan].

These statements from interviews do not represent a final assessmentof
the impacts of the Learninghouse Southwest Field Training Project. Several
participants resisted the request to make Summary statements about the
effects and outcomes of their participation in the program because they
didn't want to force premature closure,
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(Can you summarize the overall significance ofparticipation in the

project?)

I do want to make a summary, and I don't again. . . . It feels like the

words aren't easy and for me being very much a wordsperson, that’s

unusual. It’s not necessarily that the impact hasnt been in the

cognitive areas. There have been some. But whattheyve been, where

the impact has been absolutely overwhelmingis in the affective areas.

Appreciation of other people, appreciation of this kind of education.

Though I workin it, I haven't doneit before! A real valuing of people,

the profession, of my colleagues in a sense that I never had before. . . .

The impactfeels like it's been dramatic. and I’m notsurethat I can say

exactly how. I’m my whole... it all can be summarized perhaps by

saying I’m much morein control. In a good kind of sense. In accepting

risk and being willing to take it; accepting challenge and being willing

to push myself on that; accepting and understanding more about

working at the edge of my capabilities... what that means to me.

Recognizing very comfortably what I can do andfeeling good about

that confidence, and recognizing that what I haven't yet done, and

feeling okay about trying it. The whole perception of confidence has

changed [Charlene, post-San Juan].

The Learninghouse program was many things—the wilderness, a modelof

experiential education, stress. professional development —but mostofall,

the project was the people who participated. In response after response

participants talked about the importance of the people to everything that

happened. Becauseofthe dominanceofthat motifthroughoutthe interviews,

we wantto end this report with that highly personal emphasis.

I said before I think that to know somepeople, that meant a lot to me,

people whowere also caring. And people whowerealso involved, very

involved in some issues, philosophical and educational, that were

pretty basic not only to education, but to living. Knowing these people

has been really important to me. It’s given me a kind of continuity and

something to hold onto in the midst of a really frustrating, really

difficult situation where I didn’t have people where I could get much

feedback from, or that I could share much thinking about, talking

about, and working with. It’s just kind of basic issues. That kind of

continuity is real important to just my feelings. important to myself.

Feeling like I have someplace to go....

Sometimes I feel funny about placing so much emphasis on the

people.... But the people have really meant a lot to me asfar as

putting things together for myself. Being able to have my hands in

something that might, that really offers me a way to go| Greg, post-San

Juan].
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